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Abstract

After more than 60 policy reports published since the 1950s, a national approach to fostering

Australian engagement in Asia has emerged, with the concept of Asia literacy at its core.

First coined in 1988, Asia literacy can be broadly defined as the formal learning of Asian

languages and cultures, politics, and economics in order to enhance Australian capabilities

for engaging with the Asian region. Economic utility is the guiding principle of Asia literacy.

The most recent representation of this is the Ken Henry Report (2012) federal white paper,

consolidating previous recommendations into a national strategy.

Designed to be implemented through compulsory education, Asia literacy is intended as a

solution to perceived disengagement from Asia as well as a fear of Asia. These national

approaches to Asia literacy are underpinned by the Australian Federation story of nation-

building and identity in which racist discourses that positioned people from Asia as a

threatening other were dominant. Michel Foucault and Stephen J. Ball are valuable to

inquiring into the discourses operating behind Asia literacy, to indicate that Asia literacy

recommendations carry discourses about behaviour, attitudes and values.

However, despite lofty aims, the project of implementing Asia literacy has foundered due to

the concept itself being seriously flawed. Australian Asian Studies scholar M. Garbutcheon

Singh argues that Australian Asia literacy programs are Orientalist and distance Asia from

daily life.

Until recently, policy recommendations for developing Asia literacy have not considered

the needs of intranational regional areas of Australia such as Tasmania. In 2013, the

Tasmanian Government released the first state white paper on engaging with Asia. Taking

a critical policy studies approach to the policy data, Carol Bacchi offers a method for

interrogating policy solutions as problem representations. The policy discourse of Asia

literacy suggests that it is produced uniformly throughout Australia thus disadvantaging

intranational regional areas of Australia. Tasmania is a lens through which to decentre this

national approach to Asia literacy and to examine the flaws implicit to the concept of Asia

literacy.

This is the first inquiry into Asia literacy in an intranational regional area of Australia.

It uses original qualitative and quantitative data to explore the affective dimension of

‘Asia literacy’ based on attitudes and values, and the lived experience; not only on the

skills acquired through formal education. Using Tasmania as a case study, this thesis

demonstrates that when an intranational regional area context is considered, the national

model is ineffective and incomplete. Yet instead of designating these apparently deficient

areas as Asia ‘illiterate,’ a more nuanced understanding reveals that Asia engagement

frequently occurs outside of the classroom and at the level of everyday life.

The affective dimension of Asia literacy is a place-based critique of the national approach.

It attempts to, as Julia Kristeva notes, turn “we” into a problem for interrogation to

recognise the Asia within.
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The AACLAME

Report

Australian Advisory

Council on Languages

and Multicultural

Education

May

1990

“The report’s aims are to: provide a detailed overview of

progress in implementing the NPL between its launch in

December 1987 and March 1990; evaluate, where possible,

the effectiveness of NPL programs; present a reasoned

case for the extension of NPL funding beyond the current

life of the policy in program terms (1990–91); and identify

directions and priorities for future NPL program activity.

A major purpose of this report, apart from the

dissemination of information through the minister to

Parliament and the general public, is to argue that

renewal of the NPL after 1990–91 is consistent with a

commitment to economic efficiency, social justice, quality

of life and an active and constructive international role for

Australia.” p. 1

Federal Minister for

Employment, Education

and Training (John

Dawkins)

The Stanley

Report

The relationship

between international

trade and linguistic

competence

1990 “The consultants were asked to set Australia’s

macro-economic directions and their language implications

in the comparative context of the trade and language

policies and approaches of a number of major trading

nations, to examine the current utilisation of languages by

Australian companies, and to indicate what level and type

of language skills should be developed in the future.” p. iii

Australian Advisory

Council on Languages

and Multicultural

Education (AACLAME)
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The ASC Report June

1991

“The Council also agreed that the report should draw

attention to: areas where outstanding policy issues

remain; an overview of the Council’s assessment for

priorities for future national action; and essential Council

programs which require support in the next few months.”

p. 1

Asian Studies Council

Australia’s

Language: The

Australian

language and

literacy policy

August

1991

“The Policy Information Paper and this companion

volume consider the provisions made through

Commonwealth programs to enhance proficiency in

English for all Australian residents, languages other than

English and Aboriginal languages. The focus of the ALLP

is principally on education and training programs.

However, a broader examination of the role of other

agencies such as libraries and the media is also warranted

as they support language and literacy education and

training programs. Interpreter/translator services are also

relevant to an ALLP because they are a necessary bridge

for more effective communication. These issues are

receiving attention in other government portfolios and

jurisdictions. They are not discussed in as much detail as
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education and training programs in this Policy

Information Paper. The ALLP acknowledges the work

being done to support these initiatives and endorses the

need for continuing attention to these areas.” p. 11

Federal Minister for

Employment, Education

and Training (John

Dawkins)

The Leal Report Widening our

Horizons: Report of

Modern Languages in

Higher Education

Volume I and II

1991 “The purpose of the review will be to investigate the

current situation of modern language teaching in higher

education, with a view to identifying or developing models

for best practice and defining what pedagogical and other

changes may be necessary in order to meet Australia’s

language requirements. This will be done in the context of

the National Policy on Languages (NPL), with reference

to the four social goals for language learning, namely:

(1) Enrichment: cultural and intellectual

(2) Economics: vocations and foreign trade

(3) Equality: social justice and overcoming disadvantages

(4) External: Australia’s role in the region and the world

Australian National

Languages Institute

Melbourne

The review will produce a co-ordinated plan for efficient,

effective and high quality language teaching in the higher

education sector and it will identify the balance and range

of language programs required to meet these purposes.”

p. 1
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The Rudd

Report

Asian Languages and

Australia’s Economic

Future

1994 “COAG discussed the relevance of Australia’s

understanding of Asian languages and cultures to the

enhancement of Australia’s economic interests in the

Asia-Pacific region. To this end, it:

– Noted the importance of the development of a

comprehensive understanding of Asian languages and

cultures through the Australian education system if

Australia is to maximise its economic interests in the

Asia-Pacific region;

– agreed that Asian language development is a matter of

national importance, requiring urgent and high-level

attention at a national level; and

– agreed to establish a high level working group to

prepare a report for COAG by the end of 1993;

– outlining current efforts of the Commonwealth and

States in Asian language and culture education; and

– developing a strategic framework for the

implementation of a comprehensive Asian languages

and cultures program in Australian schools (and, where

relevant, TAFEs) by the end of the decade.

The Prime Minister and

The Council of

Australian Governments

(COAG)
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This report outlines the findings and recommendations of

the working group and presents a framework for an

increased national effort in this area. This will require

consideration by Heads of Government in terms of their

respective budget circumstances.” p. i

The Jeffrey

Report

Maximising

Australia’s Asia

Knowledge:

Repositioning and

Renewal of a

National Asset

2002 “The inquiry argues:

– That the forces of globalisation will lead Australia to

interact increasingly with the countries of Asia;

– That Australia’s long-standing Asia-knowledge base is

in jeopardy;

– That a careful program of renewal, making imaginative

use of new technologies, allows Australia to reposition,

extend and deepen its Asia knowledge in ways that will

enhance security, prosperity and cultural

communication.” p. xvi

Asian Studies

Association of Australia

Tasmania

Together

Tasmania Together

2020

2006 Not specified. Tasmanian Department

of Premier and Cabinet
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The Melbourne

Declaration

Melbourne

Declaration on

Educational Goals for

Young Australians

2008 “As signatories to the Melbourne Declaration, Australian

Education Ministers seek to achieve the highest level of

collaboration with the government, Catholic and

independent school sectors and across and between all

level of government. Australian Education Ministers also

seek to achieve new levels of engagement with all

stakeholders in the education of Young Australians.” p. 5

Ministerial Council on

Education, Employment,

Training and Youth

Affairs

The Kertesz

Report

The State of Asian

Languages in

Tasmania

2011 Not specified. University of Tasmania

and the National Asian

Languages Studies in

School Program

(NALSSP)

The Issues Paper Tasmania’s Place in

the Asian Century

Issues Paper

August

2012

“This Issues Paper seeks to provide an overview of some

of the issues facing Tasmania in the Asian Century,

including:

– an outline of the Tasmanian and Australian white

paper processes;

– an outline of what the Asian Century means;

– the current structure of Tasmania’s exports of goods

and services; and

– potential barriers and opportunities for increasing

Tasmania’s engagement in the region.” p. 6

Policy Division:

Tasmanian Department

of Premier and Cabinet
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Developing an

Asia Capable

Workforce

Developing an Asia

Capable Workforce:

A National Strategy

September

2012

Not specified Asialink

The Henry

Report

Australia in the

Asian Century White

Paper

October

2012

Not specified. Prime Minister of

Australia

Evidence Base Tasmania’s Place in

the Asian Century

Evidence Base

March

2013

Not specified. The Tasmanian State

Government and the

Australian National

University Crawford

School of Public Policy

The Tasmanian

Report

Tasmania’s Place in

the Asian Century

White Paper

March

2013

Not specified. The Tasmanian State

Government and the

Australian National

University Crawford

School of Public Policy
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The Halse

Report

Asia literacy and the

Australian Teaching

Workforce

August

2013

“The research was intended to answer these questions:

– What are the features of an Asia literate teacher?

– What are the features of an Asia literate principal?

– What measures are required to build an Asia literate

teaching workforce?” p. 3

Australian Institute for

Teaching and School

Leadership (AITSL)

Engaging with

Asia Strategy

2013–2015

Engaging with Asia

Strategy 2013–2015

2013 “This document is the Tasmanian Department of

Education’s plan for increasing a focus on Asia literacy

through the curriculum in Tasmanian schools and

services.” p. 3

Tasmanian Government

Department of

Education

Smart

Engagement with

Asia

Smart Engagement

with Asia:

Leveraging language,

research and culture

March

2015

“This project aimed to address issues including, but not

limited to, the following:

– What are the attributes (such as personal interactions,

ways of learning, cultural sensitivities) needed to

succeed in Asia?

– What skills and knowledge would make it easier for

people to collaborate in science, research and business?

– How do we use science and cultural diplomacy to

advance our broader interests in Asia Pacific?

– What examples stemming from science and cultural

diplomacy can we learn from?

– How could we most successfully assist development in

the Pacific region?” p. 13

Australian Council of

Learned Academies

(ACOLA)
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The O’Leary

Report

Leading in the Asian

Century: A National

Scorecard of

Australia’s Workforce

Asia Capability

September

2015

“This first-of-its-kind report assists Australian

organisations by:

– Clearly defining individual Asia Capability.

– Providing a survey tool for Australian organisations to

measure the Asia Capability of their workforce.

– Generating national benchmarks of individual Asia

Capability. This enables organisations to assess their

workforce Asia Capability and understand how well this

supports the markets and clients they serve now and

into the future.” p. 7

Diversity Council

Australia (DCA)

Australia’s

Diaspora

Advantage

Australia’s Diaspora

Advantage: Realising

the potential for

building

transnational

business networks

with Asia

May

2016

“The main aims of this report are to:

– map the Asian business diasporas in Australia

– explore how these diasporas participate and contribute

to enterprise and innovation

– identify the challenges they confront

– discuss some ways in which governments, industries and

associations might address these challenges.” p. 1

Australian Council of

Learned Academies

(ACOLA)



Chapter 1

Introduction and literature review

Introduction

Tasmania faces many challenges in the Asian century. As a state it is less well
equipped to engage with Asia than other states in Australia as a result of relatively
limited existing economic links and a more homogenous community. Goals of socio-
economic and cultural enrichment will be difficult to achieve without increasing the
awareness and recognition by the Tasmanian community of Asia, Asia’s culture and
ways of doing business, and the potential opportunities that Asia and the Asian
century present.1

Tasmania is the only state to commission its own Asian Century White Paper,
leveraging off the work done for the Australian Government by Ken Henry and the
national team.2

Asia literacy is recommended in the landmark Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century

White Paper (the Tasmanian Report, 2013) as a solution to perceived economic, social,

and cultural disengagement from Asia.3 The report, released by the Tasmanian State

Government in conjunction with the Australian National University’s Crawford School of

Public Policy, is the first intranational regional claim to Asia literacy in Australia. A key

recommendation of the report is that Tasmanians become Asia literate so to effectively

engage with Asia in the Asian Century.4

In February 1988, Dr. Stephen FitzGerald then chairman of the Asian Studies Council

(ASC) gave an address to the Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA) in which he

1 Tasmanian Government and the Australian National University’s Crawford School of Public Policy,
Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and
Cabinet, March 2013), 3. (The Tasmanian Report).

2 The Tasmanian Report, 1.
3 The Tasmanian Report, 22–23, 39. Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet, Tasmania’s Place

in the Asian Century – Issues Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet Policy
Division, August 2012), 21. (The Issues Paper). Tasmanian Department of Education, Engaging with
Asia Strategy: 2013–2015 (Hobart: Tasmanian State Government, October 2013), 3.

4 The Issues Paper, 21.

1



Chapter 1: Introduction and literature review

offered the first definition of Asia literacy.5 FitzGerald argued that in order to maximise

the advantages associated with Australian proximity to Asia, Australia needed to develop

knowledge of Asia.6 As a result, FitzGerald coined the term Asia literacy:

A populace in which the knowledge of an Asian language is commonplace and
knowledge about Asian customs, economies and societies very widespread.7

For FitzGerald, Asia literacy is produced in formal and tertiary education, stems from

government departments, and is targeted at students who have little to no working knowl-

edge of Asia.8 Lastly, Asia literacy education consists of learning about Asian languages,

economies, and cultures. Since 1988, Asia literacy has taken many different directions

and has expanded in subsequent policy documents to include business, organisational,

intellectual, and teaching and learning perspectives.9 The underpinning framework of

FitzGerald’s model, however, is still operative in policy recommendations.10

The underlying assumption of this policy goal is that Asia literate students are more likely

to interact with Asia through work and personal pursuits which, in turn, will strengthen

Australian economic ties with Asia.11 The framing of Asia literacy in the Tasmanian

Report too reveals that the policy goal is motivated by a concern that widespread Asia

illiteracy will result in economic disengagement from Asia in the Asian Century.12 Asia

literacy is therefore positioned in the report as a solution to ongoing economic under-

performance.13

FitzGerald’s definition occurred during a unique policy window where both national

education was gradually being standardised and education goals were increasingly in-

strumentalised to achieve national economic imperatives.14 This signified the beginning

5 Elaine M. McKay, Towards an Asia-Literate Society: Current Issues in Asian Studies Series, ed. Elaine
M. McKay (Parkville: Asian Studies Association of Australia, 1988), 9. (Towards an Asia-Literate
Society).

6 Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5.
7 Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5. The policy phrase Asia literacy has since dominated the discus-

sion of Australian engagement with Asia and is fundamental to understanding how Australia pursues
interaction with the region. However, there is no consensus as to a clear definition and it is useful then
to turn to this original iteration to initiate a framework of inquiry into the concept of Asia literacy in
Tasmania.

8 Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5. See further: Kirrilee Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for
Asia literacy in Australia” (Unpublished PhD diss., Australian National University, 2013), 130.

9 I discuss this further in Chapter Four on pages 143–145.
10 See Reference 1 for a full list of relevant policy reports outlining ‘Asia literacy.’ Useful comparisons

would be between the Ingleson Report (1989), the Rudd Report (1994), and the Henry Report (2012).
11 Kevin Rudd, Asian Languages and Australia’s economic future: A report prepared for the Council of

Australian Governments on a proposed national Asian languages/studies strategy for Australian schools
(Brisbane: Queensland Government Printer, 1994), 3–4. (The Rudd Report). Commonwealth Govern-
ment, Ken Henry White Paper: Australia in the Asian Century (Canberra: Australian Government
Printing Press, October 2012), 164. (The Henry Report).

12 The Issues Paper, 21.
13 The Tasmanian Report, 3–4. The Issues Paper, 21–22.
14 Maila Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” Asian Studies Review

2
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of a consolidated national push to develop Asia literacy. Asia literacy has since been

conceptualised in policy recommendations as a national policy goal and one which is

to be produced and measured uniformly throughout Australia. This framework — that

Asia literacy is standard across Australia — was initiated in 1971 with the release of

the Auchmuty Report, and then solidified by FitzGerald in 1988, and again cemented

by the release of the federal white paper the Henry Report in 2012. Reference 1 lists

the key policy reports preceding the Tasmanian State Government policy recommenda-

tion. Together, these reports outline a national approach for conceptualising, measuring,

and understanding Asia literacy in Australia. These documents are mainly produced by

Federal Government Departments and non-government organisations (such as Asialink).

I refer to this policy framework throughout this thesis as a ‘national approach’ to Asia

literacy.

The national approach to Asia literacy has several identifying components. First, it is

produced in formal education.15 Secondly, Asia literacy consists of knowledge of Asian

languages and studies.16 Third, it is intended to engender closer economic links with

Asia.17 Fourth, Asia literacy is based on the assumption that there is widespread Asia

illiteracy throughout Australia.18

The Tasmanian Report is significant because it challenges the established national frame-

work of Asia literacy. Until the release of the Tasmanian Report, Asia literacy has been

conceptualised as a national skillset. Alternatively, the Tasmanian Report is the first

intranational regional based inquiry into Asia literacy. Thus, I suggest that these reports

(Reference 1) are indicative of a national approach to Asia literacy and the Tasmanian

Report is an opportunity to review Asia literacy specific to an intranational regional area

of Australia.

The need to investigate Asia literacy in an intranational regional areas of Australia such

as Tasmania is clear when we examine the position of the island state within Australia.

Tasmania is known as a ‘mendicant’ state: under-performing both economically and in

education standards, and far behind the national average.19 It is considered to be the

15, no. 3 (1992): 74; Peter Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism
affected Asian Studies?,” Asian Studies Review 15, no. 3 (April 1992): 64.

15 Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5. The Henry Report, 172. The Rudd Report, 5.
16 Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5.
17 The Rudd Report, 5. Ross Garnaut, Australia and the North East Asian Ascendancy: report to the

Prime Minister and the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Canberra: Australian Government
Publishing Service, October 1989), xv.

18 Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5. The Issues Paper, 21.
19 Elaine Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the

constitution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” The Round Table: The Commonwealth Journal of International
Affairs 95, no. 368 (September 2006): 579; Jonathan West, “Obstacles to Progress: What’s Wrong
with Tasmania, really?,” in Griffith Review 39: Tasmania the Tipping Point?, ed. Julianne Schultz
and Natasha Cica (Queensland: Griffith University Press, 2013), 50–51; National Assessment Program,
“Results,” National Assessment Program, accessed February 26, 2018, http : // reports . acara . edu .

3
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most demographically homogenous, the most culturally isolated, of all Australian states

and territories.20 More generally, Tasmania is often reported has having low standards of

literacy and educational attainment.21

Due to the absence of consideration in planning policies of what such areas need to

become Asia literate, measuring Asia literacy in Tasmania within the national approach

will only confirm Tasmania’s Asia illiteracy and disengagement from Asia.22 A problem

of a national approach when assessing Asia literacy is that it presumes that methods for

developing Asia literacy are the same throughout Australia. There is a tension between

the pursuit of implementing a national Asia literacy model in Tasmania and recognising

that intranational regional areas have different attributes.

The opening excerpts to this chapter further reveal how Asia literacy would likely be

measured in Tasmania: against the standard achieved by a monolithic ‘Australia.’23 The

production of Asia literacy in Tasmania is entangled with issues of state performance

within the Australian federal system. Physically and socially on the periphery of Aus-

tralia, the island state of Tasmania is an intranational regional area of Australia.24 Plan-

ning policies seldom take the needs of these areas into account.25 Often, intranational

regional areas are considered backward when compared with metropolitan areas and, as

Archer notes, this is a failure of policy planning rather than a reality.26 The Tasmanian

Report is therefore indicative of how the exceptionalism of intranational regional areas

both constrains the implementation of a national approach to producing Asia literacy yet

concurrently opens other ways for recognising and cultivating Asia literacy.27

Further exemplifying the relationship between Asia literacy and state performance is

the strong correlation between Asia literacy, education and the economy. Asia literacy

has long been used to achieve national economic aspirations: Asia literacy is positioned

au/Home/Results; See further: Michael Rowan and Eleanor Ramsay, “Educational inequality in
Tasmania: Evidence and explanations,” Australian Educational Researcher 45, no. 3 (2018): 278–295.

20 West, “Obstacles to Progress: What’s Wrong with Tasmania, really?,” 50–51; Alaric Maude, “Regional
development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,” European Planning
Studies 12, no. 1 (2004): 12.

21 Craig Perkins and Kevin Turner, What Tasmania Needs from Education: A Intranational regional
Perspective (Launceston, Tasmania: Intranational regional Development Australia, 2014), 6–7; Rowan
and Ramsay, “Educational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explanations,” 280.

22 Jack Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?,” Conversation, November 14,
2012, accessed October 23, 2016, https://theconversation.com/where- is- regional-australia- in-our-
asian-century-future-10587.

23 Rowan and Ramsay, “Educational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explanations,” 279.
24 Regional Australia Institute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness,” RAI, accessed Septem-

ber 24, 2017, http://insight.regionalaustralia.org.au/.
25 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
26 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
27 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-

tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 579.
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between economic and educational reform in Australia.28 In the Rudd Report (1994),

the Garnaut Report (1989) and the Henry Report (2012), Asia literacy is suggested

as a tool to achieving Australian economic goals.29 Deborah Henderson has observed

that policy reports recommending Asia literacy are a product of the political vagaries

of the time, particularly national economic aspirations in Asia.30 Notably, in the 1980s,

as the relationship between economy and education strengthened, Stivens argues that

Asia literacy became instrumentalised for the national interest.31 Further, Collins has

suggested that Asia is ‘rediscovered’ by each new Australian leadership thus perpetuating

the use of Asia literacy to further national education and economic policy reports.32

Recently, these issues have reemerged in the Asian Century. The Asian Century is com-

monly understood as the century in which Asia will ascend to global geopolitical and

economic dominance. Prime Minister Julia Gillard commissioned the 2012 Henry Report

to outline a strategy for how Australia would engage with the Asian Century.33 It is

culminative report recommending a national approach to Asia literacy as a method for

engaging with Asia.34 Asia literacy, reframed in the report as Asia-relevant capabilities,

is identified as the key skillset for enabling Australia’s engagement with Asia in the 21st

Century.35 In the Henry Report, Gillard states that engaging with Asia is Australia’s

destiny.36 The significance of the Henry Report cannot be understated: it is a landmark

government policy report outlining a national approach to engaging with Asia.

However, intranational regional areas of Australia were almost absent from the federal

white paper.37 The Tasmanian Report was released less than six months later and is

the first (and only) state government Asia literacy policy report: the Tasmanian Report

is an opportunity to examine the limitations of a national approach to conceptualising

and measuring Asia literacy. Islands, such as Tasmania, are often defined by mainland

perspectives.38 Accordingly, in this thesis investigation I outline and then decentre the

28 Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” 74.
29 The Henry Report, 164. The Rudd Report, v. The Garnaut Report, v.
30 Deborah Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major

stages and debates,” Asian Studies Review 27, no. 1 (2003): 23.
31 Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” 74.
32 Kane Collins, “Imagining the Golden Race,” in Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century,

ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western Australia Publishing,
2012), 117.

33 Hugh White, “White-papering the cracks: comment,” The Monthly 14 (December 2012): 10; Tony
Featherstone, “Q&A with Ken Henry.,” Company Directory 29, no. 2 (March 2013): 20.

34 Bruno G. Mascitelli and Barry O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White
Paper,” Australasian Journal of Regional Studies 20, no. 3 (2014): 541.

35 The Henry Report, 164.
36 The Henry Report, ii.
37 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
38 Godfrey Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological

Challenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” Island Studies Journal 3, no. 1 (2008): 37; Pete Hay, “A
Phenomenology of Islands,” Island Studies Journal 1, no. 1 (2006): 19.
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national approach to Asia literacy to examine an alternate Asia literacy in Tasmania

based on the affective dimension of engaging with Asia.

Why feelings about Asia matter

Tasmania as an island is central to exploring the concept of Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Hay has argued that islandness cultivates a bounded identity.39 This identity is often in

tension with how non-islanders view the island.40 Taking place as an influencing factor

to Asia literacy in Tasmania suggests that feelings, and how people feel about engaging

with Asia, matters. This affective dimension of Asia literacy pertains to the informal

skills developed outside of the classroom, and specific to place. In this section, I address

why feelings about Asia matter to Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Michel Foucault theorised widely and was a prolific contributor to the discipline of social

theory. His work explores power and how power is represented in culture, society, gender,

and politics to examine how and why things are the way that they are.41 Foucault’s work

is useful throughout this thesis in that it helps to uncover the power which is implicit

to Tasmanian Asia literacy. In particular, examining the tension between the two angles

of national policy approaches to Asia literacy and island context. How these intersect

highlights the power and disempowerment of islands when mainlands make policies which

concern them.42 Moreover, Foucault’s work is useful to recognising what policy discourses

of Asia literacy might be, and how these influence how people feel about Asia literacy.43

The need to examine the affective dimension of Asia literacy is necessary as for Asia

literacy to be effective, the concept needs to extend beyond economic engagement with

Asia. A growing body of literature from non-government organisations and academic

scholars is evidence of the significance of attitudes and values to developing Asia literacy.

In a paper inspired by student disdain for studying languages and cultures of the region,

Susan Leong and Denise Woods have highlighted how their university students are un-

interested in Asia.44 Leong and Woods note that attitudes are fundamental to getting

students interested in learning about Asia. They summarise:

39 Pete Hay, “That islanders speak, and others hear,” Isle 10 (2003): 203.
40 Hay, “That islanders speak, and others hear,” 203; Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms?

Some Epistemological and Methodological Challenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 37; Elaine
Stratford, “Islandness and struggles over development: A Tasmanian case study,” Political Geography
27 (2006): 161.

41 Seamus Miller, “Foucault on Discourse and Power,” Theoria: A Journal of Social and Political Theory
76 (October 1990): 116.

42 Miller, “Foucault on Discourse and Power,” 116.
43 Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, ed. Michel

Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Palgrave: Macmillan, 2009), 144; Carol Bacchi, “Introducing the
‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” in Engaging with Carol Bacchi: Strategic Inter-
ventions and Exchanges, ed. Angelique Bletsas and Chris Beasley (University of Adelaide Press, 2012),
21–22.

44 Susan Leong and Denise Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” Journal of
Australian Studies 41, no. 3 (2017): 368.
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Woods sees Asia literacy as going beyond the “us” and “them”; to have the skills
to critique ideological norms that define the ways in which Asia is represented
and spoken about. Leong understands it as a certain competency and sensibility
towards Asia, born of attitudinal change.45

Similarly, Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons identify that the link between attitudes,

values, and policy is not only under-examined but may critically influence the scope and

direction of Australian engagement with Asia.46 Attitudinal data is scarce and Pietsch and

Aarons have identified a critical gap in the literature surrounding Australian engagement

with Asia: Asia literacy policy fails to account for how Australians feel.47

My contribution to research is that feelings matter to the success of Asia literacy impera-

tives in Tasmania. There is a clear need for such an evaluation. Despite decades of push

towards Asia, little is known about what ordinary Australians think and feel and how

everyday Australians connect with Asia.48 Yet there appears to be a pervasive attitude

against learning about Asia.49 The need for attitudes and values analysis of Asia liter-

acy is at an all-time high: increasing global connectivity, migration, and trans-national

issues fundamentally change ‘nationhood’ and ‘national identity’ and potentially have

significant consequences for social cohesion.50 Exploring this affective dimension in an

intranational regional area such as Tasmania could help to encourage deeper engagement

with Asia.

The tension between national education, economy, and social cohesion reveals a gap in

the extant literature and scholarly investigations: the role of attitudes and values when

45 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 370.
46 Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, eco-

nomic and cultural ties,” in Australia: Identity, Fear and Governance in the 21st Century, ed. Juliet
Pietsch and Haydn Aarons (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 2012), 33.

47 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 33.

48 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 33.

49 J. J. Auchmuty, The Teaching of Asian Languages and Cultures in Australia: Report of the Common-
wealth Advisory Committee (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1971), 11. (The
Auchmuty Report); Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 368;
See further: The Scanlon Social Cohesion Reports 2011–2016: A. Markus and B. Smith, Australian So-
cial Cohesion Survey 2011 (Canberra: Australian National University, 2011), 11–18; A. Markus, Map-
ping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2012 (Melbourne: Monash
University Press, 2012), 12–22; A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys
National Report 2013 (Melbourne: Monash University Press, 2013), 12–19; A. Markus, Mapping Social
Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2014 (Melbourne: Monash University Press, 2014), 12–
20; A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2015 (Melbourne: Monash
University Press, 2015), 11–19; A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys
National Report 2016 (Melbourne: Monash University Press, 2016), 10–20.

50 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 33; Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report
2013, 12–19; Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report
2016, 10–20.
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cultivating Asia literacy skills. Approaching the problem of Asia literacy from the per-

spective of a peripheral state jurisdiction is a method for critiquing the larger conceptual

issues pertaining to Asia literacy. This formulation of Asia literacy is not limited to

Tasmania: Tasmania is a case study through which to develop alternate methodologies

for conceptualising and understanding Asia literacy in intranational regional areas of

Australia.

Asia literacy policy, the consigning of Asia related education to a portion of formal edu-

cation, distances Asia from everyday lives.51 My contribution to knowledge is to demon-

strate that Asia is a part of to everyday Tasmanian lives. By drawing on attitudes and

values, the affective dimension of Asia literacy through consumer behaviour, I attempt

to show that Tasmania is Asia literate. I look at an informal kind of Asia literacy, devel-

oped in response to place, and based on how people feel and their everyday behaviours.

Recognising the ‘Asia within’ to borrow from Julia Kristeva, is essential to engaging with

Asia in the Asian Century and beyond.52

This is an interdisciplinary study and draws on different theorists to establish a theoret-

ical framework. Critical policy studies scholar Carol Bacchi’s work is used extensively

throughout this thesis. Bacchi’s work supports a critical inquiry into the policy recom-

mendations of Asia literacy and engaging with Asia. Bacchi advises that policy solu-

tions, such as Asia literacy, are representative of other problems.53 Foucault’s concept of

governmentality is pivotal to understanding how policy is used by governing bodies to

cultivates a suite of behaviours and attitudes within a population.54 To examine how this

is represented in the intranational regional area of Tasmania, I problematise the island

and mainland (of Australia) relationship. Island Studies are an invaluable theoretical

framework for decentring a mainland discourse and exploring an island approach to Asia

literacy.55 I apply Edward W. Soja’s theories on the spatial and the social to explore how

the formal conceptualisation of Asia literacy in policy ultimately distances Asia from

daily life.56 I extend this with reference to Doreen Massey’s work on the intersection of

identity and belonging intersect in a global space.57 Consumer behaviour and the identity

51 M. Garbutcheon Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curricu-
lum,” Journal of Curriculum Studies 27, no. 6 (1995): 603; Kirrilee Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia
Literacy,” Lowy Interpreter, August 24, 2012, accessed June 4, 2015, http://www.lowyinterpreter.
org/post/2012/08/24/Australias-latent-Asia-literacy-2.aspx.

52 I apply Kristeva’s theories on otherness and the stranger to my fieldwork results in Chapters Six and
Seven. I outline this further in Chapter Three, my theoretical chapter.

53 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
54 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144; Tania

Murray Li, “Governmentality,” Anthropologies 49, no. 2 (2007): 275–76.
55 Godfrey Baldacchino, Island Enclaves: Offshoring Strategies, Creative Governance, and Subnational

Island Jurisdictions (Canada: McGill-Queen University Press, 2010), 10.
56 Edward W. Soja, Postmodern Geographies: the reassertion of space in critical social theory (London:

Verso, 1989), 4.
57 Doreen Massey, Space, Place and Gender (United Kingdom: Polity Press, 1994), 3.
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which results from consumption of products are useful to acknowledging what connects

Tasmania with Asia.58 Assessing informal Asia literacy through consumer behaviour is

an attempt to dissolve the Asia as other paradigm. Teasing out Arjun Appadurai’s ar-

gument that cultural identity is fragmented and complex in a global world, consumption

of Asian products is one way to recognise, as Kristeva theorises, that we are all other.59

In the remainder of this chapter, I outline the key literature to identify the two research

gaps: 1) Asia literacy in an intranational regional area of Australia, and 2) Asia literacy

as an affective dimension before addressing my research questions and thesis structure.

Literature review

Asia literacy is a highly contested topic in both public commentary around the national

economy and education, as well as in scholarly critique.60 In this section I discuss the

key literature relevant to this research on Asia literacy to highlight how the relationship

between education and economy influences the scope of Asia literacy policy recommen-

dations. This literature review is divided into two sections to cover the main debates

relevant to this inquiry: the instrumentalisation of Asia literacy for economic goals, and

the othering of Asia in Australian education curriculum.

Asia literacy is instrumentalised for national economic goals

Since the 1980s, Australian Asia literacy programs have been increasingly aligned with

national economic goals. In this section, I review how scholars assess the implications and

consequences of the policy releases. To do this, I employ relevant scholarly debate around

two key reports: The Garnaut Report (1989) and the Rudd Report (1994). Focussing

on the discussion around these two reports contextualises the later policy reports and

introduces some of the key scholarly concerns associated with Asia literacy. How scholars

discuss these reports is a model of how to engage with the policy data to critique Asia

literacy policy recommendation.61 In this section, I review how scholars discuss the key

themes which emerge from the landmark Garnaut and Rudd reports.

58 Keisha M. Cutright, Adriana Samper, and Gavan J. Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” in The
Routledge Companion to Identity and Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United
Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 91.

59 Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1996), 80–82; Julia Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1991), 88; Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we
buy?,” 91.

60 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601;
Chengxin Pan, “Knowing Asia and re-imagining the Australian self,” Curriculum Perspectives: Count
and Counterpoint 33, no. 3 (2013): 77–79; David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska, “Introduction:
Australia’s Asia,” in In Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David Walker and
Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 1.

61 Taking the policy data as a starting point from which a theoretical approach is then developed is an
established approach for investigating Asia literacy. See: Peta Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis
of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum
imperative in Australian education” (Unpublished PhD diss., James Cook University, 2013); Hughes,
“To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia”; Deborah Jan Henderson, “The Rudd
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The Garnaut and Rudd Reports have fundamentally influenced the scope of Asia liter-

acy.62 Fazal Rizvi has observed that the concept of the Asian Century emerged in the

late 1980s and has been used to justify Australian economic interests in the Asian supra-

region.63 Scholars have critiqued this trend in relation to the recent Henry Report.64 For

example, Rizvi argues that the Henry Report is the latest iteration in a long trend of

instrumentalising Asia for Australian economic interests:

This instrumentalism necessarily invokes conceptions of the Asian others whose
cultures must be understood, whose languages must be learnt, and with whom
close relationships must be developed — in order for us to realise our economic and
strategic purposes.65

Rizvi’s review highlights a theme in Asia literacy policy recommendations: Asia literacy

is a tool of the national economic interest.

Henderson’s research on how Asia literacy has been instrumentalised in federal govern-

ment initiatives is valuable here. In a comprehensive summary of the political and eco-

nomic landscape underpinning the Rudd Report (1994), she argues that in his 1989

Report, Garnaut irreversibly entwined national economic and geopolitical goals in Asia

with Asia literacy.66 Henderson observes that both the Garnaut Report and the Rudd

Report were influential in moving the policy discussion of engaging with Asia from a pe-

ripheral issue to a national government priority.67 Henderson notes that the acceptance of

the national Asia literacy strategy recommended by the Rudd Report was unprecedented

and thus paved the way for later national approaches such as the Henry Report (2012).68

Henderson builds on her policy analysis by contextualising the reports within the broader

political and economic climate of the time. She observes that key to the success of the

Garnaut Report (1989) and the Rudd Report (1994) in influencing Asia literacy was

Report: An Anatomy of Educational Reform” (Unpublished PhD diss., Griffith University, 1999); Jim
Quinn, “Asian Studies in Australian Education 1970-2002: a study of four reports” (Unpublished PhD
diss., University of Melbourne, 2005).

62 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages
and debates,” 23.

63 Fazal Rizvi, “Engaging the Asian Century,” ACCESS: Critical Perspectives on Communication, Cul-
tural & Policy Studies 31, no. 1 (June 2012): 73.

64 White, “White-papering the cracks: comment,” 10; Rizvi, “Engaging the Asian Century,” 73.
65 Rizvi, “Engaging the Asian Century,” 74.
66 Deborah Henderson, “Politics and Policy-making for Asia Literacy: The Rudd Report and a National

Strategy in Australian Education,” Asian Studies Review 32, no. 2 (June 2008): 173.
67 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages

and debates,” 25–26.
68 Henderson, “Politics and Policy-making for Asia Literacy: The Rudd Report and a National Strategy

in Australian Education,” 171. The NALSAS program was designed to support Australian government
and non-government schools teaching Asian languages and studies. There were three components of
the program: Asian languages/studies in Australian Schools Program (ALSAS, later NALSAS); Asian
Language Immersion Program (ALI) and Young Australians in Asia Program (YAA). The Rudd
Report, 135–36. Illustrated in Figure 9 Proposed Program Structure.
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a transition in Australian policy making to economic rationalism.69 The popularisation

of the term in Australia is associated with Michael Pusey’s 1991 publication Economic

Rationalism in Canberra: a nation-building state changes its mind. Pusey’s definition of

economic rationalism is specific to an era of Australian policy making and is not repre-

sentative of economic rationalism more generally. However, Pusey’s definition delineated

much of the debate in Australia surrounding economic rationalism.70 Pusey asserted that

in Australia in the 1980s, the economy became the central ensemble of government de-

cision making.71 A vocal critic of the swing to economic rationalism, Pusey, has argued

that economic rationalism enabled the centralisation of the economy in Australian pol-

icy making which in turn tied education with economic outcomes.72 Despite the rich

insight provided by the text, the provocative and dramatic tone of Pusey’s publication

compromises its credibility.73

Henderson argues that, occurring simultaneously to this shift to economic rationalism,

were key developments in approaches to education policy.74 Together, these policy changes

contributed to the instrumentalisation of Asia literacy in national government economic

goals. Significantly, the Dawkins Reforms (1987–1991) initiated a series of changes to

the Australian education landscape. In alignment with this view, Asian Studies Scholar,

Reeves has argued that three of Dawkins’ changes were particularly important to Asia lit-

eracy in Australia: the gradual standardisation of education policy, the commercialisation

of tertiary education, and the exposure of education to market pressures.75

Australian Asian studies scholars have also assessed Asia literacy policy recommendations

within their broader social and political context. This approach has revealed a relation-

ship between the national interest and Asia literacy policy reports.76 For instance, writing

from a political economist perspective, Wellsmore observes that the Dawkins Reforms ex-

posed Australian universities to both market trends and pressures.77 The consequences

of the Dawkins Reforms combined with the policy making shift to economic rationalism

effected the framing of Asia literacy in policy recommendations. Macknight and MacIn-

69 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages
and debates,” 25–26.

70 Andrew MacIntyre, “Michael Pusey and economic rationalism: missing the target,” Asian Studies
Review 15, no. 3 (April 1992): 70.

71 Michael Pusey, Economic Rationalism in Canberra: a nation-building state changes its mind (United
Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 47.

72 Pusey, Economic Rationalism in Canberra: a nation-building state changes its mind, 49.
73 Pusey, Economic Rationalism in Canberra: a nation-building state changes its mind, 47.
74 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages

and debates,” 25–26.
75 Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Studies?,”

64.
76 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages

and debates,” 23–26.
77 Jim Wellsmore, “Marks in higher education: the balance between public and private investment,”

Journal of Australian Political Economy 40 (1997): 45.
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tyre too, consider that the emphasis on industry interests has influenced the scope and

content of Asia literacy policy recommendations in Australia.78

Reeves has summarised that since the 1950s, the study of Asian languages and cultures

was increasingly aimed at enhancing Australian access to Asian economies and, from the

1980s, Asia literacy became entangled with Australian economic goals.79 Accordingly,

Reeves has questioned whether or not an economic rationalist model for Asia literacy

policy, as the one promoted in both the Garnaut (1989) and Rudd (1994) Reports, impacts

on the long-term stability of student enrolments.80

The instrumentalisation of education for economic goals continues to impact on Asia

literacy in Australia. Reviewing these changes within the context of enrolments in Asia

language and cultural studies, Indonesian Scholar Hill has observed that, as a conse-

quence of market driven policy, there are fewer university graduates of Asian studies and

languages, and by extension, fewer Asian studies and languages academic staff, teachers,

policy analysts.81 Focusing on Indonesian language skills, Hill contends that the recent

and significant drop in student enrolments in Indonesian in recent years is evidence that

market driven policy decreases enrolments in specialist language skills.82

In consideration of this, Healy has expressed concern at the functionality of a direct

relationship between economics and education.83 He observes that as a result of policy

making turn to economic rationalism, Asia literacy policy became a strategy for main-

taining a competitive edge in the intranational regional market.84 Particularly, Healy has

argued that the aims of the Garnaut Report inadequately accounted for the long-term

financial realities of implementing Asia literacy programs therefore ensuring Asia literacy

was superficially treated despite being politically significant at the time.85 Healy observes

that the lack of specificity regarding implementing Asia literacy in the Garnaut Report is

78 C. C. Macknight, “On being “rational” about the intellectuals and intellectual about the ‘rationalists’,”
Asian Studies Review 15, no. 3 (April 1992): 60; MacIntyre, “Michael Pusey and economic rationalism:
missing the target,” 73. The key policy reports signifying this shift include the: Garnaut (1989),
Ingleson (1989), Stanley (1990), Valverde (1990), Leal (1991), and Rudd (1994) Reports.

79 Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Studies?,”
66–67.

80 Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Studies?,”
66.

81 David T. Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most,” Conversation, March 2,
2012, accessed October 31, 2016, https://theconversation.com/indonesian-knowledge-is-dying-just-
when-we-need-it-most-5630.

82 Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most.”
83 Paul Healy, “The Garnaut Report: implications for Asian Studies,” Asian Studies Review 13, no. 3

(April 1990): 69.
84 Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, “The Revenge of Homo Economicus: Contested Exchange and the

Revival of Political Economy,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 7, no. 1 (1993): 89.
85 Healy, “The Garnaut Report: implications for Asian Studies,” 69–71. Chapter Fifteen of the Garnaut

Report discusses Asia literacy but unlike the Rudd Report, does not articulate a plan for implementing
Asia education.
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representative of “the highly problematic assumption of a direct functional relationship

between Asian studies education and economics.”86

In an attempt to validate Asia literacy beyond national economic vagaries, Reeves sug-

gests that interdisciplinary studies are a potential safeguard for Asian languages and

studies.87 He queries whether, as an example, combining Japanese language and studies

with business studies would preserve the study of Japanese in Australian schools and uni-

versities.88 Yet Reeves also notes that an interdisciplinary studies approach may constrict

Japanese studies to be only taught when in conjunction with business studies.89

Macknight questions whether, despite the economic rationale, Asia literacy policy can

move beyond the tokenistic addition of Asia to curriculum and teaching.90 Macknight

contends:

Because economic rationalism has an economic base, only some parts of Asia are
held to be of “real” importance: those that are economically important to Australia
at this time, as measured by trade or investment criteria, or which can be seen to
be a source for quick economic gain for Australia.91

In a critique of the impact of economic rationalism on Asia literacy programs, Mack-

night observes that the Garnaut Report (1989) irreversibly politicised Asia education in

Australia.92 Further, Stivens suggests that the centralisation of Asian Studies in Aus-

tralian economic goals instrumentalised Asian Studies for the national interest.93 As a

consequence, Henderson notes that Asia literacy programs are highly volatile to national,

and international political influences.94 More recently, Mackerras critiques that the Asia

literacy programs in the Henry Report are also highly instrumentalist and are designed

to exploit the economic opportunities of the rising Asian middle class.95

Two earlier doctoral theses significantly contribute to the scholarly examination of Asia

education policy in relation to both political and economic influences. First, Henderson

(1999) comprehensively researches the Rudd Report (1994) and uses the broader policy

86 Healy, “The Garnaut Report: implications for Asian Studies,” 69–71.
87 Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Studies?,”

66.
88 Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Studies?,”

66.
89 Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Studies?,”

66.
90 Macknight, “On being “rational” about the intellectuals and intellectual about the ‘rationalists’,” 61.
91 Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Studies?,”

66.
92 Macknight, “On being “rational” about the intellectuals and intellectual about the ‘rationalists’,” 61.
93 Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” 75.
94 Henderson, “Politics and Policy-making for Asia Literacy: The Rudd Report and a National Strategy

in Australian Education,” 171.
95 Colin Mackerras, “Asian Studies in Australia,” Asia Matters 1 (2013): 22.
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debate as supplementary evidence to track the trends and key debates that precede the

Rudd Report. Henderson covers thirty-five policy documents to analyse the stages of the

Asia literacy policy debate that underpins the release of the Rudd Report.96 Henderson

conducted a thematic analysis of the debates which influence the scope and content of

teaching and learning ‘Asia literacy.’ Henderson’s commendable examination of the Rudd

Report is a critical investigation into the Asia literacy debate until 1999.

Secondly, a doctoral project by Jim Quinn (2005), is an inquiry into how the study of

Asia and Asian languages is positioned in Australian education. Quinn’s research focuses

on the Auchmuty Report (1971), the FitzGerald Report (1980), the Ingleson Report

(1989) and the Jeffrey Report (2002). Released at ten-year intervals, the analysis of this

suite of reports furthers understanding around which factors mitigate against the more

widespread teaching and learning of Asia literacy in Australia.97

The relationship between economic rationalism and education has greatly influenced pol-

icy approaches to Asia literacy. The impact of the relationship between education and the

economy on Asia literacy is clear when we consider the commentary around the release

of the Henry Report (2012). Garnaut notes that the release of the Gillard Government

commissioned Australia in the Asian Century White Paper (Henry Report, 2012) is the

moment that engaging with Asia became a dedicated federal government commitment.98

Further, Mackerras contends that the Henry Report is a culmination of decades of Aus-

tralian engagement with Asia policy.99 Rizvi, and Mascitelli and O’Mahony critique that

the Henry Report exploits Asia literacy for national economic goals.100

In summary, the transition in Australian policy making circles to economic rationalism

has impacted on the scope and implementation of Asia literacy. It may also influence

the rate of enrolments in Asia related tertiary education which has implications for the

number of future Asian studies scholars. In the second part of this literature review, I

examine some of the literature useful to understanding the implications of the relationship

between education, economy, and Asia literacy.

Asia literacy distances Asia from Australia

As a result of the relationship between Asia literacy and national economic goals, Kirrilee

Hughes, M. Garbutcheon Singh, Rizvi, and Peta Salter observe that because Asia literacy

is to be produced in formal education it inadvertently creates a dichotomy of Asia and

96 Henderson, “The Rudd Report: An Anatomy of Educational Reform,” 61–63.
97 Quinn, “Asian Studies in Australian Education 1970-2002: a study of four reports,” 1.
98 Ross Garnaut, “Ross Garnaut: will the Asian Century reboot our debate on growth?,” Conversation,

November 1, 2012, accessed October 4, 2016, https://theconversation.com/ross-garnaut-will- the-
asian-century-reboot-our-debate-on-growth-10474.

99 Mackerras, “Asian Studies in Australia,” 22.
100 Rizvi, “Engaging the Asian Century,” 73; Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century

— A Critique of the White Paper,” 541.
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Australia.101 Predictably, Australian Asian Studies scholars such as Rizvi, Henderson,

and Stivens have criticised that Asia literacy is reduced to a tool of national economic

goals.102 The education policy recommendation of Asia literacy is instrumentalised in

politics to meet the economic, geopolitical, social, and security goals of the government

of the day.103

In his 1996 article, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s Asia literacy

curriculum,” Singh argued that exploiting knowledge of Asia for Australian economic

goals is reminiscent of one of Edward Said’s three pillars of Orientalism: namely the

writing and cartographising of the Orient for the benefit of the Occident.104 In his article,

Singh applies a key theory of the Asian Studies field, Said’s Orientalism, to critique

Australian Asian literacy initiatives.105 Singh’s publication assesses the epistemological

effects of a national education program for learning Asian languages and cultures.106 He

argues that these constrain which parts of ‘Asia’ are valuable to be taught and learned

in Australian schools which subjugates Asia to Australian economic interests.107 Noting

that Australian Asia literacy programs are designed to develop knowledge about Asia to

further Australian economic interests, Singh has argued that policy approaches to Asia

literacy are an Australian form of Orientalism.108

Singh’s critique of the cultural studies component of Asia literacy highlights that what

is meant by ‘culture’ and the implications of studying ‘culture’ are problematic.109 Singh

contends that Australian policy makers need to come to terms with the epistemological

implications of learning about Asia.110 The problems of oversimplifying culture within

Asian Studies can be exemplified with a recommendation of the Rudd Report (1994)

which advised for the study of Asian cultures “to equip the next generation of Australians

with at least a capacity to differentiate between the different cultures of the region.”111

101 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy”; Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Aus-
tralia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603; Fazal Rizvi, “Beyond the East-West Divide: education and
the dynamics of Australia-Asia relations,” The Australian Educational Researcher 24, no. 1 (1997):
15.

102 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages
and debates,” 23; Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” 74;
Rizvi, “Beyond the East-West Divide: education and the dynamics of Australia-Asia relations,”
15–16.

103 Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” 75; Henderson, “Meeting
the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages and debates,” 23.

104 Edward Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition (New York: Random House, 1994), 2–4; Singh,
“Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603.

105 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 1; Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and
Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 600.

106 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 618.
107 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601.
108 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603.
109 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 600.
110 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 601.
111 The Rudd Report, 3.
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Critiquing Asia literacy through the lens of Orientalism was also used by Roger Keesing

who has argued that the cultural studies component of Asia literacy is often treated as a

‘coral reef’ where a piece of coral is taken to represent a whole.112 Despite initial impres-

sions, a closer examination of the coral reef shows “the cultural reef is a collection. . . of

minute individual deposits, whose precise history is unknowable and irrelevant to the

shapes they form.”113 Consequently, discussing cultural attributes can be deeply essen-

tialist. For example, despite large groups of people in Asia sharing similarities, there is

an inexhaustible list of ways to describe points of commonality such as: religion, belief,

education, gender, hobbies, food preferences, geography, and so on. As Keesing observes,

there is no one ‘Asian’ culture or way of characterising ‘Asia’ without oversimplifying

the region.114 Thus, Keesing warns of the implications of constraining learning about

Asia to a set of outcomes and attributes.115 Singh and Keesing have argued that knowl-

edge in Asian languages and cultures is perceived to be a key which will unlock Asia to

Australians.116

This approach was again used by Australian Asian Studies scholar Rizvi, who has asserted

that Australian Asia related curriculum is framed within an East-West binary which

subjects Asia to Australian geopolitical interests.117 The Australian Council of Learned

Academies (ACOLA) report Australia’s Diaspora Advantage, chaired by Rizvi, is an

investigation into the economic links between Indian and Chinese diasporas.118 Whereas

a common approach to Asia business literacy is to learn knowledge about a market,

diasporas, argues Rizvi, are useful for valuing Australia’s existing economic links with

Asia and dissolving this ‘binary’ which suggests that Asia is ‘out there.’119 Rizvi and

Hughes contend that this division of knowledge can limit Australian engagement with

Asia.120

Two more recent PhD dissertations, one by Hughes (2013) and another by Salter (2013)

examine some of the epistemological consequences of othering Asia in Australian Asia

literacy programs. First, Hughes’s doctoral research is an examination of the cultural

112 Roger M. Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” Asian Studies Review 15, no. 2 (1991): 45.
113 Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” 45.
114 Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” 46.
115 Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” 45.
116 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601;

Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” 45.
117 Rizvi, “Beyond the East-West Divide: education and the dynamics of Australia-Asia relations,”

15–16.
118 F. Rizvi, K. Louie, and J. Evans, Australia’s Diaspora Advantage: Realising the potential for building

transnational business networks with Asia (Melbourne: Report for the Australian Council of Learned
Academies, May 2016), 3. (Australia’s Diaspora Advantage).

119 Fazal Rizvi, “From Asia Literacy to Australia Literacy,” Public Seminar, Monash Asia Institute
Seminars/Conferences (Melbourne), 2016, https://vimeo.com/184609816.

120 Rizvi, “Beyond the East-West Divide: education and the dynamics of Australia-Asia relations,”
15–16; Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
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and spatial concepts which are imbued in the practice of Asia literacy policy.121 Hughes

analyses the evolution of the scope of Asia literacy in the reports released between 1971–

1994. Her research examines both the target and the object of ‘Asia literacy.’122 Ac-

cording to Hughes, despite being presumed to be self-explanatory, definitions of Asia

literacy are often ambiguous.123 Hughes’s investigation distances itself from the narrow

economic incentives of Asia literacy and explores the intersection of education pedagogy

with knowledge, language, identity, and power.124 Her research is an important contribu-

tion to conceptualising the spatiality of teaching Asia literacy in Australia. This thesis

extends the scholarly investigation of space, place, and identity from the basis provided

by Hughes to argue, through the example of Tasmania, that Asia literacy is multiple.

Secondly, Salter’s doctoral research (2013) is a qualitative study of the practice of Asia

literacy in an Australian school. She analyses ways of knowing Asia in educational prac-

tice and education policy. Salter examines the landscape of Asia literacy drawing on how

teacher maps of culture, knowing, and Asia as well as theoretical tools for knowing both

Asia and policy impact on the teaching of ‘Asia literacy.’125 Salter argues that the land-

scape of Asia literacy involves physical, and cultural maps which then determine how Asia

literacy is taught. She concludes that there is a misalignment between policy ‘maps’ of

Asia literacy and teacher ‘maps’ which impacts on how Asia literacy is taught in schools.

Her research contributes knowledge towards the influence of teacher epistemologies on

the practice of ‘Asia literacy.’126

In summary, two key bodies of literature inform this research. First, is the academic

debate around the instrumentalisation of Asia literacy to meet national economic goals.

Since the 1980s, education in Australia has been gradually standardised while, at the same

time, educational reform has been used to meet economic imperatives. This has been

exploited in some Asia literacy policy recommendations, whereby Asia literacy is seen to

facilitate closer economic engagement with Asia. One consequence of this relationship is

that Asia literacy is volatile to national economic and political changes.

The second body of literature critiques how the underpinning economic imperative of Asia

literacy distances Asia from Australian lives. Scholarly debate has indicated that Asia

literacy is an Australian economic goal reminiscent of Said’s theories of Orientalism.127

Some of the implications of this include low awareness of the significance of Asia to

121 Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 19.
122 Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 5.
123 Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 229.
124 Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 13.
125 Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative

study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education,” 14–16, 97.
126 Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative

study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education,” 259.
127 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601, 618.
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daily life, poor understanding of shared inter-regional histories, and futures, and the

promulgation of the idea that Asia is distant from Australia. To substantiate this, in

the following section, I outline the key policy data which informs my assessment of Asia

literacy.

Introducing the Asia literacy policy data

The term Asia literacy is policy speak for an educational model designed to equip Aus-

tralians to engage with Asia. Over sixty public policy reports on Asia literacy have been

published since the 1950s.128 Reference 1 lists the key reports referred to in this research

inquiry. In this section, I introduce the Asia literacy policy data.

Asia literacy policy recommendations are published by various government departments

and non-government organisations. Federal government recommendations include those

released by specific government departments such as the Department of Trade and Foreign

Affairs or the Department of Education and Training as well as also including the more

recent federal white paper, the Henry Report. Non-government Asia literacy reports

are those released by independent organisations for example the Diversity Council of

Australia (DCA) and the Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA). Some non-

government organisations, such as Asialink and the Australian Education Foundation

(AEF) receive government funding however are not government departments per se and

are differentiated into the non-government sector.

As examined in the Literature Review of this chapter, Asia literacy policy recommenda-

tions are volatile to political and economic vagaries. The following graphs identifies the

‘hot spots’ where Asia literacy was (or was not) the focus of federal political attention:

128 John Ingleson, “‘No Surprises’ White Paper provides ASAA with policy opportunities,” Asian Cur-
rents, December 2012, 1.
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Figure 1.1: Asia literacy reports 1970s–present

The late 1980s and early 1990s were prolific for Asia literacy recommendations. Hen-

derson’s research into the Rudd Report is useful to understanding this era. Henderson

examines in depth the relationship between political leaders and national economic goals

and Asia literacy reports. She observes that Asia literacy is tied to the national inter-

est.129 In the case of the late 1980s and early 1990s, this was an era where Australian

political leaders were focused on engaging with Asia.130 Contrarily, fewer reports were

released in the late 1990s and early 2000s which may align with a political distance from

Asia.

A textual reading of the working titles of the key policy recommendations highlights some

of the ways Asia literacy is instrumentalised to meet the national interest. To highlight

some of the nuances in the Asia literacy policy data, the government and non-government

reports are tabulated below according to their commissioning body to demonstrate the

various interests in the production of Asia literacy:

129 Henderson, “The Rudd Report: An Anatomy of Educational Reform,” 5; Henderson, “Meeting the
national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages and debates,” 23.

130 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages
and debates,” 23.
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Table 1.1: Working titles of Asia literacy policy data

Title Year Commissioning body

The Teaching of Asian Languages and

Cultures in Australia (The Auchmuty

Report)

1971
Federal Minister for Education and Sci-

ence (Malcolm Fraser, then NH Bowen)

The teaching of Asian languages in Aus-

tralian Tertiary Institutions
1978 Asian Studies Association of Australia

Asia in Australian Education (The

FitzGerald Report)
1980 Asian Studies Association of Australia

Towards an Asia Literate Society 1988 Asian Studies Association of Australia

Higher Education: A Policy Statement

(The Dawkins Report)

1988

(July)

Federal Minister for Employment, Edu-

cation and Training (John Dawkins)

A National Strategy for the study of

Asia in Australia

1988

(Aug)
Asian Studies Council

Asia in Australian Higher Education:

Report of the inquiry into the teach-

ing of Asian Studies and Languages in

Higher Education (The Ingleson Report

1989

(Jan)
Asian Studies Council

The Hobart Declaration on Schooling

(The Hobart Declaration)

1989

(April)

Australian Education Council and Fed-

eral Minister for Education (John

Dawkins)

Australia and the North East Asian As-

cendancy: report to the Prime Minister

and the Minister for Foreign Affairs and

Trade (The Garnaut Report)

1989

(Oct)

The Prime Minister (Bob Hawke) and

Federal Minister for Foreign Affairs and

Trade (Gareth John)

Language for Export: A study of the

use of language and language related

skills in Australian export companies

(The Valverde Report)

1990

(Jan)

Office of Multicultural Affairs, the De-

partment of the Prime Minister and

Cabinet

(Continued on next page)
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(Table 1.1 — continued from previous page)

Title Year Commissioning body

The AACLAME Report (Australian

Advisory Council on Languages and

Multicultural Education)

1990

(May)

Federal Minister for Employment, Edu-

cation and Training (John Dawkins)

The Relationship between international

trade and linguistic competence (The

Stanley Report)

1990

Australian Advisory Council on Lan-

guages and Multicultural Education

(AACLAME)

The Asian Studies Council Report
1991

(June)
Asian Studies Council

Australia’s Language: The Australian

language and literacy policy

1991

(Aug)

Federal Minister for Employment, Edu-

cation and Training (John Dawkins)

Widening our Horizons: Report of mod-

ern languages in Higher Education Vol-

ume I and II (The Leal Report)

1991
Australian Department of Employment,

Education and Training

Asian Languages and Australia’s Eco-

nomic Future (The Rudd Report)
1994

The Prime Minister (Paul Keating) and

the Council of Australian Governments

(COAG)

Maximising Australia’s Asia Knowl-

edge: Repositioning and renewal of a

national asset (The Jeffrey Report)

2002 Asian Studies Association of Australia

Melbourne Declaration on Educational

Goals for Young Australians (The Mel-

bourne Declaration)

2008
Ministerial Council on Education, Em-

ployment, Training, and Youth Affairs

Developing an Asia Capable Workforce:

A National Strategy

2012

(Sept)
Asialink

Australia in the Asian Century White

Paper (The Henry Report)

2012

(Oct)

Prime Minister of Australia (Julia

Gillard)

(Continued on next page)
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(Table 1.1 — continued from previous page)

Title Year Commissioning body

Asia literacy and the Australian Teach-

ing Workforce (The Halse Report)

2013

(Aug)

Australian Institute for Teaching and

School Leadership (AITSL)

Smart Engagement with Asia: leverag-

ing language, research and culture

2015

(Mar)

Australian Council of Learned

Academies (ACOLA)

Leading in the Asian Century: A Na-

tional Scorecard of Australia’s Work-

force Asia Capability

2015

(Sept)
Diversity Council of Australia

Australia’s Diaspora Advantage: Real-

ising the potential for building transna-

tional business network with Asia

2016

(May)

Australian Council of Learned

Academies (ACOLA)

A textual assessment of the working titles of the tabulated reports reveals several themes

common to the policy conceptualisation of Asia literacy. Asia literacy policy recom-

mendations are contextualised in a nexus of economy, trade, geopolitical engagement,

languages, cultures, capabilities, and education policy goals. The table further highlights

the origins of Asia literacy policy reports. These recommendations are produced from

either a federal government perspective or a national organisation. The working titles of

the policy reports, then, suggest a strong correlation between large political portfolios of

trade, economy, foreign affairs, education, and national language policies.

This suite of policy recommendations together forms what I label a national approach to

Asia literacy. However, four key reports are significant to understanding the evolution

and application of Asia literacy policy recommendations. I briefly introduce the key

reports which are used in depth throughout this research below:

The Auchmuty Report (1971)

Commissioned by the Commonwealth Advisory Committee under the Gorton Govern-

ment in 1969, the Teaching of Asian Languages and Cultures in Australia (the Auch-

muty Report), is recognised by newer reports as the seminal report into conceptualising

and understanding Asia education.131 It is the first inquiry into the enrolments in Asian

languages and studies in Australia.132 The scope of the Auchmuty report is:

131 The Rudd Report, 6.
132 The Rudd Report, 6.
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Since 1945 there has been a reorientation of Australia’s relations with Asian coun-
tries and a reappraisal of Australia’s traditional attitudes towards Asia. An in-
creasing awareness of our geographical situation with respect to Asia has led to a
considerable shift in political attitudes and to the need for Australia to have its
own independent relationship with countries in this area.133

The aim of the report is to investigate the factors which mitigate against the more

widespread teaching of Asian languages and studies in Australia.134 The findings of the

Auchmuty Report advise for the study of Asian languages and cultures to be awarded a

‘parity of esteem’ with the study of European languages and cultures in Australia.135

Significantly, the report recognises Australia’s complex relationship with Asia. The find-

ings of the report open up a discussion of the relationship between identity and learning

about Asia. The recommendations of the Auchmuty Report contend that developing

Australians’ Asia knowledge and understanding is crucial to overcoming the historical

parochialism which circumscribes the Australian worldview.136 These findings illustrate

that Asia education concerns changes in Australian political, economic, and identity

realms. The Auchmuty Report is useful to this investigation as both a ‘starting’ point

of Asia education policy recommendations and as a recognition of the role of identity in

Australian Asia literacy initiatives.

The Towards an Asia-Literate Society Report (1988)

Commissioned by the Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA), this is the land-

mark policy document in which Asia literacy is first published as a working definition.137

The definition of Asia literate was first presented in 1988 when President of the Asian

Studies Council, FitzGerald, discusses the link between Australian economic performance

and Asian studies in an address to the ASAA Bicentennial Conference (February 1988).

The definition was stated at the start of this chapter on page 2, and is discussed fur-

ther in Chapter Four.138 FitzGerald’s call to develop Asia literacy is informed by both

economic and social concerns where increasing language study will benefit the overall

cultural awareness and development of Australian society.139

The Towards an Asia-Literate Society Report is significant as a ‘starting point’ for Asia

literacy.140 Whereas the earlier Auchmuty Report discussed knowledge of Asia more gen-

133 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
134 The Auchmuty Report, 10.
135 The Auchmuty Report, 10. Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an

overview of the major stages and debates,” 27.
136 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
137 McKay, Towards an Asia-Literate Society: Current Issues in Asian Studies Series, 5.
138 See pages 113–120 for more information on how I pose and justify a national model of Asia literacy.
139 McKay, Towards an Asia-Literate Society: Current Issues in Asian Studies Series, 5.
140 Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 73–80; Henderson, “Meeting

the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages and debates,” 23.
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erally around Asia education, this later report published FitzGerald’s definition. This

report signifies the beginning of the policy term of Asia literacy.

The Garnaut Report (1989)

Ross Garnaut’s Australia and the North East Asian Ascendancy (The Garnaut Report,

1989) represents another critical moment in the policy debate around Australia Asia

engagement. Garnaut predicted economic change in North East Asia and anticipated the

potential implications for Australia.141 Asia literacy was instrumentalised as a strategy

to harness this economic potential.142 The Report consisted of four parts which aimed to

1) forecast growth; 2) examine sustained economic growth; 3) explore Northeast Asia’s

impact on Australia; and, 4) promote the role of migration and education to seeking

regional security.143 The key modes of economic interaction identified by the Garnaut

Report were through the sale of primary commodities, tourism, and an education industry

focused on reciprocal Asia education.144

The Garnaut Report was firmly embedded within an economic rationalism paradigm.145

Distinguishing the Garnaut Report is its effective combination of economy, education,

trade, and political issues which centralised Asia literacy and engaging with Asia in federal

politics at the time.146 The success of the Garnaut Report was further enhanced by the

endorsement by Prime Minister Hawke’s which centralised North East Asian geopolitical

security in the Australian political environment.147

The Garnaut Report was significant in the Australian engaging with Asia debate because

it set Asia literacy within the broader government politic of economic rationalism, as

well as Hawke’s policy of internationalising the economy.148 Following Garnaut, several

key reports explored the relationship between the economy and Asia literacy: the Stanley

(1990), Valverde (1990), and Leal (1991). More recently, some of the effect of the Garnaut

Report on Asia literacy was realised by the 2013 Liberal Coalition who, despite abandon-

ing the Gillard Henry Report, moved towards a pathway for leveraging Asia engagement

through initiating the New Colombo Plan.149

141 David Lim, “The Garnaut Report: an overview,” Asian Studies Review 13, no. 3 (April 1990): 49.
142 Healy, “The Garnaut Report: implications for Asian Studies,” 68.
143 Lim, “The Garnaut Report: an overview,” 49.
144 Clem Tisdell, “Key Australian export prospects to Northeast Asia: primary commodities, tourism

and education as perceived by the Garnaut Report,” Asian Studies Review 13, no. 3 (April 1990):
62.

145 Lim, “The Garnaut Report: an overview,” 50.
146 Lim, “The Garnaut Report: an overview,” 52.
147 Tisdell, “Key Australian export prospects to Northeast Asia: primary commodities, tourism and

education as perceived by the Garnaut Report,” 63.
148 Kevin Davis, “Managing the Economy,” in From Fraser to Hawke: Australian Public Policy in the

1980s, ed. Brian W. Head and Allan Patience (Australia: Longman Cheshire, 1989), 90–99.
149 Australian Liberal Party, Our Plan Real Solutions for All Australians: the direction, values and

policy priorities of the next Coalition Government (Australian Liberal Party, January 2013), 23–25,
https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/library/partypol/2480348/upload binary/2480348.
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The Rudd Report (1994)

The report Asian Languages and Australia’s Economic Future (the Rudd Report, 1994)

is another key Asia literacy policy report. The report was commissioned by the Council of

Australian Governments (COAG) in 1991 and its release coincided with Prime Minister

Paul Keating’s general policy push towards engaging with Asia.150 The culmination of

three decades of debate about Asia education, the report firmly tied Asia education to

economic aspirations. Henderson argues “that this Report was a political and ultimately

practical solution to the Commonwealth government’s inertia on developing a national

strategy for Asia.”151

The scope of the Rudd Report focused on the study of Asian languages and cultures

in Australian compulsory education to enhance Australia’s economic capacity in East

Asia.152 The Rudd Report recommended for the production of a cohort of Asia literate

Australians to be exported to Asia.153 This group would be possessive of a range of Asian

linguistic and cultural capacities that allowed productive and effective dealings with Asia

at individual, institutional, and national levels.154 Therefore, according to this report,

the intention of Asia literacy was for it to be exported to Asia in order to cultivate closer

economic links with Asia.155

Significant to understanding how Asia literacy is modelled in the contemporary pol-

icy era, the Rudd Report advised for the implementation of a fifteen-year plan entitled

National Asian Languages and Studies in Australian Schools (NALSAS). NALSAS was

a curriculum intended for all Australian schools. It consisted of three parts: Asian lan-

guages/studies in Australian Schools Program (ALSAS, later NALSAS); Asian Language

Immersion Program (ALI) and Young Australians in Asia Program (YAA).156 These were

complemented by the sub-program which was concerned with the training quality and

standard of teachers for Asian languages (6.1.2.a).157

Although abandoned in 2002, the program was a beacon for how to cultivate a national

Asia literacy curriculum. The success of this is in part due to the election of chairperson

of the report, Kevin Rudd, to Prime Minister in 2007. Rudd, with Gillard, together

pushed for the implementation of a National Curriculum which promoted the study of

pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf#search=%22library/partypol/2480348%22.
150 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages

and debates,” 24.
151 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages

and debates,” 24.
152 The Rudd Report, v.
153 The Rudd Report, 5.
154 The Rudd Report, 2.
155 The Rudd Report, 2.
156 The Rudd Report, 135–36.
157 The Rudd Report, 145–46.
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Asian languages and cultures. This was realised in 2010.158

The Henry Report (October 2012)

The release of the Gillard Government-commissioned Australia in the Asian Century

White Paper (Henry Report, 2012) marks the moment when Asia literacy became a ded-

icated federal government commitment and was unified into a national goal.159 Mascitelli

and O’Mahony have observed that the release of the report was a key moment of na-

tional recognition of the importance of engaging with Asia.160 Further, Mackerras has

noted that the Henry Report is a culmination of decades of Australian engagement with

Asia policy.161 The report is the most comprehensive policy document advising engaging

with Asia since the 1989 Garnaut Report.162

The timing of the release of the Henry Report is symbolic. The Henry Report was pre-

sented to the public during a historic week where US and Chinese leadership was being de-

cided, and also coincided with the fortieth anniversary of Australia’s diplomatic relations

with China.163 It is further noteworthy that the release of the Henry Report occurred three

years after the Global Financial Crisis where, during that uncertain economic climate,

Australia’s economic security depended on Chinese investment in Australian minerals.164

In recognition of this, the Henry Report is focused on developing economic relations with

Asia and China is deeply considered in the report as a key economic partner.165 However,

the Henry Report also committed to maintaining a strategic alliance with the US in order

to uphold regional stability.166

The Henry Report is a national roadmap for navigating Asia’s economic rise. In it, are the

key institutional, cultural, social, economic and educational reforms required to support

success in the Asian Century.167 The Henry Report is divided into two sections that

comprised of: a foreword by Julia Gillard; nine chapters; two appendices; abbreviations;

glossary; references; and, list of figures, charts and tables. The nine chapters are: Chapter

158 No author, “Rudd proposes national school curriculum,” February 28, 2007, accessed November 3,
2016, http://www.theage.com.au/news/National/Rudd-proposes-national-school-curriculum/2007/
02/28/1172338682971.html.

159 Garnaut, “Ross Garnaut: will the Asian Century reboot our debate on growth?,” The Henry Report
redefines Asia literacy as Asia-relevant capabilities. This is discussed further on pages 117–118.

160 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 540,
542.

161 Mackerras, “Asian Studies in Australia,” 131.
162 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 540,

542.
163 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 541.
164 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 541.
165 The Henry Report, 9–26.
166 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 541.

See also The Henry Report “Building sustainable security in the region,” 222–50.
167 Kanishka Jayasuriya, “Asian Century White Paper is big on rhetoric, small on ideas,” Conversation,

October 30, 2012, accessed May 15, 2016, https://theconversation.com/asian-century-white-paper-
is-big-on-rhetoric-small-on-ideas-10398.
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1 The rise of Asia; Chapter 2 The future of Asia to 2025 ; Chapter 3 Australia in Asia;

Chapter 4 Outlook for Australia to 2025 ; Chapter 5 A productive and resilient Australian

economy ; Chapter 6 Building capabilities ; Chapter 7 Operating in and connecting to

growing Asian markets ; Chapter 8 Building sustainable security in the region; Chapter 9

Deeper and broader relationships.168 The 25 National Objectives are listed in Appendix

A of this thesis.169

The significance of the Henry Report is that it is the first federal white paper on engag-

ing with Asia and Asia literacy. It symbolises a moment of political acknowledgement

regarding Australia’s complex relationship with Asia. That the report has since been

archived, due to change in government, highlights the tenuous nature of this subject.

The Tasmanian Report (March 2013)

In March 2013, the Tasmanian Government, in collaboration with the Australian National

University’s Crawford School of Public Policy, released the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian

Century White Paper. The Tasmanian Report is the first and only state government white

paper for engaging with Asia.170 The Tasmanian Report is underpinned by the framework

of engagement outlined in the Henry Report.171

The Report is divided into nine broad sections: situating the Tasmanian context, out-

lining the Asian Century, focussing on Tasmanian goals with Asia, and lastly, providing

strategies to achieve these goals.172 The goals of the Tasmanian Report are:

• Increase the size and skill of Tasmania’s workforce.

• Help shape Tasmania’s demographic trajectory and address Tasmania’s low cultural and
economic awareness of Asia.

• Establish Hobart as a world-class international, liveable, waterfront city with flow-on
benefits for Tasmanians through greater Asian investment, tourism opportunities and
improved access to Asian markets.

• Optimise Tasmania’s infrastructure connecting the state to Asian markets and opportu-
nities.

• Increase the scale of production in areas of strength by improving connections to Asian
markets and achieving efficiencies in production, logistics and marketing.

• Build on established export strengths in minerals, metals, forestry, food, energy, manu-
facturing, sustainable development and consulting services.

• Increase exports of food and beverages to Asian markets, with a focus on competitively
priced quality foods for Asia’s growing middle class and the marketing of premium prod-
ucts to Asia’s high-income consumers.

168 The Henry Report, v.
169 The Henry Report, 9–26.
170 The Tasmanian Report, 1.
171 The Tasmanian Report, 1.
172 The Tasmanian Report. np.
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• Support the transformation of Tasmania’s manufacturing to take advantage of interna-
tional value chains and to leverage off continued innovation in areas of strength.

• Establish Hobart as a gateway for Asia to access the Antarctic continent and Southern
Ocean based on a world-class research hub and direct logistical support.173

The Tasmanian Report is a significant deviation from the established policy approach

for developing Asia literacy. Tasmania is the only state to have commissioned a state-

oriented Asian Century white paper. The release of the report identifies a key gap in

the extant policy data: understanding Asia literacy in intranational regional areas of

Australia.

Research gap 1: Asia literacy in an intranational regional area

of Australia

In this section, I draw on the policy data (Reference 1) to identify my first research gap:

the absence of scholarly inquiry into Asia literacy in an intranational regional area of

Australia. There has not been a scholarly review into Asia literacy as it is produced in

an intranational regional area of Australia. As such, my methodology takes a similar

approach to the previous doctoral work by Henderson, Hughes, and Salter: my starting

point is the policy data.174

Asia literacy is conceptualised in the extant policy data (Reference 1) as a national skillset

and few policy reports recommend how specific regions within Australia might practically

develop Asia literacy. The Henry Report (2012) notes the challenge of developing Asia

literacy in such areas, whereas the Smart Engagement Report (2015) suggests tailoring

trade initiatives with Asia to the strengths of each intranational region.175 However, there

remains a gap around a specific inquiry into the production of Asia literacy within an

intranational regional area. Prior to the release of the Tasmanian Report, there has not

been a policy report on Asia literacy in intranational regional area of Australia.176

A limitation of the extant policy literature on Asia literacy then is that policy documents

recommend Asia literacy as a national skillset and this approach fails to for the specific

abilities of intranational regional areas such as Tasmania.177 For example, the worth of

173 The Tasmanian Report, 41–45. Each goal has key pathways and objectives. See page 295 in Appendix
A for a complete list.

174 Henderson, “The Rudd Report: An Anatomy of Educational Reform,” 61–63; Hughes, “To what
ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 5; Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of
‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum
imperative in Australian education,” 14–16.

175 Ien Ang, Y. Tambiah, and P. Mar, Smart Engagement with Asia: Leveraging language, research and
culture (Melbourne: Report for the Australian Council of Learned Academies, March 2015), 30. The
Henry Report, 9.

176 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
177 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
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allocating funding to implement Asia content in the University of Tasmania is contested

in both scholarly critique and in older Asia literacy policy recommendations.178

The problem (and opportunity) of engaging intranational regional areas in Australia with

Asia is aptly summarised by Archer’s critique of the Henry Report (2012). Archer ob-

serves that perceptions around intranational regional areas of Australia as a ‘planning

problem’ mean that such areas are often over-looked in Asia Century policy recommen-

dations.179 As Archer notes, a problem of the Henry Report is that it does not account

for the needs and abilities of intranational regional areas.180

I critique that the Henry Report, like the sixty public policy recommendations preceding

it, investigated the problem of engaging with Asia from a predominantly eastern seaboard

perspective. In the Henry Report (2012), the Tasmanian capital of Hobart is mentioned

just three times, and the South Australian capital city of Adelaide is mentioned zero times.

In comparison, metropolitan capitals such as Sydney and Melbourne are mentioned 26

and 21 times respectively. A keyword search of the number of times each state, territory,

and capital city of Australia is mentioned in the Henry Report reveals a bias towards

metropolitan and urban areas. The following table illustrates that the Henry Report is

focussed on developing Asia literacy in Eastern seaboard capital cities:

Table 1.2: ‘Australia’ in the Henry Report

‘Australia’ in the

Henry Report

Number of times

mentioned

‘Australia’ in the

Henry Report

Number of times

mentioned

Tasmania 4 Queensland 7

Hobart 3 Brisbane 5

New South Wales 4 Northern Territory 2

Sydney 26 Darwin 14

Victoria 7 Western Australia 8

Melbourne 21 Perth 6

South Australia 3
Australian Capital

Territory
1

Adelaide 0 Canberra 5181

Antarctica 2

178 C. C. Macknight, “On looking again at the Fitzgerald Report,” Asian Studies Association of Australia
Review 6, no. 2 (1982): 20; Joseph Lo Bianco, National Policy on Languages (Canberra: Australian
Government Publishing Service, 1987), 93.

179 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
180 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
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Hobart is mentioned significantly fewer times than Melbourne, Sydney, and Darwin (Dar-

win is positioned in the Henry Report as a gateway to Asia).182 The Henry Report

identifies three positive ways Tasmania and/or Hobart is engaged with Asia. The Henry

Report highlights Blundstone (a local shoe company) as a positive example of Tasma-

nian economic engagement with Asia.183 Further, the Tasmanian ‘Connected Language

Centres’ are profiled as a useful model for developing Asia literacy.184 Additionally, Ho-

bart is viewed as a gateway to Antarctica which may foster cooperation with some Asian

nations.185

Contrarily, few pathways for developing connections with Asia in intranational regional

areas of Australia are identified in the Henry Report. In two of the instances when

Tasmania is mentioned in relation to future engagement with Asia, Tasmania is grouped

areas of Australia which have lower productivity when compared against urban areas.186

For example:

Strong demand from Asia will support development across Northern Australian
from Western Australia to Queensland, including Darwin, and in other regions
including Tasmania and the Upper Spencer Gulf.187

A comparison of pathways for engaging with Asia in the Northern Territory and path-

ways for engaging with Asia in Tasmania would not only reveal significant differences in

government autonomy, but also significantly different historical and contemporary con-

nections with Asia. The Henry Report framework of engaging with Asia, and therefore

the national framework of Asia literacy, would be better suited if it took these nuances

into account. However, as Archer has critiqued, the intranational regional problem is

pushed aside in the Henry Report.188 For example, the second pathway identified in the

Henry Report for intranational regional areas of Australia is:

Increase Australia’s participation in Asia’s markets through providing services to
assist food and agricultural exporters, and support two-way investment with the
Asian region in food and food processing, related transport infrastructure, nat-
ural resource management and water conservation to drive the development of
Australia’s intranational regional and remote areas, particularly across northern
Australia and Tasmania.189

181 Canberra is mentioned a total of 77 times in the Henry Report, however, 72 of these are in the
reference list.

182 The Henry Report, 247.
183 The Henry Report, 92.
184 The Henry Report, 168.
185 The Henry Report, 248.
186 The Henry Report, 9, 22, 92, 168.
187 The Henry Report, 9.
188 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
189 The Henry Report, 22.
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These pathways do not sufficiently consider the challenges and opportunities specific

to different intranational regional areas of Australia. Additional is the imperative to

measure Asia literacy. In the Tasmanian Report, Asia ’engaged’ and Asia ‘disengaged,’

are measured based the level of economic, linguistic, or cultural integration with Asia.190

This framework is drawn from the Henry Report.191

Consequently, an assumption which is implicit to the national policy framework of Asia

literacy is that metropolitan areas are more engaged with Asia than intranational regional

areas are. Further, the lack of differentiation of policy recommendations suggests that

engaging with Asia is consistent across Australia. That Asia literacy is the same in

all states and territories. Anyone familiar with studying Asia understands that this is

implausible if only for the heterogeneity of Asia. This is in tension in the Rudd Report:

What, for example, does being “a part of Asia” mean? “Asia” itself is primarily
a term of geographical convenience to describe a range of countries whose internal
diversity is invariably greater than its shared commonality.192

Similarly, when questioning Asia literacy, Tasmania is Asia illiterate only when we view

it from a mainland perspective. Australia too, is heterogeneous.

To demonstrate the diversity within and between intranational regional areas of Australia,

I have used 2016 ABS data to compare the population, language, and diversity statistics

of Albury-Wodonga (on the border of New South Wales and Victoria) with Launceston

(in Tasmania) — two non-capital significant urban areas with similar population and

ancestry demographics:

Table 1.3: Comparing two intranational regional areas of Australia

Albury-Wodonga Launceston

Population 89,007 84,153

Ancestry, top responses

Australian (29.4%)

English (28.8%)

Irish (9.8%)

Scottish (7.9%)

German (5.3%)

English (33.0%)

Australian (31.5%)

Irish (7.8%)

Scottish (7.0%)

German (2.5%)

190 The Tasmanian Report, 1–3.
191 The Tasmanian Report, 1.
192 The Rudd Report, 3–4.
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Country of birth

(other than Australia)

England (1.9%)

India (1.0%)

New Zealand (0.9%)

Germany (0.6%)

Philippines (0.6%)

England (3.0%)

New Zealand (0.8%)

Malaysia (0.5%)

Bhutan (0.5%)

China (excludes SARs and

Taiwan) (0.5%)

Language

(top responses other than English)

Nepali (0.8%)

Punjabi (0.4%)

German (0.3%)

Mandarin (0.3%)

Italian (0.3%)

Nepali (0.9%)

Mandarin (0.9%)

Persian (excluding Dari)

(0.3%)

Italian (0.2%)

German (0.2%)

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics193

The comparison is useful to show the differences between two distinct intranational re-

gional areas of Australia. Although Albury-Wodonga and Launceston have similar pop-

ulation sizes and ancestry, there are significant differences in how these two areas are

engaged with Asia. From the data, we can see that Launceston has greater diversity

of new migrants and new permanent residents than Albury-Wodonga. Developing Asia

literacy in Launceston may be better aligned with supporting linguistic and cultural

awareness of Malaysia, China, and Bhutan. Contrarily, in Albury-Wodonga it may be

more appropriate to developing knowledge of India and the Philippines. Additionally,

these are different to the five principal nations and Asian languages recommended in the

Henry Report.194

I therefore propose that it is necessary to further examine Asia literacy specific to the

intranational regional area of Tasmania. The lack of scholarly investigation into a place-

based Asia literacy forms the first research gap of this thesis. I argue that place affects

engagement with Asia. It also affects how, and what is important, to learn about Asia

literacy.

The release of the Tasmanian Report demonstrates that Asia literacy is different in intra-

national regional areas than it is in metropolitan areas. Rather than accept the framework

of Asia literacy suggested in Federal policy reports, the Tasmanian Report is a moment

of acknowledgement that policies for Asia literacy and engaging with Asia are subjec-

193 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “2016 Census: Tasmania,” Australian Bureau of Statistics, June 27,
2017, accessed March 8, 2019, http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf /Home/2016%
20QuickStats.

194 Commonwealth Government, Ken Henry White Paper: Australia in the Asian Century, 177.
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tive to place. A claim to both island exceptionalism and island as a disadvantage, the

Tasmanian Report shows that the national approach to Asia literacy is insufficient when

considering intranational regional areas of Australia.195

To explore this research gap, I argue that place is significant to intranational regional

areas like Tasmania. As the only state island jurisdiction, applying Island Studies lens

to Tasmanian Asia literacy is a justifiable approach. Island studies scholars observe that

the island context cultivates an island identity. Stratford observes that island identi-

ties “include, but are not confined to, strong perceptions of island-self and mainland

other,” and that islanders have strong connections to both their communities and their

environments.196 Hay observes:

Physical boundedness conduces to psychological distinctiveness, because it pro-
motes clearer, “bounded” identities. It also conduces low dynamism, to social and
political conservatism.197

Tasmanian Asia literacy engages with place and place-based identity. It further how

being an island affects what it means to engage with Asia and to develop Asia literacy.

Decentring the national approach to both Asia literacy and engaging with Asia depends

on a theoretical turn to empower the island narrative. Island studies scholar Baldacchino

notes that the island is only known through the gaze of the mainland: Asia literacy in

Tasmania is defined by mainland perspectives.198 Thus, my first research gap recognises

the need to enquire into a place-based Asia literacy in an intranational regional area of

Australia.

Addressing the absence of intranational regional areas of Australia in the extant policy

data reveals a secondary research gap: scholarly inquiry into the affective dimension of

Asia literacy. In exploring a Tasmanian perspective of Asia literacy, I questioned how to

make Asia literacy matter. This required engaging with the affective dimension of Asia

literacy.

Research gap 2: the affective dimension of Asia literacy

My second research gap is an inquiry into the affective dimension of Asia literacy. In

recognition of the importance of place to Asia literacy, being Asia literate becomes a

lived experience. Emotions, attitudes, values, and behaviours need to be investigated to

understand what an affective Asia literacy might be. I contend that centralising attitudes

and values, the affective dimension of Asia literacy, in Tasmanian Asia literacy reveals

195 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-
tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 577.

196 Stratford, “Islandness and struggles over development: A Tasmanian case study,” 161.
197 Hay, “That islanders speak, and others hear,” 203.
198 Baldacchino, Island Enclaves: Offshoring Strategies, Creative Governance, and Subnational Island

Jurisdictions, 14.
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that Tasmania is not Asia illiterate but is actually very much entwined with Asia. This

lived experience of Asia literacy is broader, and is distinct from the formal Asia literacy

recommended in policy reports to be learned in formal education settings. In this section,

I discuss the few scholarly inquiries into the role of attitudes and values in Asia literacy

and engaging with Asia to identify this second research gap.

The perennial policy recommendation of Asia literacy to enhance engaging with Asia sug-

gests that non-economic factors also impact on the development of Asia literacy skills.199

The Auchmuty Report is an example of grey literature which used a quantitative approach

to measuring feelings towards learning about Asia.200 The Auchmuty Report (1971) is

an investigation into which factors mitigated against the more widespread teaching of

Asian languages and cultures.201 The Chair, J. J. Auchmuty, collected student enrolment

data around Australia. This was used to first quantify the number of enrolments. The

data analysis revealed a low level of engagement with Asia education content. Since the

Auchmuty Report, rates of Asia literacy have generally been measured against enrolment

statistics.202 Significantly, the Auchmuty Report found that increasing economic oppor-

tunity in Asia did not result in increased student enrolments in Asia related studies.203

A second example of attitudes and values data in grey literature can be found in the 2013

Asia literacy and the Australian Teaching Workforce commissioned by the Education

Council. The report found that attitudes and values potentially impact on the successful

implementation of Asia literacy programs in schools. The report inquired into educators’

attitudes and values toward teaching compulsory Asia literacy programs.204 Researchers

collected qualitative data to assess teacher perceptions of their capabilities for teaching

Asia literacy. Teachers reported concern with their capacity and familiarity of Asia related

subjects.205 The report found that teacher attitudes and values towards Asia content

affected teacher confidence and impacted on the success of Asia literacy programs.206

A growing body of literature from non-government organisations and academic scholars

is proof of the significance of attitudes and values to developing ‘Asia literacy.’ Pietsch

and Aarons identify that the link between attitudes, values, and policy is not only under-

examined but may critically influence the scope and direction of Australian engagement

with Asia.207 Their edited collection, Australia: Identity, Fear and Governance in the

199 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and
cultural ties,” 33.

200 The Auchmuty Report, 9.
201 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
202 The Rudd Report, 134–136. The Ingleson Report, 10. The Jeffrey Report, 4.
203 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
204 Christine Halse et al., Asia Literacy and the Australian Teaching Workforce (Melbourne: Australian

Institute for Teaching / School Leadership, June 2013), ix.
205 The Halse Report, 2.
206 The Halse Report, 3.
207 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and
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21st Century, considers the challenges and changes to Australia in the latter years of the

21st Century in order to examine how Australians themselves might feel about identity,

fear and governance.208 They draw on the Australian Survey of Social attitudes (AuSSA)

data to identify patterns and themes of how people feel about key issues.209 The AuSSA

data is longitudinal which enables Pietsch and Aarons to compare and contrast signifi-

cant datasets.210 Moreover, they take a mixed methods approach, using both qualitative

and quantitative data, to address complex issues pertaining to fear, governance, and

identity.211

This analysis links emotions with complex social issues. Specifically, Pietsch and Aarons

investigate how a notion of Australian identity is affected by particular social challenges

including a changing relationship with Asia and increases in Asian migration to Aus-

tralia.212 In Chapter 3 Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, eco-

nomic and cultural ties Pietsch and Aarons have observed that:

Little is known about how ordinary Australians think and feel about Asia or how
and to what extent they might have connected or not to Asia through lifestyle,
work or cultural pursuits.213

To explore this, Pietsch and Aarons report on survey data.214 They note an absence:

While few systemic survey data exist to ascertain popular Australian perceptions
of Asia as a whole over time, much has been written by historians and political
scientists to reveal Australian attitudes towards Asia through foreign policy, trade
unions and other organisations involved in nation-building and governance. Aus-
tralia, through its policy outlook, has evolved in its relationship to Asia from an
inward-looking, Anglocentric and culturally narrow society, to a more engaged,
open and interactive entity within the Asia-Pacific region; however, has this change
in policy and governance, facilitated by trade, security, cultural and travel relation-
ships with Asia translated to how ordinary Australians engage with Asia?215

cultural ties,” 33.
208 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 1.
209 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 4.
210 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 4.
211 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 4.
212 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 1.
213 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 33.
214 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 33.
215 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 33.
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To answer this, Pietsch and Aarons take an interdisciplinary approach. They review po-

litical engagement with Asia and draw inferences with “the broader systemic connections

between Australia and Asia that might influence the level of engagement of individual

Australians.”216 Similarly, I contextualise my discussion on everyday Tasmanian engage-

ment with Asia by first reviewing the key changes to Asia literacy in Chapter Four. I also

take an interdisciplinary approach.217. However, I extend beyond a political assessment

of feelings into new qualitative and quantitative data on Tasmanian attitudes and values

towards Asia literacy and engaging with Asia.

A recent study by Leong and Woods further highlights the importance of attitudes and

values to Asia literacy. They draw on Singh’s application of Orientalism to highlight

the flaws implicit to Asia literacy, namely that implication of such programs that Asia is

distant from everyday life.218 Over two years (2015-2017) they used their university media

classes to collect data on student attitudes and values towards learning about Asia.219

They asked their students to draw mindmaps of Asia and they used this to assess student

understandings of and feelings towards Asia.220

The potential benefit of tracking attitudes and values towards engaging with Asia can be

illustrated by the New Zealand Asia Foundation (NZASIA). NZASIA began to use na-

tional attitudes and values data document the relationship between attitudes, values, and

national engagement with Asia in 1995.221 The collection was motivated by rapid changes

to New Zealand ethnic diversity and a deepening of economic links with Asia.222The data

aligns policy goals with everyday ordinary experiences of engaging with Asia. It is used to

inform teaching and learning recommendations, and facilitate deeper social cohesion.223

Moreover, the data informs NZASIA how to improve social cohesion and how to develop

Asia literacy programs to best reflect social needs in New Zealand.

Although few policy documents have asked Australians how they feel about engaging

with Asia, there is a clear need to address this gap.224 The annual Scanlon Reports are

an important and rare longitudinal study into Australian attitudes and values towards

social diversity. Between 2011 and 2016, decreases in social cohesiveness correlated with

216 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and
cultural ties,” 33.

217 For a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of an interdisciplinary approach see pages 84–85.
218 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 373.
219 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 373.
220 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 373.
221 Andrew Butcher, “Making Asia Known: Twenty Years of the Asia New Zealand Foundation,” New

Zealand Journal of Asian Studies 17, no. 2 (December 2015): 14.
222 Butcher, “Making Asia Known: Twenty Years of the Asia New Zealand Foundation,” 1.
223 Butcher, “Making Asia Known: Twenty Years of the Asia New Zealand Foundation,” 11.
224 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 33.
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increased Asian migration to Australia.225 A rise in reported instances of bigotry were

associated with greater population diversity and, in particular, growth in the percent-

age of Australians born overseas.226 Further, the results of the 2012 report reveal that

respondents’ perception of racial prejudice increased since 2007.227 The results of the

2013 report address variations in discrimination experienced by Asian nationalities.228

Respondents from Malaysia, India, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Indonesia, China, and Hong

Kong reported experiencing the most racial discrimination.229 As I demonstrate in Chap-

ters Six and Seven, Asia literacy programs need to be refocussed to what I label the

‘affective dimension’ to foster social cohesion.

Core to this inquiry is examining the implications of consigning Asia literacy to formal

education in the intranational regional area of Tasmania. As Singh and Rizvi note,

relegating Asia literacy to formal education distances Asia from daily life perpetuating

the notion of widespread Asia illiteracy.230 Moreover, Hughes has shown that assessing

latent Asia literacy skills such as bilingualism is a fairer appraisal of Asia literacy in

Australia.231 If we focus on Asia literacy in Tasmania as a set of skills learned only in

formal education as FitzGerald suggests, then we obscure the ways Tasmania is engaged

with Asia and the ways that Tasmanians are Asia literate. Moreover, if we pursue Asia

literacy in Tasmania from a perceived deficiency of Asia knowledge, then there is no

basis, such as geography or history, to found engaging with Asia on. There is no “other”

“within” as Kristeva argues is a starting point for dissolving the foreigner.232 Contrarily,

if we examine Asia literacy from a standpoint which accounts for history and geography

then we gain a different understanding of Asia literacy in Tasmania.

Having identified my two research gaps, I now discuss my research questions and design.

Research questions, design, and methods

In this section, I outline my approach to exploring these two research gaps. First, the pol-

icy reports discussed are important for contextualising the significance of the Tasmanian

Report and the need to challenge the national framework of Asia literacy. To respond

225 Markus and Smith, Australian Social Cohesion Survey 2011, 11–18; Markus, Mapping Social Co-
hesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2012, 12–22; Markus, Mapping Social
Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2013, 12–19; Markus, Mapping Social
Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2014, 12–20; Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The
Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2015, 11–19; Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Founda-
tion Surveys National Report 2016, 10–20.

226 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2015, 11.
227 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2012, 45–46.
228 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2013, 2.
229 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2013, 2.
230 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603; Rizvi,

“Beyond the East-West Divide: education and the dynamics of Australia-Asia relations,” 15–16.
231 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
232 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
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to research gap 1, I first discuss my methodology for assessing the policy data and my

research questions. Secondly, I address how I approach research gap 2 by measuring

attitudes and values through consumer behaviour.

Two types of data are used throughout this research project. The first set of data is the

policy literature on Asia literacy in Australia from the 1970s- present (Reference 1). I

draw on these documents to contextualise the significance of the releases of the Henry

Report (2012) and the Tasmanian Report (2013). Further, this set of data provides a

holistic understanding of the key themes, influences, and scope of Asia literacy as it has

evolved since inception. The second set of data are the results of my fieldwork, surveys

and interviews which I discuss in my research questions below.

The overarching research question is: what is Tasmanian Asia literacy? Thinking about

the topic in this way highlights the fact that both terms “Asia literacy” and “Tasmania”

are under interrogation: identifying the established methods for measuring and developing

Asia literacy and examining whether these are effective in an intranational regional area

of Australia.

Critical policy studies are a pertinent framework to apply to the problem of Tasmanian

Asia literacy. This approach seeks to identify the gaps, suppositions, and problem rep-

resentations of a policy recommendation.233 Critical policy studies scholars observe that

policy recommendations are ‘problems’ which are representative of larger discourses of

power and governance.234 Critical policy studies operate externally to policy work and

social practice and are designed to interrogate the actors and structures that create,

construe, and disseminate the policy document.235 Gale has argued that critical policy

sociology is interested in the social world and concerns the interaction and connections be-

tween personal troubles and public matters.236 The association between the personal and

the public establishes a relationship in policy between individual and collective lives.237

This is an applicable approach to interrogating the extant Asia literacy policy recom-

mendations and exploring a Tasmanian Asia literacy. Applying critical policy studies as

a methodology allows me to investigate the relevant policy reports (Reference 1) as a

series of problems rather than solutions.238 This approach to assessing the policy data

was taken up by Hughes in her doctoral research.239

233 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
234 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
235 Stephen J. Ball, Education Policy and Social Class: The Selected works of Stephen J. Ball (London:

Routledge, 2006), 21.
236 Trevor Gale, “Critical Policy Sociology: Historiography, archaeology and genealogy as methods of

policy analysis,” Journal of Education Policy 16, no. 5 (2001): 381.
237 Gale, “Critical Policy Sociology: Historiography, archaeology and genealogy as methods of policy

analysis,” 381.
238 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
239 Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 19.
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The discipline of critical policy studies, of which Stephen J. Ball greatly contributes, ap-

proach reading education policy recommendations such as Asia literacy within the broader

context of interest, influence, and power.240 According to Ball, the lack of a clear defini-

tion of understanding around what ‘policy’ is results in ambiguity.241 Ball critiques that

reading policy “lacks any sense of critical distance or reflexivity about its own produc-

tion and procedures and its claims to knowledge about the social.”242 One consequence

of this failure in policy analysis is that the definition of policy potentially proliferates

within a single policy document and throughout policy studies more generally.243 Ball’s

tactic of policy as discourse is beneficial to exploring the assumptions operating behind

the Tasmanian Report. This useful to interrogating the conditions which enabled the

problems of engaging with Asia and Asia literacy to emerge in Tasmanian Report. Ball’s

research into education policy provides a basis for my theoretical investigation into the

Tasmanian Report’s Asia literacy program. This is a key point that I critique throughout

this research: the discourse of Tasmanian engagement with Asia obscures the very real

and active ways Tasmania is, has been, and will continue to be, connected with Asia

through history, geography, and consumption of cultural products.

Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to Be? (WPR) approach is essential to this

thesis. Bacchi developed the method as a tool to interrogate policy problems. She ac-

knowledges that the shape given to policy problems informs the array of possible solutions

for the problems.244 Bacchi’s WPR model of policy analysis comprises of six steps to en-

able an inquiry into the assumptions that are implicit to the document, including the

conditions that enabled the policy report to be created and disseminated. Viewing the

policy as a problem reveals new ways for exploring solutions to Asia literacy in Tasma-

nia. I apply Bacchi’s framework to critique the Tasmanian Report as a series of problem

representations to dissect the boundaries of the policy phrases Asia literacy and engaging

with Asia.

240 J. Ozga, “Studying educational policy through the lives of policy makers: an attempt to close the
macro-micro gap,” in Changing Policies, Changing Teachers, ed. S. Walker and L. Barton (United
Kingdom: Open University Press, 1987), 144; Trevor Gale, “Policy Trajectories: treading the discur-
sive path of policy analysis,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education 20, no. 3 (1999):
393; Ball, Education Policy and Social Class: The Selected works of Stephen J. Ball, 21.

241 Stephen J. Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” Discourse: Studies in the
Cultural Politics of Education 13, no. 2 (1993): 10; Carol Bacchi, “Policy as Discourse: What does
it mean? Where does it get us?,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education 21, no. 1
(2000): 46.

242 Ball, Education Policy and Social Class: The Selected works of Stephen J. Ball, 21.
243 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
244 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
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Bacchi and Ball inform my approach to crafting and answering my research questions:

Table 1.4: Research questions

1. How Tasmanians understand Asia relates to Tasmania and vice versa

2. How Tasmanians understand Tasmanian and Asian historical relationships

3.
How Tasmanians value the current and projected Tasmanian and Asian

relationship

4. Whether Tasmanians believe Tasmania is capable of engaging with Asia

5.
What issues Tasmanians believe might prevent Tasmania from engaging

with Asia

6. How Tasmanians define and understand Asia literacy

I conducted two online surveys and ten semi-structured interviews. My qualitative and

quantitative results are the second set of data for this investigation. In the following sec-

tion, I introduce the rationale behind fieldwork data by discussing literature on attitudes

and values, and the relationship between consumerism and cultural identity.

Measuring attitudes and values (2015 survey and interviews)

In my 2015 survey, Tasmanian Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’ I

used a Likert scale to measure attitudes and values. One reason why there is little

scholarly inquiry into attitudes and values around Asia literacy is that they are difficult

to measure.245 In this section, I justify why this is an appropriate instrument to measure

attitudes and values.

There is no singular definition of attitudes, but Eiser and van der Pligt suggest a paradox

within conceptualising attitudes: that they are concurrently personal and yet expected

to be understood by others.246 They surmise: “The reason for this is that an attitude is

not just some vague kind of mood or sensation, but a form of experience that (a) refers

to specific objects, events, people or issues and (b) is primarily evaluative. We express

our attitudes by describing the objects of our experiences in evaluative terms.”247

Contrarily, Maio et al differentiate between attitudes and values. They postulate that

attitudes are based on objects, whereas values are abstractions and ideals such as national

identity.248 However, a common conceptual feature of both attitudes and values is that

245 Richard Eiser and J. J. van der Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions (New York: Psychology Press, 1988),
1; G. R. Maio, M. M. Bernard, and M. A. Luke, “Ideologies, Values, Attitudes and Behavior,” in
Handbook of Social Psychology, ed. J. Delamater (Boston Massachusetts: Springer, 2006), 284.

246 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 1.
247 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 1.
248 Maio, Bernard, and Luke, “Ideologies, Values, Attitudes and Behavior,” 284.
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they can both be evaluated within quantitative social research: a respondent is either

positive or negative to a prompt. However, responses are subjective.249

Joshi et al define attitudes as “preferential ways of behaving/reacting in a specific circum-

stance rooted in relatively enduring organization of belief and ideas (around an object,

a subject or a concept) and acquired through social interactions.”250 The absence of a

singular definition of attitudes and values makes measuring these difficult. It is diffi-

cult to quantify attitudes.251 Eiser and van der Pligt argue that “because language is so

important to attitudinal experience and expression, it is only natural that most tech-

niques for measuring attitudes rely heavily on verbal material in the form of interviews

or questionnaires.”252

Likert scales are a useful tactic for measuring attitudes and values.253 A Likert scale is an

effective instrument to prompt affective responses to a statement. Nadler et al observe

that Likert scales are commonplace in both education and social sciences research, used

“to assess a respondent’s level of agreement with a given statement.”254 Joshi et al sug-

gest that Likert scales are useful to quantify complex human behavioural and attitudinal

conditions.255 Notably “Likert scale was devised in order to measure ‘attitude’ in a sci-

entifically accepted and validated manner.”256 Likert scales are a common instrument for

assessing attitudes.257 Eiser and van der Pligt observe that the multidimensional scaling

of responses to assess attitudes, by way of a Likert scale, is useful: respondents are likely

to pick the answer which most corresponds with their initial reaction.258 I expand on the

merits and weaknesses of Likert scales in Chapter Two.

Exploring a relationship between consumer identity and the affective dimen-

sion of Asia literacy (2016 survey)

My 2016 survey, Everyday Asia Literacy in Tasmania, was designed to map Asia literacy

as an affective behaviour. This survey instrument was applied in an attempt to inquire

further into how Tasmanians understand Asia literacy and how Tasmanians understand

their level of Asia literacy by way of their current and projected relationship with Asia.

Critiquing the concept of formal Asia literacy (in compulsory education) the survey asked

249 Maio, Bernard, and Luke, “Ideologies, Values, Attitudes and Behavior,” 284.
250 Ankur Joshi and Dinesh Kumar Pal, “Likert Scale: Explored and Explained,” Journal of Applied

Science and Technology 7, no. 4 (2015): 397.
251 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 3.
252 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 3.
253 Joshi and Pal, “Likert Scale: Explored and Explained,” 387; Maio, Bernard, and Luke, “Ideologies,

Values, Attitudes and Behavior,” 284.
254 Joel T. Nadler, Rebecca Weston, and Elora C. Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpreta-

tion of Mid-Points in Items on Questionnaires,” The Journal of General Psychology 142, no. 2 (2015):
72.

255 Joshi and Pal, “Likert Scale: Explored and Explained,” 397.
256 Joshi and Pal, “Likert Scale: Explored and Explained,” 397.
257 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 4.
258 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 4–5.
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respondents to indicate where they had learned Asian languages and cultural knowledge

in school to map where students are most likely to disengage from studying Asia content.

It contrasted this with asking respondents their social, professional, leisurely, and habitual

connections with Asia by way of travel, work, food, purchasing and consumption. The

hypothesis for this second survey was that behaviours, like travel, fosters an affective

engagement with Asia which in turn, could spark affective interest to develop specialised

knowledge of the region (like Asian language proficiency). I hypothesise that this affective

component could be a precursor to sustaining student interest in learning specialised

content.

Experience in Asia, such as travel or exchange, may have a causal relationship with an

affective dimension of Asia literacy. In a study into emotional and cognitive changes to

exchange students following a time abroad, Root and Ngampornchai observe that devel-

oping cognitive ability has been given preference in intercultural competence education

over culture specific knowledge.259 In their qualitative study of students returning home

after exchange, Root and Ngampornchai postulate that intercultural competence is not

only cognitive but is also affective and behavioural.260 The affective dimension includes

intercultural sensitivity, attitudes, and motivation.261 The affective skills acquired by the

recently returned students were:

Aspects of awareness, appreciation, and understanding with regard to attitudes,
cultural group membership, and values. One main theme that arose with regard
to affective skills has to do with the ability to deal with different perspectives,
specifically by maintaining an open mind.262

Root and Ngampornchai’s research focused on students’ experiences of exchange and how

these may influence attitudes and values.263 The value of their contribution is recognising

how a lived experience, such as travel, may count for an informal, affective skillset which is

useful to engaging with a new cultural framework. Beamer argues that the acquisition of

knowledge and developing understanding of cultural factors is vital to intercultural com-

munication.264 However, Beamer agrees equally important is a willingness and curiosity

259 Elizabeth Root and Anchalee Ngampornchai, “’I came back as a new human being’: student descrip-
tions of intercultural competence acquired through education abroad experiences,” Journal of Studies
in International Education 17, no. 5 (2012): 515.

260 Root and Ngampornchai, “’I came back as a new human being’: student descriptions of intercultural
competence acquired through education abroad experiences,” 516.

261 Root and Ngampornchai, “’I came back as a new human being’: student descriptions of intercultural
competence acquired through education abroad experiences,” 516.

262 Root and Ngampornchai, “’I came back as a new human being’: student descriptions of intercultural
competence acquired through education abroad experiences,” 522.

263 Root and Ngampornchai, “’I came back as a new human being’: student descriptions of intercultural
competence acquired through education abroad experiences,” 522.

264 Linda Beamer, “Learning intercultural communication and competence,” Journal of Business Com-
munication 290, no. 3 (1992): 302.
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to accept differences.265

Another way of conceptualising this affective dimension is through the consumption of

cultural products. Cutright et al further articulate that what we buy reflects who we

are.266 Cutright et al surmise that the symbols, personalities, communities and other

characteristics associated with products enable individuals to assert who they are.267

This can be at the individual level, but consumption of particular products also allows

membership (or exclusion) in or from a group.268 Cutright et al observe that consumer

choices are often made in relation to threat, where particular products restore a sense of

self, and creation, where products enable the future attainment of an identity.269 Beyond

individual consumerism of branding, such as branded clothes, products also shape how

we feel about others.270 Cutright et al surmise that the consumption of products affects

our behaviours and how we relate to, and treat, others.271

Additionally, Kitayama and Park examine identity within the context of culture. They

observe a link between cultural views of the self, cultural affordances, and psychological

processes.272 Kitayama and Park distinguish between the highly individualistic cultural

practices of North America and the group interdependent practices of some Asian nations

to argue that different values (individuals or self) shape consumer behaviours.273 For this

research, as observed by Singh, Asia literacy is a method by which Australia consumes

Asia in education. It is undeniably an Australian policy undertaking. Kitayama and

Park’s critique reveals a limitation of this research: exploring Asia literacy as cultural

capital from a consumer standpoint. However, this research focusses more on individual

behavioural interaction with Asia and therefore could be critiqued as a Western research

inquiry.274 Considering how Tasmania and Tasmanian products are consumed by Asia

is outside the scope of this research but useful threads to follow up would include the

representation of Tasmania in the Asian tourism industry.

The consumption of cultural products also occurs in digital and electronic spaces. Belk’s

understanding of identity in the digital age is useful for dissolving the other through the

identity gained from consuming products. Belk observes that “the postmodern sensibility

265 Beamer, “Learning intercultural communication and competence,” 302.
266 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
267 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
268 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91–92.
269 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 92.
270 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 94.
271 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 94.
272 Kitayama Shinobu and Park Jiyoung, “Culture and the self: Implications for consumer behaviour,”

in The Routledge Companion to Identity and Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk
(United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 6.

273 Shinobu and Jiyoung, “Culture and the self: Implications for consumer behaviour,” 6–7.
274 Phoebe W. S. Wong and Margaret K. Hogg, “Exploring cultural differences in the extended self,” in

The Routledge Companion to Identity and Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk
(United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 99.
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insists that the self has become decentred, unstable, fragmented, liquid, malleable, and

multiple.”275 For instance, Belk highlights how social media presents much opportunity for

an individual to simultaneously live multiple identities.276 The ‘extended self,’ posits Belk,

though lived on the Internet, potentially impacts on daily behaviours and identity.277

The digital self establishes affiliations which create new boundaries of ‘other and self.’278

Individuals gain social capital by affiliating with and perpetuating an identity online.279

The internet is an example of how Tasmania and Asia are interconnected. These theorists,

Root and Ngampornchai, Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, Beamer, and Belk, suggest

a link between what people experience, do, and consume, and their cultural identity.

Wong and Hogg note that “culture plays a significant role in shaping individuals’ be-

haviours, values and attitudes and also provides and important context within which

to understand the self, and the meaning of possessions.”280 However, they critique that

the surge of literature in the 1990s around consumer behaviour and identity focussed

exclusively on Western consumers identity in relation to material possessions.281 They

observe that Western individualism places greater importance on the identity gleaned

from objects, whereas Eastern consumerism is reflective of group interdependence.282

Wong and Hogg’s critique potentially extends to my research. However, I am attempting

to use the affective behaviours around consumption to dissolve an east west divide in the

epistemology of ‘Tasmania’ and Asia literacy.

In summary, examining Asia literacy in Tasmania intersects with many issues around

economy, education, state performance, curriculum development, and Australia’s evolv-

ing relationship with Asia. There is then the treatment of fieldwork data. A holistic

response to the research question must consider the influence of each of these elements on

Asia literacy in Tasmania. As such, this research is interdisciplinary, starting in critical

policy analysis and moving to understanding the identity which results from consumption

of products. This is facilitated by some bridging theories, which link these frameworks

into a cohesive research design. The challenge of interdisciplinary analysis is a superfi-

cial investigation.283 However, a benefit of this approach is the opportunity for a more

convincing assessment of conflicting ideas as well as producing a researcher more able to

275 Russell W. Belk, “Extended self in a digital age.,” in The Routledge Companion to Identity and
Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 83.

276 Belk, “Extended self in a digital age.,” 83.
277 Belk, “Extended self in a digital age.,” 86.
278 Belk, “Extended self in a digital age.,” 87.
279 Belk, “Extended self in a digital age.,” 87.
280 Wong and Hogg, “Exploring cultural differences in the extended self,” 99.
281 Wong and Hogg, “Exploring cultural differences in the extended self,” 99.
282 Wong and Hogg, “Exploring cultural differences in the extended self,” 100.
283 Frieder Wolf, “Enlightened Eclecticism or Hazardous Hotchpotch? Mixed Methods and Triangulation

Strategies in Comparative Public Policy Research,” Journal of Mixed Methods Research 4, no. 2
(March 2010): 145.
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collaborate in future projects.284 The order of theories presented are the logical steps of

this investigation. Thus, I now introduce my thesis structure.

Structure of thesis

Introduction and literature review (Chapter One)

In this chapter I have introduced the overarching research questions which inform this

study into Tasmanian Asia literacy? First, I outlined the key scholarly literature per-

taining to Asia literacy focussing on the two topics of: Asia is instrumentalised to meet

the national interest and, Asia literacy distances Asia from Australia. These literature

reviews are foundational to understanding the utility of Asia literacy in Australia. Then,

I introduced the Asia literacy policy data. A textual assessment of the working titles was

useful to contextualising the authors of Asia literacy policy recommendations. I discussed

the evolution of the policy concept of Asia literacy through the Auchmuty (1971), To-

wards an Asia Literate Society (1988), Garnaut (1989), Rudd (1994), and Henry (2012)

Reports. The political and social context around each of these reports is important to

understanding the close relationship between Asia literacy, education, and national eco-

nomic goals. Following this, I introduced the Tasmanian Report (2013) to demonstrate

the significance of a new intranational regional perspective to the problem of Asia literacy.

Addressing Asia literacy through the context of place is a new way to understand and

assess Asia literacy. I distinguish between the formal Asia literacy learned in compulsory

education (and which is recommended by the policy data) and an informal, everyday

Asia literacy. To answer my thesis question, I have identified two research gaps 1) the

investigation into Asia literacy in an intranational regional area of Australia and 2) the

affective dimension of Asia literacy. To explore these research gaps, I consider how con-

sumer behaviours, and attitudes and values, may be a more holistic reading of everyday

Asia literacy skills. How I answer these research gaps was introduced through my research

questions, critical policy studies methodology, and data collection.

Methodology (Chapter Two)

In Chapter Two I present my methodological approach to examining Tasmanian Asia

literacy. First, I address the overarching philosophical stance of this research. To critique

the policy defined formal Asia literacy, it is important to identify the role and use of

policy reports as a tactic of government. Here, Foucault’s concept of governmentality is

useful to understanding the role of policy reports a as medium between government and

a population.285 Foucault’s perspective is valuable to recognising two implications of pol-

icy reports: that the population are resource of government and that education policies

284 Daniel Boden, Maura Borrego, and Lynita K. Newswander, “Student socialization in interdisciplinary
doctoral education.,” Higher Education 62, no. 6 (December 2011): 742.

285 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
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produce discourses which affect population interests, attitudes, values, and behaviours.

In Australia, despite the policy push to develop Asia literacy, few Australians are con-

sidered to be Asia literate. I employ John Stuart Mill’s theory of homo economicus and

contrast this with David Harvey’s work on neoliberalism to unpack this tension. This

is to problematise the relationship between the economic justification of Asia literacy

and the importance of how people feel about Asia literacy. For example, perennially low

enrolments in Asia related content to suggest a disconnect between government goals and

population attitudes and values.286

Critical policy studies scholars, Ball’s policy as discourse and Bacchi’s methods of cri-

tiquing policy, are a coherent framework to interrogating the Asia literacy policy data.

First, Ball is useful to reading policy as a discourse to recognise that Asia literacy rec-

ommendations are a part of a larger discourse for engaging with Asia.287 Bacchi offers a

practical tool to apply Ball’s conceptualisation. Bacchi advises reading the policy dis-

course of Asia literacy as a series of problems for interrogation.288 Bacchi’s What’s the

Problem Represented to Be? (WPR) approach scaffolds my interrogation of the Tasma-

nian Report and the discourses operating behind it.289 I hypothesise a gap between policy

aspirations and how people feel about engaging with Asia.

The second half of Chapter Two discusses the methodological approach to data collec-

tion. This is a mixed methods project, and I speak to some of the challenges associated

with that. For data collection, I conducted two online surveys and ten semi-structured

interviews. Here, I introduce data collection methods, justification for research design,

and data analysis methods.

Theoretical framework (Chapter Three)

Next, I introduce my theoretical framework. This is an interdisciplinary research project

and I begin the chapter by addressing some of the weaknesses and strengths of this

approach. Although interdisciplinary, the theories together create a framework for un-

derstanding a Tasmanian Asia literacy. There are three theoretical turns which I will

briefly introduce.

First, Singh’s work on Asia literacy is a unique model of how to link Asia literacy with

Said’s theory of Orientalism. Singh alerts us to some of the epistemological implications

of a national education model for learning about Asia. Singh asserts that Asia is othered

in the policy discourse and, as a consequence, that Asia literacy is an Australian form

286 John Stuart Mill, Essays on Some Unsettling Questions of Political Economy (London: John W.
Parker, 1844), 122; David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2005), 7.

287 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
288 Carol Bacchi, Analysing Policy: What’s the problem represented to be? (Australia: Pearson, 2009), 5.
289 Bacchi, Analysing Policy: What’s the problem represented to be?, 5.
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of Orientalism.290 To develop this, I introduce Said’s contribution of Orientalism as a

relevant, guiding theory for understanding how Asia is positioned ’other’ in Australian

Asia literacy programs.

The second theoretical model is to do with spatiality. It is important to address the

limitations of formal Asia literacy and to examine alternate, informal spaces of Asia

literacy. Soja’s work on spatial justice offers a unique theoretical perspective. Soja’s

work explores the relationship between the space and the social.291 It is useful to noting

not only where formal Asia literacy is measured, but where informal spaces of Asia literacy

could be celebrated. Recognising informal spaces of Asia literacy is useful to challenging

how, as identified by Singh, Asia literacy is positioned as ’other’ to Australia.292The need

to assess informal spaces of Asia literacy extends beyond Tasmania. Massey is useful to

exploring how Asia literacy could be extended beyond this formal space into alternate

multiple, informal spaces. Massey works with the concept of a global space. She asserts

that space can be conceptualised as multiple, fragmented and shifting.293 This reveals

the possibility of reviewing Asia literacy specific to different intranational regional areas

of Australia.294 If we extend this out even further, into the affective dimension, Asia

literacy can be reframed within an individual context. Yi-Fu Tuan considers space from

the humanist perspective. Tuan’s work takes Massey’s multiplicity of space further,

showing how spatiality is personal and affective. Asia literacy then extends beyond the

space of policy and becomes an individual, human concern.295

Tasmania as an island is key to this inquiry. Assessing a Tasmanian Asia literacy requires

a review of how the context of place influences Asia literacy. Island Studies is a valu-

able theoretical framework. Island Studies Scholars are useful to recognising the tension

between island and mainland (Australia) in how the island is imagined, discussed, and

understood. Foucault’s work on the concept of the heterotopia is useful to understanding

the ’non place’ of an island from the mainland perspective.296 I argue that there are im-

plications of this imagining on policy discourses to Asia literacy. Thus, Island Studies are

also useful to decentring this mainland view through archipelago imagery.297 This asks

us to re-imagine the island as connected.

Space and archipelagos offer a new approach: to explore what connects Asia and Tas-

290 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 606.
291 Edward W. Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 12.
292 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 606.
293 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 4.
294 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 4.
295 Yi-Fu Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” in Philosophy in Geography, ed. Stephen

Gale and Gunnar Olsson (Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1979), 388.
296 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” Diacritics 16, no. 1 (Spring 1986): 24.
297 Jonathan Pugh, “Island Movements: Thinking with the Archipelago,” Island Studies Journal 8, no.

1 (2013): 9; Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Method-
ological Challenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.
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mania. The final theoretical turn explores how to do this within the context of Asia

literacy. Going beyond formal Asia literacy, what are some of the informal spaces? I

inquire into how consumer behaviour, travel, and the lived experience of being Tasma-

nian and engaging with Asia influence an informal Asia literacy. This, I argue, is the

affective dimension of Asia literacy. I turn to Kristeva, who queries how to dissolve the

‘stranger’ in modern society.298 Building from Singh, who argues that Asia is ’other’ in

Australian Asia literacy programs, Kristeva now offers a methodology for recognising the

foreigner and dismantling it by turning “we” into a problem for interrogation.299 I ad-

dress two ways that this could be facilitated. First, the cultural identity which is gained

through the consumption of products; suggests that “we” is intersectional. Consumerism

offers new forms of understanding identity, and an inherent, informal Asia literacy.300

Lastly, I introduce the education pedagogy of intercultural competency, a new National

Curriculum imperative. This is to contextualise my data interpretation in Chapter Six.

National approaches to engaging with Asia and Asia literacy (Chapter Four)

In Chapter Four, I return to the policy data to assess the policy concept of Tasmanian

Asia literacy. To do this, I establish what I label the national approach to Asia literacy.

There are several components of this: Asia literacy is learned in formal education, it

consists of specific knowledge, Asia is ambiguous, it is based on assumed widespread

Asia illiteracy, and Asia literacy operates within the larger policy discourse of engaging

with Asia. I apply this to Tasmania to demonstrate the flaws of such a model, and that

intranational regional areas fail to succeed in this national approach.

Bacchi’s WPR approach guides my critical interrogation of Asia literacy policy data.

By asking ‘what’s the problem’ I reveal that Asia literacy recommendations are less a

solution to engaging with Asia than they are representative of a suite of other problems

and assumptions which are implicit to the Tasmanian policy recommendation of Asia

literacy: economic underperformance, demographic homogeneity, and isolation. Within

the national model of Asia literacy, these place-based contexts ensure that Tasmania is

not ’Asia literate.’

However, when we consider the ambiguity of the policy concept of Asia literacy, there is

also opportunity to differentiate Asia literacy based on the needs of specific intranational

regional areas. I review some recent reports to show how Asia literacy can be applied

differently to meet different goals. I continue to apply Bacchi’s approach to expose a gap in

the extant policy data around intranational regional areas of Australia such as Tasmania.

When we apply Asia literacy to Tasmania, funding and infrastructural concerns show that

298 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
299 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
300 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91; Appadurai, Modernity at Large:

Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 80.
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it does not work. As Bacchi advises, a critical policy studies researcher then needs to ask

the question differently.

Decentring national approaches to Asia literacy (Chapter Five)

In this chapter, I address how place, particularly islandness, influences Asia literacy

in Tasmania. Ball’s method of reading policy as discourse, established in Chapter Two,

reveals some of the larger conceptual issues pertaining to Tasmanian Asia literacy namely,

what discourses of the island affect planning policies. I begin by exploring how Tasmania

is imagined. Island Studies and Foucault’s work on heterotopias are useful to discussing

how there are set ways of knowing Tasmania and that these influence planning policies.301

I illustrate my claim with reference to literary studies, popular television, sociological

review, and tourism branding. Together, these paint an image of Tasmania.

In the second section of Chapter Five, I present my findings on how people feel about

islandness influencing Asia literacy. I focus on the claim in the Tasmanian Report that

a more demographically homogenous population limits Asia literacy levels. My findings

suggest that Tasmanian Asia literacy is understood, by respondents, in contradistinction

to the mainland. Where the mainland is Asia literate, Tasmania is less so.

Island studies additionally offers a framework for decentring the mainland view. Archipelago

theory is a way to reimagine islands as connected. It focusses on what is shared, or in

common, between different islands. This has been addressed in some planning policies,

notably the 2006 Tasmania Together Report (hereafter TTR). To recognise an inherent

Asia literacy, operative outside of the formal educational model, I return to Soja’s the-

ories on spatial justice. Soja’s work is valuable to beginning to identify, through some

historic and contemporary examples, the forgotten links and spaces between Tasmania

and Asia which potentially contribute to an inherent Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Tasmanian Asia literacy — an affective dimension (Chapter Six)

Building from my claim that place influences Asia literacy, I now explore how that in-

formal, affective Asia literacy might be understood. In Chapter Six, I enquire into the

relationship between policy discourses for engaging with Asia and the affective dimension

of Asia literacy. I consider how policy discourses of engaging with Asia and Asia literacy

influence a notion that Asia is distant from Australia. Foucault’s theory of governmen-

tality is valuable to acknowledging that policy discourses influence how people feel about

a problem. John Fitzgerald’s work on Chinese histories in Australia in his monograph

Big White Lie is a pertinent example of how Asia has been othered in nation-building,

I discuss how a fear of Asia has become entwined with policy recommendations to en-

gaging with the region. Fitzgerald’s point can be viewed in other examples of politics,

301 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 22; Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Episte-
mological and Methodological Challenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 37.
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education policy, social cohesion, and popular literature. These examples suggest a cyclic

relationship between policy discourses and feelings.

It is important to understand this relationship if we are to identify why Asia literacy

policy recommendations do not work. Mill and Harvey’s research into the motivations

of the worker, namely that the worker is also emotional, suggests that policy discourses

influence how people feel. I argue that fearful policy discourses around engaging with

Asia dissuade people from learning about Asia. Rather than motivate workers, economic

opportunities of the Asian Century are insufficient to cultivating Asia literacy.

How then, do people define and understand Asia literacy? In the second section of Chap-

ter Six, I present my fieldwork data. I asked survey respondents and interviewees how

they defined Asia literacy. The results suggest an affective dimension to Asia literacy.

Notably, interviewees associated Asia literacy with intercultural competence education.

I explore the potential of this informal Asia literacy with reference to a Tasmanian Doc-

umentary Mary Meets Mohammed (2013).302

Daily engaging with Asia — Tasmanian Asia literacy as consumer be-

haviours and lived experiences (Chapter Seven)

I explore an affective dimension of Tasmanian Asia literacy through consumer behaviours

and the lived experience. I argue that everyday Asia literacy, expressed through the con-

sumption of the media, popular culture, and travel, is a way to contract the affective

distance fostered in the policy discourse of Asia literacy. Appadurai and Aihwa Ong offer

different, yet cohesive, theoretical perspectives on the multiple and fragmented cultural

identities which intersect in an individual in a global world. Taking this point, consumer

behaviour could be a starting point to recognise an inherent Asia literacy.303 Accordingly

I draw on Kristeva’s argument to turn “we” into a problem for interrogation. The con-

sumption of global products is a framework for challenging “we” by recognising that we

are all other.304

To explicate this, I present my findings on consumer identity and behaviours. I distinguish

my quantitative data between those who speak and Asian language and those who do

not. This is to interrogate the assumption that formal Asia literacy is important to

engaging with Asia. Rather, I consider how informal Asia literacy supports a more

holistic engagement with Asia. I add my qualitative data to this discussion to make the

case for an informal Asia literacy. Interviewees tended to align the purpose of Asia literacy

with global citizenship, and being a better person. They pointed to the importance of

positive affective awareness of Asia in cultivating Asia literacy and for engaging with Asia.

302 Heather Kirkpatrick, Mary meets Mohammed (Hobart: Waratah Films, 2013).
303 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
304 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 2.
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Developing an affective awareness of Asia, through innate behaviours and interests, may

be useful to deepening meaningful engagement with Asia.

Tasmanian Asia literacy? Concluding Thoughts (Chapter Eight)

In Chapter Eight, I synthesise these arguments into a summative chapter. I present

my research findings on Tasmanian Asia literacy, engaging with Asia, and the affective

dimension of Asia literacy. I suggest that further longitudinal research is conducted to

more deeply understand the role of attitudes and values in shaping engagement with Asia

in intranational regional areas of Australia. Tasmania was a case study through which to

explore these larger issues implicit to Asia literacy policy recommendations, and to open

up new informal ways of recognising and celebrating an inherent Asia literacy based on

place. My contribution to knowledge, the affective dimension of Asia literacy, suggests

that consumption and the resulting cultural identity is a useful beginning to cultivating

understanding of inherent Asia literacy: to mitigate policy discourses of Asia as other.

Having established the key literature, data, research questions and design, and thesis

structure, I next outline my methodological approach to this research.
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Methodology

Introduction

In this chapter, I outline my methodological approach to exploring the a Tasmanian Asia

literacy. Investigating Asia literacy in an intranational regional area of Australia raises

questions around the role of place and history in shaping a place-based understanding of

Asia literacy. If Asia literacy is subjective to place, then it would be different again in

each intranational regional areas of Australia. Asia literacy then has the potential to be

multiple, and to shift in changing contexts. Approaching Asia literacy from the context of

Tasmania enables an original contribution to knowledge which accounts for the complex

and eclectic landscape of Asia literacy policy in Australia and how to assess it from an

island perspective.

This chapter has three distinct parts. First, I outline my overarching philosophical stance

to justify my argument that the affective dimension of Asia literacy is an important and

missing component of policy recommendations for engaging with Asia. Michel Foucault’s

work on governmentality is beneficial to understanding the role and purpose of policy

reports as a tactic of government communication with the population.1 Policy reports

prescribe how the population should go about a problem (such as Asia literacy).2 In

this sense, the population should be keen to develop Asia literacy skills. John Stuart

Mill’s understandings of homo economicus support this: the opportunities of the Asian

Century would be of value to a worker motivated by accumulation, luxury, procreation,

and leisure.3 In contrast, David Harvey suggests that in a neoliberal economy the worker

is emotionally motivated.4 David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska, John L. Kertesz,

1 Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, ed. Michel
Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Palgrave: Macmillan, 2009), 144.

2 Carol Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” in Engaging
with Carol Bacchi: Strategic Interventions and Exchanges, ed. Angelique Bletsas and Chris Beasley
(University of Adelaide Press, 2012), 22.

3 John Stuart Mill, Essays on Some Unsettling Questions of Political Economy (London: John W. Parker,
1844), 122.

4 David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 7.
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Susan Leong and Denise Woods suggest that students are deterred from learning about

Asia.5 Harvey’s contribution asks us to return to Foucault: what is the meta-discourse of

Asia literacy programs and why might they dissuade people from becoming Asia literate?

I argue that there is an unexamined affective dimension of Asia literacy which influences

how people feel about engaging with the region. These feelings, attitudes, values, and

behaviours are informed by policy discourses for engaging with Asia. The economic

opportunities of the Asian Century (and previous economic opportunities) appear to do

little to motivate this affective dimension.

In the second part of this chapter, I address my methodology for reading the policy

dataset (Reference 1). The discipline of critical policy studies is an applicable framework.

I draw on Stephen J. Ball’s tactic of reading policy as discourse to inquire into the meta-

narrative of the Tasmanian Report.6 Carol Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to

Be? (WPR) sequence is a practical method for applying Ball’s conceptual model.7 I

address how I apply Bacchi’s model throughout this thesis.

Third, I present my methods of data collection, analysis, and interpretation. This thesis

is a mixed methods research inquiry into the problem of Asia literacy in Tasmania. Two

sets of data inform my investigation: public policy literature (Reference 1) and results

from two surveys and ten interviews conducted for the purpose of this study. I introduce

the two surveys and justify why the survey instruments benefit this study. I introduce

the interview structure and the voices of the interviewees.

My hypothesis, that place influences an affective dimension of an informal Asia literacy, is

based on my second research gap: that few inquiries have asked people how they feel about

engaging with Asia and becoming Asia literate. The need to ask this is clear. Concurrent

threads include: a decline in knowledge of Asia at a time of federal curriculum support,

increased connectivity with Asia, the economic opportunities of the Asian Century, and

decreased enrolments in Asia literacy related subjects.8 Inquiring into the policy discourse

of Asia literacy is an insight into this emotional distance and examining attitudes and

values is revealing of how to bridge this affective dimension.

5 David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” in In Australia’s Asia: From
Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of
Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 1–24; Susan Leong and Denise Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About
Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” Journal of Australian Studies 41, no. 3 (2017): 368; John L. Kertesz,
The State of Asian Languages in Tasmania: Reporting on the views of teachers and students (Hobart:
University of Tasmania Press, 2011), 49. (The Kertesz Report).

6 Stephen J. Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural
Politics of Education 13, no. 2 (1993): 14.

7 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
8 David T. Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most,” Conversation, March 2,

2012, accessed October 31, 2016, https://theconversation.com/indonesian-knowledge-is-dying-just-
when-we-need-it-most-5630.
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Fourth, I outline my methodological approach and justification for my chosen methods

before detailing the demographic factors of the respondents. Next, I sketch my methods

of analysis for this data set. Whereas survey 1 fits within Bacchi’s What’s the Problem

Represented to Be? (WPR) method of critical policy studies, survey 2 is an inquiry into

the relationship between consumerism and identity to facilitate intercultural competency

and the affective dimension of Asia literacy.

Overarching philosophy of this research project

This thesis critiques the discourse of Asia literacy as is it produced in the Tasmanian

Report and national framework of Asia literacy (Reference 1). Before outlining how I do

this, in this section, I justify the need to inquire into Asia literacy from a discourse per-

spective. I draw on Foucault’s concept of discourse. Particularly, Foucault’s contribution

of governmentality is beneficial to understanding policy reports as a part of the ensemble

of government and policy reports as carrying with them a discourse of governmentality.

Viewing Asia literacy reports as a part of a larger discourse unveils a meta-narrative of

Australian engagement with Asia. I examine this from the affective angle: how does

engaging with Asia discourses affect how people feel about Asia literacy?

As an economic initiative, I recognise that workers and students are who will enliven

Asia literacy policies. I draw on Mill’s theories of homo economicus and contrast these

with Harvey’s contributions to understanding the motivations of worker in a neoliberal

political economy. Harvey’s extension of Mill’s work suggests that the worker is affectively

motivated. I argue that policy discourses for engaging with Asia influence how the workers

feels. To develop understanding around Asia literacy in an intranational regional area

of Australia, we need to recognise and explore this affective dimension to cultivate a

place-based Asia literacy.

First, discourses need to be thought of in broad terms. Foucault was reluctant to establish

a theory on discourse.9 However, discourses can be understood as the things which result

from groups of statements and practices which both emanate from, and give rise to,

‘invisible’ rules and structures which take on meaning to govern social life.10 Discourses

shape both perspective and practice at the individual level, and at government.11 They

are the ways things are known and done.12 As Ball observes, discourse speaks us.13

Here, Foucault’s concept of governmentality is very useful. The concept of discourse is

9 Seamus Miller, “Foucault on Discourse and Power,” Theoria: A Journal of Social and Political Theory
76 (October 1990): 116.

10 Miller, “Foucault on Discourse and Power,” 116.
11 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144; Miller,

“Foucault on Discourse and Power,” 116; Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,”
14.

12 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
13 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
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central to Foucault’s theory on governmentality. In his lecture series Security, Territory,

Population (College de France, 1977–78), Foucault offered the following definition of

governmentality:

First, by “governmentality” I understand the ensemble formed by institutions, pro-
cedures, analyses and reflections, calculations, and tactics that allow the exercise of
this very specific, albeit very complex, power that has the population as its target,
political economy as its major form of knowledge, and apparatuses of security as
its essential technical instrument.14

Government can be understood as a series of ensembles and tactics which are targeted

towards organising the population. Foucauldian ‘government’ is defined as the ‘conduct

of conduct’ and encapsulates all elements of behaviour as is evoked by government.15

For Dean, apparatuses of power include sovereignty, discipline, and the production of

cultural mores and behaviours.16 Together, these form discourses of governance which

are deployed through social systems such as public policy documents and the scope and

content of education curriculum.

Policy reports can be understood as a communication tool by government to the pop-

ulation.17 In this Foucauldian sense, policy reports are a part of a larger discourse of

governance. As Foucault observes in his definition, these are targeted at the population

and influence how the population live.18 Bacchi suggests that policy documents exter-

nalise problems from government only to enliven them in the population: government

policy creates rather than solves problems.19 Bacchi critiques that policy reports are not

necessarily a solution to a problem but are representative of the problem.20

Foucault did not theorise on education, yet his work on discourse has had impact in

educational research.21 Schools are a core site of discourse enculturation. Ideas are taught

and normalised in schools, inviting students into a set of prescribed ideas and values.22

Hope notes that “since the mid 1970’s his work has provided a cornerstone for critical

pedagogy, enabling researchers to critically engage with the notion of the ‘social’ and

interrogate ‘totalising discourses.”’23 It is appropriate, then, to lean on governmentality

when examining Asia literacy.

14 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
15 Mitchell Dean, Governmentality: Power and Rule in Modern Society (London: Sage Publications,

2010), 17.
16 Dean, Governmentality: Power and Rule in Modern Society, 17.
17 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
18 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
19 Carol Bacchi, Analysing Policy: What’s the problem represented to be? (Australia: Pearson, 2009), 2.
20 Bacchi, Analysing Policy: What’s the problem represented to be?, 2.
21 Andrew Hope, “Foucault’s toolbox: critical insights for education and technology researchers,” Lan-

guage, Media and Technology 40, no. 5 (2015): 538.
22 Hope, “Foucault’s toolbox: critical insights for education and technology researchers,” 538.
23 Hope, “Foucault’s toolbox: critical insights for education and technology researchers,” 538.
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In Asia literacy public policy reports, Asia literacy is known and produced in formal edu-

cation, and students learn Asian languages and cultural studies.24 The discourses of what

to learn change over time, in response to geopolitical and economic change in relation to

Asia.25 In Australia, despite the complicated enactment of Asia literacy policy in Aus-

tralian education since the 1970s, education in Australia has been gradually standardised

since the Dawkins Reforms (1987–1991). As a result, I argue that a national approach

to education has emerged which constructs a discourse around the ways in which Asia is

known (languages and cultures) and done (through economy, and Australian interests).

Governmentality is a ‘top down’ conceptualisation of power that is done by government

to the population. To further understand this relationship, Foucault summarised the re-

lationship between a governing body and population as biopower.26 For Fillion, biopower

is the strategic positioning of the population as the target of the government.27 Dean

argues that biopower is the ruling of the bios (Greek for qualified life) of a population.28

Biopower can be understood as the subjugation of bodies by a government which is

achieved (and maintained) by governmentality.29 To achieve maximum population pro-

ductivity, the government dictates parameters of welfare, health, and longevity.30 For

example, integrating with Asia is dependent on developing population based capacities

to support economic interaction with the region. An Asia literate workforce is the basis

of the national push into Asia and directly influences national wealth and stability.31

In this framework of governmentality, the population are the resource of the government.

The interests of the population, for Foucault, are somewhat important to the governing

body insofar as the population are vital to achieving the objectives of the government.32

Interestingly, although Asia literacy is a government initiative, there is little uptake of

Asia related content by students.33 It appears that the government have not taken the

24 Kirrilee Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy,” Lowy Interpreter, August 24, 2012, 130, accessed
June 4, 2015, http://www.lowyinterpreter.org/post/2012/08/24/Australias- latent-Asia- literacy-
2.aspx.

25 For instance, a comparison of the Garnaut (1989), Rudd (1994), and Henry (2012) Reports reveals a
similar economic imperative for Asia literacy, yet different focus of the language component of Asia
literacy. See: Deborah Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview
of the major stages and debates,” Asian Studies Review 27, no. 1 (2003): 23.

26 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 16.
27 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 16.
28 Dean, Governmentality: Power and Rule in Modern Society, 18.
29 Réal Fillion, “Moving beyond Biopwer: Hardt and Negri’s Post-Foucauldian Speculative Philosophy of

History,” History and Theory 44, no. 4 (December 2005): 50; Foucault, Security, Territory, Population:
Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 16.

30 Tania Murray Li, “Governmentality,” Anthropologies 49, no. 2 (2007): 275–76.
31 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 7.
32 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 97.
33 J. J. Auchmuty, The Teaching of Asian Languages and Cultures in Australia: Report of the Common-

wealth Advisory Committee (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1971), 11. (The
Auchmuty Report); Robin Jeffrey, Maximising Australia’s Asia Knowledge: Repositioning and Re-
newal of a National Asset (Asian Studies Association of Australia, 2002), xv. (The Jeffrey Report);
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interests and values of the population into account when prescribing Asia literacy.

Asia literacy is an economic initiative.34 A useful framework for understanding the mo-

tivations and values of the worker is offered by Mill.35 Mill’s work on homo economicus

may help to unpack why few students and workers are becoming Asia literate. The con-

cept of homo economicus can be credited as originating from Mill’s 1844 essay On the

Definition of Political Economy; and on the Method of Investigation Proper to it.36 In

his essay, Mill inquired into the relationship between politics and economy to discern the

role, motivation and interests of the worker. He argued that the four human interests of

accumulation, leisure, luxury, and procreation form the basis of human motivation.37 If

these four basic human needs are met then the worker will continue to meet the interests

of the political economy.

Homo economicus is the imagined being which is characterised by some economists to

be capable of making infinite rational decisions.38 Economic man is programmed to make

choices based on maximising their utility and self-interest. Provided that the four needs

identified by Mill are met, homo economicus will strive to maximise their self-interest by

participating in the economy.39 Contrarily, if these interests are not met then the worker

will eventually cease to work. A successful political economy is founded on workers

whose motivations are supported. Within this framework, the opportunities of the Asian

Century should be sufficient to engage students and workers to become literate in Asian

languages and cultures.

However, since Mill’s contribution, the political economy has evolved to a model of ne-

oliberalism which has altered the needs of the worker. This shift in the market has also

irrevocably impacted on Australian policies for developing Asia literacy skills.40 In A

Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most.”
34 Maila Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” Asian Studies Review

15, no. 3 (1992): 74; Kevin Rudd, Asian Languages and Australia’s economic future: A report prepared
for the Council of Australian Governments on a proposed national Asian languages/studies strategy
for Australian schools (Brisbane: Queensland Government Printer, 1994), (i. The Rudd Report); Paul
Healy, “The Garnaut Report: implications for Asian Studies,” Asian Studies Review 13, no. 3 (April
1990): 69–71.

35 Due the relationship between Asia and national economic goals, worker in this context can also be read
as student. See pages 9–14 of Chapter 1 for a review of how Asia literacy has been instrumentalised
for national economic goals.

36 Mill, Essays on Some Unsettling Questions of Political Economy, 122–24.
37 Mill, Essays on Some Unsettling Questions of Political Economy, 122-24.
38 Edward J. O’Boyle, “Requiem for Homo Economicus,” Journal of Markets and Morality 10, no. 3

(Fall 2007): 324.
39 O’Boyle, “Requiem for Homo Economicus,” 328.
40 Michael Pusey, Economic Rationalism in Canberra: a nation-building state changes its mind (United

Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 47; Geoffrey Stokes, “The rise and fall of economic
rationalism,” in Studies in Australian Political Rhetoric, ed. John Uhr and Ryan Walter (Australian
Capital Territory: Australian National University Press, 2014), 196; Kevin Davis, “Managing the
Economy,” in From Fraser to Hawke: Australian Public Policy in the 1980s, ed. Brian W. Head and
Allan Patience (Australia: Longman Cheshire, 1989), 98.
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Brief History of Neoliberalism, Harvey argues that neoliberalism came to be the domi-

nant style of political economy through an ideological process.41 Harvey’s riposte is useful

to examining the relationship between economy and education in Asia literacy programs.

For instance, Harvey has identified that despite the freedom of a neoliberal market, there

are other factors which are needed to satisfy the worker beyond Mill’s four attributes of

accumulation, leisure, procreation, and luxury.

For Harvey, workers in a neoliberal market are affectively motivated.42 Two factors in-

fluence this. First, Harvey observes that the central mechanism of neoliberalism is the

financialisation of everything, including education.43 A second component of neoliberal-

ism is the reorganisation of wealth to the elite and Harvey questions whether or not this

shift is capable of satisfying homo economicus.44 This suggests that the motivations of the

worker have evolved. Neoliberalism does not simply satisfy the needs of the worker but

gives the worker ultimate freedom to choose.45 Harvey extends Mill’s work to argue that

freedom and liberty are the basis of neoliberalism.46 The worker is emotionally motivated

and planning policies need to account for this affective dimension of the worker.47 As

Harvey observes:

For any way of thought to become dominant, a conceptual apparatus has to be
advanced that appeals to our institutions and instincts, to our values and our
desires, as well as to the possibilities inherent in the social world we inhabit. If
successful, this conceptual apparatus becomes so embedded in common sense as to
be taken for granted and not open to question.48

Harvey critiques the assumption, which Mill subscribes to, that humans obtain freedom as

a result of market freedom.49 Contrary to homo economicus where workers are presumed

to be self-interested, the success of neoliberalism hinges on the worker feeling as though

they are able to choose based on their attitudes and values.

Harvey’s work highlights a key problem in Asia literacy policy recommendations: the

economic opportunities of the Asian Century do not appear to motivate students or

workers to become Asia literate.50 The ideological justification to work, which is required

by workers and students in the neoliberal economy, appears not to be met by Asia literacy

41 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 21.
42 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 21.
43 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 33.
44 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 33.
45 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 33.
46 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 33.
47 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 7.
48 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 5.
49 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 7.
50 The Auchmuty Report, 11. The Jeffrey Report, xv. Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when

we need it most”; Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 368.
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policy reports. Returning to Foucault’s concept of governmentality, then, reveals an

imperative to inquire into the meta-discourse of Asia literacy policy reports.

Conceptualising a relationship between Asia literacy policy discourses and

feelings

I work with the tension between this overarching theoretical framework of governmental-

ity, homo economicus, and Harvey to tease out what Asia literacy policy fails to satisfy:

the emotional needs of the worker. Foucault’s concept of discourse and governmentality

are useful for recognising that policy reports are a part of an ensemble of governance

which position the worker as a resource of government. Mill’s notion of homo economicus

is useful to further enquire the motivations of the worker. Mill suggests that the worker

motivated to work by the potential for accumulation, leisure, luxury, and procreation.

However, enrolment statistics of Asia related content suggest that the economic opportu-

nities of Asia do not motivate Australians to become Asia literate.51 Rather, as Harvey

suggest, a sense of freedom dictates what the worker does (and does not do).

This unexamined element is what I label the affective dimension of Asia literacy. Informed

by policy discourses for engaging with Asia and shaped by subjective feelings, attitudes,

values, and behaviours, understanding the affective dimension of Asia literacy may help

to encourage greater uptake of Asia related subjects in schools and in universities.

I argue that the affective dimension of Asia literacy is the missing link between economic

goals and population attitudes and values towards engaging with Asia. One example,

which I discuss in Chapter Six, is the discourse of fear promoted in policy reports for

engaging with Asia. Scholarship is well-developed in this area. Notably, Walker and

Sobocinska’s edited collection Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century is

one of the few scholarly inquiries into fear of Asia. Walker and Sobocinska’s edited

collection is an inquiry into the relationship between Australia and Asia. Their Intro-

duction sets up the questions (and gaps) in understanding around the role of Asia as

‘other’ to Australia and how this ‘fear’ determines Australian policies for engaging with

the region.52 As a result of policy discourses pertaining to engaging with Asia, Walker

suggests that there is a fear of Asia.53 Walker and Sobocinska argue that engaging with

Asia oscillates between fear and opportunity.54 They have observed:

One reason why Australians have found knowing ‘Asia’ so difficult is that no such
entity exists. The continent is home to a great variety of peoples, languages, cultures
and political systems. There has never been on Asia that Australia can engage, and

51 The Kertesz Report, 48–50. Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Aus-
tralia,” 378; Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most.”

52 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 13.
53 David Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939 (Crawley: University of

Western Australia Press, 2012), 37.
54 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 13.
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fears of ‘Asian invasion’ — as well as hopes for ‘Asian engagement’ or even Asia
literacy — are equally improbable. Even containing a single nation can be difficult:
Australian ideas about Java and Bali, for example, have often been starkly opposed
despite the fact that they are adjacent islands within a single nation.55

How people feel potentially influences how they go about developing Asia literacy skills.

Policy discourses additionally shape how people perceive their knowledge of Asia. M.

Garbutcheon Singh has argued that a consequence of policy defined Asia literacy is that

it distances Asia from everyday lives.56 Kirrilee Hughes notes that policy definitions of

Asia literacy do not consider the value of Asian language skills of migrant communi-

ties in Australia.57 Peta Salter observes that teachers of Asia content find Asia a tricky

subject, distinct from their own cultural maps.58 Moreover, Auchmuty’s inquiry into the

indefatigable enrolments in European studies compared to Asian studies, at a time of

European economic decline and Asian economic incline, suggest that emotions impact on

what students enrol in and what they learn about.59 Two studies by Kertesz, and Leong

and Woods’ suggest both high school and tertiary students are uninterested in learning

about Asia.60

If, as these scholars suggest, knowledge of and engaging with Asia is distant from everyday

Australian life, I hypothesise it is unlikely that students will feel motivated to engage with

the content. My hypothesis is informed by the philosophical stance I have outlined.

In summary, public policy reports advise a solution to a problem perceived by a gov-

ernment to exist in the population: in this case Asia illiteracy. Bacchi reverses this

assumption, arguing that the representation of the problem is the problem itself.61 Bac-

chi’s model is useful for interrogating Asia literacy in Tasmania. The push to develop Asia

literacy is the result of perceived Asia illiteracy and the economic consequences which go

along with it.62 However, I suggest that the framing of Asia literacy in policy discourse

is based on a deficit model and supports feelings of disconnect from Asia. Alternatively,

exploring the affective dimension of Asia literacy could cultivate emotional connection

55 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 10.
56 M. Garbutcheon Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curricu-

lum,” Journal of Curriculum Studies 27, no. 6 (1995): 601.
57 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy,” 130.
58 Peta Salter, “The Problem in Policy: Representations of Asia Literacy in Australian Education for the

Asian Century,” Asian Studies Review 37, no. 1 (2013): 195.
59 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
60 The Kertesz Report, 48. Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,”

367–68.
61 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
62 Tasmanian Government and the Australian National University’s Crawford School of Public Policy,

Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier
and Cabinet, March 2013), 1, 3–4. (The Tasmanian Report); Tasmanian Department of Premier and
Cabinet, Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century – Issues Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of
Premier and Cabinet Policy Division, August 2012), 21. (The Issues Paper).
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with the region which in turn, may increase the likelihood of students enrolling in Asia

related content.

Exploring this affective element decentres the government discourse away from the deficit

model of Asia literacy in Tasmania. Rather than focussing on a lack of Asia literacy, this

research examines what interaction is active and suggests that these types of interaction

are a basis from which to develop Asia literacy in Tasmania. Rather than fixate on a

deficit model, this approach focuses on a positive model what is in common or shared

between Tasmania and Asia.63

Introducing critical policy studies

The discipline of critical policy studies is an applicable framework to challenge the deficit

model of Asia literacy as it is outlined in the Tasmanian Report. The contributions by

Ball and Bacchi are used as a framework to interrogate the policy recommendations of

Asia literacy and engaging with Asia as presented in the policy data. This section of

this methodology concerns the theoretical treatment of the policy data (Appendix A) in

this research project. In this section, I first revisit critical policy studies (introduced in

Chapter One). Secondly, I establish Ball’s methodology of reading policy as discourse.

Third, I address Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to Be? (WPR) approach as a

method for examining the discourses operating behind the Tasmanian Report.

Critical policy studies are useful to counteracting the disciplinary ambiguity of assessing

policy reports.64 Ball argues that a lack of understanding around what ‘policy is’ can

result in an ambiguous theoretical reading of policy reports.65 Critical policy studies

was determined to be the most useful method for inquiring into the discourses behind

the Tasmanian Report. An alternative option was policy sociology. Ozga posits that

this method is grounded in the social science tradition and as such draws on qualitative

techniques for data collection and analysis.66 However, the academic rigour of critical

policy sociology is potentially undermined by this multidisciplinary approach.67

In contrast, critical policy studies offer a more rigorous treatment of policy data. Critical

policy studies read policy recommendations within the broader context of interest, influ-

63 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy”; F. Rizvi, K. Louie, and J. Evans, Australia’s Diaspora
Advantage: Realising the potential for building transnational business networks with Asia (Melbourne:
Report for the Australian Council of Learned Academies, May 2016), 2, 10. (Australia’s Diaspora
Advantage).

64 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
65 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
66 J. Ozga, “Studying educational policy through the lives of policy makers: an attempt to close the

macro-micro gap,” in Changing Policies, Changing Teachers, ed. S. Walker and L. Barton (United
Kingdom: Open University Press, 1987), 144.

67 Ozga, “Studying educational policy through the lives of policy makers: an attempt to close the macro-
micro gap,” 144.
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ence, and power.68 Taking Ball’s approach, we can see the utility of Foucault’s reading

of governmentality in assessing Asia literacy policy reports. This approach is intended

to interrogate the structures and actors which produce and disseminate the policy re-

ports.69 Accordingly, it is a useful way to inquire into the meta-narrative of the discourse

of governance operating behind the Tasmanian Report. Applying this critical framework

positions public policy reports as a method of communication used by the government

(or governing body) on the population.70 Bacchi observes that policy reports are designed

to tell the population how to resolve a problem.71

Reading policy as a discourse: Ball’s theory

Ball’s approach to reading education policy is a valuable framework for investigating into

the meta policy discourses of Asia literacy. Ball has greatly contributed to education

policy studies by reading education policy within its broader context of power and in-

fluence.72 Ball recommends two conceptual models for a critical interrogation of policy:

policy as text and policy as discourse which I will now discuss.

Reading policy as text is to examine the evolution of policy which occurs in the reading

and application of the document post publication.73 The technique of reading policy as

text is based on the observation that policy is ever-changing and evolving.74 To read

policy as text is to focus on the “representations which are encoded in complex ways (via

struggles, compromises, authoritative public interpretations) and decoded in complex

ways (via actors’ interpretations and meanings in relation to their history, experiences,

skills, resources and context).”75

Ball observes that both the authors and readers deeply influence the reproduction and

evolving meaning of a policy report.76 The ever-changing nature of policy when read

as a text means that any given policy document is incomplete.77 Hatcher and Troyna

note that the context of text production, influence, and practice influences the cycle of

education policy.78 Prior to publication, policy is encoded with a series of compromises

and influences. Following publication, policy is decoded and re-contextualised by readers.

Although Ball recognises that policy authors attempt to dispel one meaning, Ball argues

68 Trevor Gale, “Policy Trajectories: treading the discursive path of policy analysis,” Discourse: Studies
in the Cultural Politics of Education 20, no. 3 (1999): 393.

69 Stephen J. Ball, Education Policy and Social Class: The Selected works of Stephen J. Ball (London:
Routledge, 2006), 21.

70 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
71 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
72 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
73 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 11.
74 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 11.
75 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 11.
76 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 11.
77 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 11.
78 Richard Hatcher and Barry Troyna, “The ‘Policy Cycle’: A Ball by Ball Account,” Journal of Education

Policy 9, no. 2 (1994): 156.
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that author and reader agency ensures that policy is in an infinite state of flux and

compromise.79 The plurality of readers potentially proliferates the meanings of key terms

and policy objectives in any given policy recommendation.

The implementation of education policy in schools’ highlights some of the weaknesses to

reading policy as text in the context of Tasmanian Asia literacy. Hatcher and Troyna

observe that education policy is enacted by school leaders, teachers, students, and the

broader school community.80 The many actors and situations involved in implementing

education policy ensures that there are multiple readings and applications of education

policy. For instance, the micro political nature of schools challenges the notion that

education policy is predominantly hierarchical and deterministic.81 As a result, studying

the implementation of education policy in schools is subjective to the positions of the

policy readers.

Critiquing the Tasmanian Report within the framework of policy as text is not an ap-

propriate methodology for this research project. For example, policy authors participate

in a variety of biases and contexts which may affect and/or compromise the meaning of

policy document.82 Moreover, the Tasmanian Report is a broad and wide-reaching report

and will be read and implemented in multiple ways across the education sector and be-

yond. The Tasmanian curriculum has, gradually throughout this project, shifted to the

national curriculum and the implementation of Asia literacy as recommended by state

and federal education departments has been ad hoc rendering reading the Tasmanian

Report as a text within a handful of schools implausible.83 Ball argues that examining

this micro-contextualisation of policy reports means that policies are continually reinter-

preted by the readers. Salter uses policy as text in her doctoral thesis into Asia literacy

in Queensland schools and focuses on the micro contexts which influence the scope and

practice of Asia literacy at the teaching and learning level.84 A valid approach, however,

I focus on the production of Asia and Asia literacy and so focus on policy as discourse.

Despite the merits of policy as text, this research aligns itself with Ball’s second technique

for reading policy: policy as discourse. The tool of policy as discourse is intended to unveil

a larger discussion of governance, power, and discourse: Ball’s tactic is to scrutinise the

‘truths’ which inform a given policy document.

79 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 11.
80 Hatcher and Troyna, “The ‘Policy Cycle’: A Ball by Ball Account,” 156.
81 Hatcher and Troyna, “The ‘Policy Cycle’: A Ball by Ball Account,” 156.
82 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 11.
83 Peta Salter uses policy as text as a methodological framework in her doctoral thesis inquiring into

teachers’ feelings of capability for teaching Asia curriculum. See: Peta Salter, “Towards a multilateral
analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative study of ‘Asia literacy’ as
curriculum imperative in Australian education” (Unpublished PhD diss., James Cook University,
2013).

84 Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative
study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education,” 102–11.
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Policy as discourse fits more clearly with the overarching philosophical approach of gov-

ernmentality. Reading policy as discourse is to consider the way policy ensembles exercise

power through the production of truths.85 For Bacchi, policy as discourse reveals that

policy is a proposed framework which is designed to guide the resolution of a policy

problem.86 Ball summarises Bacchi’s insight as “we do not speak a discourse, it speaks

us.”87 Policy as discourse engages with power and influence and this method asks for an

analysis of which factors combined to give the author(s) authority to create the policy

document.

The approach of policy as discourse involves first observing and then critiquing the role

constructed by the government for the population to emulate as written in policy recom-

mendations.88 Rather than examine the agency of the reader as in Ball’s other method,

policy as discourse is an enquiry into what policy fails to think about.89 For example,

rather than accept the concept of Asia literacy, this research is an investigation into why

Asia literacy is a continual government imperative and why there are continually low

enrolments in Asia related subjects.90

There are constraints, too, to reading policy as discourse. Defining discourse is prob-

lematic. Bacchi observes that definitions delineate knowledge and defining discourse

potentially establishes an ensemble of truths around discourse.91 The lack of a clear def-

inition of discourse potentially results in reading policy as text and contributes to the

proliferation of policy meanings. Moreover, policy as discourse has been critiqued as

overly dichotomising text and theory. Policy as discourse is exploitative of the distance

between government (policy maker) and the population (subjects of policy). Policy is not

created by the population and directed to government and the approach does not account

for policy as influenced by the population to the government.92 This highlights Ball’s as-

sumption that reading policy involves an ever-changing relationship between agency and

subject.93

However, despite these limitations, policy as discourse is the basis of my methodology.

This tool enables an interrogation into the discourse behind the Tasmanian Report and

85 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
86 Carol Bacchi, “Policy as Discourse: What does it mean? Where does it get us?,” Discourse: Studies

in the Cultural Politics of Education 21, no. 1 (2000): 46.
87 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
88 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
89 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
90 For example, two reports examine the uptake of Asia literacy in Australia: the Ingleson Report (1989)

and the Jeffrey Report (2002). The latter critiques the success of the former’s recommendations.
91 Bacchi, “Policy as Discourse: What does it mean? Where does it get us?,” 46.
92 Miriam Henry, “What is Policy? A response to Stephen Ball,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural

Politics of Education 14, no. 1 (1993): 102.
93 Henry, “What is Policy? A response to Stephen Ball,” 102; Bacchi, “Policy as Discourse: What does

it mean? Where does it get us?,” 46.
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Asia literacy. I apply policy as discourse as a framework for inquiring into the Tasmanian

Report and what is meant by engaging with Asia and ‘Asia literacy.’ Ball’s methodology

is useful to constructing discourse of ‘Tasmania’ in the Tasmanian Report.

Application of policy as discourse: Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Repre-

sented to Be?

Critical policy scholar Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to Be? (WPR) technique

of policy analysis is useful to probing into the discourses which underpin the Tasmanian

Report. Bacchi’s methodology adds rigour to Ball’s conceptual model. Extending Ball’s

approach, Bacchi argues that policy reports produce problems in such a way that the

shape of problems influence what gets done (or not).94 The shape given to policy prob-

lems furthermore influences how problems are resolved.95 Therefore, Bacchi views policy

recommendations as a representation of a problem.96

The aim of the WPR model is to critically interrogate public policy documents as prob-

lems rather than solutions.97 Bacchi’s WPR model is designed to analyse the shape of

policy problems and how these are represented.98 This is useful for critiquing discourse in

Asia literacy policy recommendations studies insofar as it supports the interrogation of

implicit assumptions about policy, government, and population. Bacchi’s method there-

fore engages with the discourses of power to examine the deep-seated values which operate

behind the policy document. The approach is as a window into the meta-discussions of

governmentality, thought, conduct, and identity.

I apply Bacchi’s approach to interrogate the Tasmanian Report as a series of problem rep-

resentations which are indicative of a discourse of Asia literacy in the island-state. There

are six interrelated sequences of Bacchi’s model: (1) the identification of the problem as

represented in the policy report followed by (2) identifying the underpinning assumptions

of the problem and (3) investigating how this representation has come about. Then, Bac-

chi advises for (4) the identification and interrogation of any gaps and limitations of the

problem representation and for policy analysts to imagine possible alternatives.99 To do

this, the researcher asks: what is left unproblematic? Where are the silences? Can the

problem be thought about differently? The WPR model also involves (5) an examination

of the effects which are produced by the policy document and to assess the implications

of the policy report. This involves (6) identifying where and how the policy problem is

produced, disseminated and defended.100

94 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
95 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
96 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
97 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
98 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
99 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
100 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
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Table 2.1: What’s the Problem Represented to Be?

WPR Step
Corresponding

research question

Chapter where

this is treated

1. What’s the ‘problem

represented to be in a

specific policy or policy

proposal?

5 — What issues Tasmanians believe

might prevent Tasmania from engaging

with Asia

4 — Whether Tasmanians believe

Tasmania is capable of engaging with Asia

5, 6

2. What presuppositions or

assumptions underpin the

representation of the

problem?

5 — What issues Tasmanians believe

might prevent Tasmania from engaging

with Asia

4 — Whether Tasmanians believe

Tasmania is capable of engaging with Asia

5

3. How has this

representation of the

‘problem’ come about?

5 — What issues Tasmanians believe

might prevent Tasmania from engaging

with Asia

4, 5

4. What is left

unproblematic in this

problem representation?

Where are the silences?

Can the ‘problem’ be

thought about differently?

2 — How Tasmanians understand the

Tasmanian and Asian historical

relationship

6 — How Tasmanians define and

understand Asia literacy

4, 5, 6, 7

5. What effects are

produced by this

representation of the

‘problem’?

1 — How Tasmanians understand Asia

relates to Tasmania and vice versa

3 — How Tasmanians value the current

and projected Tasmanian and Asian

relationship

4 — Whether Tasmanians believe

Tasmania is capable of engaging with Asia

4, 5

6. How/where has this

representation of the

‘problem’ been produced,

disseminated and

defended? How has it been

(or could it be) questioned,

disrupted and replaced?

Does not respond to a specific research

question, but is treated in chapters:
4, 5, 6
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Bacchi’s methodology of interrogating policy problems is a guiding framework for my

interrogation of the Tasmanian Report and to examine the policy recommendation of

Asia literacy. It is a practical method to match with Ball’s conceptual tool of policy as

discourse. This section has examined my methodological approach to interrogating Asia

literacy in the Tasmanian Report. Ball’s analysis of education policy enables an inquiry

into how policy is read. Despite the merits of policy as text, I read the Tasmanian Report

as a discourse. Accordingly, reading policy as discourse reveals policy is an ensemble of

power and truth which create a discourse about Tasmania. Bacchi’s WPR model is a

method for interrogating the role and impact of the problem of engaging with Asia in the

Tasmanian Report. The WPR analysis of the Tasmanian Report establishes a platform

for investigating the policy representations and discourses in Tasmania to account for the

multiplicity of Tasmania engaging with Asia.

This research is an inquiry into how place, and attitudes and values, influence Asia

literacy and engaging with Asia. In the following section, I outline my data collection

and analysis methods for the fieldwork component of this research project.

Part Two: Data Collection

The first part of this chapter outlined the methodological approach to reading and as-

sessing the policy dataset. In Part Two I discuss my research methods and instruments

for data collection. I conducted three stages of data collection: two online surveys (one

in 2015 and the other in 2016) and ten interviews (2015–2018). First, I justify my mixed

methods approach. Secondly, I introduce the survey instrument, recruitment, and demo-

graphic results. Third, I introduce the interview instrument and interviewees. Fourth, I

address my methods of qualitative data analysis.

Introducing the mixed methods approach

I collected both quantitative (the surveys) and qualitative data (the interviews). Mixed

methods research is increasingly accepted as the third research approach, adding to the

well-established qualitative and quantitative approaches.101 Teddlie and Tashakkori of-

fer definitions to distinguish between quantitative and qualitative research. The former

“may be most simply and parsimoniously defined as the techniques associated with the

gathering, analysis, interpretation, and presentation of numerical information.”102 In con-

trast, they define qualitative research as “the techniques associated with the gathering,

analysis, interpretation, and presentation of narrative information.”103

101 R. Burke Johnson and Lisa A. Turner Anthony J. Onwuegbuzi and, “Toward a definition of mixed
methods approach,” Journal of Mixed Methods Research 1, no. 2 (2007): 112.

102 Abbas Tashakkori and Charles Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Re-
search, 1st ed. (London: Sage Publications, 2003), 5.

103 Tashakkori and Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Research, 6.
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Mixed methods is a research design involving both qualitative and quantitative procedures

and analysis.104 Johnson et al claim that mixed methods research can overcome the

extremes of either a qualitative or quantitative method.105 Johnson et al define mixed

methods research as “an approach to knowledge (theory and practice) that attempts to

consider multiple viewpoints, perspectives, positions and standpoints (always including

the standpoints of qualitative and quantitative research.”106 Inferences are drawn using

both approaches.107 Generally, “mixed methods data analysis involves the integration of

statistical and thematic data analytic techniques” and “investigators go back and forth

seamlessly between statistical and thematic analysis.”108

Teddlie and Tashakkori suggest that a mixed methods approach enables a pragmatic

response to a research problem.109 Mixed methods research can overcome the ‘either

or’ approach of a quantitative or qualitative project.110 Teddlie and Tashakkori define

pragmatism as:

A deconstructive paradigm that debunks concepts such as “truth” and “reality”
and focuses instead on “what works” as the truth regarding the research questions
under investigation. Pragmatism rejects the either/or choices associated with the
paradigm wars, advocates for the use of mixed methods in research, and acknowl-
edges that the values of the researcher play a large role in interpretation of the
results.111

Terrell advises there are four factors to consider when designing a mixed methods data

collection: the theoretical perspective, the priority of strategy, the sequence of data collec-

tion, and the point at which data are integrated.112 I respond to Terrell’s considerations.

The theoretical perspective is outlined in Chapter Three, the priority of strategy to the

treatment of the data is equal with qualitative and quantitative data used throughout

Chapters Five, Six, and Seven.

I followed Terrell’s outline of a concurrent triangulation strategy of mixed methods design

whereby both qualitative and quantitative data is collected separately, and data results

are compared at the data analysis stage.113 There were concurrent data collection phases,

and priority was equally given to both approaches. The data was integrated during

analysis and interpretation. This approach is primarily used for confirmation or cross-

104 Tashakkori and Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Research, 7.
105 Johnson and Anthony J. Onwuegbuzi and, “Toward a definition of mixed methods approach,” 113.
106 Johnson and Anthony J. Onwuegbuzi and, “Toward a definition of mixed methods approach,” 113.
107 Tashakkori and Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Research, 7.
108 Tashakkori and Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Research, 8.
109 Tashakkori and Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Research, 15.
110 Tashakkori and Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Research, 15.
111 Tashakkori and Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Research, 8.
112 S. Terrell, “Mixed-methods research methodologies,” The Qualitative Report 17, no. 1 (2012): 260.
113 Terrell, “Mixed-methods research methodologies,” 267.
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validation of the data in the one study.114 A strength of this approach is that it is familiar

to researchers, and that there is a shortened data collection time.115 However, a weakness

is that it requires knowledge of different research techniques and requires significant effort

and consideration to study the phenomenon. I address this weakness in the data analysis

section of this chapter.116

The following table illustrates how each method aligns with the research questions:

Table 2.2: Research questions and data instruments

Data instrument Research questions Chapter

Survey 1 — Tasmanian At-

titudes and Values towards

‘Engaging with Asia’ (2015)

1 — How Tasmanians understand Asia re-

lates to Tasmania and vice versa

2 — How Tasmanians understand the Tas-

manian and Asian historical relationship

3 — How Tasmanians value the current and

projected Tasmanian and Asian relationship

4 — Whether Tasmanians believe Tasmania

is capable of engaging with Asia

5 — What issues Tasmanians believe might

prevent Tasmania from engaging with Asia

6 — How Tasmanians define and understand

Asia literacy

5, 6

Survey 2 — Everyday Asia

Literacy in Tasmania (2016)

1 — How Tasmanians understand Asia re-

lates to Tasmania and vice versa

3 — How Tasmanians value the current and

projected Tasmanian Asian relationship

6 — How Tasmanians define and understand

Asia literacy

7

Interviews
6 — How Tasmanians define and understand

Asia literacy
5, 6, 7

114 Terrell, “Mixed-methods research methodologies,” 268.
115 Terrell, “Mixed-methods research methodologies,” 268.
116 See page 78 of this chapter, in the section titled Comparison of the two datasets.
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Introducing the surveys

I conducted two online surveys. The first survey was in May–June 2015 and the second

survey was in April 2016. Appendix B details the questions for each survey. The two

surveys are referenced throughout the thesis as:

— Tasmanian Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’ (2015)

— Everyday Asia Literacy in Tasmania (2016)

The surveys were hosted via the online survey platform SurveyMonkey and data collection

occurred in 2015 and 2016. The surveys collected mostly quantitative data with three

qualitative questions (asking for a textual definition of three terms) included in the 2015

survey. Survey 1 was designed to quantify attitudes and values towards engaging with

Asia and Asia literacy and the instrument used was a Likert scale. In contrast, survey

2 sought to understand behaviours and to quantify frequency of interaction of engaging

with Asia. The quantitative data was analysed through the online SurveyMonkey re-

sults, which provide a percentage result of the responses and comparison of demographic

variables.

Justification of survey method

The two surveys did not target a specific group but were designed to investigate Tasmania

and Asia as two porous and fluid concepts. However, time restrictions on this research

meant that it was implausible for the total population of Tasmania to be involved with the

research. The surveys were non-probability. Although probability testing or longitudinal

testing is desirable in order to gain statistical significance, it is outside the scope of

this doctoral research.117 The surveys collected data from random respondents who may

or may not engage with Asia. This study uses a non-probability interpretivist method

and demographics are collected in the surveys to ensure that the data has statistical

significance.118

Survey 1 — Tasmanian Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’

(2015)

Survey 1 quantified attitudes and values. Data derived from Likert scales can offer a snap-

shot into attitudes.119 Eiser and van der Pligt surmise “the way attitudes are expressed

can thus tell one a great deal about the social and historical context of which they are

117 For an example of longitudinal studies on everyday engagement with Asia see: Andrew Butcher,
“Making Asia Known: Twenty Years of the Asia New Zealand Foundation,” New Zealand Journal of
Asian Studies 17, no. 2 (December 2015): 17.

118 W. Lawrence Neuman, Social Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches, 5th ed.
(USA: Pearson, 2003), 12; Tashakkori and Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Be-
havioural Research, 10.

119 Richard Eiser and J. J. van der Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions (New York: Psychology Press, 1988),
9.
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a part.”120 Surveys are a useful instrument for testing several hypotheses in relation to

attitudes and values in the one process.121

When investigating attitudes and values, the design of a Likert scale influences the data

results.122 If designed poorly, Likert scales are ineffective in quantifying attitudes: both

the number of steps and the headings of the steps can distort the responses.123 Nadler et

al observe that responses can be distorted by the following:

a. Acquiescence bias where the respondent tends to agree rather than disagree

b. Central tendency bias where respondents avoid the polar extremes of the scale

c. Social desirability where respondents respond in a way that makes them look

favourable.124

Accordingly, the midpoint of a Likert scale is problematic.125 Nadler et al published a

comprehensive review of the literature on midpoints in Likert scales.126 Generally, Likert

scales “include a neutral midpoint and bipolar endpoints, originally from disagree to

agree.”127 The number of steps combined with the language of the steps impacts on the

potential for acquiescence, central, or social desirability bias. The Likert scale for Survey

1 used ‘unsure as the midpoint and it was found that responses were biased toward the

midpoint. This is perhaps due respondents feeling unable to make an extreme response.

Nadler et al notes that “the central tendency bias may cause main effects to be confounded

in analysis of variance tests.”128

Common issues associated with Likert scales stem from both the number of steps and the

wording of the midpoint.129 Some studies question the use of a midpoint at all, suggesting

that a forced choice Likert scale is more effective in assessing attitudes.130 Contrarily, too

120 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 9.
121 Neuman, Social Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches, 12.
122 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 102.
123 Joel T. Nadler, Rebecca Weston, and Elora C. Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpreta-

tion of Mid-Points in Items on Questionnaires,” The Journal of General Psychology 142, no. 2 (2015):
72.

124 Nadler, Weston, and Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpretation of Mid-Points in
Items on Questionnaires,” 72.

125 Nadler, Weston, and Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpretation of Mid-Points in Items
on Questionnaires,” 73; Ankur Joshi and Dinesh Kumar Pal, “Likert Scale: Explored and Explained,”
Journal of Applied Science and Technology 7, no. 4 (2015): 397.

126 Nadler, Weston, and Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpretation of Mid-Points in
Items on Questionnaires,” 71–89.

127 Nadler, Weston, and Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpretation of Mid-Points in
Items on Questionnaires,” 72.

128 Nadler, Weston, and Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpretation of Mid-Points in
Items on Questionnaires,” 72.

129 Nadler, Weston, and Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpretation of Mid-Points in
Items on Questionnaires,” 73.

130 Nadler covers this extensively. See: Nadler, Weston, and Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and
Interpretation of Mid-Points in Items on Questionnaires,” 71–89.
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few options may distort the data, forcing respondents to answer more extremely than

they would normally place themselves.131 Too few options may further cause respondents

to experience difficulty differentiating between options. Too few rating categories may

result in respondents’ losing ability to discriminate between answers.132 Conversely, using

too many steps may contribute to inaccurate results.133 A limitation of Likert scales is

that an extreme response may not capture precisely how strongly the respondent feels.134

There is not an ideal number of steps to use when designing a Likert scale.135 There

are many variables involved with determining the appropriate number of steps.136 Brooke

argues effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction should inform the design and usability

of Likert scales.137 In response to these considerations, to draw out attitudes and values,

five steps were used to measure agreement and/or disagreement to a statement.138 The

following scale was used:

Table 2.3: Likert scale

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Unsure Agree
Strongly

agree

Survey 1 inquired into attitudes and values towards engaging with Asia and Asia literacy.

To examine inherent Asia literacy, survey 2 explored Asia literacy as a daily behaviour.139

Survey 2 — Everyday Asia Literacy in Tasmania (2016)

Phase two of data collection involved a second online survey on SurveyMonkey. Taking

the results of the first survey into consideration, this instrument was designed to inquire

further into how Tasmanians understand Asia literacy and how Tasmanians understand

the current and projected relationship with Asia. Critiquing the concept of formal Asia

literacy (in compulsory education) the survey asked respondents to indicate where they

had learned Asian languages and cultural knowledge in school to map where students

are most likely to disengage from studying Asia content. It contrasted this with asking

respondents their social, professional, leisurely, and habitual connections with Asia by way

131 Nadler, Weston, and Voyles, “Stuck in the Middle: The Use and Interpretation of Mid-Points in
Items on Questionnaires,” 73.

132 Michael S. Matell and Jacob Jacoby, “Is there an optimal number of alternatives for likert scale
items? Study I: reliability and validity,” Educational and Psychological Measurement 31 (1971): 657.

133 Matell and Jacoby, “Is there an optimal number of alternatives for likert scale items? Study I:
reliability and validity,” 658.

134 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 9.
135 Matell and Jacoby, “Is there an optimal number of alternatives for likert scale items? Study I:

reliability and validity,” 657.
136 Matell and Jacoby, “Is there an optimal number of alternatives for likert scale items? Study I:

reliability and validity,” 657.
137 John Brooke, “SUS: a ‘quick and dirty’ usability scale,” in Usability Evaluation in Industry, ed.

Patrick W. Jordan et al. (London: Taylor & Francis, 1996), 190.
138 Eiser and Pligt, Attitudes and Decisions, 5.
139 A complete list of questions used in both surveys can be found in Appendix B.
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of travel, work, food, popular culture, and purchasing cultural products. The hypothesis

for this second survey was that consumer behaviours, and individual experiences, foster

an affective engagement with Asia which in turn, could lead to specialised knowledge

of the region (Asian language proficiency). But this affective component could be the

precursor to sustaining interest in learning specialised Asian languages and cultures.

This survey explored an informal, lived Asia literacy. It asked about behaviours, expe-

riences, and consumer habits to explore how respondents daily engaged with Asia and

whether this was indicative of an affective Asia literacy. The questions in survey 2 in-

quired into everyday engagement with Asia. The need for this line of investigation is

clear. For example, the Tasmanian Report identifies that Tasmania has a low rate of

Asian migration and that this prohibits more widespread Asia literacy.140 As a result,

there is a pervasive idea that Tasmania is disengaged from Asia. To challenge this, sur-

vey respondents were invited to indicate their level of daily interaction with the region.

Interaction could include (but was not limited to): food, friends, music, TV, sport, the

Internet, education and work.141 Respondents indicated travel, family and personal con-

nections to Asia as well as their level of Asia education. The former aspect, cultural

mediums, offers an insight into everyday attitudes whereas the latter part, travel and

family, reveals values toward Asia.

Survey 2 is a behavioural frequency survey.142 The questions were formulated to explore

what people do.143 Such surveys usually ask ‘how often’ and ‘how many times.’144 Re-

search suggests that “how often” garners different results to “how many times” and this

may be a limitation of this survey instrument which was too specific (See Appendix B

for the survey questions).145 Respondents were asked a series of multiple-choice answers.

As this attempted to map behaviours and frequency of engaging with Asia, some of the

multiple-choice options were closed (only answer one option) and some allowed for multi-

ple answers. For example, respondents were asked if they had travelled to Asia (yes/no).

This was followed by an open multiple-choice question asking where and for what rea-

son they had travelled to Asia. These subsequent questions sought to map frequency of

engaging with Asia.

There are some limitations to this approach. One is the number of possible variables

when coding the data.146 Further, due to the mixed methods approach, the results are

140 The Tasmanian Report, 18.
141 Respondents could add answers in the ‘other’ section.
142 D. A. De Vaus, Surveys in social research (Sydney: Routledge, 2013), 105.
143 Vaus, Surveys in social research, 95.
144 Frederick G. Conrad, Norman R. Brown, and Erin R. Cashman, “Strategies for Estimating Be-

havioural Frequency in Survey Interviews,” Memory 6, no. 4 (1998): 340.
145 Conrad, Brown, and Cashman, “Strategies for Estimating Behavioural Frequency in Survey Inter-

views,” 340.
146 Vaus, Surveys in social research, 105, 150.
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non-probability.147 Further longitudinal research to map the behavioural frequency of

engaging with Asia would be useful.

However, the design was intended to draw out the diverse ways in which people who

live in Tasmanian may or may not engage with Asia. The aim was to assess behaviours

in relation to Asia literacy and to map points of engagement and disengagement from

Asia.148 Each question included an ‘other’ section to encourage respondents to expand on

the possible ways to engage with Asia. The ‘tick as many as possible’ function enabled

me to map respondents’ engagement with Asia.

Recruitment of survey participants

Once this research had obtained ethics approval by the Human Research Ethics Commit-

tee Social Sciences (HREC) at the University of Tasmania (obtained 2015), recruitment

for the 2015 survey commenced. The two surveys were publicised using social media,

talk-back radio, placing posters around the three UTAS campuses (Hobart, Launceston,

and Burnie), public spaces, word of mouth, and a radio advertisement. There were two

aims to recruitment: to have a diverse cohort of responses and to have a minimum of 100

responses for data analysis.149 Not one group was targeted.

Demographic indicators of respondents to the two surveys

Demographic indicators were collected to provide statistical significance. As this is a

non-probability inquiry, demographic indicators are vital to the data analysis stage. Re-

spondents to the two surveys were asked the following questions:

Table 2.4: Demographic indicators

Question Category

1. Gender

2. Age

3. Where were you born?

4. If you live in Tasmania, please provide your postcode

5. Do you identify as Tasmanian?

6. Which of the following best describes your current occupation?

147 Charles Teddlie and Abbas Tashakkori, Foundations of Mixed Methods Research: Integrating Quan-
titative and Qualitative Approaches in the Social and Behavioural Sciences (California: Sage Publi-
cations, 2009), 170.

148 Vaus, Surveys in social research, 95.
149 David Silverman, Doing Qualitative Research: A Practical Handbook, 1st ed. (London: Sage Publica-

tions, 2005), 10.
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7. Please indicate your personal income

8. Please indicate your highest level of education

To introduce the cohorts of the two surveys, I will briefly assess the voice the dominant

response groups. Survey 1 had 132 respondents. Respondents were most likely to be

between 25–34 (46.15%) and of this age group, 60% identified as male. Of the 25–34

age group, most were born in Tasmania (72%) with 85% identifying as Tasmanian. Over

half had completed a bachelor’s degree and 40% earned under $40,000 per annum. This

group form the dominant cohort of respondents: young educated adults born and bred

in Tasmania at the start of their careers. The second most significant age group (55–64)

were 52% female, 81.11% born in Tasmania, 72.22% identified as Tasmanian, 41.18%

earned over $80,000 and 38.89% had completed a bachelor’s degree with a further 33.33%

having completed a postgraduate degree. A limitation is that this cohort do not signify

the broader interests of Tasmanians more generally.

Survey 2 had 103 responses. Respondents were most likely to be female (66.29%) and

between 25 and 34 years of age (65.67%), born in Tasmania (76.12%) and identified as

Tasmanian (88.06%). Of this cohort, just under half (47.76%) had completed a bachelor’s

degree and income was evenly spread across high to low. Many of this cohort (75%) had

travelled to Asia. The second significant cohort were male (33.71%) aged between 25-

34(76.47%), who were born in Tasmania (79.41%) and identifying as Tasmanian (88.24%).

This group were most likely to be employed in the education sector (14.71%) or studying

(29.41%). As such, incomes were either associated with being a student (26.47% earning

less than $30,000 per annum) or being young professionals (23.53% earning between

$50,000-$59,000 per annum).

The surveys were only run one time each and recruitment did not target a specific cohort.

Therefore, the results cannot be used to draw generalisations for the attitudes and values

towards Asia literacy for the entire population. There is scope for further longitudinal

inquiry into the role of attitudes and values in cultivating Asia literacy.150

Introducing the Interviewees

I conducted ten interviews between September 2015 and June 2018. The interviews

focused on in response to research question 6: exploring the concept of Asia literacy. The

interviews were semi-structured. Brown and Danaher define semi-structured interviews

as:

150 The use of longitudinal study into feelings toward engaging with Asia can be demonstrated by New
Zealand Asia organisation (NZ Asia) which has been collected attitudes data on engaging with Asia
since 1995. See: Butcher, “Making Asia Known: Twenty Years of the Asia New Zealand Foundation,”
14.
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Semi-structured interviews are those where the interviewer has prepared a list of
topics to be explored, and questions to be asked, and follows that list during the
interview but also ensures that the questions elicit open responses by the partici-
pants that enable lines of conversation to be developed in situ in ways that could
not have been anticipated when the interview schedule was being planned.151

An interview guide (Appendix C) was used to prompt answers following the initial ques-

tion: “please explain what you understand Asia literacy to mean/encompass.” Following

this, interviewees were encouraged to answer open ended questions to in response to the

interview guide. Each interviewee spoke from a different background and value set (eco-

nomic, educational, languages, leadership, studentship), and so directed the response to

their base of understanding for Asia literacy.

The duration of the interviews ranged from thirty to forty-five minutes. They were

conducted in person where I travelled to the workplace of the interviewees. Where it

was not possible to be present at the interview, Skype and mobile phones were used

and interviewees were sent both an information sheet and a consent form which they

returned signed prior to the start of the interview. In the interview preamble, consent

was confirmed. The interviews began with the researcher explaining the interview process

and obtaining consent for the interviews to be recorded. I transcribed all the interviews

and returned the transcriptions to the interviewees within a week of the interview. The

interviewees then checked the transcript and signed a second consent form authorising the

transcript to be used in this research. All interview data used in this thesis has express

permission from the interviewee to be used in this research.

One difficulty of semi-structured interviews is that they produce a lot of raw data.152

To counter this, the data analysis must be rigorous. Boulton and Hammersley suggest

a process for analysing qualitative data. They define such data as ‘unstructured’ in

that it is not coded in analytical categories or ‘tallied’ as numerical data is.153 To begin

analysing the data, I familiarised myself with it by transcribing and summarising the

interview audio recordings.154 Once this had been done for all the interviews, I closely

read the data identifying significant aspects, categories, and patterns.155 The categories

were compared and contrasted to identify sub categories of data segments. The themes

were coded and analysed using the software NVivo.

151 Alice Brown and Patrick A. Danaher, “CHE Principles: facilitating authentic and dialogical semi-
structured interviews in educational research,” International Journal of Research & Method in Edu-
cation 42, no. 1 (2019): 77.

152 Bob Matthews and Liz Ross, Research Methods: A practical guide for the social sciences (United
Kingdom: Pearson, 2010), 183.

153 David Boulton and Martyn Hammersley, “Analysis of Unstructured Data,” in Data Collection and
Analysis, ed. Roger Sapsford and Victor Jupp (London: Sage Publications, 2006), 243.

154 Boulton and Hammersley, “Analysis of Unstructured Data,” 246–47.
155 Boulton and Hammersley, “Analysis of Unstructured Data,” 249–51.
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I have coded the interviews below. The codes read, for example: Interviewee X, Month,

Date and are referenced in this manner throughout my thesis.

Table 2.5: Introducing the Interviewees

Interviewee Date Basic background

Interviewee A November 17, 2015

Recent migrant (less than 5 years) to Tasma-

nia from South East Asian nation. He is heav-

ily involved in the Asian languages and studies

community in Tasmania.

Interviewee B May 15, 2016
An economist who has worked closely on mul-

tiple policy documents for engaging with Asia.

Interviewee C May 18, 2016

Senior Asian Studies lecturer at UTAS who has

lived and worked in Asia. Active in outreach

to schools to promote knowledge of Asia.

Interviewee D March 3, 2016
An economist for a department of the Tasma-

nian State Government.

Interviewee E November 9, 2015

Works at the University of Tasmania, in fo-

cused on global outreach, and who was study-

ing an Asian language at the time of the inter-

view.

Interviewee F November 6, 2015

Employee of the Tasmanian Department of Ed-

ucation who has been involved with developing

Tasmanian Asia related curriculum since the

early 1990s.

Interviewee G September 15, 2015

Employee of the Tasmanian Department of Ed-

ucation who has previously lived in South East

Asia and is multilingual.

Interviewee H January 27, 2016

Asian studies academic and now teacher at a

prestigious private school in Hobart (capital of

Tasmania).

Interviewee I December 15, 2015

Asian Studies language lecturer previously at

UTAS, and who is currently at a mainland uni-

versity.
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Interviewee J July 12, 2018

International student from a non-English

speaking background who has lived and studied

throughout Australia. At the time of the inter-

view, she was studying at UTAS and was in-

volved with encouraging international student

involvement in events.

The chosen interviewees are deliberately diverse. Examining the concept of Asia literacy

from different viewpoints counteracts the smaller demographic results from survey 1.

Comparison of the two datasets

The qualitative data and quantitative data have been compared at the interpretation

stage.156 The acceptance of qualitative methods in the quantitative studies communities,

although now some time ago, has resulted in the development of new methodological tools

for data analysis.157 Triangulation is one of these strategies. Triangulation became more

common in research following Denzin’s 1978 definition which caused some controversy in

research circles.158 Denzin identified four forms of triangulation: the use of heterogeneous

data sources (both qualitative and quantitative), the gathering of data at different times

(before, during and after a questionnaire) to contrast data, varying data collection (across

time or events) to reveal atypical patterns.159

As Terrell suggests, a weakness of the concurrent triangulation strategy is that it may

be difficult to study two datasets, especially if discrepancies arise.160 While there were

not significant discrepancies between the two datasets, the narratives of the qualitative

data extended beyond what was offered by the quantitative data. The discussant chap-

ters present both numerical (positivist) and constructivist interpretation of the data.161

Triangulation can be understood as multiple use of sources of data, including observers,

methods, and/or theories.162 Greene and McClintock continue that:

156 Terrell, “Mixed-methods research methodologies,” 268.
157 Charles McClintock and Jennifer Greene, “Triangulation in evaluation: Design and analysis issues,”

Evaluation Review 9, no. 5 (October 1985): 523.
158 Todd D. Jick, “Mixing Qualitative and Quantitative Methods: Triangulation in Action,” Administra-

tive Science Quarterly 24, no. 4 (1979): 602.
159 Norman K. Denzin, The Research Act: A theoretical introduction to sociological methods, 2nd ed.

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978), 2–4.
160 Terrell, “Mixed-methods research methodologies,” 268.
161 Teddlie and Tashakkori, Foundations of Mixed Methods Research: Integrating Quantitative and Qual-

itative Approaches in the Social and Behavioural Sciences, 15; David Silverman, Interpreting Quali-
tative Data (London: Sage Publications, 2014), 23.

162 Denzin, The Research Act: A theoretical introduction to sociological methods, 1–2; Dan Bednarz,
“Quantity and quality in evaluation research: A divergent view,” Evaluation and Program Planning
8, no. 4 (1985): 290; Veronica A. Thurmond, “The Point of Triangulation,” Journal of Nursing
Scholarship 33, no. 3 (September 2001): 253.
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The goal of triangulating methods is to strengthen the validity of the overall find-
ings through congruence and/or complementarity of the results from each method.
Congruence here means similarity, consistency, or convergence of results, whereas
complementarity refers to one set of the results enriching, expanding upon, clari-
fying, or illustrating the other. Thus the essence of the triangulation logic is that
the methods represent independent [sic] assessments of the same [sic] phenomenon
and contain offsetting kinds of bias and measurement error.163

More recently, Wolf has questioned the validity of mixed methods triangulation strate-

gies.164 He notes that such a design is superior for drawing causal inferences between re-

sults and deciding between hypotheses and making recommendations.165 However, there

are problems associated with the quality of each approach.166 An additional problem

is “the mode of their combination, or, in other words, the nexus between them.”167

Thurmond defines triangulation as using two known points of data to position a third

unknown point, and therefore forming a triangle.168 The benefits of this approach include

“increasing confidence in research data, creating innovative ways of understanding a phe-

nomenon, revealing unique findings, challenging or integrating theories, and providing a

clearer understanding of the problem.”169 Disadvantages include difficulty dealing with a

lot of data, analytical disharmony based on investigator bias, lack of coherence between

theoretical frameworks.170 Despite these limitations, this research project analysed the

qualitative data and drew out nexuses with the quantitative data.

Summary

In this methodology, I have outlined my philosophical approach to this research inquiry

as well as my process for data collection.

The first half of this chapter outlined the overarching theory for critiquing the policy

data. To do this, I addressed how I approach the policy data. Foucault’s concepts on dis-

course and governmentality are valuable to conceptualising policy reports as an ensemble

of government. Ball’s tool of reading policy as discourse is a useful conceptual model of

Foucault’s theory. Ball offers a framework for reading policy as discourse and acknowl-

163 McClintock and Greene, “Triangulation in evaluation: Design and analysis issues,” 523.
164 Frieder Wolf, “Enlightened Eclecticism or Hazardous Hotchpotch? Mixed Methods and Triangulation

Strategies in Comparative Public Policy Research,” Journal of Mixed Methods Research 4, no. 2
(March 2010): 144.

165 Wolf, “Enlightened Eclecticism or Hazardous Hotchpotch? Mixed Methods and Triangulation Strate-
gies in Comparative Public Policy Research,” 146.

166 Wolf, “Enlightened Eclecticism or Hazardous Hotchpotch? Mixed Methods and Triangulation Strate-
gies in Comparative Public Policy Research,” 146.

167 Wolf, “Enlightened Eclecticism or Hazardous Hotchpotch? Mixed Methods and Triangulation Strate-
gies in Comparative Public Policy Research,” 152.

168 Thurmond, “The Point of Triangulation,” 253.
169 Thurmond, “The Point of Triangulation,” 254.
170 Thurmond, “The Point of Triangulation,” 255; Wolf, “Enlightened Eclecticism or Hazardous Hotch-

potch? Mixed Methods and Triangulation Strategies in Comparative Public Policy Research,” 146.
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edging the larger framework of power and governance which Foucault conceptualises as

governmentality.

In Chapter One, I introduced my two research gaps to argue that there is a missing

emotional element to engaging with Asia in how Asia literacy is defined in the policy

data. In this chapter, I introduced Mill’s theories on homo economicus indicate that

accumulation (of wealth) is enough motivation to motivate a worker. Contrarily, Harvey

shows that in a neoliberal market, the worker also values freedom of choice. Accordingly,

attitudes and values towards Asia, and behaviours of engaging with Asia, are useful to

understanding Asia literacy in Tasmania. This suggests that feelings matter.

Next, I introduced Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to Be? (WPR) is a prac-

tical method for policy interrogation. This method asks the researcher to view policy

’solutions’ as a series of problems. There are six steps the WPR approach and I apply

Bacchi’s model extensively throughout this research.

In the second half of this chapter, I introduced my fieldwork. This is a mixed methods

research inquiry and I began by addressing the weaknesses and strengths of this design.

A weakness of the mixed methods approach is that there is a lot of data, and that the

datasets may not cohere at the data analysis stage. Triangulation is a valuable method

for cross-validating the data between the qualitative and quantitative components.

I outlined my data collection methods: two online surveys (2015 and 2016) and ten

interviews. I justified the survey instruments, and survey recruitment, before introducing

the voices of the core respondent groups for the each survey. The 2015 survey assesses

attitudes and values towards Asia and Asia literacy whereas the 2016 survey examines

behaviours and attitudes towards Asia literacy to map everyday engagement with Asia.

The premise is that consumerism impacts on identity and how Asia is consumed within

daily life is indicative of attitudes and an affective dimension of Asia literacy. I then

introduced the interviewees and my semi-structured interview approach.

Having outlined my methodological approach to answering my research questions, in the

next chapter, I establish my theoretical framework.
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Theoretical framework

Introduction

To argue that place influences an inherent Asia literacy requires an interdisciplinary

response. This thesis is a starting point for that larger undertaking of examining the

relationship between attitudes, values, and behaviours — the affective dimension — and

learning about Asia. This is a broad and complex area, pertaining to the disciplines of

education, economic, history, politics, policy, and sociology. The challenge, for me, is to

cohere a theoretical framework which can begin to overcome the deficit model of Asia

literacy whereby Asia literacy policy discourses perpetuate the notion that Asia is out

there, is distant, it other to every day Tasmanian life. Place, and the lived experience

of being Tasmanian, is an entry-point for understanding the affective dimension of Asia

literacy and for challenging these potentially negative discourses.

Misunderstandings about Asia literacy arise from how it is analysed. The way policy has

been measured as educational outcomes leads to a notion that Asia literacy is external

and engaging with Asia as other. Yet the data gathered in my research shows that this is

not the case. Thus the challenge is to find a theoretical framework which repositions Asia

and Asia literacy as inherent to break down the self/other barriers which are proliferated

in the policy discourses. As discussed in Chapter Two, Michel Foucault and Stephen

J. Ball are useful for a reconceptualisation of Asia literacy policy discourses. Then,

is the imperative to address othering. This requires thinking through Orientalism in an

Australia and Tasmanian context. When we do this, two alternate ‘spaces’ of Asia literacy

are opened up — the affective dimension of feelings and emotions and how these play

out in consumer behaviour; and the spatial element posed by Tasmania and its complex

relationship with ‘Australia.’

This is an interdisciplinary study and draws on different theorists to develop a theoretical

framework in order to treat both the policy data and the fieldwork data. I begin this

chapter by speaking to some of the challenges of interdisciplinary research. There are

weaknesses to interdisciplinary study; a shallower reading of theory, a poorly structured
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theoretical framework to name two.1 I consider that the strengths, the potential for new

understanding, and a new contribution to knowledge, outweigh these challenges.2 In fact,

the opportunity to examine Asia literacy from the affective dimension is an exciting

theoretical challenge.

There are three sides to my theoretical framework. Each of these sides have an opposing

force. First, M. Garbutcheon Singh’s claim that Australian Asia literacy programs are a

symptom of Australian Orientalism is a useful scaffold for recognising how Asia literacy

programs other Asia and, a consequence, contribute to the perception that Asia is external

from everyday Australian life. Singh draws on Edward Said’s theory of Orientalism to

argue that Asia literacy programs are a device of Australian economic imperialism.3 In

this chapter, Singh’s contribution, and Said’s theory of Orientalism, are introduced to

demonstrate that implicit to the structure of the national education paradigm is the

positioning of Asia as other.

Next, I apply Edward W. Soja’s theories on spatiality to explore the formal spaces of

Asia literacy. Soja’s work is useful to acknowledging some of the implications of the

policy discourses of Asia literacy, namely that Asia literacy is recognised only in formal

education. Soja’s theory alerts us to the limitations of only acknowledging formal Asia

literacy skills. For instance, in a globalised world, engaging with Asia is intersectional:

Asia literacy needs to meet such an expectation. Doreen Massey’s work on global spaces

offers a useful extension to Soja’s theory. Massey sets up a global and multiple reading

of space, which I apply to Asia literacy. This is important to not only recognising the

multiplicity of Asia literacy in Australia, but also globally. Further, Yi-Fu Tuan’s contri-

butions to the humanistic perspective of space highlight the importance of how individual

attitudes and values shape interpretations of space. Together, Soja, Massey, and Tuan,

are useful to developing a theoretical framework for formal and informal spaces of Asia

literacy.

Tasmania as an island space is a central consideration of this project. Island studies,

known also as Nissology, is useful to exploring how Tasmania is positioned as other to the

mainland of Australia. This is important to critiquing the policy discourse of Tasmanian

Asia literacy which perpetuates a deficiency model based on island isolation. Nissology

scholars outline how islands are known and mythologised in mainland imaginations. I

extend the mythologising of islands with reference to Foucault’s concept of heterotopia,

to suggest that where the mainland and mainland capacities for Asia literacy are utopic,

1 Thomas C. Benson, “Five Arguments against Interdisciplinary Studies,” Issues in Integrative Studies
1 (1982): 41.

2 William H. Newell, “The case for interdisciplinary studies: response to Professor Benson’s five argu-
ments,” Issues in Integrative Studies 2 (1983): 1–2.

3 M. Garbutcheon Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curricu-
lum,” Journal of Curriculum Studies 27, no. 6 (1995): 601.
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Tasmania is an in between space. Island Studies scholars query how to recentre the island

in island decision making: how to decentre the mainland view.4 I highlight their use of

archipelagos to examine what connects islands together such as envisaging Tasmania as

part of the South East Asia archipelago.5

Archipelago imagery is a useful lens through which to understand what is common or

shared between Tasmania and Asia. I seek to reconsider formal Asia literacy as an

informal, affective dimension based on behaviours and attitudes and values. Exploring

what connects Tasmania with Asia, through islands, globalisation, space, and emotions,

is key to redressing the policy discourse that Asia is distant from daily life. The last

theoretical turn in this research project offers a scaffold for understanding how to move

Asia literacy from other to the self. Useful here, are Arjun Appadurai and Aihwa Ong

to identify how people are connected in a modern, and global world.6 I discuss scholarly

literature on consumer behaviour. Consumer behaviour is another way to recognise what

connects otherwise disparate groups into new cultural identities.7

The imperative to examine Asia literacy from the affective, lived dimension speaks to

larger issues of social cohesion. This is addressed by drawing on the work by Julia

Kristeva, who argues for the potential to dissolve the foreigner by recognising the stranger

within.8 I approach this through the affective dimension of Asia literacy to counteract

the policy discourses of Asia as other. To do this, I employ the disciplines of intercultural

competency education and consumer behaviour as methods for recognising an innate and

affective Asia literacy.

This theoretical chapter outlines how I examine what connects Tasmania and Asia, or

what brings islands (be them cultural, historical, identity based, place-based, physical),

together, to recognise an inherent place-based, affective dimension of Asia literacy.

4 Godfrey Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological
Challenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” Island Studies Journal 3, no. 1 (2008): 38.

5 Jonathan Pugh, “Island Movements: Thinking with the Archipelago,” Island Studies Journal 8, no. 1
(2013): 11.

6 Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1996), 3; Aihwa Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1999), 4.

7 Keisha M. Cutright, Adriana Samper, and Gavan J. Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” in The
Routledge Companion to Identity and Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United
Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 92.

8 Julia Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia University Press,
1991), 1.
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An interdisciplinary approach

Scholars are divided on the merits of interdisciplinary studies.9 In the 1980s, interdisci-

plinary studies was a new controversial addition to research design.10 Proponents argue

that interdisciplinary studies are valuable when problems are too large or too complex

for a single disciplinary approach.11 In contrast, non-supporters argue that interdisci-

plinary studies result in conceptual confusion, and a shallow theoretical understanding

(or application of a theory).12

In an older article, Benson argues that interdisciplinary studies can result in the “trad-

ing of intellectual rigor for topical excitement.”13 He notes that despite the claim that

interdisciplinary studies are concerned with “developing significant lines of connection

between two or more disciplines” that commonly “the practitioners of interdisciplinary

studies lack a coherent, defensible sense of their purposes.”14 Refuting Benson’s argument,

Newell purports:

Interdisciplinary study should be understood with the confrontation of the interdis-
ciplinarian [sic] with the world, be it a problem, an event, or even a painting. Out
of that phenomenological confrontation comes a question, one which is too broad
to be answered by any single discipline. The strategy of the interdisciplinarian is to
bring the relevant disciplines (or schools of thought) to bear upon the question, one
at a time, letting each illuminate that aspect of the question which is amenable to
treatment by the characteristic concepts, theories, and methods of the respective
disciplines.15

Synthesis is commonly understood as a key component of interdisciplinary studies.16

However, Richards refutes that synthesis of multiple disciplines should be the goal of

every interdisciplinary project.17 Richards argues that some interdisciplinary studies may

have goals other than synthesis, but that these alternate goals suggest that the work

is unfit for the interdisciplinary label.18 He distinguishes then between multidisciplinary

and interdisciplinary, the former seeking to draw parallels and patterns between different

9 Benson, “Five Arguments against Interdisciplinary Studies,” 38; Newell, “The case for interdisciplinary
studies: response to Professor Benson’s five arguments,” 1.

10 Benson, “Five Arguments against Interdisciplinary Studies,” 38; Newell, “The case for interdisciplinary
studies: response to Professor Benson’s five arguments,” 1.

11 Newell, “The case for interdisciplinary studies: response to Professor Benson’s five arguments,” 1;
Donald G. Richards, “The meaning and relevance of ’synthesis’ in interdisciplinary studies,” The
Journal of General Education 45, no. 2 (1996): 115.

12 Benson, “Five Arguments against Interdisciplinary Studies,” 41; Casey Jones, “Interdisciplinary Ap-
proach — Advantages, Disadvantages, and the Future Benefits of Interdisciplinary Studies,” ESSAI
7, no. 26 (2009): 77.

13 Benson, “Five Arguments against Interdisciplinary Studies,” 46.
14 Benson, “Five Arguments against Interdisciplinary Studies,” 46.
15 Newell, “The case for interdisciplinary studies: response to Professor Benson’s five arguments,” 1–2.
16 Richards, “The meaning and relevance of ’synthesis’ in interdisciplinary studies,” 114.
17 Richards, “The meaning and relevance of ’synthesis’ in interdisciplinary studies,” 114–15.
18 Richards, “The meaning and relevance of ’synthesis’ in interdisciplinary studies,” 115–16.
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approaches.19 The latter seeks to cohere different disciplines so to develop new ways of

understanding problems too large and complex for a single approach.20 In a review of

how to teach interdisciplinary studies, Klein and Newell suggest that a researcher:

Draws on disciplinary perspectives and integrates their insights through construc-
tion of a more comprehensive perspective. In this manner, interdisciplinary studies
is not a simple supplement but is complementary to and corrective of the disci-
plines.21

Since Newell and Benson’s discussion, interdisciplinary studies have become increasingly

accepted as a valid research approach.22 An interdisciplinary approach to Asia literacy

is ideal to comprehensively assess the intersecting disciplinary perspectives of education,

economics, history, place, identity, policy, space, education, alterity, and Orientalism

in the one problem. A singular disciplinary approach would only partially answer the

problem of Tasmanian Asia literacy. A challenge of course is that these varying theories

do not cohere into a singular framework. I consider that I have introduced the theories

and overarching theoretical framework in a logical order to justify the need to answer

this work in this way. Next, I introduce my first theoretical framework.

Orientalism in Australian Asia literacy programs

A key problem within the Australian Asia literacy policy data is the assumption that

Asia is out there, is distant, is other, to the daily experience.23 The tendency for Asia

literacy policy reports to do this has been picked up in scholarly debate.24 Notable to

this field is the contribution of Singh in his 1996 publication “Edward Said’s critique of

orientalism and Australia’s Asia literacy curriculum.”25 Singh’s work is a rare theoretical

model for thinking about the implications of othering Asia in Australian Asia literacy

19 Richards, “The meaning and relevance of ’synthesis’ in interdisciplinary studies,” 114–15.
20 Richards, “The meaning and relevance of ’synthesis’ in interdisciplinary studies,” 114–15.
21 William H. Newell and Julie Thompson Klein, “Advancing Interdisciplinary Studies,” in Handbook

of Undergraduate Curriculum: Comprehensive Guide to Purposes, Structures, Practices, and Change,
1st ed., ed. Jerry Gaff and James Ratcliff (United States: Jossey-Bass, 1997), 393.

22 Richards, “The meaning and relevance of ’synthesis’ in interdisciplinary studies,” 114; William H.
Newell, “A theory of interdisciplinary studies,” Issues in Integrative Studies 19, no. 1 (2001): 2; Jones,
“Interdisciplinary Approach — Advantages, Disadvantages, and the Future Benefits of Interdisci-
plinary Studies,” 77.

23 Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet, Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century – Issues
Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet Policy Division, August 2012), 21.
(The Issues Paper); Tasmanian Government and the Australian National University’s Crawford School
of Public Policy, Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department
of Premier and Cabinet, March 2013), 4, 39. (The Tasmanian Report).

24 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603; Fazal
Rizvi, “Beyond the East-West Divide: education and the dynamics of Australia-Asia relations,” The
Australian Educational Researcher 24, no. 1 (1997): 15–16; David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska,
“Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” in In Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed.
David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western Australia Publishing, 2012),
13.

25 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601.
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programs. Writing from an education background, Singh draws on Said’s influential

theory of Orientalism to argue that Australian Asia literacy programs are an example of

Australian orientalism.26 Singh’s article is a useful framework for exploring the rationale

behind Asia literacy in Australia. It is also useful to understanding the imperative to

dissolve this policy divide. In this section, I discuss Singh’s contribution and outline how

it is useful to understanding Tasmanian Asia literacy.

The political and economic contexts around Singh’s article are important to understand-

ing the significance of his contribution. At the time of Singh’s writing, Australia was

undergoing substantial educational and political change. The changes relevant to Asia

literacy include the Dawkins Reforms (1987–1991) and the shift of Australian federal

government policy writers to a market driven model of economic rationalism.27 More

general historic trends include how Prime Minsters Bob Hawke (1983–1991) and Paul

Keating (1991–1996) approached Australia Asia relations from an economic and interna-

tional organisational standpoint.28 Further, Paul Keating was a proponent of Australia

Asia relations.29 The late 1980s and early 1990s were also the most prolific period of Asia

literacy policy reports (Reference 1) namely the Garnaut Report (1989) and the Rudd

Report (1994).30

As a result of these factors, Singh addresses the impact of this political and economic

landscape by noting how Asia literacy is instrumentalised as a device of political interest.31

Subject to political vagaries, Asia literacy is ever-changing: “its content is being refined

over time as politicians, business people, unionists, diplomats, bureaucrats and educators

continue to sanction selected interpretation of its contested subject-matter.”32 This can

be understood as fostering an economic relationship with Asia.33 As a result of this

complicated context, Singh suggests that Asia literacy can be understood as:

Australia’s way of coming to terms with a region which has a special place in its
experience. Asia is the source of much of Australia’s trade. . . elements of its cul-
ture. . . and a deep recurring feature of its nationalism. . . Asia literacy is shorthand
for the Australian institutional response for dealing with Asia, dealing with it by

26 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 599.
27 See Chapter One Literature Review for reference to the Dawkins Reforms on education in Australia.

A key policy document was: Australian Education Council, The Hobart Declaration on Schooling
(Hobart: Australian Education Council, 1989).

28 For example, following the Tiananmen Square Massacre in Beijing China (1989), Prime Minister Bob
Hawke was explicit in Australia’s reaction to China’s violation of human rights and in a parliamentary
statement in June 1989, Hawke condemned China. See: Bob Hawke, “Speech by the Prime Minister
Memorial Ceremony for Those Killed in China,” (Canberra), June 9, 1989, https://pmtranscripts.
pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/original/00007633.pdf.

29 See: Paul Keating, “Speech at the Launching of the ABC Australian Television International,” (Dar-
win), February 17, 1993,

30 See Figure 1.1 on page 19.
31 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 600.
32 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 600.
33 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601.
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making informed statements about it, so as to help negotiate this nation’s future
repositioning in the region.34

Singh argues that Australia needs to come to terms with the epistemological implica-

tions of Asia literacy programs.35 Therefore despite noting the merits of renegotiating

Australia’s relationship with Asia through education, Singh writes:

To date, the knowledge Australian studies have of Asia has been limited by an
impoverished, Eurocentric curriculum which has given teachers little to prepare
them to deal with their nation.36

Singh alerts us to teachers being on the ‘front line’ of Asia literacy and of being unprepared

to adequately educate students about Asia. His point indicates a vicious cycle whereby

the policy data distances Australia from Asia but concurrently perpetuates a need to

know Asia for economic opportunities.37 The implications of this on how teachers feel

about teaching Asia literacy are evident. Two decades later, Peta Salter’s unpublished

doctoral research shows that teachers are still ill equipped to do this and continue to

feel unconfident teaching Asia content.38 As Singh observes, “the negative boundaries

between Australia and Asia pose troubles for the hope of Australian students developing

the necessary cultural understandings.”39

Singh’s overarching theoretical framework is Said’s theory of Orientalism which Singh

applies to highlight some of the more tenacious problems within Australia’s ‘asymmet-

rical’ relationship with Asia.40 Singh surmises that “Edward Said (1978), in a seminal

work on the politics and value-ladenness of cultural understandings, has investigated

the north-west European study of Asia,” and “Orientalism was a formidable part of the

structure of colonial domination of the region by north-west European powers.”41 Singh

to observe “the dangers of reproducing, without question, an Orientalist perspective in

Australian curriculum representations of Asia” in applying this to Australian Asia liter-

acy initiatives.42 Singh’s application of Orientalism to Australian Asia literacy programs

is threefold: outlining the landscape of Asia literacy, recounting the Orientalist project,

and discussing some scholarly perspectives of Asia literacy and Orientalism.

34 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 600.
35 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601.
36 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 599.
37 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601.
38 Peta Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qual-

itative study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education” (Unpublished PhD
diss., James Cook University, 2013), 14–16, 97.

39 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 599.
40 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 599.
41 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 604.
42 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 604.
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Singh is useful for understanding the larger epistemological problems of a national frame-

work for learning about Asia. He offers insight into the problematic relationship between

education and economy. In the following section, I address the applicability of Said’s

theory of Orientalism to understanding Australian Asia literacy programs.

Introducing the theory of Orientalism

To demonstrate the significance of Singh’s contribution, I will briefly unpack Said’s theory

of Orientalism. This highlights the importance of applying Singh to the problem of

Tasmanian Asia literacy and in recognising how the policy discourse of Asia literacy

distances Asia from everyday day lives. Singh, through Said, argues that Asia literacy

programs distance (rather than bring closer) Asia from Tasmania.

Said’s seminal text Orientalism is fundamental to understanding the socio-cultural conse-

quences of European colonisation on the production of knowledge. Said identifies that Ori-

entalism is largely the result of British and French cultural dominance over Africa, Asia,

and South America during colonisation (and in decolonisation and post-colonisation) and

critiques the production of knowledge which occurred during colonialism.43 European ex-

pansionism colonised ideas, identities, and histories which enabled Europe to construct

an ideal Oriental other.44 Power imbalances are at the heart of this. Said claims that the

Orient is not an “inert fact of nature” but is assembled through the Occidental dominance

of the Orient, alongside the collection and cultivation of ideas and truths of the Orient.45

Said’s theory of Orientalism is comprised of three interrelated concepts. First, Orientalism

is an academic field where someone who studies the Orient is an Orientalist.46 Secondly,

it is a conceptual distinction where Orientalism is the ontological and epistemological

division between the Orient and the Occident.47 This was developed throughout coloni-

sation, decolonisation, and post colonialisation, where the ‘Orient’ and the ‘Occident’

were distinguished into two distinct identities.48 Significantly, the production of the Ori-

ent was possible only due to the power imbalances afforded by colonisation. This enabled

the subjugation of ‘Oriental’ cultures, places, languages, and peoples, to the interests of

the Orient. Ultimately, this unequal power relationship has enabled the production of

the Orient for the consumption, including in education, for the Occident.

Said’s third pillar of Orientalism is significant to understanding Asia literacy in the Aus-

tralian context. In this third pillar, Said identifies some of the consequences of how the

Occident produced knowledge about the Orient. The Orient was defined by the Occiden-

43 Edward Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition (New York: Random House, 1994), 4.
44 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 1.
45 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 4.
46 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 2.
47 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 2.
48 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 4.
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tal colonial powers through the mapping, writing, and archiving symbols of the Orient.49

These documents, maps, artefacts, and items were transported back to the Occident to be

held in museums, books, and stories as representative symbols of the ‘Orient.’50 Based on

this observation, Said argues that the Orient is not “a free subject of thought or action”

but is contained within the Occident.51 Orientalism is an epistemological divide where

othering is “a style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction

made between ‘the Orient’ and . . . ‘the Occident.”’52

Singh draws on Said’s theory of Orientalism to interrogate the rationale behind Australian

Asia literacy programs.53 Singh’s application of Orientalism to the cultural studies com-

ponent of Asia literacy reveals some implications. Singh observes that the content be

learned about in Asia literacy, is often conceptualised to be suspended in time, relictual

traditions which are foreign and exotic.54 This highlights how cultural studies are fraught

with the risk of devolving into essentialist or generalist studies where referring to ‘Viet-

namese’ potentially constructs a singular and misrepresentative cultural identity for all

‘Vietnamese.’55 In contrast, the severity of the ‘violence’ of cultural essentialism, posits

Keesing, depends on the subject.56 Keesing contends that there is less danger in charac-

terising the culture of a specific region such as Sumba than there is in defining the culture

of India.57 Keesing rationalises his claim by arguing that some regions of Asia, regard-

less of internal heterogeneity and complexity, maintain a coherent set of symbolic codes

and ways of living: “there are contexts where the violence we commit in characterising

‘Japanese culture’ or ‘Balinese culture’ may be worth the cost.”58

Singh’s application of Orientalism alerts us to some of the deeper issues implicit to Aus-

tralian Asia literacy programs: that Asia is not a free subject of thought. Asia is to be

consumed in Asia literacy programs for the benefit of Australian economic interests.59

This is not static: Asia but is continuously remodulated and instrumentalised for the

national economic interest.60

The utility of Singh’s contribution to Asia literacy is the acknowledgement that Ori-

entalism is not something only done by Europe to the Middle East. Orientalism is a

49 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 4.
50 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 4.
51 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 4.
52 Said, Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 2.
53 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 606–607.
54 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 607.
55 Ronald Scollon and Suzanne Wong Scollon, Intercultural Communication: A Discourse Approach (Mas-

sachusetts: Blackwell Publishers, 1995), 125.
56 Roger M. Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” Asian Studies Review 15, no. 2 (1991): 45.
57 Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” 47; Roger M. Keesing, “Theories of Culture,” Annual Review of Anthro-

pology 3 (1974): 73.
58 Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” 47.
59 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 605–6.
60 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 605.
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system of thought whereby those in power use education as an economic tool. Critically,

the subjects of Orientalism do not have the broader societal or cultural capital to raise

an alternate, or more representative, claim.61 Singh justifies his point of Asia literacy

with reference to the treatment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, Aus-

tralian colonisation of New Guinea, and Australian involvement in British and American

colonisation of Asia-Pacific nations through foreign aid and military engagements.62 To

further validate the relevance of Orientalism to understanding Asia literacy, Singh draws

on Broinowski’s work who:

Has demonstrated the significance of this Eurocentric ideology in the formation of
Australian perceptions of Asia. Specifically. . . the impressions, representations and
presence of Asia in Australian society showing how these images have been formed,
refracted and changed during its most recent history — the period since British
invasion and colonization.63

This contribution is useful to recognising that Australian Asia literacy programs partic-

ipate in the reproduction of specific knowledge about Asia to further national economic

interests. The teaching of set languages and cultures potentially distils elements of ‘Asia’

where Australian Asia literacy programs are in danger of creating curriculum which re-

produces Orientalist knowledge of Asia.

Accordingly, Singh is valuable to considering some of the larger discourses around Asia

literacy operative beyond (and in relation to) the policy discourse of Asia literacy. The

implications of Singh’s assertion are clear: Australian Asia literacy programs shape how

Australians feel about engaging with and learning about Asia.64 David Walker highlights

the impact of the Immigration Restriction Act (1901–1973) in fostering emotional disen-

gagement from Asia: nationalistic policy stories have contributed to the othering of Asia

in the national imagination.65 Singh’s application of Said’s theory of Orientalism is an

indication of how Australian Asia literacy have subjected Asia to Australian economic

interests.66

Thus, Singh is a useful overarching framework to understanding some of the broader epis-

temological implications of a national education program for learning about Asia. Said’s

theory of Orientalism offers a valuable insight into understanding the power imbalances

associated with ‘learning’ a nation for economic objectives. A consequence of this is that

policy recommendations for Asia literacy programs suggest that Asia is ‘out there’ and

is distant from Tasmania. Accordingly, the ways in which Asia is a part of everyday

61 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 604.
62 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 604–5.
63 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 605.
64 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 618.
65 David Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939 (Crawley: University of

Western Australia Press, 2012), 37.
66 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601.
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life and the ways in which a knowledge of Asia, which is an inherent part of to being

Tasmanian, are obscured. There are social implications of this which, in turn, impact on

the attitudes, values, and behaviours towards Asia literacy.

Reading space in Asia literacy programs

If Singh asks for the recognition of the epistemological implications of Asia literacy, and

that these include how Asia is distant and other, then how do we begin to change that?

How do we overcome the Orientalist assumptions within the policy discourse to recognise

the Asia that is inherent to everyday life in Tasmania?67 One way of doing this is to

look at Soja’s theory of spatial justice to identify the formal and informal spaces of Asia

literacy. In this section, I introduce Soja’s concept of spatial justice as a framework for

recognising spaces of inherent and innate Asia literacy outside of the policy discourse.

Spatial justice is a useful methodology to apply to Asia literacy in Tasmania. Attributed

to Soja, the theory of spatial justice is a relevant framework for inquiring into what

rights and access under-represented demographic groups possess and in what ways they

can express these rights to engage with the ‘city.’68 Soja explores how space empowers

and/or disempowers different social groups from engaging with the ‘city.’69 This spatial

turn is comprised of three components which draw on Lefebvre’s concept of the right to

the city.70 However, Soja’s contribution extends beyond Lefebvre’s critical spatial analysis

with the following guiding principles:

1. The ontological spatiality of being (we are all spatial as well as social and temporal beings)

2. The social production of spatiality (space is socially produced and can therefore be socially
changed)

3. The socio-spatial dialectic (the spatial shapes the social as much as the social shapes the
spatial).71

If we apply Soja’s work to Asia literacy, then Asia literacy is not merely an education

curriculum imperative. As Soja observes, spatiality is representative of the nature of

things.72 Spatial justice is reflected in the spatial layout of a city which structures the

social freedom, equality, democracy, rights, and liberty of dominant and marginal groups

67 Two pertinent examples of the relevance of Soja and spatial justice are Peta Salter’s doctoral research
into teacher conceptual maps for teaching Asia literacy, and Kirrilee Hughes’s inquiry into alternate
spaces of Asian language literacy. See: Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a
policy trajectory approach. A qualitative study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Aus-
tralian education”; and: Kirrilee Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia”
(Unpublished PhD diss., Australian National University, 2013).

68 Edward W. Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 20, 25–26.
69 Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice, 20.
70 Edward W. Soja, The City and Spatial Justice. (Paper presented at the Spatial Justice Conference,

Nanterre Paris, March 12, 2008), 2.
71 Soja, The City and Spatial Justice., 2.
72 Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice, 20.
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within it.73 Soja argues that the spatial layout of the city structures citizen participation

in social norms including human rights, social inclusion-exclusion, citizenship, democ-

racy, poverty, racism, economic growth, and environmental policy.74 Further, Foucault

has argued that the layout of the streets is evidence of social power.75 The wealth is

concentrated in the centre of a city and the streets extend away in a descending order of

nobility, merchants, artisans, and peasants.76

Soja’s theoretical framework is beneficial for understanding how Asia literacy fosters

Asia as other in everyday Australian lives. Asia literacy has multiple spatialities, but

if we focus on the policy data, only the Asia literacy practised in formal education is

recognised as valuable.77 For example, Reeves has observed that Asia literacy content

is granted curriculum space only if it is economically valuable therefore excluding much

of what is known about, and what can be known of, Asia.78 In this spatial reading, a

speaker of Mandarin is more valuable (in the economic paradigm of the Henry Report)

than a speaker of Khmer therefore potentially excluding Khmer speakers from the policy

discourse of Asia literacy.79

The applicability of Soja’s work to the problem of Asia literacy is substantiated. Kirrilee

Hughes applied Soja in her doctoral research to argue that measuring the success of Asia

literacy on enrolments in formal education excludes the broader multicultural linguistic

landscape of Australia.80 Further, in her PhD, Salter applied Soja’s theory of spatiality

to examine teacher education and confidence for teaching Asia content. Salter found that

Asia was not a part of teacher cultural maps and epistemologies which restricted not

only what Asia content was taught but the ’space’ granted to Asia in the classroom.81

Accordingly, whether education settings, economic, or cultural maps, Soja’s theory is

useful for identifying the spatial limitations of a formal, policy defined Asia literacy.82

73 Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice, 20.
74 Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice, 33–34.
75 Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, ed. Michel

Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Palgrave: Macmillan, 2009), 20.
76 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 20.
77 Kirrilee Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy,” Lowy Interpreter, August 24, 2012, accessed

June 4, 2015, http://www.lowyinterpreter.org/post/2012/08/24/Australias- latent-Asia- literacy-
2.aspx.

78 Peter Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Stud-
ies?,” Asian Studies Review 15, no. 3 (April 1992): 66.

79 Commonwealth Government, Ken Henry White Paper: Australia in the Asian Century (Canberra:
Australian Government Printing Press, October 2012), 164.

80 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy”; F. Rizvi, K. Louie, and J. Evans, Australia’s Diaspora
Advantage: Realising the potential for building transnational business networks with Asia (Melbourne:
Report for the Australian Council of Learned Academies, May 2016), 2, 10. (Australia’s Diaspora
Advantage).

81 Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative
study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education,” 22.

82 For example, the teaching of Papua New Guinean language Mbahám, taught only at Australian
National University, was under funding cuts in 2016 despite this being the national language of one
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Scholars have critiqued the limitations of a formal, policy determined Asia literacy.83

Hughes has argued that Asia literacy programs are targeted at audiences who have little

to no knowledge of Asia and are based on the linguistic needs of the dominant cultural

group in Australia.84 She argues that this is an exclusive model which does not account

for, what she labels, ’latent’ Asia literacy.85 Fazal Rizvi too considers that Asia literacy

supports an East West epistemological divide.86 As lead author for Australia’s Diaspora

Advantage: Realising the potential for building transnational business networks with Asia,

Rizvi explores how to integrate Asian diasporic communities into the Australian economy

to dissolve this division.87 However, softening this division is, however, difficult. Further,

Walker observes that Asia has been demonised in Australian policy stories which, I pos-

tulate, impacts on not only the scope and structure of Asia literacy programs but also

how students approach Asia literacy content.88 Soja’s theory is a useful framework to

apply to Asia literacy. It is valuable to recognising the limitations of formal Asia literacy

and the need to decentre these policy discourses to open up new ways of understanding

an informal, affective dimension of Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Third, Soja posits that the spatial impacts on the social and vice versa.89 The notion that

Asia is other to Australia has wide reaching implications for attitudes, values, and be-

haviours. For example, when we consider social cohesion, the Scanlon Reports reveal that

Asian Australians and new migrants are subject to racism and exclusionary behaviour.90

Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons suggest that the spatial location of Asia literacy content

impacts on the affective engagement with Asia, and therefore social cohesion.91 Asia is

othered and then it is excluded (or included on economic condition) which potentially

dissuades more positive affective engagement with Asia. If, as Soja suggests, the spatial

and the social inform each other, then successfully engaging with Asia requires a radically

different approach to Asia literacy that is multiple, fluid, intersectional. Perhaps an Asia

of Australia’s closest neighbours. See further: Australian National University, “Managing Change
Document School of Culture, History and Language: ANU College of Asia and the Pacific,” Australian
National University, February 25, 2016, 16, http://chl.anu.edu.au/sites/default/files/uploads/2016-
02/CHL-change-management-proposal.pdf.

83 Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative
study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education,” 22; Hughes, “To what
ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 19.

84 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
85 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
86 Rizvi, “Beyond the East-West Divide: education and the dynamics of Australia-Asia relations,” 16.
87 Australia’s Diaspora Advantage, 2, 10.
88 Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 37.
89 Soja, The City and Spatial Justice., 2.
90 See the Scanlon Social Cohesion Reports 2011–2016 for a review of social cohesion. For full biblio-

graphic information pertaining to these reports, see the Reference List. A general index of the reports
can be found here: Scanlon Foundation, “previous reports - Scanlon Foundation,” Monash University
Press, https://scanlonfoundation.org.au/archived-research/.

91 Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, eco-
nomic and cultural ties,” in Australia: Identity, Fear and Governance in the 21st Century, ed. Juliet
Pietsch and Haydn Aarons (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 2012), 33.
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literacy which is behavioural and affective and located in an informal space.

Soja is useful to first recognising and then dislocating this policy discourse of formal

Asia literacy. If we accept that Asia literacy is broader than formal education, then it

is important to value it as a larger social imperative of engaging with Asia. There is

a need, too, to question Asia literacy in other intranational regional areas of Australia.

For instance, Asia literacy will look different in Exmouth, Brisbane, Alice Springs, or

Canberra. Asia literacy will look different for someone from Hobart travelling to Kyoto,

or Jakarta, or Islamabad and different again for someone from Darwin living in Manila,

or a local of Shanghai moving to Lismore. Where Soja is useful for looking at the formal

spatiality of Asia literacy in Tasmania, there is also a need to examine this more broadly.

To move beyond the concept of a Tasmanian Asia literacy, I next address the theorists

whose work is valuable to recognising the multiple spaces of Asia literacy.

Beyond Tasmanian Asia literacy: questioning national and global Asia lit-

eracies

If we accept that Asia literacy is multiple, then there is a need to explore how informal

spaces of Asia literacy may intersect. One way of looking at this is Massey’s review of a

global sense of place offers a vision for what I suggest Asia literacy programs could aspire

to foster: affective and behavioural literacy of Asia initiated through attitudes, values,

and consumer behaviour. Through a global sense of place, Massey recognises that there

is no one space/spatiality.92 Rather, Massey contends the lived experience of the world

is the simultaneous experience of multiple spaces.93 These spaces continuously intersect,

align, antagonise, contradict, and cross-cut against one another.94 Accordingly, Massey’s

analysis dislocates the notion of static space which has been used in the development and

protection of the nation-state, citizenship, and belonging.95

If we accept that engaging with Asia occurs between people then Asia literacy is every day

and it is not quantifiable only within the parameters of linguistic and cultural knowledge.

Massey observes that space is simultaneously observed and experienced — and is always

an individual construct.96 Massey has attempted “to formulate concepts of space and

place in terms of social relations.”97 She has argued:

Such a way of conceptualizing[sic] the spatial, moreover, inherently implies the ex-
istence of the lived world of a simultaneous multiplicity of spaces: cross-cutting,
intersecting, aligning with one another, or existing in relations of paradox or antag-
onism. Most evidently this is so because the social relations of space are experienced

92 Doreen Massey, Space, Place and Gender (United Kingdom: Polity Press, 1994), 3.
93 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 2.
94 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 3.
95 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 4.
96 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 4.
97 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 2.
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differently, and variously interpreted, by those holding different positions as part of
it.98

Massey’s framework is a method for dislocating the rigid spatialities of Asia literacy

which Soja’s theory enables us to recognise. The limitations of a national framework

of Asia literacy include the formal nature of Asia literacy. Alternatively, looking at the

problem in this way, Asia literacy programs have the potential to be aligned with the

affective dimension. There is also the potential then for Asia literacy to be flexible and

to move away from Singh’s reading of the monolithic Asian ‘other’ which does not exist

in a global, post-national, and gig-economy world.99

Theoretical investigations into spatiality commonly focus on geography or human impact

studies. However, Massey has suggested that spatiality is subjective to the individual.

Considering Asia literacy from an attitudes and values and behavioural perspective ac-

cordingly engages with the humanistic perspective. Massey is useful to recognising the

multiplicity of spaces, and that Asia literacy is intersectional. I approach this from an

attitudes and values angle, to inquire into the affective dimension of Asia literacy. To

build on the Soja and Massey senses of space, it is important to note the relationship

between space, and attitudes and values. Tuan’s research into the humanistic perspective

of space is an original contribution to understanding the role of human consciousness in

shaping and defining an individual human experience of space.100

Tuan has argued that the study of space is the study of individual spatial feelings and

ongoing stream of experience.101 Accordingly, spaces are bound by individual sense.102

Tuan understands space as the total experience of the world through feelings (sensa-

tions), perceptions, and conception.103 Moreover, this is conditioned by the individual

who is existing in it: the experience of space is occurring in a continual stream of hu-

man consciousness.104 Tuan surmises: “the space that is conditioned by the fact of my

being in it, the space of which I am the centre, the space that answers my moods and

intentions.”105 It is also experienced in response to the obligations of day to day living.106

Tuan scaffolds a theoretical understanding for exploring the affective dimension of Asia

literacy.107

98 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 4.
99 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 2.
100 Yi-Fu Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” in Philosophy in Geography, ed. Stephen

Gale and Gunnar Olsson (Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1979), 388.
101 Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” 388.
102 Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” 388.
103 Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” 388.
104 Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” 388–89.
105 Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” 388.
106 Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” 388.
107 Geography is a mathematical interpretation of spatial elements: Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic

Perspective,” 387; whereas human dimensional landscapes examines the human impact on ecological
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This speaks to research gap 2: exploring the affective dimension of Asia literacy. Gov-

ernment planning policies for engaging with Asia and developing Asia literacy have sel-

dom incorporated this humanistic perspective. In particular, the Tasmanian Report is

overwhelmingly informed by economic and bureaucratic approaches to understanding

‘engaging with Asia.’ Two individual submissions to the Tasmanian Report highlight

the significance of approaching engaging with Asia from a humanistic perspective. The

first notable submission is by Nicole Leung-Mullany. Travelling around Tasmania, she

relied on her husband for support as both a tourist and a new migrant. However, in

her submission, Leung-Mullany articulated that language skills are not useful for inter-

cultural interaction. Rather, tourists and migrants require a supportive and inclusive

environment.108 The second submission is by P & B Rubenach of St Marys (East Coast

Tasmania) which further confirms the significance of the humanistic perspective when

‘engaging with Asia.’109 The Rubenachs discuss a very personal and individual account

of ‘engaging with Asia’ based on a lived experience of engaging with Asia.

These two submissions highlight that Asia literacy is a lived, and human experience. I

argue that Asia literacy extends beyond formal education but pertains to the attitudes

and values; the feelings associated with engaging with Asia. To investigate this informal

angle, it is essential to draw on Soja to recognise the rigid spatialities of policy driven

Asia literacy. Soja alerts us to the limitations of this national model. In contrast,

Massey theorises that space is intersectional. In this sense, Asia literacy will be multiple.

Lastly, Asia literacy is not lived through policy. Tuan’s contribution to the humanistic

perspective is useful to understanding the importance of the humanistic perspective in

shaping space. This theoretical trio flips the policy discourse by working from shaping

attitudes, feelings, and values, to cultivate Asia literacy in daily life.

Island studies: decentring the mainland view of Tasmanian Asia

literacy

Speaking to research gap 1, the lack of inquiry into Asia literacy in an intranational

regional area of Australia, I argue that the pursuit of a formal, standardised Asia literacy

does not account for the ways in which Asia literacy may manifest in everyday life in

systems: Marcel Hunziker, Matthias Buchecker, and Terry Hartig, “Space and Place — Two Aspects
of the Human-landscape Relationship,” in A Changing World. Challenges for Landscape Research,
ed. F. Kienast, O. Wildi, and S. Ghosh (Netherlands: Springer, 2007), 48.

108 Nicole Leung-Mullany, “Submission on the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper:
Asian literacy, it’s about developing strategies in deepening engagement and enhancing customers’
experience, not language fluency,” Department of Premier and Cabinet, September 24, 2012, 2–3,
accessed October 29, 2016, http://www.dpac.tas .gov .au/ data/assets/pdf file/0009/180891/
AC Nicole LeungMullany.pdf.

109 Peter Rubenach and Beverly Rubenach, “Submission on the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century
White Paper,” Department of Premier and Cabinet, September 25, 2012, 9, 12, 13, accessed Octo-
ber 29, 2016, http://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0011/180893/AC PB Rudenach.
PDF.
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places like Tasmania. As the only state island jurisdiction of Australia, notions of place,

and space, are key to understanding Tasmanian Asia literacy. Investigating a Tasmanian

Asia literacy raises questions around how place influence attitudes and values towards

engaging with Asia. Further, it is important to address how place impacts on daily Asia

literacy skills. Place, then, is vital to challenging the deficit model of policy driven Asia

literacy and celebrating a Tasmanian Asia literacy. In this section, I discuss how I deal

with islandness. First, I set up the theory of Nissology (Island Studies) as a framework for

understanding islandness and secondly establish archipelagos to decentre the mainland

and to empower island narratives of Asia literacy.

The role of the mainland in defining islands is core to Nissology studies.110 Nissology

scholars recognise that definitions of islands are often developed in contradistinction to

mainlands. Islands are understood in binary opposition to the mainland and the discourse

of Tasmania is based around what it is not, and this is overshadowed by what the mainland

of Australia is. Tasmania is underperforming, isolated, disconnected, expendable. When

it comes to policy discourses, this affects not only how people feel about the island but

also the possible ways to explore connectivity with Asia.111An implication of this is that

mainlands are viewed as connected, progressive, successful, whereas islands are relictual,

isolated, and backward.112 Island studies point to the exoticisation of Tasmania in the

national imagination. It is important to unpack how the national policy discourse of

Asia literacy influences discourses around Tasmanian engagement with Asia. The island

is mystical and wild: unlike the ordinary and cautious mainland. In Chapter Five,

I explore tourism and literature as two examples of how an idea of Tasmania to the

mainland and world which contributes to the fiction of the state. These perspectives

highlight that Tasmania does not fit in and as a result, the state is easily lost within the

national imagination.

Island Studies is further useful for recognising some of the implications associated with

the mainland island tension. Islands are often ‘discovered’ and celebrated by outsiders.113

Baldacchino observes that both islands and islanders are subsumed into the mainland per-

spective.114 Island Studies scholars attempt to invalidate the dominance of the mainland

and to authorise islandness. However, Hay argues that the dominance of mainland think-

110 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.

111 Carol Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” in Engaging
with Carol Bacchi: Strategic Interventions and Exchanges, ed. Angelique Bletsas and Chris Beasley
(University of Adelaide Press, 2012), 22.

112 Owe Ronström, “Gotland: Where “Folk Culture” and “Island” Overlap,” in Island Songs: A Global
Repertoire, ed. Godfrey Baldacchino (United Kingdom: Scarecrow Press, 2011), 248.

113 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.

114 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.
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ing potentially makes it difficult to uncover an island narrative.115 Although the discipline

seeks to enfranchise islands by focusing on recovery after colonialism, Island Studies is

a useful lens for decentring mainland policy discourses of Asia literacy to uncover an

inherent Tasmanian Asia literacy.116

Thus, Baldacchino notes, it is difficult to uncover an island narrative.117 This is in part

due to the many possible ways of defining islands. There are multiple ways for conceptu-

alising islands: physical, social, internal (desert communities), roaming (herder/forager

communities), smaller and larger and archipelagic islands (Tuvalu versus Iceland ver-

sus Indonesia).118 Unsurprisingly, there is a pluralistic concept of islands.119 Hay has

observed that one approach to defining islands is relying on a ‘hard edge’ such as wa-

ter/land; however, this definition becomes blurred when considering the ‘hard edge’ of

island identities.120 Hay has identified three ‘fault lines’ of islands: the island ‘edge’; is-

land memory and identity in situations of inbound and outbound population movements;

and the realness of islands where it may best function as a metaphor.121

Islands also have mythological boundaries. Stratford posits that islands are distinguish-

able from continents (or mainlands) in an enduring intersection of folklore, geographic

rigour and social convention.122 Hay observes that islands pertain to bounded islander

identities.123 Sometimes, islands are spaces of innovation and archaism, of independence

and dependence. Ronström notes that “islands became epitomes of singularity, gateways

to the past, reserves for the original and natural, the relictual and exotically unique.”124

Furthermore, Baldacchino has asserted that islands are paradoxical” “[a]n island can be

both paradise and prison, both heaven and hell.”125

The in-between and imagined space that an island like Tasmania occupies in the national

imagination is important to understanding the affective dimension of Tasmanian Asia

literacy. To expand on this Nissological framework, Foucault’s theories on heterotopia

are useful to extrapolate the mythology surrounding the island. In his 1986 article,

115 Pete Hay, “A Phenomenology of Islands,” Island Studies Journal 1, no. 1 (2006): 19.
116 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-

lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 37.
117 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-

lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.
118 Elaine Stratford, Carol Farbotko, and Heather Lazrus, “Tuvalu, sovereignty and climate change:

considering fenua, the archipelago and emigration,” Island Studies Journal 8, no. 1 (2013): 68.
119 Hay, “A Phenomenology of Islands,” 20.
120 Hay, “A Phenomenology of Islands,” 20.
121 Hay, “A Phenomenology of Islands,” 19.
122 Elaine Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the

constitution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” The Round Table: The Commonwealth Journal of International
Affairs 95, no. 368 (September 2006): 576.

123 Hay, “A Phenomenology of Islands,” 19.
124 Ronström, “Gotland: Where “Folk Culture” and “Island” Overlap,” 248.
125 Godfrey Baldacchino, Island Enclaves: Offshoring Strategies, Creative Governance, and Subnational

Island Jurisdictions (Canada: McGill-Queen University Press, 2010), 14.
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“Of Other Spaces,” Foucault explores these spaces which exist outside of utopias and

dystopias. He defined heterotopias with reference to a mirror:

The mirror is, after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless place. In the mirror, I
see myself where I am not, in an unreal, virtual space that opens up behind the
surface; I am over there, there where I am not, a sort of shadow that gives my own
visibility to myself, that enables me to see myself there where I am absent: such is
the utopia of the mirror. But it is also a heterotopia in so far as the mirror does
exist in reality. . . The mirror functions as a heterotopia. . . it makes this place that
I occupy at the moment when I look at myself in the glass at once absolutely real,
connected with all the space that surrounds it, and absolutely unreal, since in order
to be perceived it has to pass through this virtual point which is over there.”126

Foucault advises that heterotopias can be distinguished between crisis heterotopias and

heterotopias of deviation.127 The former are conceptualised as “privileged or sacred for-

bidden places, reserved for individuals who are, in relation to society and to the human

environment in which they live, in a state of crisis: adolescents, menstruating women,

pregnant women etc.”128 Conversely, heterotopias of deviation are spaces where the be-

haviour of the individuals in that space is considered to be deviant in relation to the

norm.129 Heterotopias of deviation can be exemplified with asylums or prisons.130 This

is useful to contextualising the mythical nature of Tasmania, and as I will describe in

Chapter Five, how Tasmania is often imagined as a gothic space.131

In summary, Island studies are not only useful for identifying how the island is constrained

by mainland perspectives, but Island Studies are useful for empowering an island narra-

tive. Foucault’s theories on heterotopia are useful to recognising the difficulty in sidelining

the mainland view of the island. This theoretical framework is essential to decentring the

national model of Asia literacy and examining a Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Reconnecting Tasmania with Asia: archipelagos

The theoretical framework of Island Studies is useful to recognising the significance of

the mainland in influencing planning policies, mythologies, and the idea of Tasmania.

Further, heterotopias show that these are neither like or unlike the reality: but in a way

reflect what the mainland wants to see. Island studies are further useful to recognising

how to connect islands together, and to overcome the notion that islands are isolated.

Island Studies scholars use archipelagos to focus on what is shared or common between

island spaces.132 Archipelago imagery is a useful theoretical turn to exploring what links

126 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” Diacritics 16, no. 1 (Spring 1986): 24.
127 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 24.
128 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 24.
129 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 25.
130 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 25.
131 This discussion can be found on pages 151–158.
132 Pugh, “Island Movements: Thinking with the Archipelago,” 10.
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Asia and Tasmania. This is not just on a physical oceanic level, but on a global level

through migration, trade, history, and possible futures.

Archipelago imagery is one way that Nissology scholars attempt to decentre the mainland

gaze by exploring the ways islands are connected.133 For instance, archipelagos are con-

nected through waterways. Whereas water is perceived by mainlands as a site of discon-

nect, waterways link islands together.134 Although archipelagos are traditionally associ-

ated with areas such as Indonesia or the Caribbean, Pugh has suggested that Canada and

Australia are also “archipelagos composed of thousands of island-island movements.”135

Reading island as archipelago focusses on island to island connectivity through what is

shared or in common. Hua’Ofa summarises the utility of archipelagos:

There is a world of difference between viewing the Pacific as “islands in a far sea”
and as “a sea of islands.”136

Hau’Ofa’s statement flips the imagery of island isolation to one of togetherness. Rather

than focus on the sea as disconnecting Tasmania from Australia, and also from Asia,

Hau’Ofa suggests that the sea is a point of contact and accessibility.137 Applied to Tas-

manian Asia literacy, Tasmania is the main landmass of 334 smaller islands which begin

in the south at Maatsuyker Island and stretch in a long arc north all the way to the tip

of the Furneaux group south of Victoria. Australia, too, can be conceptualised as an

archipelago with up to 12,000 significant landmasses.138 The benefits of reconceptualising

isolation to connectivity are evident in a globalised world where identity, belonging, and

citizenship are fragmented and fractal. The physical boundaries of the island are only

one definition of Tasmania, being Tasmanian, and Asia literacy.

Island studies and archipelago imagery are a theoretical complementary pair to first recog-

nise the dominance of the mainland in understanding Tasmania Asia literacy policies and

then in decentring this view. Archipelagos are valuable to exploring points of connectivity

between Asia and Tasmania to develop understandings around what is shared to develop

a place-based affective dimension of Asia literacy.

Bringing Asia into the everyday: the informal, affective dimen-

sion of Asia literacy

There are two opposing theoretical frameworks operative to this point. The first recog-

nises Asia as other (Singh, Said), Asia literacy as a formal, policy space (Soja), and island

133 Pugh, “Island Movements: Thinking with the Archipelago,” 10.
134 Epeli Hau’Ofa, “Our Sea of Islands,” The Contemporary Pacific 6, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 152.
135 Pugh, “Island Movements: Thinking with the Archipelago,” 10.
136 Hau’Ofa, “Our Sea of Islands,” 152.
137 Hau’Ofa, “Our Sea of Islands,” 152.
138 Pugh, “Island Movements: Thinking with the Archipelago,” 11.
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as other to Australia (Island Studies). Counteracting these discourses, which are perpet-

uated in policy, are Tasmania as connected (archipelago imagery), and Asia literacy as

subjective to the humanistic perspective (Massey, Tuan). These work to the final point:

inquiring how to dissolve the policy discourse of Asia as distant to reveal an everyday

Tasmanian Asia literacy based on an affective dimension. Not only what is common and

shared (consumer behaviour, intercultural competency) but what is felt, what is valued,

what is attitudinal. Together, this theoretical framework scaffolds the problem (Asia lit-

eracy distances Asia from daily lives) and suggests a framework for overcoming this (by

looking at what is shared or connected). How to cultivate an understanding or awareness

of the Asia which is inherent to daily lives, in the face of a policy discourse which claims

that Asia is distant?

If we accept that Australian Asia literacy programs other Asia and that this dissuades

students and teachers from engaging with Asia related content, then the problem of

Asia illiteracy is reframed and requires a pre-emptive step: to explore how to bridge the

affective distance from Asia literacy. Kristeva’s contribution to understanding how to

dissolve a fear of alterity is an applicable model. In the conclusion of her monograph

Strangers to Ourselves, Kristeva laments the opportunity and difficulty of dissolving the

other in a cosmopolitan world. This approach is useful to understanding the attitudinal

and emotional implications of a policy discourse that distances Asia. Kristeva helps to

frame the final theoretical turn of this work: how to start to recognise a place-based

Asia literacy. In this section, I introduce the notion of cultural identity resulting from

consumer behaviour, and intercultural competencies as starting points for developing an

affective framework of Asia literacy.

Kristeva bases her theory on otherness on three elements which I will now address. Kris-

teva’s first tenant of otherness is that the other is feared.139 Kristeva has noted that,

historically, the foreigner is an adversary which is to be eliminated in order to protect the

harmony of the main group.140 Consequently, the foreigner has been characterised with

hatred, blackness, opacity, and romantic victimisation.141 However, in modern societies,

Kristeva observes that the treatment of the foreigner has evolved into defining the other

as a different type of human.142 The other is held to be ‘native,’ ‘wise,’ or ‘just.’143 How-

ever, the shift from blatant xenophobic exclusion of the other to exoticism and cultural

essentialism does little to dismantle the other.144

The second element of Kristeva’s framework is that the shape of the other is always

139 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 88.
140 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
141 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
142 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 2.
143 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 2.
144 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 2.
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changing.145 Kristeva developed her work on otherness in response to her experience of

migrating from Bulgaria to France and, throughout this experience, transitioning from

‘same’ to ‘other.’ This process enabled Kristeva to synthesise her experience of being

a foreigner with a sojourn into a state of liminality.146 She observes that a foreigner is

neither here nor there but is in a constant struggle of negotiation of a sense of belong-

ing.147 However, what alterity is, is perpetually changing as different socio-economic,

linguistic, gendered, and environmental contexts shift the boundaries of otherness. The

shape of otherness is therefore subjective.148 Here, Kristeva and Massey cohere to offer a

framework for recognising that the other and the self are continuously interchanging.149

The third component of this approach questions whether the foreigner, who represents the

enemy in primitive societies, can disappear in modern societies.150 Kristeva’s investigation

turns ‘we’ and ‘other’ into problems for interrogation.151 Kristeva’s hypothesis is that

recognising the foreigner within has the potential to overcome the tendency to render

the other an adversary.152 To scaffold her claim, Kristeva discusses her experience of

foreignness to demonstrate that any fear or repulsion that arises when alterity is met is

a fear of the self: “strangely, the foreigner lives within us: he is the hidden face of our

identity, the space that wrecks our abode, the time in which understanding and affinity

founder.”153

Kristeva’s model for engaging with otherness is an archetype for examining the symbiotic

relationship between identity and alterity. Kristeva turns the other into a problem for

interrogation and is an examination into how to transform the other from an enemy to an

integral part of the self.154 The theoretical perspectives offered by Singh, and Said, when

applied to Asia literacy, show that there are epistemological considerations which are

involved in acknowledging, and even dissolving, the otherness implicit to Australian Asia

literacy programs.155 The use of this model aligns with two key themes which emerged

from my fieldwork. In the following section, I introduce first intercultural competence

education and secondly consumer behaviours as ways to apply Kristeva’s conceptual

model for dissolving alterity.

145 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1–4.
146 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
147 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1–4.
148 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 3.
149 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 4; Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 13.
150 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
151 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
152 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
153 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
154 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 178.
155 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 600; Said,

Orientalism. 25th Anniversary Edition, 3.
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Introducing the discipline of intercultural competence education

What education paradigms offer a deliberate and effective interrogation of the self and

other? How could these begin to dissolve the affective distance of Asia as other which

is proliferated in Asia literacy policy reports? I suggest engaging with feelings, and

attitudes and values as a starting point. As I will discuss in Chapter Six, the potential

for intercultural competence education to do this emerged from my qualitative data.

To contextualise the discussion of my fieldwork data (Chapters Five, Six and Seven), I

introduce two theoretical frameworks for exploring the affective dimension of Asia literacy.

First, intercultural competency is a teaching and learning model intended to educate

people to effectively communicate cross-culturally. Secondly, exploring the relationship

between consumerism and cultural identity, and intercultural competency are key to

understanding the utility of my fieldwork around the affective dimension of Asia literacy.

In this section, I begin with a discussion of intercultural competency and then address

consumerism and cultural identity.

The discipline of intercultural competence education was developed in response to social

fragmentation following the conclusion of World War Two (WWII, 1939–1945).156 Specif-

ically, it originated from a lack in American academia to meet the needs of American over-

seas operations. Overseas Americans were not equipped to communicate cross culturally

and the potential for miscommunication between people of different cultural and linguis-

tic backgrounds had significant social, cultural, and political implications. Gudykunst

has noted decreases in social relations made it clear that those overseas needed a skillset

to support effective cross-cultural communication, but which did not rely on fixed linguis-

tic or cultural frameworks.157 However, time and financial constraints meant that it was

unfeasible to teach those living and working overseas specialised linguistic and cultural

skills. In the contemporary, there is a clear need to develop intercultural competencies.

Kiesling argues that in an increasingly complex world it is important to teach skills which

mitigate against the potential for miscommunication between different cultural and lin-

guistic identities.158 For example, Bryam suggests intercultural competency education

could be expanded to include the development of skills around adaptability of cultural

interpretation and thinking.159

Intercultural competence education programs develop techniques for communication with-

156 William B. Gudykunst et al., “Theorizing about Intercultural Communication: An Introduction.,” in
Theorizing About Intercultural Communication, ed. William B. Gudykunst (United Kingdom: Sage
Publications, 2005), 3–5.

157 Gudykunst et al., “Theorizing about Intercultural Communication: An Introduction.,” 7–8.
158 Scott F. Kiesling, “Norms of Sociocultural Meaning in language: Indexicality, Stance, and Cultural

Modes,” in Intercultural Discourse and Communication: The Essential Readings, ed. Scott F. Kiesling
and Christina Bratt Paulston (United Kingdom: Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 92.

159 Michael Byram, “Intercultural Competence in Foreign Languages: The Intercultural Speaker and the
Pedagogy of Foreign Language Education,” in The Sage Handbook of Intercultural Competence, ed.
Darla K. Deardorff (California: Sage Publications, 2009), 323.
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out relying on intracultural communication. Intracultural communication is the personal,

enacted, relational and communal understanding derived from shared cultural, linguistic

and physical movement used for interpreting information and meaning making.160 Kies-

ling observes that these types of interaction scaffold behaviours and expectations of norms

as well as construct a sense of identity and belonging.161 Hecht surmises that intracultural

skills inform an individual’s capacity to make sense of the world.162

The pedagogy of intercultural competencies varies, but there are several key themes. Ex-

amples of some methods of teaching include traditional lecturing, simulations, role-play,

immersion, art, written comprehension, reflections, and self-assessment.163 The teaching

of intercultural competency is therefore both experiential and didactic.164 Pusch describes

the methodologies as:

The use of experiential learning techniques; an emphasis on awareness of one’s own
cultural conditioning; training for actual everyday encounters between people who
are culturally different, and accepting differences in a nonjudgmental [sic] manner
and paying attention to the problems of adapting to a foreign culture.165

A disciplinary imperative is to understand the role of identity and to develop self-

awareness through reflection. Pusch argues this is about “exploring what is deep within

ourselves is necessary before we can begin to explore what is hidden in the minds of those

who are culturally different.”166 The purpose of this approach is to mitigate against the

potential for anxious or reactive interactions.167 Intercultural competency is designed to

foster a degree of flexibility when engaging with different thought systems and identi-

ties.168

As a result of both the diversity of pedagogy and the emotional component of intercultural

competency, it can be difficult to intellectually measure the success of teaching and learn-

ing.169 Accordingly, the success of each of intercultural competency teaching is dependent

160 Kiesling, “Norms of Sociocultural Meaning in language: Indexicality, Stance, and Cultural Modes,”
92.

161 Kiesling, “Norms of Sociocultural Meaning in language: Indexicality, Stance, and Cultural Modes,”
92.

162 Michael L. Hecht, “2002—a research odyssey: Towards the development of a communication theory
of identity,” Communications Monographs 60, no. 1 (1993): 81.

163 Sandra M. Fowler and Judith M. Blohm, “An Analysis of Methods for Intercultural Training,” in
Handbook of Intercultural Competency, ed. Dan Landis, Janet M. Bennett, and Milton J. Bennett
(United Kingdom: Sage Publications, 2004), 79.

164 Fowler and Blohm, “An Analysis of Methods for Intercultural Training,” 79.
165 Margaret D. Pusch, “Intercultural Training in Historical Perspective,” in Handbook of Intercultural

Competency, ed. Dan Landis, Janet M. Bennett, and Milton J. Bennett (United Kingdom: Sage
Publications, 2004), 30.

166 Pusch, “Intercultural Training in Historical Perspective,” 26.
167 S. Ting-Toomey, “Communication resourcefulness: An identity negotiation theory,” in In Intercultural

communication competence, ed. R. L. Wiseman and J Koester (California: Sage, 1993), 73–74.
168 Pusch, “Intercultural Training in Historical Perspective,” 30.
169 Pusch, “Intercultural Training in Historical Perspective,” 15.
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on teacher capacity, desired outcomes, group or individual settings, and whether or not

the goal of the lesson is to convey culture (factual) or cross cultural (communication).170

Intercultural competency education is being integrated with the National Curriculum.

Intercultural understanding is a general capability of the Australian Curriculum.171The

rationale for this is that intercultural understanding “is an essential part of living with

others in the diverse world of the twenty-first century.”.172 I expand on this in relation

to my qualitative data in Chapter Six.173

The affective and reflective elements of intercultural competency education suggest the

value of empathy when engaging with the other. Kristeva’s inquiry into dissolving the

foreigner relies on recognising the stranger within and empathising with alterity. I suggest

that recognising the other through the consumption of products, is a bridge to developing

affective Asia literacy.

Exploring a relationship between the consumption of products and identity

When we consider the ever-changing nature of same and other, that Asia literacy is

multiple, then there is an imperative to learn how to engage with alterity beyond the

formal learning of Asian languages and cultures. As a result of globalisation, the other

in Kristeva’s framework of alterity is ever-changing.174 Belonging is also under constant

re-negotiation.175 In her examination of alterity, Kristeva discusses at length how the

foreigner has been used to cultivate a sense of ‘same’ within a community.176 Issues

relating to belonging are at the forefront of the Tasmania Asia literacy debate. In this

section, I discuss how the consumption of cultural products and everyday behaviours

associated with engaging with Asia are a useful framework for understanding informal

spaces of Asia literacy. Recognising the Asia within through consumer behaviour may be

a starting point for dissolving alterity.

The consumption of cultural products can be understood as an extension of identity.177

Bagozzi has observed “it might be said that consumption begins and ends with the self.”178

He continues to examine how emotions influence consumption which in turn, influences

170 Fowler and Blohm, “An Analysis of Methods for Intercultural Training,” 79.
171 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding,” Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Re-

porting Authority (ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f -
10-curriculum/general-capabilities/intercultural-understanding.

172 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
173 This is covered on pages 209–213.
174 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1–4.
175 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1–4.
176 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 5–9.
177 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
178 Richard P. Bagozzi, “Social Influence and the Self,” in The Routledge Companion to Identity and

Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 255.
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identity.179 Consumption is a mode of self-representation.180 Extending Bagozzi’s argu-

ment out, Cutright et al observe that the products we buy influence who we are, how we

feel about ourselves, our behaviours, attitudes, and values.181 The consumerism of cross-

cultural products (food, popular culture, fashion), is a way of cultural self-representation

which leads to new forms of citizenship and identity.182

The cultural identity which results from the consumption of products is a useful to explor-

ing how to turn, as Kristeva proposes, “we” into a problem of interrogation to challenge

the policy idea that Asia is distant from Australian epistemologies.183 Cutright et al

look at the relationship between the products individuals buy and cultural identity.184

Cutright et al examine how consumption choices change who we are.185 Consumerism is

a method for recognising how Tasmanians are connected with Asia through the global

economy.

The cultural identities which are gleaned from consumerism are not fixed to an identity

based on citizenship to a nation-state. Global capitalism facilitates the transnational

flow of people, goods and knowledge throughout the world.186 Thomas and Inkson have

noted that developments in globalisation supports the smoothing of cultural differences

which followers of the idea consider will ultimately eventuate in cultural singularity.187

This observation has given rise to a discussion of cultural convergence theory. Conse-

quently, cultural convergence theory suggests that Tasmanian engagement with Asia will

eventually lead to a closeness, or even the merging, of multiple cultural identities.

Conversely, opponents to convergence theory contend that micro cultural changes oc-

cur in response to globalisation.188 For example, Thomas and Inkson argue that the

re-contextualisation of culture through goods and products shows that each iteration

of culture in micro situations is slightly different.189 Useful here, is Appadurai who re-

searches the relationship between the global economy and local culture.190 Turning away

from the hegemonic view of globalisation and global economic rationality, Appadurai is

one of a suite of theorists who examine the role of human agency when engaging with

the global economy.191 Appadurai contends that the global flow of people, goods, and

179 Bagozzi, “Social Influence and the Self,” 257.
180 Bagozzi, “Social Influence and the Self,” 257.
181 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 92.
182 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
183 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
184 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
185 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 95.
186 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 4.
187 David Thomas and Kerr Inkson, Cultural Intelligence: Living and Working Globally, 2nd ed. (San

Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers Inc, 2009), 29.
188 Thomas and Inkson, Cultural Intelligence: Living and Working Globally, 30.
189 Thomas and Inkson, Cultural Intelligence: Living and Working Globally, 30.
190 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 198.
191 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 4.
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knowledge enables the development of virtual communities where culture is both creative

and resistant.192 A global viewpoint suggests that economies support the development

of hegemonic mono-culture. Alternatively, re-contextualisation theory points to how cul-

tural identity is multiple.

The global interconnectedness which is implicit to late capitalism facilitates cultural

transnationality.193 Useful here, is Ong who explores the rationalities and cultural logics

which inform and structure migration, global trade, and state strategy. Her approach

unites economic rationalities of globalisation with the cultural meanings which shape

human and political responses to global and local challenges.194 Ong’s insight highlights

how Tasmanian imports of Asian products are a human and political response to both

the Asian Century as well as existing economic engagement with Asia. A result of this,

consumerism is a re-contextualisation of Tasmanian and Asian global cultures in the local

setting.

There is a complex relationship between the global economy and cultural logic.195 Ong

extends beyond the normative definitions of the global as political economic and the

local as culture to engage with the intersectional and interrelated spaces of contemporary

economic, social, and cultural spheres.196 In particular, Ong argues that the horizontal

and relational nature of globalisation results in a fluidity of power regimes.197 To reflect

this, Ong uses the phrase transnationality to express the changeable nature of culture.198

She extends this to include transversal, transactional, translational, and transgressive:

all elements of the changing cultural logic which results from the relationship between

the global economy and the local.199

The media and online spaces are important spaces of informal Asia literacy. Appadu-

rai highlights the role of electronics and the internet in belonging in new citizenships.

Participation in popular culture is not always visible: popular culture is transmitted

electronically.200 Soja observes that popular culture is accessible through the Internet,

television, books, and music, and as a result, popular culture is easily integrated into

everyday life.201 Accordingly, Appadurai has noted that modern cultural identities are

mediated through electronics, the media, and the internet which creates less visible and

192 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 42.
193 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 5.
194 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 5.
195 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 4.
196 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 5.
197 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 5.
198 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 5.
199 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 5.
200 Chua Beng Huat, “Structure, audience and soft power in East Asian pop culture” (Hong Kong:

University Press, 2012), 2–3.
201 Soja, The City and Spatial Justice., 2.
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less tangible imprints of culture.202 The development of electronic communication facili-

tates transnational communication and cultural connectivity.203 This not only potentially

unites deterritorialised groups into a same cultural place, but enables fluidity of identity

and for members to be intersectional across culture, economic status, gender, religion,

age, etc. Appadurai has argued that:

As Turkish guest workers in Germany watch Turkish films in their German flats,
as Koreans in Philadelphia watch the 1988 Olympics in Seoul through satellite
feeds from Korea, and as Pakistani cabdrivers in Chicago listen to cassettes of
sermons recorded in mosques in Pakistan or Iran, we see moving images meet
deterritorialized [sic] viewers.204

Electronic and online media are two ways that culture is renegotiated to form new cul-

tural identities. Appadurai has identified five interdependent concepts of globalisation:

ethnoscapes (immigrants, refugees, tourists), technoscapes (technology, information, and

machinery), finanscapes (stock markets and the economy), mediascapes (the flow of im-

ages, information, and popular culture), and ideoscapes (a dominant Western worldview

such as democracy).205 Held has noted that globalisation is multidimensional.206 The

process can be understood as an integration and interconnection across the world. In-

creased connectivity is facilitated by a global capitalist economic market, development

in technology, international organisations, mobility of people, the Internet, and global

environmental challenges for example.207

Reframing Asia literacy within the recontextualisation of culture which results from con-

sumer behaviours suggests an inherent, and informal Asia literacy. This framework unites

notions of place based and affective Asia literacy into an inherent and lived experience.

The prism of the lived experience recognises that Asia literacy is intersectional, multiple,

and ever-changing. When we consider the larger issues pertaining to belonging in an

era of globalisation, it is clear that the languages and cultures model of Asia literacy

is insufficient to equip Tasmanians to engage with Asia. Alternatively, an individual,

place-based affective Asia literacy may be more reflective of an inherent Tasmanian Asia

literacy.

202 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 3.
203 Russell W. Belk, “Extended self in a digital age.,” in The Routledge Companion to Identity and

Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 84.
204 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 4.
205 Arjun Appadurai, “Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy,” Theory, Culture &

Society 7 (1990): 296; Sheila L. Croucher, Globalization and Belonging: the politics of identity in a
changing world (New York: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers Inc., 2004), 11.

206 David Held, “Democracy and Globalization,” in Re-imagining Political Community, ed. D. Held
D. Archibugi and M. Kohler (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 13.

207 Croucher, Globalization and Belonging: the politics of identity in a changing world, 11.
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Summary

This chapter has outlined the theoretical concepts and frameworks used throughout this

research project. I began by addressing some concerns associated with interdisciplinary

studies. Although interdisciplinary studies can result in a shallow reading of theory, inter-

disciplinary research can, at best, offer new ways of understanding a complex problem.208

Addressing Asia literacy in an intranational regional area of Australia is complex and

multidimensional, and requires a comprehensive approach to account for both policy and

scholarly perspectives.

First, Singh’s riposte that Asia literacy programs are an example of Australian Oriental-

ism is a valuable theoretical contribution. Singh alerts us to some of the epistemological

implications of Australian Asia literacy programs to know Asia and shows that the gaps

and flaws in the education programs are a part of a larger discourse of power. Singh bases

his review of Asia literacy around Said’s concept of Orientalism. Orientalism is useful to

contextualising the broader problems of a national framework for learning about Asia.

Singh’s contribution is a rare example of how to blend education policy studies with

critical theory and therefore provides a model of inquiry.

Singh is useful to identifying how policy discourses construct Asia as distant from Aus-

tralia. The second theory introduced raises questions around the spatiality of Asia lit-

eracy. Asia literacy policy recommendations construct a ’formal’ space of Asia literacy,

recognised mainly in compulsory education settings. Soja’s work on spatial justice offers

a valuable lens to not only recognise these formal, and limited, spaces, but to explore

what other informal spaces of Asia literacy there might be. The overwhelming focus on

this formal Asia literacy means that the informal, everyday ways in which Tasmanians

are Asia literate is not celebrated, included, or encouraged.

Recognising that Asia literacy is informal also highlights that Asia literacy is multiple

and intersectional. Asia literacy will not only be practised and developed in formal ed-

ucation but will be enlivened between people in an array of contradictory and changing

situations. As Massey highlights, space is ever-changing and under constant negotia-

tion.209 This suggests that Asia literacy is intersectional, fluid, and multiple. There is no

monolithic entity of Asia, of Tasmania, nor of Australia. Massey demonstrates the need

to consider space, and negotiation of space, as constantly shifting.210 Tuan’s inquiry into

the humanistic perspective is useful to reconsidering Asia literacy as subjective, personal,

affective, and multi-dimensional.211

208 Frieder Wolf, “Enlightened Eclecticism or Hazardous Hotchpotch? Mixed Methods and Triangulation
Strategies in Comparative Public Policy Research,” Journal of Mixed Methods Research 4, no. 2
(March 2010): 145.

209 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 5.
210 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 5.
211 Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” 388.
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However, to explore a Tasmanian Asia literacy, it is essential to engage with islandness

to understand how place influences Asia literacy. Island Studies is a useful theoretical

approach to recognising the influence of place to nuance Asia literacy specific to differ-

ent intranational regional areas of Australia. The discipline of Island Studies scholars

work to reclaim island autonomy by centralising island narratives in decision making.

Archipelagos are powerful imagery for viewing the island as connected with Asia. This

framework achieves the ‘decentring’ component of the research question and opens ways

for understanding Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Archipelago imagery asks us to consider what is shared or in common between two (or

more) points. Applied to Asia literacy it is important to assess what place-based be-

haviours, attitudes, and values connect Tasmania with Asia. Consumer behaviour and

intercultural competence education emerged from my data as ways for recognising how

Asia could be viewed as inherent to Tasmanian daily life. The former looks at what people

do. The latter, supports cognitive, emotional, and behavioural education to bring about

a capacity to productively engage with people from different cultural frameworks. Unlike

formal Asia literacy, intercultural competence education is more aligned with developing

affective skills for everyday life.

Finally, I explored ways of bringing Asia into the everyday. Kristeva’s work on dissolving

alterity was a valuable contribution. Kristeva draws on her experiences of migrating

from Bulgaria to France to demonstrate the role of the stranger in facilitating identity

(belonging) and exclusion (othering). Kristeva explores how to dissolve the foreigner by

recognising the stranger within.212

In a globalised world, Appadurai has noted that cultural identities are in a constant

flux of change and evolution.213 This affords greater opportunity to express membership

in contradictory and intersectional groups. Appadurai and Ong offer a framework of

understanding of how these factors mean that we all have complex cultural identities.

The media, use of popular culture, and travel are some examples of everyday, affective

engagement with Asia which I discuss in Chapter Seven.

Thus, in this chapter, I have developed a theoretical framework to drive my inquiry into

an inherent, place-based Tasmanian Asia literacy. In the following chapter, I demonstrate

why this is important. I apply a critical policy studies approach to engaging with Asia

and Asia literacy to address research gap 1: the lack of policy and scholarly inquiry into

intranational regional areas of Australia.

212 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
213 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 80.
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National approaches to engaging

with Asia and Asia literacy

Introduction

Asia literacy is conceptualised differently depending on the problem that Asia literacy

is intended to resolve. The policy dataset, Reference 1, shows some of the different

applications of Asia literacy depending on the context. Therefore, rather than accept a

singular approach to Asia literacy, these reports are a useful model for rethinking Asia

literacy as multiple, shifting, and fluid: not uniform. It is important, then, to begin by

unpacking the policy concept of Asia literacy and understanding this in the context of

Tasmania. I exploit both the ambiguity of the policy concept of Asia literacy and the

opportunity to reconceptualise it to explore a place-based Asia literacy.

Place, and how Tasmania fits into nation, then, are central to understanding Tasmanian

Asia literacy. Another important component is how place impacts on the production

of Asia literacy in Tasmania. Conceptually too, are larger questions around the poten-

tial multiplicity of Asia literacy in response to place within and beyond the example of

Tasmania.

Intranational regional areas of Australia need to be seen as valuably contributing to

the national pursuit of Asia literacy.1 Archer observes that intranational regional areas of

Australia are often overlooked in planning policies yet are expected to keep up (in terms of

performance) with metropolitan and urban areas.2 However, such areas also often feature

highly in areas identified to be under-performing.3 Unfortunately, the failure of such areas

to do so often results in a cycle of perceived general under-performance which contributes

1 Regional Australia Institute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness,” RAI, accessed Septem-
ber 24, 2017, http://insight.regionalaustralia.org.au/.

2 Jack Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?,” Conversation, November 14,
2012, accessed October 23, 2016, https://theconversation.com/where- is- regional-australia- in-our-
asian-century-future-10587.

3 Regional Australia Institute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness.”
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to myths that intranational regional areas are dependent on the support of metropolitan

and urban areas.4 Stratford observes that is difficult for intranational regional areas to as-

sert context specific needs without relying on a claim to either uniqueness or dependency.5

There is also the potential for such areas to reproduce federal policy reports rather than a

place specific policy recommendation. These concerns are reflected in the 2013 release of

the Tasmanian Report.6 The report encapsulates a key tension which I seek to unpick: it

is both a unique addition to the Asia literacy policy suite as well as being a reiteration of

the policy documents preceding it. Having established my methodological approach and

theoretical framework in the previous two chapters, I now return to the policy data to

examine the policy concept of ‘Asia literacy.’ I speak to research gap 1, to examine the

absence of scholarly critique or policy recommendations pertaining to developing Asia

literacy in an intranational regional area of Australia.

To explore this research gap, I begin by introducing the policy concept of Asia literacy.

I do this with reference to four key reports; the Towards an Asia-Literate Society Report

(1988), the Garnaut Report (1989), the Rudd Report (1994), the Henry Report (2012).

These reports are landmarks in the Asia literacy debate, signifying key shifts in the

policy landscape and in how the concept is defined and applied. I use these reports to

outline what I label is the national approach to Asia literacy. There are five components

of this national model: Asia literacy is formally learned, consists of Asian languages

and cultures, that Asia is ambiguous, it is intended for a specific audience, and, that

it is intended to resolve the problem of disengagement from Asia. Following this, I

introduce the Tasmanian Report to demonstrate that, despite being a unique contribution

to understandings of Asia literacy, is really an iteration of the national approach to Asia

literacy.

To make the claim that place influences Asia literacy, I critically interrogate the pol-

icy discourses operating behind the Tasmanian Report. Both Stephen J. Ball’s policy

as discourse and Carol Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to Be? (WPR) pol-

icy analysis tools are useful here. Bacchi advises that policy recommendations are read

as problems and that these problems are interrogated and questioned within a larger

discourse.7 Bacchi’s method turns Asia literacy into a problem. I apply the first four

steps of Bacchi’s WPR tool to the Tasmanian Report recommendation of Asia literacy

4 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
5 Elaine Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the

constitution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” The Round Table: The Commonwealth Journal of International
Affairs 95, no. 368 (September 2006): 576–7.

6 Tasmanian Government and the Australian National University’s Crawford School of Public Policy,
Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and
Cabinet, March 2013), 4, 5, 7, 40. (The Tasmanian Report).

7 Stephen J. Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural
Politics of Education 13, no. 2 (1993): 10; Carol Bacchi, “Policy as Discourse: What does it mean?
Where does it get us?,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education 21, no. 1 (2000): 46.
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to understand some of the underpinning policy discourses of the Tasmanian Report rec-

ommendation of Asia literacy. However, Bacchi advises that the WPR is not designed to

uncover government influence and manipulation, but to “understand policy better than

policymakers by probing the unexamined assumptions and deep-seated conceptual logics

within implicit problem representations.”8 The relevant steps of the WPR are: What’s the

‘problem’ represented to be in a specific policy or policy proposal? What presuppositions

or assumptions underpin the representation of the problem? How has this representation

of the ‘problem’ come about? What is left unproblematic in this problem representation?

Where are the silences? Can the ‘problem’ be thought about differently?

The application of Bacchi’s method to understanding Asia literacy in the Tasmanian

Report reveals that the Tasmanian Report recommendation of Asia literacy is less to

do with developing knowledge of Asian languages and cultures, than it is to do with

increasing Tasmanian economic performance. The Tasmanian Report is a part of a larger

discourse of the problem of development in intranational regional areas of Australia.

When we consider some of the Tasmanian specific issues, such as funding and resources,

it becomes apparent that the national model of Asia literacy may not be the appropriate

key to unlock Asia to Tasmanian economic interests. This critical policy studies method

enables me to respond to my first research gap: that an unexamined ‘silence’ in the policy

data is the representation of Asia literacy in intranational regional areas of Australia such

as Tasmania.

Next, I apply what I have established as the national model of Asia literacy to Tasmania.

Funding concerns and infrastructural issues are just two examples of how the national

model is inadequate to account for the needs of intranational regional areas of Australia.

I discuss the diversity within and between intranational regional areas in Australia, as

well as diversity within such areas, to demonstrate the need to nuance Asia literacy to

a place specific context. Lastly, I address some of the ways that Asia literacy has been

reframed to meet different contexts in education policy recommendations. This suggests

the potential for redefining Asia literacy in the context of Tasmania.

Introducing the national model of Asia literacy

Over sixty public policy reports have been published on the interrelated issues of Asia

knowledge and engaging with Asia since the 1950s.9 Operative since 1988, Asia literacy

has become central to national approaches for engaging with Asia.10 However, Asia liter-

8 Carol Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” in Engaging
with Carol Bacchi: Strategic Interventions and Exchanges, ed. Angelique Bletsas and Chris Beasley
(University of Adelaide Press, 2012), 22.

9 John Ingleson, “‘No Surprises’ White Paper provides ASAA with policy opportunities,” Asian Currents,
December 2012, 1.

10 Deborah Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major
stages and debates,” Asian Studies Review 27, no. 1 (2003): 23.
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acy is an ambiguous and contested policy concept.11 In this section, I introduce some of

the key moments in the evolution of the concept of Asia literacy in policy recommenda-

tions. There are four key policy reports preceding the Tasmanian Report: the Towards

an Asia-Literate Society Report (1988), the Garnaut Report (1989), the Rudd Report

(1994), and the The Tasmanian Report Report (2012). Each of these reports contribute

to both the expansion of the concept of Asia literacy and how it is instrumentalised in

federal policies. I suggest that these policy reports together form a national approach to

Asia literacy. I address the five elements of this model. Then, to indicate the significance

of an intranational regional voice to this policy data, I introduce Asia literacy in the

Tasmanian Report (2013).

The general idea of Asia literacy is based on the definition offered by Asian Studies

Council Chairman Stephen FitzGerald in the 1988 Towards an Asia-Literate Society

report. FitzGerald united a debate around Asia education into this core term which has

since dominated the policy recommendations for learning about Asia. FitzGerald defined

an Asia-literate society as:

A populace in which the knowledge of an Asian language is commonplace and
knowledge about Asian customs, economies and societies very widespread.12

This definition is a basic working model of Asia literacy. A textual assessment of FitzGer-

ald’s definition reveals that Asia literacy must be formally learned, Asia literacy consists

of linguistic, cultural, and business knowledge, it is intended for people with little to no

knowledge of Asia, and that Asia is ambiguous. Lastly, Asia literacy is to be developed

uniformly throughout Australia.

Significantly, FitzGerald’s definition of Asia literacy not only united the emerging discus-

sion on educating Australians about Asia, but is a map for understanding what is meant

by Asia literacy.13 Further, his definition set the boundaries of how Asia literacy has

since been conceptualised. Following FitzGerald’s definition, Asia literacy has become a

central recommendation of national engaging with Asia policy recommendations.

A second landmark report to understanding Asia literacy is the Australia and the North

East Asian Ascendancy: report to the Prime Minister and the Minister for Foreign Affairs

and Trade (The Garnaut Report, 1989). Asia literacy was recommended in the report

as a strategy for enhancing Australian economic engagement with North East Asia. The

Garnaut Report is significant to how Asia literacy is instrumentalised in politics for two

11 Ingleson, “‘No Surprises’ White Paper provides ASAA with policy opportunities,” 1.
12 Elaine M. McKay, Towards an Asia-Literate Society: Current Issues in Asian Studies Series, ed.

Elaine M. McKay (Parkville: Asian Studies Association of Australia, 1988), 5. (Towards an Asia-
Literate Society).

13 There was already a rich debate around Asia education. See: the Auchmuty Report (1971), the
Basham Report (1978), and the FitzGerald Report (1980).
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key reasons. First, the Garnaut Report centralised Asia literacy in politics and therefore

education goals. Secondly, it tied Asia literacy with federal economic goals in Asia.14

The Dawkins Reforms (1987–1991) were important to the success of the Garnaut Report

in combining Asia literacy with national education goals. Initiated by the minister of De-

partment of Education and Training (DEET), the Hon. John Dawkins, the Reforms both

standardise education across Australia and support the transition of DEET to market

driven policy.15 Three of Dawkins’ changes are particularly important to Asia literacy: the

establishment of a National Curriculum, the commercialisation of tertiary education, and

the exposure of education to market pressures.16 These changes were in part achieved by

the enactment of the recommendations of the Hobart Declaration (1989).17 The Dawkins

Reforms in part enabled the more recent development of a National Curriculum (enacted

in 2008 by the Australian Curriculum and Reporting Agency, ACARA).18 Although the

strategy of Asia literacy in the Garnaut Report was not implemented, this potent policy

window set the scene for later policy reports.

Significantly, the Garnaut Report aligned Asia literacy with national education and eco-

nomic imperatives.19 The report fundamentally shifted Asia literacy from FitzGerald’s

suggestion to a national geopolitical and economic strategy.20 Asia literacy is presented

in the Garnaut report as a ‘strategy’ to increasing Australian economic and political

engagement with North East Asia.21

As a result of these key changes, since 1989, Asia literacy has been increasingly instru-

mentalised in planning policies. Australian Asian Studies scholars have critiqued that

the report ‘mainstreamed’ Asian Studies by lifting the policy initiatives of the Australian

Asianists onto the main political agenda.22 Stivens has argued that the centralisation

Asian Studies in Australian economic goals instrumentalised Asian Studies for the na-

14 David Lim, “The Garnaut Report: an overview,” Asian Studies Review 13, no. 3 (April 1990): 49.
15 Peter Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Stud-

ies?,” Asian Studies Review 15, no. 3 (April 1992): 64; Jim Wellsmore, “Marks in higher education: the
balance between public and private investment,” Journal of Australian Political Economy 40 (1997):
45.

16 Reeves, “Considering Pusey’s tract for our times: has economic rationalism affected Asian Studies?,”
64.

17 Australian Education Council, The Hobart Declaration on Schooling (Hobart: Australian Education
Council, 1989).

18 Australian Curriculum, “Our governance,” Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Author-
ity (ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.acara.edu.au/about-us/our-governance.

19 Ross Garnaut, Australia and the North East Asian Ascendancy: report to the Prime Minister and
the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service,
October 1989), v. (The Garnaut Report).

20 Paul Healy, “The Garnaut Report: implications for Asian Studies,” Asian Studies Review 13, no. 3
(April 1990): 68.

21 The Garnaut Report, v.
22 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages

and debates,” 36. ‘Asianists’ denotes Asian Scholars and is a popular term in some Australian Asia
circles.
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tional interest.23 She has stated that the Garnaut Report models “the growing emphasis

on Asian languages as a path to trade success, frequently at the expense of other ar-

eas of Asian studies.”24 Macknight has critiqued that the Garnaut Report irreversibly

politicised Asia education.25

Building again on this Asia literacy policy landscape, the work by FitzGerald and Garnaut

was synthesised into a national education strategy for Asia literacy in the 1994 Asian

Languages and Australia’s Economic Future report (the Rudd Report, 1994). The Rudd

Report recommends the development of a cohort of Asia-literate Australians as an export

product to promote Australian economic interests in Asia.26 Beyond the comparably

generic recommendation of Asia literacy in the Garnaut Report, Asian language and

cultural skills are recommended in the Rudd Report as a consolidated education package

for enhancing Australian economic interests in the region.27 The scope of the report:

Focuses on Asian languages and complementary Asian cultures education in Aus-
tralian schools as a means of enhancing Australian economic interests in East
Asia.28

The Rudd Report is distinguished from the preceding reports because the recommended

Asia literacy education initiative was implemented. This was in part due to the Dawkins

Reforms; neither Garnaut nor FitzGerald had a united education system to work with.

Rudd advised that the federal Education Department implement his fifteen-year plan ed-

ucation package National Asian Languages and Studies in Australian Schools (NALSAS).

NALSAS was a curriculum package for learning Asian languages and cultures designed for

Australian government and non-government schools. It comprised of three components:

Asian languages/studies in Australian Schools Program (ALSAS, later NALSAS); Asian

Language Immersion Program (ALI) and Young Australians in Asia Program (YAA).29

NALSAS was operative until 2002. Significantly, the Rudd Report was influential to the

later development of a National Curriculum which included the study of Asia.30

23 Maila Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” Asian Studies Review
15, no. 3 (1992): 75.

24 Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” 75.
25 C. C. Macknight, “On being “rational” about the intellectuals and intellectual about the ‘rationalists’,”

Asian Studies Review 15, no. 3 (April 1992): 61.
26 Kevin Rudd, Asian Languages and Australia’s economic future: A report prepared for the Council

of Australian Governments on a proposed national Asian languages/studies strategy for Australian
schools (Brisbane: Queensland Government Printer, 1994), v. (The Rudd Report).

27 Healy, “The Garnaut Report: implications for Asian Studies,” 66. The Rudd Report, 134–36.
28 The Rudd Report, v.
29 The Rudd Report, 135–36.
30 Australian Politics, “Rudd And Gillard Promote National Education Curriculum,” Australian Politics,

March 1, 2010, accessed June 14, 2019, http ://australianpolitics . com/1996/09/10/pauline - han
son- maiden- speech .html; Australian Curriculum, “About the Australian Curriculum,” Australian
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.
australiancurriculum.edu.au/about-the-australian-curriculum.
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These three reports paved the way for the more recent Australia’s Place in the Asian

Century White Paper (the Henry Report, 2012). The Henry Report is the culmination

of these preceding policy reports and provides vital insight into the shape of a more

contemporary form of Asia literacy. The Henry Report is the most significant recent

government report on engaging with Asia and is the only federal white paper focused

on deepening Australian engagement with Asia.31 Asia-relevant capabilities are a deeply

considered issue.32 Critically, the political power underpinning the Henry Report allowed

for Asia education to become a dedicated national education goal.

Asia literacy in the Henry Report is reframed as ‘Asia-relevant capabilities.’33 The Tas-

manian Report concept of Asia literacy is based on the definition offered in the Henry

Report.34 However, the Tasmanian Report continues to use the phrase Asia literacy and

not Asia-relevant capabilities. For the remainder of this thesis, the phrase Asia-relevant

capabilities refers to the model in the Henry Report whereas the phrase Asia literacy

refers to the Tasmanian model which is under investigation.

An outline of Asia-relevant capabilities is found in Chapter Six: Building Capabilities of

the Henry Report. The chapter establishes the requisite education, knowledge and skills

deemed essential to successfully engage with Asia in the Asian Century. Asia-relevant

capabilities are defined as: “flexibility, resilience, creative and design thinking and the

confidence and readiness to interact with and operate in Asia.”35 As demonstrated by the

following illustration taken from the Henry Report, there are three levels of Asia-relevant

capabilities:

31 Bruno G. Mascitelli and Barry O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White
Paper,” Australasian Journal of Regional Studies 20, no. 3 (2014): 541.

32 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 541.
33 Commonwealth Government, Ken Henry White Paper: Australia in the Asian Century (Canberra:

Australian Government Printing Press, October 2012), 163. (The Henry Report).
34 The Tasmanian Report, 6.
35 The Henry Report, 163.
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Figure 4.1: “Building capabilities for the Asian century”

Source: The Henry Report36

The figure shows that the Henry Report concept of Asia-relevant capabilities is wide-

reaching and is a part of broad educational change.37 Asia-relevant capabilities are diluted

across all education sectors across Australia. Mascitelli and O’Mahony observe that the

federal white paper linked Asia literacy goals with general national education reform.38

The 25 National Objectives listed in the Henry Report are a step-change model to realising

Asia relevant capabilities as a part of education reform. The objectives relevant to this

research project include:

• National Objective 9 is a commitment to develop Asia capabilities in the Australian
schooling system.39

• National Objective 10 is a recommendation that students gain cultural exposure and
cross-cultural understanding through the development of sister schools.40 The Australian
curriculum will also promote the study of Asian culture and languages.

• National Objective 11 is a commitment that Australian students will have access to
study at least one priority Asian language: Chinese (Mandarin), Hindi, Indonesian and
Japanese.41 Students will also be encouraged (and have access to) the continuous study
of one of these languages.

• National Objective 12 part 4 of this goal is a recommendation that more and more Aus-
tralian students will be studying overseas and undertaking tertiary study in Asia.

37 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 541.
38 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 541.
39 The Henry Report, 165.
40 The Henry Report, 170.
41 The Henry Report, 171.
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• National Objective 13 Australian vocational education and training institutions will ex-
pand into the Asian region and connect Australian students with Asian industries.

Significantly, the Henry Report links Asia-relevant capabilities in with changes to the

National Curriculum.42 Asia-relevant capabilities are included in the National Curriculum

as one of three cross-curriculum priorities: Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia;

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures; and, sustainability.43

The objective of Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia is to encourage the study

of Asia across all disciplines and areas.44 The cross-curriculum priority consists of three

themes: Asia and its diversity; achievements and contributions of the peoples of Asia;

and, Asia-Australia engagement.45 The intention of the cross-curricular priority is that

students are to learn about Asia across their entire compulsory education. The objective

of Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia is to encourage the study of Asia across all

disciplines and areas.46 The cross-curriculum priority consists of three themes: Asia and

its diversity; achievements and contributions of the peoples of Asia; and, Asia-Australia

engagement.47 The intention of the priority is that students learn about Asia across their

entire compulsory education:

This priority will ensure that students learn about and recognise the diversity within
and between the countries of the Asia region. Students will develop knowledge
and understanding of Asian societies, cultures, beliefs and environments, and the
connections between the peoples of Asia, Australia and the rest of the world. Asia
literacy provides students with the skills to communicate and engage with the
peoples of Asia so they can effectively live, work and learn in the region.48

The release of the Henry Report is a key moment in the Asia literacy policy cycle.

Significantly, the report had the political backing to link Asia literacy with broad national

education reform.49 Six months after the release of the federal white paper, the Tasmanian

42 The national curriculum was operative before the release of the Henry Report, and the cross-curriculum
priorities pertaining to Asia were already in existence. However, the Henry Report consolidated this
into a national approach and aligned the recommendation of Asia-relevant capabilities with general
education reform. The cross-curriculum priorities of Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia has
changed since 2012. See Curriculum version history : Australian Curriculum, “About the Australian
Curriculum.”

43 Australian Curriculum, “Cross-curriculum priorities,” Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Re-
porting Authority (ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f -
10-curriculum/languages/cross-curriculum-priorities.

44 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia,” Australian Curriculum, Assess-
ment and Reporting Authority (ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.australiancurriculum.
edu.au/f-10-curriculum/cross-curriculum-priorities/asia-and-australia-s-engagement-with-asia.

45 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia.”
46 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia.”
47 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia.”
48 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia.”
49 Mascitelli and O’Mahony, “Australia in the Asian Century — A Critique of the White Paper,” 541.
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Report was published (March 2013), adding a new intranational regional perspective to

this consolidated national policy approach to Asia literacy.

In summary, these key reports together form a national approach to Asia literacy. To

recap the reports, the 1988 FitzGerald Report initiated the concept of Asia literacy. This

was taken up by Garnaut in 1989 as a tool to facilitate closer economic integration with

North East Asia. The 1994 Rudd Report extended the concept of Asia literacy further,

integrating Asia literacy with economic goals and standardised education. Fourth, the

Henry Report united Asia literacy with the National Curriculum. From these four re-

ports, a shape of Asia literacy begins to take shape: it is formally learned, it consists of

Asian languages and cultures content, Asia is ambiguous, and it is intended for a specific

audience. In the following section I assess these concerns.

Asia literacy is learned in formal education

In the national model of Asia literacy, the production of Asia literacy is aligned with

formal education. For instance, the Rudd Report recommended the NALSAS strategy,

and FitzGerald highlighted the importance of formal linguistic and cultural knowledge.50

Following FitzGerald’s contribution, the relationship between Asia literacy and formal

education was consolidated by multiple policy recommendations. The Ingleson (1989),

Garnaut (1989) Rudd (1994), and Jeffrey (2002) Reports all reiterate the importance of

learning Asia literacy in formal education (note that the Ingleson and Jeffrey Reports

focus on Asia literacy tertiary education). In the Henry Report (2012), the definition of

Asia literacy is expanded beyond compulsory schooling to include teaching and learning

in adult education.51 I assess some implications of this approach.

A benefit of developing Asia literacy in formal education is that this enables Asia literacy

to be measured. The number of students enrolled in Asia related subjects to quantify

the rate of Asia literacy in any given school, university, or state.52 This approach was

established well before FitzGerald’s 1988 definition. The Auchmuty Report (1971) is first

investigated into the teaching of Asian languages and studies in Australian tertiary edu-

cation. The method of investigation which is outlined on page 9 of the Auchmuty Report

(1971) measures the rate of Asia knowledge in Australia by way of tertiary enrolments

at the time.53 This was replicated in the Rudd report recommendation of NALSAS.54

Not only was NALSAS designed to support the learning of Asian languages and cultures

from kindergarten to year twelve but the ‘success’ of the program was to be determined

50 Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5.
51 The Henry Report, 170.
52 J. J. Auchmuty, The Teaching of Asian Languages and Cultures in Australia: Report of the Com-

monwealth Advisory Committee (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1971), 9. (The
Auchmuty Report).

53 The Auchmuty Report, 9.
54 The Rudd Report, xvii.
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by the number of pre-tertiary graduates with Asia related knowledge.55 This approach

is operative in the current National Curriculum where Asia literacy is standardised and

measured.

One of the implications of formally learning Asia literacy is that the Asia literacy which

is produced outside of formal education does not seem to count as Asia literacy. A com-

mendable contribution to this area is Kirrilee Hughes’s PhD dissertation where Hughes

maps out the alternative spaces of Asian language literacy in order to better assess what

she calls latent Asia literacy.56 Hughes focuses on informal spaces of Asian language liter-

acy and some of the alternate spaces she identifies include language schools, bilingualism

resulting from migration and generational language transfer, and languages learned for

work or leisure outside of formal schooling.57 Hughes’s point is that the formal measure-

ment of Asia literacy does not capture actual rates of Asia literacy.58 I build from Hughes’

work by investigating an informal, affective dimension of Asia literacy based on place.

An Asia literate person is knowledgeable in Asian languages and cultures

A second component of this national model of Asia literacy is that the policy reports

further indicate that to become Asia literate, an individual must have knowledge of

Asian languages, cultures, and economies.59 From this, it is clear that a core component

of Asia literacy is that content is based on specialised learning of Asian languages and

cultures to be applied to engaging with Asian economies. This aligns with the approach to

develop Asia literacy throughout formal education. I discuss some issues within applying

nationwide the languages and cultures model of Asia literacy.

Political vagaries, and until recently differences between state and territory education

curriculum, have resulted in an ad hoc approach to teaching Asian languages and cul-

tures. Different reports tend to recommend different languages to learn. Hughes has

observed there is no consensus as to what languages Australians should study, how long

for, and whether language education should be matched with cultural studies.60 Broadly,

Deborah Henderson identifies the following themes of the language debate which plagued

Australian Asia literacy scholars from the 1970s to 1990s: what languages should be

taught (and the proficiency level to aspire to), the role of the studies component, the re-

lationship between multiculturalism and Asian Studies, and the influence of business and

55 The Rudd Report, ix.
56 Kirrilee Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia” (Unpublished PhD diss.,

Australian National University, 2013), 19.
57 Kirrilee Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy,” Lowy Interpreter, August 24, 2012, accessed

June 4, 2015, http://www.lowyinterpreter.org/post/2012/08/24/Australias- latent-Asia- literacy-
2.aspx.

58 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
59 See the following reports: Towards an Asia-Literate Society (1988), the Henry Report (2012), the

Tasmanian Report (2013), the Garnaut Report (1989), the Rudd Report (1994).
60 Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 128.
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industry.61 Henderson’s analysis illustrates that the content, scope and implementation

of Asia literacy policy is dependent on a suite of political and economic influences.

Reviewing the recommendations of several policy documents highlights the contested

nature of what languages to teach. Lo Bianco has advocated for the content of language

training to reflect the diverse Australian linguistic landscape.62 Lo Bianco’s approach

is in direct opposition to Asian language programs which promoted the study of Asian

languages.63 For example in 1989, the recommendations of the Ingleson Report promoted

the study of Japanese, Chinese and Indonesian.64 Conversely, the Henry Report (2012)

advises that Australian students will have access to study at least one priority Asian

language: Chinese (Mandarin), Hindi, Indonesian, and Japanese.65 A different suite of

languages is suggested by ACARA (2016): Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese,

Korean and Vietnamese.66

Based on FitzGerald’s 1988 definition, the study of culture is the second element of

teaching Asia literacy and the study of Asian cultures is identified in the literature as a

fundamental method for developing Asia capabilities. However, what is meant by ‘culture’

and the epistemological implications of studying ‘culture’ are again problematic.67

Similar to the language component, the heterogeneity of Asia combined with the many

possible interpretations, meanings, and definitions of ‘culture’ impacts on the study of

culture in Asia literacy programs.68 The difficulty of defining ‘culture’ in Asian Studies

is signified by the overwhelming lack of structure for the studies component in the Asia

literacy policy debate. Within an individual policy recommendation there is a clear

indication of which languages to learn, and it is presumed the studies component will

match language acquisition.69 The findings of the Auchmuty Report (1971) highlight

some of the issues implicit to teaching culture in Asia related education:

It should be mentioned that, for the purpose of the enquiry, the Committee has
placed a broad interpretation on the term ‘Asian culture’ regarding it as encom-

61 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages
and debates,” 29, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 45.

62 Joseph Lo Bianco, “Making Language Policy: Australia’s Experience,” in Language Planning and
Education in Australasia and the South Pacific, ed. R. B. Baldauf Jr. and A. Luke (Philadelphia:
Clevedon, 1990), 3.

63 Hughes, “To what ends? The struggle for Asia literacy in Australia,” 128.
64 John Ingleson, Asia in Australian Higher Education: Report of the Inquiry into the Teaching of Asian

Languages in Higher Education Submitted to the Asian Studies Council (New South Wales: University
of New South Wales Press, January 1989), 10. (The Ingleson Report).

65 The Henry Report, 171.
66 Australian Curriculum, “Australian Curriculum: Languages,” Australian Curriculum, Assessment and

Reporting Authority (ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.acara.edu.au/docs/default-
source/curriculum/20170118-australian curriculum languages info sheet.pdf?sfvrsn=2.

67 M. Garbutcheon Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curricu-
lum,” Journal of Curriculum Studies 27, no. 6 (1995): 600.

68 Roger M. Keesing, “Asian cultures?,” Asian Studies Review 15, no. 2 (1991): 44.
69 The Rudd Report, v. The Henry Report, 163–70.
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passing philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, law, history, geography, economics,
politics, art, music, literature, religion and architecture. The term ‘Asian studies’
has been used fairly frequently in the report to refer generically to these subjects
as they relate to Asian ‘culture’.70

The implications of oversimplifying culture within Asian cultural studies can be exempli-

fied by a recommendation of the Rudd Report where the study of cultures is designed “to

equip the next generation of Australians with at least a capacity to differentiate between

the different cultures of the region.”71 In the Rudd Report concept of Asia literacy, the

desired level of cultural knowledge is simplistic and illustrates a lack of policy inquiry

into the cultural component of Asia literacy.72

Economic engagement with Asia is an overarching guide for Asia literacy policy rec-

ommendations. Although implicit to Asia literacy, developing knowledge about specific

economies has had less consideration in the policy data. Asialink, operative outside of

formal education, are a non-government organisation focussed on teaching businesspeople

how to engage with specific Asian economies.73 They divide Asia capabilities between five

organisational and six individual capabilities.74

Table 4.1: Asialink Taskforce Asia capabilities

Individual Capabilities Organisational Capabilities

• Sophisticated knowledge of Asian

markets/environments

• Extensive experience operating in Asia

• Long-term trusted Asian relationships

• Ability to adapt behaviour to Asian

cultural contexts

• Capacity to deal with government

• Useful level of language proficiency

• Leadership committed to an

Asia-focused strategy

• Customised Asian talent management

• Customised offering/value proposition

based on customer insights

• Tailored organisational design with

tendency to local autonomy

• Supportive processes to share Asian

learnings

Source: Developing an Asia Capable Workforce75

70 The Auchmuty Report, 10.
71 The Rudd Report, 3.
72 Peta Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qual-

itative study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education” (Unpublished PhD
diss., James Cook University, 2013), 5.

73 Asialink Business, “The Asialink Taskforce,” Asialink Business, accessed November 16, 2016, https:
//asialinkbusiness.com.au/about-us/the-asialink-taskforce.

74 Asialink Taskforce for an Asia Capable Workforce, Developing an Asia Capable Workforce: A National
Strategy (Victoria: Melbourne University Press, September 2012), 15. (Developing an Asia Capable
Workforce).
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The work by Asialink is useful to understanding the economic dimension of Asia literacy.76

However, a key point of difference is that knowledge of Asian economies is less to do with

formal education than learning specific languages and cultures are. The rationale for

becoming Asia literate is closely aligned with accessing Asian economies and it is useful

to understand the importance of economic knowledge of Asia as an overarching guide of

Asia literacy.

Asia literacy originated as a policy concept from the 1988 Towards an Asia-Literate Soci-

ety Report where FitzGerald offered a first definition. Since then, Asia literacy has been

applied in different ways to meet different political and economic goals. However, two

consistent trends are that Asia literacy is learned in formal education and that it consists

of linguistic and cultural knowledge of Asia. There is also an economic component. Part

of the difficulty of confirming which languages and cultures to study results from the

ambiguity of Asia in the policy reports.

‘Asia’ is ambiguous in Asia literacy policy recommendations

A third identifying element of the national model of Asia literacy is that Asia is, or what

may constitute Asia, is poorly defined. Additional to the lack of consensus as to what

Asian languages, cultures, and businesses students are to learn about is the geographic,

geopolitical, economic, social, religious, political (and so on) diversity of Asia. In his

1994 report, Rudd has argued that the heterogeneous nature of Asia prevents an easy

definition:

What, for example, does being “a part of Asia” mean? “Asia” itself is primarily
a term of geographical convenience to describe a range of countries whose internal
diversity is invariably greater than its shared commonality.77

‘Asia’ tends to be defined in the policy data based on economic interests.78 There are

multiple ways for defining Asia in Asia literacy programs. Asia in the National Curriculum

is defined within linguistic, geographic and sociological parameters.79 The Australian

Curriculum and Reporting Agency (ACARA) state: “Asia can be defined in geographical

terms, but it can also be described in terms of cultural, religious, historical and language

boundaries or commonalities.”80

A common approach within the policy data is to define Asia based on the recommended

languages for developing Asia literacy. For example, Asia in the Rudd Report consists

of the Asian languages of key Asian economies: Japanese, Chinese Mandarin, Indonesian

75 Developing an Asia Capable Workforce, 14–15.
76 Asialink, “About Us,” Asialink, accessed May 15, 2016, http://asialink.unimelb.edu.au/about us.
77 The Rudd Report, 3–4.
78 L. J. Perry, “The Irrelevance of Being Asian,” Asian Studies Review 18, no. 2 (November 1994): 114.
79 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia.”
80 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia.”
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and Korean.81 Contrarily, Asia in the Ingleson Report (1989) is differentiated between

economic and social concerns. The study of Japanese, Chinese, and Indonesian is recom-

mended to be nationwide to enhance the capacity of Australians to engage economically

with these nations.82 However, in the Ingleson Report the study of Korean, Thai, San-

skrit and Sinhala was suggested in reflection of the diversity of the Australian linguistic

landscape in 1989.83 In the Henry Report, Asia consists of the five principal nations of

China, Japan, Indonesia, India, and Korea and the recommended languages are Man-

darin, Japanese, Hindi, and Indonesian.84 Asia, in Asia literacy initiatives, is ambiguous

and conditional on political and economic vagaries.

Defining Asia based on which languages to learn is problematic. ‘Asia’ is created in policy

recommendations based on Australian economic, educational, and other strategic goals.85

The scholarly literature is more forthcoming than the policy reports on the challenges and

issues associated with defining Asia. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska suggest:

One reason why Australians have found knowing ‘Asia’ so difficult is that no such
entity exists. The continent is home to a great variety of peoples, languages, cultures
and political systems. There has never been an Asia that Australia can engage, and
fears of ‘Asian invasion’ — as well as hopes for ‘Asian engagement’ or even ‘Asia
literacy’ — are equally improbable. Even containing a single nation can be difficult:
Australian ideas about Java and Bali, for example, have often been starkly opposed
despite the fact that they are adjacent islands within a single nation.86

To simplify the complexity of Asia, Perry notes that Australian policy makers construct

‘Asia’ to achieve policy objectives and that a real concept of Asia is irrelevant.87 Con-

sequently, M. Garbutcheon Singh has argued, then, that there are epistemological issues

then around Australian education policies for knowing Asia when Asia is ambivalent.88

Asia literacy is intended for a specific audience

The nefarious task of defining Asia, and identifying the relevant languages and cultures

for nationwide Asia literacy education, reveals a larger issue: who is Asia literacy for?

Again, Hughes’ research is useful here. Hughes states:

‘Asia literacy’ is an Australian term and policy initiative; it is to be learned by Aus-
tralian students, taught by Australian educators and promoted by the Australian

81 The Rudd Report, v.
82 The Ingleson Report, 19.
83 The Ingleson Report, 33, 35.
84 The Henry Report, iii, 170.
85 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 616–17.
86 David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” in In Australia’s Asia: From

Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of
Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 10.

87 Perry, “The Irrelevance of Being Asian,” 114.
88 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 605.
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Government. There is little evidence of the systematic involvement of foreign,
‘Asian’ governments in the formulation of ‘Asia literacy’ initiatives or of Asian
educators in the teaching of Asia to Australian students. Existing ‘Asia literacy’
possessed by Australian students is not included in current measurements of Aus-
tralia’s ‘Asia literacy.’89

Hughes’ bases her analysis on a textual assessment of FitzGerald’s definition. She ob-

serves that a significant assumption in FitzGerald’s definition is that Asia literacy is

recommended for a society which is perceived to have little to no everyday knowledge of

Asia. The recommendation itself is based on the presumption that few Australians in

1988 were bilingual, new migrants, or of complex inter-regional ancestry.90

Hughes’ critique reveals that the intended audience for Asia literacy initiatives engages

with issues of national identity.91 This critique is supported by several scholars, notably

Walker and Sobocinska, Fazal Rizvi, and Singh.92 Singh has argued that assertations of

an Australian national identity and the teaching of Asia literacy are undeniably linked.93

In line with this, Hughes argues that Asia literacy is designed for an Australian student

that it is exclusive of multicultural Australia.94

In summary, Asia literacy is a complex and ever-evolving policy concept. The landmark

policy reports include the Towards an Asia-Literate Society Report, the Garnaut Report,

the Rudd Report, and the Henry Report. Asia literacy is conceptualised in a similar way

throughout these reports: it is to be learned in formal education, it consists of languages

and cultures education, Asia is ambiguous, and it is intended for a specific audience. I

call this the national approach to Asia literacy. There are flaws in this model, for instance

which languages and cultures to learn, and defining Asia. Additionally, the imperative for

Asia literacy is based on the assumption that there is little to no pre-existing knowledge

of Asia in Australia. I present another element of this national model to contextualise

the purpose of Asia literacy recommendations.

Asia literacy is a solution to disengagement from Asia

Asia literacy policy reports are a part of a larger national discourse pertaining to engaging

with Asia. The work by critical policy studies scholar Ball, is useful to read Asia literacy

as a discourse indicative of larger issues.95 Ball states “we need to appreciate the way in

89 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
90 Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5. Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
91 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
92 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 13; Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orien-

talism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603; Fazal Rizvi, “Beyond the East-West Divide:
education and the dynamics of Australia-Asia relations,” The Australian Educational Researcher 24,
no. 1 (1997): 15–16.

93 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603.
94 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
95 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
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which policy ensembles, collections of related policies, exercise power through a production

[sic] of ’truth’ and ’knowledge.”’96 Applying Bacchi’s model to Asia literacy more generally

reveals that at the national level, overall, the policy concept of Asia literacy is intended

as a solution to Australian disengagement from Asia.97 Asia literacy is highly volatile to

political vagaries.98 How Asia literacy is instrumentalised in national economic policies

suggests a larger goal of the education recommendation. In this section, I address how

Asia literacy is used as a solution to national concerns of disengagement from Asia.99

Engaging with Asia is an ongoing concern of multiple Australian governments.100 Hen-

derson has argued that four broad phases of regional involvement shape Australian en-

gagement with the region: the discovery of gold in the 1850s; the war in the Pacific after

1941; the immediate post-war phase; and, Hawke’s internationalisation of the economy

in the 1980s.101 Following 1945 and up until the 1980s, engaging with Asia policies were

a general response to Australian political and economic reorientation towards Asia.102

Notably, the issue of disengagement from Asia emerged following the conclusion of World

War Two (1945). In the Auchmuty Report (1971), it is observed that recommendations

for engaging with Asia during this era were in response to changing regional circum-

stances:

Since 1945 there has been a reorientation of Australia’s relations with Asian coun-
tries and a reappraisal of Australia’s traditional attitudes towards Asia. An in-
creasing awareness of our geographical situation with respect to Asia has led to a
considerable shift in political attitudes and to the need for Australia to have its
own independent relationship with countries in this area.103

96 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 15.
97 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
98 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages

and debates,” 23.
99 I acknowledge that this is a vast area of study. Whilst I need to make reference to these issues in relation

to Asia literacy, it is not possible to cover this area in its entirety. Deborah Henderson has extensively
researched into the political and economic contexts underpinning Asia literacy recommendations. See:
Deborah Jan Henderson, “The Rudd Report: An Anatomy of Educational Reform” (Unpublished PhD
diss., Griffith University, 1999); Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an
overview of the major stages and debates”; Deborah Henderson, “A Strategy cut-short: The NALSAS
Strategy for Asian languages in Australia,” Electronic Journal of Foreign Language Teaching 4, no. 1
(2007): 4–22.

100 Kane Collins, “Imagining the Golden Race,” in Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century,
ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western Australia Publishing,
2012), 100.

101 Henderson, “The Rudd Report: An Anatomy of Educational Reform,” 5. The significance of the
relationship between the Australian economy and regional integration with Asia can be further ex-
plored in relation to key policy in the early twentieth century: the Immigration Restriction Act,
Post and Telegraph Act, and the Pacific Islanders Act. Following the conclusion of WWII, Aus-
tralian policy makers have altered their approaches to regional engagement. The Chifley Government
(1945–1949) and the Menzies Government (1949–1966) work to reorient the Australian towards Asia.
Unfortunately, a review of these policies is outside the scope of this thesis.

102 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages
and debates,” 23, 36.

103 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
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Since then, engaging with Asia has been a concern of multiple governments. The pol-

icy concept of Asia literacy is intended as a solution to Australian disengagement from

Asia.104 In the 1990s, Prime Minister Paul Keating declared engaging with Asia was

Australia’s challenge of the 21st Century.105 In the 2012 Henry Report, engaging with

Asia is framed by Gillard as Australia’s destiny.106 Collins observes that Asia has been

rediscovered by each Australian leadership.107

Markedly, the Whitlam Government (1972–1975) re-focused the Australian economy to-

ward Asian economic opportunities.108 These were expanded by the Hawke leadership

(1983–1991).109 Hawke centralised the economy in the decision-making process to increase

regional integration with Asia.110 Hawke also transformed defence force policy towards

Asia.111 For example, Wiseman notes that the 1987 Defence White Paper enmeshed Aus-

tralian military interests with those of the Asia-Pacific.112 The policies implemented by

Whitlam and Hawke are two examples of how the dangers associated with disengagement

from Asia spur structural change.

Attempting to resolve the problem of disengagement from Asia with education initiatives

has been operative since the 1950s. For example, the Colombo Plan awarded scholarships

to high achieving students from Asia to study in Australia.113 The intention was to build

relationships through education.114 This initiative continues to facilitate engagement with

the region. Similarly, the New Colombo Plan, initiated by the Abbott Government, sup-

ports Australian students to undertake part of their tertiary study in Asia.115 Asiabound

scholarships are a second comparable model: designed to support Australian students to

104 Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major stages
and debates,” 23.

105 Paul Keating, Engagement: Australia faces the Asia-Pacific (Sydney: Pan Macmillan Australia, 2000),
300.

106 The Henry Report, ii.
107 Collins, “Imagining the Golden Race,” 117; See further, Ingleson, “‘No Surprises’ White Paper

provides ASAA with policy opportunities,” 1.
108 John Quiggin, “Economic Rationalism,” Crossings 2, no. 1 (1997): 3.
109 Quiggin, “Economic Rationalism,” 3; See further: Dean Jaensch and Max Teichmann, Australian

Politics and Foreign Policy: An Introduction (Melbourne Australia: Longman Cheshire, 1987), 227–
29; Whitlam also met with Premier of China Zhou Enlai: an unprecedented meet. See: Stephen
FitzGerald, Talking with China: The Australian Labor Party visit and Peking’s foreign policy (Can-
berra: Australian National University Publishing Press, June 16, 1972).

110 Russell Trood, “Australia and Asia,” in New Developments in Australian Politics, ed. Brian Galligan,
Ian McAllister, and John Ravenhill (Australia: Macmillan, 1997), 214.

111 Kevin Davis, “Managing the Economy,” in From Fraser to Hawke: Australian Public Policy in the
1980s, ed. Brian W. Head and Allan Patience (Australia: Longman Cheshire, 1989), 98.

112 G. Wiseman, “Australia and New Zealand: A Review of Their Contributions to Asian-Pacific Secu-
rity,” in Asian-Pacific Security After the Cold War, ed. T. B. Millar and J. Walter (Sydney: Allen &
Unwin, 1993), 108.

113 David Lowe, “Australia’s Colombo Plans, old and new: international students as foreign relations,”
International Journal of Cultural Policy 21, no. 4 (2015): 448.

114 Lowe, “Australia’s Colombo Plans, old and new: international students as foreign relations,” 448.
115 Lowe, “Australia’s Colombo Plans, old and new: international students as foreign relations,” 448.
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complete part of their tertiary studies in Asia.116

John Ingleson has observed that engaging with Asia is a perennial Australian issue and is

tied with the problem of being Australian.117 The study of Asian languages and cultures

is recommended in several policy reports as a solution to the problem of economic disen-

gagement from Asia.118 Further, the 2002 Jeffrey Report, an inquiry into the successful

implementation (or not) of the recommendations of 1989 Ingleson Report also noted Asia

literacy as a tactic for overcoming disengagement from Asia:

Australians need to be equipped for a world in which people from different places
and histories increasingly talk to each other, work together and understand the
complexities of each other’s political and social pressures. Australians know less
about Asia than other parts of the world, yet Asia’s role in Australia’s trade,
security and culture is inescapable — and growing.119

The national model of Asia literacy is a part of this larger discourse of disengagement

from Asia. White and Rizvi have observed that this trend is also operative in the Henry

Report.120 This section has outlined the policy concept of Asia literacy. This is essential

to contextualise the Tasmanian Report within the broader national policy landscape for

engaging with Asia. In the following section, I introduce the Tasmanian Report to assess

Asia literacy as it is presented in this report. Then, I apply Bacchi’s critical policy

analysis tool to interrogate the problem of Tasmanian Asia literacy and to justify the

need to nuance Asia literacy to an intranational regional area of Australia.

Introducing Asia literacy in the Tasmanian Report

Released in 2013 as a collaboration between the Australian National University Crawford

School of Public Policy and the Tasmanian State Government, the Tasmanian Report

nuances the national approach to Asia literacy to include a new intranational regional

perspective. The Tasmanian Report is a dual claim to both the positive exceptional na-

ture of being the only state island jurisdiction in Australia and the negatives (funding,

resources) of being an island state. This tension runs throughout the policy document;

although the Tasmanian Report addresses some place specific concerns, the recommenda-

116 Bernard Lane, “Asiabound travel grants to start as soon as next year,” Australian, April 6, 2013,
accessed August 21, 2017, http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/asiabound-study-
travel-grants-to-start-as-soon-as-next-year/news-story/80889fc40d4b4158de5a22c574023b57.

117 The Ingleson Report, 13.
118 For example, see: Towards an Asia-Literate Society, 5. The Garnaut Report, 5. The Rudd Report,

iii. The Henry Report, 164–66, 170.
119 Robin Jeffrey, Maximising Australia’s Asia Knowledge: Repositioning and Renewal of a National

Asset (Asian Studies Association of Australia, 2002), xv. (The Jeffrey Report).
120 Hugh White, “White-papering the cracks: comment,” The Monthly 14 (December 2012): 10; Fazal

Rizvi, “Engaging the Asian Century,” ACCESS: Critical Perspectives on Communication, Cultural &
Policy Studies 31, no. 1 (June 2012): 74. See pages 9–14 of the literature review on how Asia literacy
is instrumentalised for national economic goals.
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tions for Asia literacy operate within those of the Henry Report.121 This is in part due to

the requirements of a state jurisdiction to follow federal education guidelines. However,

curricular changes, including the transition of the state curriculum to the National Cur-

riculum, accentuates the tension around differentiating a formal place based Asia literacy.

In this section, I discuss how Asia literacy is presented in the Tasmanian Report policy

cycle. The relevant reports are:

– The Tasmanian Report (2013)

– The Issues Paper (2012)

– The Department of Education Engaging with Asia Strategy (Tasmania) (2013–

2015)

Asia literacy is a core policy objective of the Tasmanian White Paper.122 However, the

Tasmanian Report does not offer a working definition of Asia literacy. Rather, several

clues throughout the report offer insight to the where, what, and how of Asia literacy.

Formal Asia literacy is to be produced in Tasmanian schools: “the building blocks to

develop knowledge of the region. . . are laid in our schools.”123 The possible content of

Tasmanian Asia literacy is referred to in the Tasmanian Report Issues Paper. In this

paper, Asia literacy is understood to involve the upskilling Tasmanian students in Tas-

manian schools in Asian languages and cultural knowledges.124 Asia literacy is defined

in the Issues Paper as:

For the purposes of the Tasmanian White Paper, Asian literacy is considered not
simply as an issue of speaking Asian languages, but in a broader context of having
the cultural and institutional knowledge and experience to successfully do business
with Asia.125

A third clue is offered in the Tasmanian Department of Education (DoE) Engaging with

Asia Strategy 2013–2015 which defines Asia literacy as:

Asia literacy is the knowledge, skills and understanding of the histories, geogra-
phies, literatures, arts, cultures and languages of the diverse countries of the Asian
region.126

The Tasmanian DoE recommended five broad action plans to develop Asia literacy: the

121 The Tasmanian Report, 2–4.
122 Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet, Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century – Issues

Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet Policy Division, August 2012), 21.
(The Issues Paper).

123 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
124 The Issues Paper, 22.
125 The Issues Paper, 21.
126 Tasmanian Department of Education, Engaging with Asia Strategy: 2013–2015 (Hobart: Tasmanian

State Government, October 2013), 2–3. (Engaging with Asia Strategy).
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implementation of the Australian Curriculum with a focus on Asia and Australia’s en-

gagement with Asia;

Building leadership support through professional learning and cross-cultural en-
gagement, building teacher capacity through professional learning and cross-cultural
engagement, stimulating student engagement with Asian culture (sic) and lan-
guages, and involving parents, communities and other key stakeholders in sup-
porting Asia in the curriculum.127

The strategy further advised for the building leadership, teacher capacity, stimulating

student interest, and involving parents and key stakeholders in the teaching and learning

of Asia related curriculum.128

These three excerpts suggest a general shape of Tasmanian Asia literacy. Asia literacy

is to occur in formal education and is designed to generate greater economic interaction

with Asia.129 The pathways to Asia literacy include linguistic, cultural and institutional

(business) knowledge.130 An Asia-literate individual may also have in-country experi-

ence.131 However, when we consider formal Asia literacy in Tasmania, we are doing so at

both a state level and within the larger national framework of national Asia education

recommendations.132

Despite the addition of an intranational regional voice, the potential of the Tasmanian

Report to nuance Asia literacy based on place is not realised. The Tasmanian policy

recommendation of Asia literacy reiterates the national model of Asia literacy. It does

not leverage place. In the following section, I address some of these issues.

Applying the national model of Asia literacy to the Tasmanian

context

A key problem within the Tasmanian Report is that it adopts the national approach to

Asia literacy and applies it to Tasmania.133 However, as argued in the previous sections

of this chapter, there are real considerations pertaining to place which limit the veracity

and appropriateness of this national model of Asia literacy in Tasmania. Despite this, the

Tasmanian Report conceptualises Tasmanian Asia literacy capabilities in this singular,

national approach:

The Tasmanian Government’s early initiative in commissioning its own White Paper
on Tasmania’s place in the Asian Century offers the State an excellent opportunity

127 Engaging with Asia Strategy, 4.
128 Engaging with Asia Strategy, 4.
129 The Issues Paper, 22.
130 The Issues Paper, 22.
131 The Issues Paper, 22.
132 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
133 The Tasmanian Report, 2–4.
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for leveraging off the national effort to position for capturing the benefits and man-
aging the uncertainties associated with Asia’s remarkable economic and political
rise.134

However, the policy data (Reference 1) does not account for Asia literacy in intranational

regional areas of Australia. Intranational regional areas of Australia are a problem for

planning policies.135 In critique of the Henry Report, Archer notes that despite the op-

portunities such areas offer, “anyone even remotely engaged in the public discussion of

regional issues will know that we often get bogged down in the challenges faced by areas

outside of our major cities.”136 Unsurprisingly, the perceived tyrannies associated with

distance and connecting with Asia are of key concern in the Tasmanian Report.137

Despite this, Tasmanian Asia illiteracy is measured in comparison to mainland Australia:

Tasmanians are Asia illiterate based on a set of guidelines which may not even acknowl-

edge the ways in which Tasmanians are Asia literate. While the Tasmanian Report can be

read as a claim to intranational regional exceptionalism, it is also a claim to intranational

regional dependence on the federal policy debate.

When we consider how to implement the national model of Asia literacy in Tasmania,

we do so without disaggregating the specific needs of the intranational regional area of

Australia. It is neither reasonable to presume that all states and territories are Asia

literate (or illiterate) nor engage with Asia (or disengage from Asia) in the same ways. It

is reasonable to presume that all intranational regional areas are pursuing Asia literacy

and engaging with Asia in different ways. To explore the significance of differentiating

Asia literacy based on place, I outline what an intranational regional area ‘looks’ like.

Then, I address some of the specifics of the funding concerns, access to resources and

teachers, and fewer students, and how these contribute to the discourse of Tasmania as

Asia illiterate.

Understanding Tasmania: an intranational regional area of Tasmania

The Regional Australia Institute (RAI) is the leading Australian investigative body into

issues pertaining to regional areas. The Institute is dedicated to empowering regional

areas within Australia. A key aim of the RAI is to challenge the persistent ‘myth’ that

regions are backward and isolated.138 For example, a report from the RAI states that

economically, regions provided half of the national economic growth during the Global

Financial Crisis (2008) and that, without the contribution of regional Australia, the

134 The Tasmanian Report, 2.
135 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”; Regional Australia Institute,

“What is Regional Australia? Key Facts,” RAI, accessed September 24, 2017, http://www.regionala
ustralia.org.au/home/what-is-regional-australia/.

136 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
137 The Tasmanian Report, 4, 5, 39.
138 Regional Australia Institute, “What is Regional Australia? Key Facts.”
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national economy would “contract to the size it was in 1997.”139 Thus, the RAI argue

that regional areas of Australia are essential to the well-being of the national economy.140

The RAI have observed a perception in policy making circles that intranational regional

areas of Australia are defined by a series of small, isolated and rural communities.141

There are also attitudinal issues. Archer argues that to develop policy reports specific

to regional Australia “the key driver of change will be the attitude and perspective we

choose to adopt when thinking about regional Australia.”142 The assumption is that these

areas difficult to connect with other areas, or with larger economic centres. However, the

focus on metropolitan and urban centres in planning policies obscures the reality of how

intranational regional areas contribute to national growth and productivity.143

Additionally, intranational regional areas are internally diverse. The RAI recognise that

each regional town is unique and distinguish four categories within the concept of regional.

First, the RAI advise that regional cities are those with populations of over 50,000 people

and which support diverse economies. Secondly, the RAI define connected lifestyle regions

as areas with less than 50,000 people but which are economically connected with major

metropolitan areas. Third are industry and service hubs which support populations

of more than 15,000 residents. These areas are generally located further away from

major metropolitan areas and their performance is linked with industry. Finally, are the

heartland regions with smaller populations, are isolated from major, metropolitan, or

regional cities, and are shaped by local innovation.144

Diversity within and between intranational regional areas of Australia

The work by the RAI is important to understanding not only diversity between intra-

national regional areas of Australia, but there is also diversity within these areas.145

Distinctions suggest that Asia literacy is multiple even within a regional area. Maude

observes that despite multiple inquiries into various differences between intranational

regional areas of Australia, studies have not found correlation of development patterns

between similar sized areas or locations.146 For example, Tasmania has several internal

regions which have different demographic, economic, and infrastructural capabilities.147

139 Regional Australia Institute, “What is Regional Australia? Key Facts.”
140 Regional Australia Institute, “What is Regional Australia? Key Facts.”
141 Regional Australia Institute, “What is Regional Australia? Key Facts.”
142 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
143 Regional Australia Institute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness.”
144 Regional Australia Institute, “What is Regional Australia? Key Facts.”
145 R. Stimson, S. Baum, and K. O’Connor, “The Social and Economic Performance of Australia’s Large

Regional Cities and Towns: Implications for Rural and Regional Policy,” Australian Geographical
Studies 41, no. 2 (2003): 135.

146 Alaric Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–
2002,” European Planning Studies 12, no. 1 (2004): 11.

147 Stimson et al offer a useful table for differentiating opportunities and vulnerabilities for each inter-
regional area of Tasmania. See: Stimson, Baum, and O’Connor, “The Social and Economic Perfor-
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The RAI provides an interactive map to outline what regional Australia ‘looks like.’148

The RAI lists three sub-regions in Tasmania: The North West, the North, and the South-

ern region. The following table takes RAI data to disaggregate education qualifications

across the three regions.

Table 4.2: A snapshot of three inter-regional areas of Tasmania

Wage/Labour

Costs
Population University

Qualification

Technical

Qualification

North

West

$42,494

National

Ranking: 47

114,121

National

Ranking: 44

7.2%

National

Ranking: 53

24.4%

National

Ranking: 24

North

$41,991

National

Ranking: 49

143,669

National

Ranking: 39

10.8%

National

Ranking: 22

23.3%

National

Ranking: 37

South

$44,782

National

Ranking: 40

254,516

National

Ranking: 28

15.5%

National

Ranking: 10

22.7%

National

Ranking: 42

Source: Regional Australia Institute149

The table is a snapshot of the diversity within an intranational regional area.150 The table

shows how each region within Tasmania has distinctly different skills and capabilities and

different industry and economic attributes. From this information, it is reasonable then

to presume that Asia literacy (and Asia illiteracy) is different in each inter-regional area

of the state. For example, the North West may pursue industry engagement with Asia

whereas developing skills around service-based engagement with Asia would be more

appropriate in the Southern region.

Despite this nuance, differences between inter-regional areas of Tasmania are neither

readily considered in the Tasmanian Report. For example, a keyword search of the main

city centres in the policy document reveals that the state capital of Hobart is mentioned

twenty times in the report and the second largest city of Launceston is mentioned 9 times.

Conversely, the trade and infrastructure hubs of Burnie and Devonport are mentioned

mance of Australia’s Large Regional Cities and Towns: Implications for Rural and Regional Policy,”
135.

148 Regional Australia Institute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness.”
149 Each of the inter-regional areas above was searched for using this resource: Regional Australia Insti-

tute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness.”
150 Stimson, Baum, and O’Connor, “The Social and Economic Performance of Australia’s Large Regional

Cities and Towns: Implications for Rural and Regional Policy,” 132; Maude, “Regional development
processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,” 3.
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1 time each. The potential of regional cities on East or West Coast, which are popular

with tourists from Asia, are not mentioned.

For example, the Tasmanian Report overwhelmingly focuses on engaging with Asia in

Hobart. Hobart to be a major connectivity hub with Asia is a key goal of the Tasmanian

Report.151 Skilled migration, business connectivity, and harnessing the unique opportu-

nities as a gateway to Antarctica, are some of the pathways identified for engaging with

Asia and developing Asia literacy skills. The focus on developing Asia literacy in Hobart

is underpinned by the assumption that there will be flow on effects of engaging with Asia:

namely economic benefits.

Extrapolating inter-regional diversity suggests that Asia literacy should be nuanced to

each intranational regional area of Australia.152 At both the micro (inter-regional) and

macro (intranational regional) levels, planning policies should account for the potential

diversity of Asia literacy. The Tasmanian Report does not account for diversity within

Tasmania similar to how the Henry Report does not account for diversity within Australia.

Next, I interrogate the Tasmanian policy goal of Asia literacy to restate the importance

of understanding the relationship between place and Asia literacy.

Applying Bacchi’s WPR tool of policy analysis to the Tasmanian

Report

Critical policy studies is a valuable tool to assessing the Tasmanian Report. Ball advises

reading policy as a discourse. Aligning with a Foucauldian understanding of discourse,

Ball observes “discourses are about what can be said, and thought, but also about who

can speak, when, where and with what authority.”153 To inquire into the problem of Tas-

manian Asia literacy, I return to Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to Be? (WPR)

method. In this section I introduce in more depth Bacchi’s WPR tool. Specifically, I out-

line the first four steps of the tool which I will apply to the problem of Tasmanian Asia

literacy. Bacchi’s tool is an overarching methodology for approaching the policy data and

critiquing the policy concept of Asia literacy.

The WPR tool is designed to critically interrogate policy reports and to open up new

ways for understanding policy recommendations. Bacchi notes that “in this account

policy is not the government’s best effort to solve [sic] ‘problems’; rather, policies produce

[sic] ‘problems’ with particular meanings that affect what gets done or not done, and

how people lead their lives.”154 While the WPR is not designed to uncover government

influence and manipulation, it is useful to “understand policy better than policymakers by

151 The Tasmanian Report, 41–45.
152 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”

11.
153 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 15.
154 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
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probing the unexamined assumptions and deep-seated conceptual logics within implicit

problem representations.”155 Bacchi’s contribution, then, is a useful application of Michel

Foucault’s governmentality and Ball’s policy as discourse.156

The first step of Bacchi’s model is to read Asia literacy as a problem rather than a

solution.157 The WPR method challenges the researcher to question “what the problem

is represented to be.”158 Bacchi advises that “the task in a WPR analysis is to read

policies with an eye to discerning how the ‘problem’ is represented within them and to

subject this problem representation to critical scrutiny.”159 Bacchi’s second step of the

WPR approach is to inquire into the assumptions and presuppositions which underpin

this representation of the policy problem.160 The third step of Bacchi’s approach “how has

the problem come about;” to identify the policy story of Asia literacy. The fourth step

of the WPR approach asks “what is left unproblematic in this problem representation?

Where are the silences? Can the ‘problem’ be thought about differently?”161

This method helps to unpack the policy discourses which underpin the Tasmanian Re-

port recommendation of Asia literacy. I address the first four steps of the WPR approach

and how they enable a critical analysis of Asia literacy in both the policy data (Refer-

ence 1) and the Tasmanian Report. Applying Bacchi’s model to the Tasmanian Report

reveals three key concerns which promote the policy recommendation of Asia literacy:

economic underperformance, island isolation, and demographic homogeneity. Asia liter-

acy is presented in the Tasmanian Report as a solution to these problems. Recognising

the underpinning assumptions implicit to the recommendation of Tasmanian Asia liter-

acy demonstrates the importance of place in policies for engaging with Asia. I discuss

these three points in more depth.

The problem of Asia literacy in the Tasmanian Report

Inquiring into the Tasmanian Report reveals some of the limitations and flaws of the na-

tional approach to Asia literacy. It further exposes the need to nuance Asia literacy based

on place. Asia literacy in the Tasmanian Report is presented as a solution to three larger

problems. These problems, of demographic homogeneity, economic underperformance,

and island isolation, are symptoms of the challenges (and opportunities) of an intrana-

tional regional area. Rather than adequately account for the impact, and potential, of

these issues, the Tasmanian Report presents Asia literacy as a one size fits all ‘solution.’

155 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
156 Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, ed.

Michel Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Palgrave: Macmillan, 2009), 144; Ball, “What is Policy?
Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 11.

157 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
158 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
159 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
160 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
161 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
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Bacchi’s method of interrogating a policy solution enables us to view the larger policy

discourses underpinning the Tasmanian Report. For example:

Tasmania faces many challenges in the Asian Century. As a state it is less well
equipped to engage with Asia than other states in Australia as a result of relatively
limited existing economic links and a more homogenous community.162

This excerpt from the Tasmanian Report reveals a tension within applying the national

approach to Asia literacy in a state jurisdiction. The national model of Asia literacy is

ill-equipped to account for the needs specific to intranational regional areas of Australia.

Focussing on these three issues exemplifies how and why Asia literacy needs to be adjusted

for intranational regional areas of Australia such as Tasmania. To demonstrate this, I

now discuss the three issues of economic underperformance, demographic homogeneity,

and island isolation.

Asia literacy is framed in the Tasmanian Report as a tactic for accessing Asian economies.163

Accordingly, it is a part of the goal of connecting with Asia.164 The objectives of the

Tasmanian Report (Appendix A) indicate that economic growth is a motivating force be-

hind Asia literacy recommendations. The goals of the Tasmanian Report (Appendix A)

are intended to enhance Tasmanian productivity, economic resilience and demographic

diversity.165 Few economic links with Asia and a homogenous population are considered

to negatively impact on Tasmanian engagement with Asia.166 As a result, the Tasmanian

Report advises for adjustments to manufacturing, export infrastructure and productivity

towards Asian economies, and to attract skilled Asian migration.167

The problem of being an island is central to the policy notion of disengagement from Asia.

Assumptions pertaining to isolation, social homogeneity, and low economic performance,

produce and reinforce a particular discourse of Tasmania.168 This is reiterated in the

Tasmanian Report, “A failure to face the challenges presented by the Asian century

will be a missed opportunity. It will also likely lead to a relative decline in standards

of living in Tasmania.” 169 Tasmania is presented in the Tasmanian report as requiring

additional support in order to develop Asia capabilities.170 The Tasmanian Report states:

162 The Tasmanian Report, 3.
163 The Tasmanian Report, 3–4.
164 The Issues Paper, 23.
165 The Tasmanian Report, 20.
166 The Tasmanian Report, 3.
167 The Tasmanian Report, 3.
168 Jonathan West, “Obstacles to Progress: What’s Wrong with Tasmania, really?,” in Griffith Review 39:

Tasmania the Tipping Point?, ed. Julianne Schultz and Natasha Cica (Queensland: Griffith University
Press, 2013), 50–51.

169 The Tasmanian Report, 18.
170 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-

tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 576–67. The Tasmanian Report, 1.
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“we cannot rely on the rest of Australia to do all the heavy lifting necessary for us to

exploit new social and economic opportunities.”171

The perceived tyrannies associated with being an island are core to how the policy prob-

lem of Asia literacy is conceptualised. Isolation is a key concern of the Tasmanian report

policy cycle. The Issues Paper specifically mentions isolation as prohibitive to engaging

with Asia.172 For example, one section of the Issues Paper is entitled “Can Tasmania ac-

cess Asian growth?”173 and another “Can Tasmania physically access Asian markets?”174

Isolation is described in the report as negatively impacting on growth in tourism:

International tourism accounts for an estimated 14 per cent of tourism’s direct
contribution to Tasmania, which is the lowest proportional contribution by inter-
national visitors to any state. This is probably a result of Tasmania’s lack of direct
international air-links and regional isolation, and the way in which Tasmania is
currently positioned in the high-growth international markets.175

The goals and ambitions for developing Asia literacy in Tasmania are designed to over-

come issues associated with isolation. For example, the TasmaniNa Report recommends

developing infrastructure (runways, shipping ports), to connect Tasmania with Asia.176

Asia literacy is recommended in the Tasmanian Report as a solution to both demographic

homogeneity and economic performance.177 Demographic homogeneity is presented in

the Tasmanian Report as a limiting factor in the pursuit of economic engagement with

Asia.178 Focusing on the languages component of Asia literacy imperatives, the framing

of the problem is not a lack of bilingualism as such, but the absence of expatriate Asian

populations living in Tasmania.179 For example, the second pathway to developing Asia

literacy as identified in the Tasmanian Report is to attract skilled migrants to Tasmania

and to cultivate acceptance around employing workers with strong accents or who are

learning English.180

The diversity of Australia’s population, including the large number of Australians
born in Asia or who are of Asian descent, increases our understanding of the region
and helps to broaden our Asia literacy. However, Tasmania has a smaller proportion
of its population with an Asian linguistic of cultural background. We can address
this through targeted migration and by ensuring that Tasmanian schools have access
to the resources necessary to develop an effective understanding of Asia.”181

171 The Tasmanian Report, 4.
172 The Issues Paper, 21–23.
173 The Issues Paper, 21.
174 The Issues Paper, 23.
175 The Tasmanian Report, 32.
176 The Tasmanian Report, 37.
177 The Tasmanian Report, 4.
178 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
179 The Issues Paper, 22.
180 The Issues Paper, 22.
181 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
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The Issues Paper continues:

Other potential pathways to increasing Asian literacy include increasing migration,
encouraging participation in conferences and exchanges and undertaking visits to
the region . . . Identified challenges in increasing the uptake of Asian languages
in Tasmanian schools includes the difficulty of recruiting skilled language teachers
where a strong expatriate community is lacking.182

Two strategies for developing Asia literacy skills are outlined in the Tasmanian policy

suite: promoting Asia literacy in formal education and in attracting skilled migrants.183

Repositioning this solution as a problem highlights that demographic homogeneity is per-

ceived to negatively impact on Asia literacy in Tasmania. For example: “while language

fluency may be only a weak proxy of broader Asian literacy, it is important, and Tas-

mania may be behind the rest of Australia in this measure.”184 There is accordingly a

third issue: Tasmanian Asia literacy in comparison to Asia literacy throughout the rest

of Australia.185

When we consider the overarching issues of the Tasmanian Report policy recommenda-

tions, it becomes evident that Asia literacy is a part of a much larger discourse around

how the economic performance of intranational regional areas of Australia. It is fur-

thermore clear that issues pertaining to place, such as islandness, underpin Asia literacy

recommendations.

The application of Bacchi’s WPR tool to the Tasmanian Report reveals a clear need to

think about Asia literacy in relation to place.186 As Ball has argued, reading policy as a

discourse reveals larger questions of power which both prohibit and enable how problems

are resolved.187 In this section, I addressed the three issues of economic underperformance,

demographic homogeneity, and isolation, which motivate the recommendation of Asia

literacy as a solution in the Tasmanian Report. However, these issues show that the

national model of Asia literacy is inadequate to account for place-based nuances.

Silent within Asia literacy policy reports is an investigation into the production, develop-

ment, and measurement of Asia literacy in intranational regional areas of Australia. The

fourth step of Bacchi’s method asks the researcher to into the gaps in the policy concept.

Bacchi suggests “careful scrutiny of possible gaps or limitations in this representation

of the ‘problem’, accompanied by inventive imagining of potential alternatives.”188 This

182 The Issues Paper, 22.
183 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
184 The Issues Paper, 21.
185 I examine this problem in Chapter Five.
186 I continue to apply this model throughout the thesis to probe into the issues of economic underper-

formance, demographic homogeneity, and island isolation in Chapters Five and Six.
187 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 15.
188 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
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is clear when we review some of the funding and resourcing concerns which plague the

implementation of the national model of Asia literacy in Tasmania.

Challenges to implementing the national model of Asia literacy in Tasmania

Funding concerns

The need to consider Asia literacy from an intranational regional area perspective is

clear when we consider that funding for education in Tasmania is a perennial issue.189

As a state, Tasmania is subject to both state and federal politics and education policy

is exposed to regular change.190 Successful Asia literacy programs require regular fund-

ing. However, Halse et al have observed that the political nature of education policy

means that initiatives are highly volatile to changes in government.191 Further, Strat-

ford contends that Tasmania exploits the federal system as both an advantage and a

disadvantage, which influences how and when additional funding is provided to the State

Government.192

The controversial Gonski reforms are evidence that equal access to funding is highly

political. The Gonski Reforms were designed to re-align the distribution of educational

resources and funding across Australia.193 The reforms are based on a needs-based model,

however, there was dissatisfaction that states such as Tasmania would contribute little

but receive significant support.194 The Tasmanian Department of Education is signatory

to the Gonski Reforms and therefore entitled to receive an education bonus package.195

The enactment of the Gonski Reforms would have provided the Tasmanian education

system with significant financial support to benefit the teaching and learning of many

subjects, including Asia literacy. Due to political disagreement, the recommendations

have not yet been implemented.196

All state and territory jurisdictions of Australia are exposed to funding uncertainties.

Tasmanian claims to education funding is sometimes based on claims of exceptional-

ism.197 The National Assessment Program (NAPLAN) is a snapshot of education stan-

dards around Australia at year 3, 5, 7, and 9 in reading, writing, punctuation, grammar,

and numeracy. For 2017, 22.4% of Year 9 students in Tasmania were below average in

189 Australian Education Union, “What’s Gonski?,” I Give a Gonski, accessed May 15, 2016, http :
//www.igiveagonski.com.au/whats gonski.

190 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”
5.

191 The Tasmanian Report, 1. Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national
island status in the constitution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 579.

192 Christine Halse et al., Asia Literacy and the Australian Teaching Workforce (Melbourne: Australian
Institute for Teaching / School Leadership, June 2013), 44. (The Halse Report).

193 Australian Education Union, “What’s Gonski?”
194 Australian Education Union, “What’s Gonski?”
195 Australian Education Union, “What’s Gonski?”
196 Australian Education Union, “What’s Gonski?”
197 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-

tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 576; Australian Education Union, “What’s Gonski?”
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writing, compared with 14.6% in New South Wales.198 However, the states and territories

which score under the minimal standard of skill in core subjects are all rural or regional,

highlighting issues around equal access to education and education funding.199

In an inquiry into Tasmanian literacy standards, Rowan and Ramsay have developed a

model for disaggregating data around NAPLAN testing to better understand educational

inequality in different intranational regional areas of Australia. They focus on Tasmania

and problematise the assumption that Tasmania performs at a lower standard than the

rest of Australia. Rather than focus on differences between geo-locations, Rowan and

Ramsay compare similar socio-economic status schools in different states and territo-

ries.200 The assumption within NAPLAN is that year 9 performance is indicative of year

12 completion. Rowan and Ramsay found that despite similar Socio-Economic Status

(SES) schools across Australia achieving the same year 9 performance standards as Tas-

mania, fewer students in Tasmania complete year 12. This study shows that performance

indicators need to be interrogated to question specific intranational regional issues.201

Therefore, despite clear differences, the federal system contributes to a perception that

all states and territories must perform equally.202 Maude has observed that:

The pattern for Hobart, the smallest of the State capitals, is similar to Adelaide,
and neither city has been able to develop a strong global role. The six cities
have therefore become increasingly differentiated in their economies, growth rates,
income levels, house prices, and levels of social disadvantage.203

This point can be illustrated with reference to the Goods and Services Tax (GST) debate.

The GST debate exemplifies of the assumptions implicit to state performance in the

Australian federal system. GST is a tax system where selected revenue raised in states

and territories is collected by the Federal Government and is returned to the states and

territories based on need rather than consideration of where the tax funds were raised.

Tasmania benefits heavily from the redistribution of GST and other federal taxes, for

example, for every dollar Tasmania contributes to the Federal Government, Tasmania

receives $1.63 back in benefits and services.204 Conversely, Western Australia significantly

198 National Assessment Program, “Results,” National Assessment Program, accessed February 26, 2018,
http://reports.acara.edu.au/Home/Results.

199 National Assessment Program, “Results.”
200 Michael Rowan and Eleanor Ramsay, “Educational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explana-

tions,” Australian Educational Researcher 45, no. 3 (2018): 278.
201 Rowan and Ramsay, “Educational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explanations,” 278, 282,

287.
202 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”

5.
203 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”

11.
204 Jan Davis, “Talking Point: GST revenue system grossly unfair to Western Australia,” Mer-

cury, August 24, 2016, accessed October 15, 2016, http : / / www . themercury . com . au / news /
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contributes to GST but receives little in return. However, following a downturn in mining

income, Western Australia called on the Federal Government to restructure the GST and

shift benefits from lower performing states, such as Tasmania and South Australia, to

fund industry transition in Western Australia.205 Tasmanian politicians have protested

against the change, arguing that it would negatively impact on state development.206 The

GST debate highlights tension within the expectation of states and territories to perform

uniformly. However, the need to restructure revenue highlights that this is not the case.

Teaching staff

Inadequate funding affects all areas of Asia literacy, in particular the retention of ade-

quate teaching staff and resources.207 Attracting high-quality teaching staff is an issue

for an intranational regional area like Tasmania.208 Halse et al contend that a lack of

infrastructure impacts on the capacity of teachers to deliver continuous Asia related con-

tent.209 Further, Halse et al found that regular changes to federal funding diminish the

capacity of teachers to provide specialised language and cultural training.210 Teachers

and principals reported that they felt restricted in what was practical and possible when

teaching Asia curriculum.211

The ability to attract and retain trained and quality staff is extra challenging for intra-

national regional areas. John L. Kertesz found that in 2011, only a quarter of Tasmanian

students had full time access to a native speaker of an Asian language in high school.212

Moreover, language classrooms were often of mixed ability and grades therefore placed

extra demand on available teachers.213 Furthermore, teachers must be adequately pre-

pared. In 2011, Tasmanian tertiary initial teacher education did not include language

teaching methodology.214 Teachers were unskilled, or unconfident, to teach Asian lan-

guages or studies. Teacher confidence is significant and impacts on the teaching of ‘Asia

literacy.’ Peta Salter’s unpublished doctoral research examines the role of teachers’ cul-

opinion / talking - point - gst - revenue - system - grossly - unfair - to - western - australia / news - story /
e4ef6baef80a6a59f56c4c54b75997fe; See further: Francis Keany, “GST floor plan proposal to be
opposed by Eric Abetz if Tasmania disadvantaged,” ABC News, August 16, 2016, accessed Novem-
ber 10, 2016, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-08-15/gst-floor-plan-abetz-to-oppose-change-if -
tasmania-disadvantaged/7736614.

205 Andrew O’Connor, “Smaller states warned to stop blocking GST reform or ‘suffer consequencs’,”
ABC News Online, April 11, 2015, accessed April 9, 2016, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-04-
11/nahan-intensifies-attacks-on-smaller-states-over-gst/6385016.

206 Keany, “GST floor plan proposal to be opposed by Eric Abetz if Tasmania disadvantaged.”
207 John L. Kertesz, The State of Asian Languages in Tasmania: Reporting on the views of teachers and

students (Hobart: University of Tasmania Press, 2011), 30. (The Kertesz Report).
208 Rowan and Ramsay, “Educational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explanations,” 280.
209 The Halse Report, 3.
210 The Halse Report, 3.
211 The Halse Report, 3.
212 The Kertesz Report, 51.
213 The Kertesz Report, 51.
214 The Kertesz Report, 51.
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tural maps on the teaching of Asia literacy curriculum. Salter interviewed teaching staff

in a state school in Queensland.215 She reveals that Asia is viewed by teachers as “a tricky

sort of subject” and, as a result, unconfident teachers are less likely to engage with Asia

related content.216 Salter found ineffective initial teacher education and low teacher confi-

dence impacted on the successful implementation of Asia literacy programs.217 However,

Salter’s findings are specific to the Queensland education system and it would be useful

to examine this in other state and territory jurisdictions.

Intranational regional areas such as Tasmania are not given due consideration in federal

planning policies pertaining to Asia literacy and engaging with Asia. Application of Bac-

chi’s WPR model exposes this ‘silence’ in the Asia literacy policy data. I have argued that

the lack of consideration given to intranational regional areas of Australia in developing

Asia literacy is problematic and contributes to the discourse that intranational regional

areas underperform when it comes to Asia literacy. In the following section, I discuss

some examples of how Asia literacy has been differentiated. This shows the potential for

Asia literacy to be redefined to different contexts for intranational regional areas.

Different ways of understanding Asia literacy

Applying Bacchi’s methodology to the Tasmanian Report reveals larger problems pertain-

ing to the state island jurisdiction. However, the fourth step of Bacchi’s WPR approach

asks the policy researcher to question whether the policy concept can be thought about

differently.218 My research gap, that Asia literacy has not been considered from an in-

tranational regional perspective, asks for Asia literacy to be nuanced to place. Although

this has not been done in scholarly literature or policy reports, some policy reports have

extended Asia literacy beyond the FitzGerald model and beyond the national framework.

I suggest that these developments highlight the potential for realising a place-based Asia

literacy. In this section, I identify some of the different ways Asia literacy has been mod-

elled. Through these recommendations, I demonstrate that Asia literacy is changeable:

this ambiguity in the literature shows that Asia literacy is not uniform but is multiple,

shifting, and fluid.

One way of looking at a place-based Asia literacy planning policy would be through dif-

ferentiation. This term is sometimes used in issues pertaining to implementing planning

policies in intranational regional areas of Australia.219 Maude observes that differentia-

215 Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative
study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education,” 190.

216 Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative
study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education,” 195.

217 Salter, “Towards a multilateral analysis of ‘knowing Asia’: a policy trajectory approach. A qualitative
study of ‘Asia literacy’ as curriculum imperative in Australian education,” 195.

218 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
219 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”
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tion of planning policies is valuable to intranational regional areas of Australia.220 Maude

notes the considerable diversity of Australian inland and coastal intranational regional

cities.221 Demographic issues (population decline or growth), welfare dependency, indus-

try, economic reform, migration, Indigenous issues, and housing shortages are some of

the variables of such areas.222 Both Stimson et al and Maude argue that these vari-

ables give rise to new opportunities for planning policies.223 Stimson et al observe that

the “differential outcomes which have emerged might be explained by the way in which

Australia’s large regional cities and towns are reflecting (or not reflecting) fundamental

socio-economic transitions occurring in Australia as a whole.”224

Asia literacy has been redefined to meet specific educational goals. The Standing Council

on School Education and Early Childhood commissioned ‘Asia literacy’ and Australian

Teaching Workforce Report (2012) is a qualitative study into what constitutes both an

Asia literate student and an Asia literate teacher. The study nuances the concept of Asia

literacy by offering definitions around two consumers and producers of Asia literacy. An

Asia literate student is defined as having the “intercultural understanding, to create ‘a

more tolerant and successful Australia’ and their competence as ‘globally smart citizens’

with the capacities to function effectively and successfully in a global world.”225 Con-

versely, an Asia literate teacher is expected to be skilled in expert knowledge; resources;

intercultural understanding; integration of Asia into curriculum; and, connecting stu-

dents with Asia through information and communications technology (ICT) and broad

social learning.226 The Halse Report understanding of Asia literacy shows that the policy

concept of Asia literacy can be remodelled in response to specific educational contexts.

Alternatively, Asia literacy has been recommended to meet social cohesion and diversity

goals as shown by the recommendations of the Diversity Council of Australia commis-

sioned the Leading in the Asian Century: A National Scorecard of Australia’s Workforce

Asia Capability (the O’Leary Report). In this Report, Asia literacy is redefined as a

scorecard of six Asia capabilities (A-Caps): cultural intelligence, Asian language profi-

1; Stimson, Baum, and O’Connor, “The Social and Economic Performance of Australia’s Large
Regional Cities and Towns: Implications for Rural and Regional Policy,” 135.

220 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”
1.

221 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”
11.

222 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”
12.

223 Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia: a review of research 1990–2002,”
11; Stimson, Baum, and O’Connor, “The Social and Economic Performance of Australia’s Large
Regional Cities and Towns: Implications for Rural and Regional Policy,” 135.

224 Stimson, Baum, and O’Connor, “The Social and Economic Performance of Australia’s Large Regional
Cities and Towns: Implications for Rural and Regional Policy,” 132.

225 The Halse Report, 44.
226 The Halse Report, 2.
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ciency, Asian cultural working knowledge, Asian social capital, Asian cultural experience,

Asian people management lens, and multicultural identity.227 The Diversity Council of

Australia (DCA) ran an online quiz How Asia Capable are you? The results are the basis

of the subsequent O’Leary Report (2015). O’Leary defines A-Caps as:

Asia Capability refers to individuals’ ability to interact effectively in Asian countries
and cultures, and with people from Asian cultural backgrounds, to achieve work
goals — for example, working in, or managing teams, which include people from
Asian cultural backgrounds, engaging for trade and commerce purposes with Asian
markets, and/or attracting, engaging and developing a diverse talent pool which
includes people from Asian cultural backgrounds.228

The A-Caps are focused on individual attributes. Moreover, the inclusion of Asian cul-

tural background contributes to the expansion of the parameters of the audience of ‘Asia

literacy.’

A further example of how Asia literacy is differentiated is that Asia literacy can be mod-

elled specific to support goals of Asian supranational regional educational exchange. A

pertinent example is offered by the Australian Council of Learned Academies (ACOLA)

report Smart Engagement with Asia: Leveraging language, research and culture (Smart

Engagement, 2015). The study is an examination into how intellectual exchange can

support deeper engagement with Asia.229 The Smart Engagement with Asia Report en-

courages research collaboration and intellectual reciprocity. In this report, Asia literacy

is defined as a slow, long-term form of engagement with Asia which is focused on cultural

investment.230

The discussed examples, from both government and non-government agencies, are an

indication that Asia literacy is not uniform. Rather, Asia literacy can be reshaped to re-

spond to variety of purposes and perspectives, including teaching and learning, business,

organisational, intellectual exchange, and individual. As a result, the purpose and defini-

tion of Asia literacy is manifold, shifting, and fluid. That Asia literacy is multiple across

different regions within Australia suggests that Tasmanian Asia literacy is also distinct.

I take this data as an indication that Asia literacy can be thought about differently in

the case of an intranational regional area of Australia.

227 Jane O’Leary, Leading in the Asian Century: A National Scorecard of Australia’s Workforce Asia
Capability (Sydney: Diversity Council Australia, 2015), 15. (The O’Leary Report).

228 The O’Leary Report, 64.
229 Ien Ang, Y. Tambiah, and P. Mar, Smart Engagement with Asia: Leveraging language, research

and culture (Melbourne: Report for the Australian Council of Learned Academies, March 2015), 30.
(Smart Engagement with Asia).

230 Smart Engagement with Asia, 32–33.
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Summary

When we apply the national policy approach of Asia literacy in Tasmania, a series of flaws

emerge. The practicalities of implementing Asia literacy are not considered in the extant

policy data. Thus, what I label the national model of Asia literacy does not account for

differences within and between state and territory jurisdictions. Tasmania was a case

study to reveal some of these limitations, and to make the claim for a place-based Asia

literacy.

Explication of Bacchi’s WPR model of critical policy analysis was useful to interrogating

the policy concept of Asia literacy. Bacchi asks the researcher to view policy solutions

as problems, and as representations of a suite of other problems, assumptions, and dis-

courses.231 This approach was beneficial to exploring why a national model for Asia

literacy is inadequate to leverage the inherent Asia literacy in an intranational regional

jurisdiction of Australia. To do this, I followed the first four steps of the approach. This

revealed that the Tasmanian Report recommendation of Asia literacy is more about re-

solving economic and demographic concerns in the state than it is about becoming Asia

literate.232 The WPR method further uncovered that the treatment of Asia literacy in

intranational regional areas of Australia is a silence in the policy recommendations.

Examining the recommendation of Asia literacy in the Tasmanian Report with a critical

eye shows that issues pertaining to intranational regional areas shape how the problem

is represented. Notably, economic underperformance, demographic homogeneity, and

island isolation contribute to the positioning of Asia literacy as a solution to Tasmanian

disengagement from Asia.

In Tasmania, Asia literacy is recommended as a solution to disengagement from Asia. As

exemplified with the policy data (1970s-present), Asia literacy is a response to the dangers

associated with being disengaged politically, economically, and socially from Asia. Asia

literacy has thus been taken up by multiple political leaders, and policy recommendations,

as a tactic for resolving this larger national problem.

I outlined what I label a national approach to Asia literacy. I discussed Asia literacy as it

is presented in four landmark reports of: Towards an Asia-Literate Society (1988), Gar-

naut (1989), Rudd (1994), and Henry (2012) Reports. Each of these reports influenced

the development of Asia literacy. Further, these reports were influential to linking Asia

literacy initiatives with both economic and educational reform. When we inquire into

the policy concept of Asia literacy, it is evident that Asia literacy is a limited concept.

There are several components to this national model: Asia literacy is based on presumed

widespread Asia illiteracy, Asia is ambiguous, Asia literacy is learned in formal education,

231 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21–2.
232 The Tasmanian Report, 4, 39.
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and it consists of learning Asian languages and studies content. Asia literacy recommen-

dations are motivated a result of these factors by a discourse of assumed disengagement

from Asia.

The diversity within and between intranational regional areas of Australia shows that

understanding the problem of measuring a Tasmanian Asia literacy may be replicated

in other intranational areas of Australia. Tasmania is a case study through which to

recognise the limitations of a uniform approach to Asia literacy. In Tasmania, funding

vagaries and teaching staff are two examples of how a different approach to Asia literacy is

fundamental to expanding how the state engages with Asia. The inquiry into Asia literacy

in an intranational regional area of Australia shows that Asia literacy is multiple, and

that there are many ways for assessing, viewing, and valuing Asia literacy skills outside

of the national framework.

When we consider Tasmania which is particularly isolated, then the policy discourse of

Tasmania is one of widespread Asia illiteracy. The need to conceptualise Asia literacy

differently is clear. Several non-government reports offer different models of Asia literacy.

For example, Asia literacy can be reconceptualised based on specific contexts in education,

international exchange, and diversity. This suggests that Asia literacy is, in fact, multiple.

Reconceptualising Asia literacy in this way also highlights the potential for redefining Asia

literacy specific to a regional area such as Tasmania.

In the following chapter I address Island Studies and archipelagos as a framework to

decentre this national approach and to explore an island-centric Asia literacy.
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Decentring national approaches to

Asia literacy

Introduction

Tasmania is adrift at sea. The heart shaped island became separated from the Antarctic

continent a millennium ago and now sits two hundred and forty kilometres below the

southern Australian state of Victoria at a latitude of 42-degrees south. The island is

separated from the ‘mainland’ of Australia by the shallow Bass Strait waters, which

are notoriously dangerous for sea travel. It is Australia’s only state island jurisdiction.

Tasmania is a twelve-hour ferry ride or a one-hour plane trip south of Victoria. There are

no direct passenger flights from Tasmania to Asia, nor are there any direct international

shipping trade links with the region. All migration and tourism are filtered through

the larger cities of Melbourne or Sydney in the states of Victoria and New South Wales

respectively. From this perspective, engaging with Asia seems impossible.

Moreover, Tasmania is all but banished from the ‘mainland’ vision. The ‘mainland’

includes all other states and territories of Australia and is a colloquial term used by

Tasmanians to differentiate the Tasmanian way of life from that of the rest of Australia.

This distinction is not simply defensive, rather it is a claim to the advantages (and

disadvantages) of being Australia’s only island state. Further, it is a statement of how

being an island affects the concept of being Tasmanian. Unlike the other Australian

mainland states and territories, Tasmania has distinct natural borders. Further, the

term ‘mainland’ invokes a sense of how Tasmania is distant from the rest of Australia.

Place is important to understanding Asia literacy in Tasmania. In this chapter I return

to the theoretical framework of Island Studies to explore how being an island influences

not only planning policies but how people feel about engaging with Asia. Hay has ob-

served that islandness develops bounded identities and ways of doing things.1 Island life

1 Pete Hay, “That islanders speak, and others hear,” Isle 10 (2003): 203–4.
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is affected by the physical and mythical hard edge of islands.2 Island studies scholars

observe that this influences how people go about things, and that this is distinct from

non-islanders.3

The islander non-islander tension is important to reading a place-based Asia literacy. Is-

lands and islanders are often discovered by outsiders, by the mainland.4 The outside dis-

covery of islands suggests that an island narrative is blurred or obscured by the mainland

perspective.5 Another way of exploring this is by reading island as discourse. Cohering

Stephen J. Ball’s work on policy as discourse with Island Studies drives my inquiry into

how being an island influences policy approaches to Asia literacy.

Decentring this discourse of islandness as isolation is essential to recognising a Tasmanian

Asia literacy. As argued in Chapter Four, the national framework of Asia literacy does

not account for an intranational regional perspective of Asia literacy. The problem of Asia

literacy has been discovered and defined from a mainland perspective and applied to an

intranational regional area of Australia. In this chapter, I unpick the policy discourse that

isolation means that Tasmanians are disconnected from Asia. In Chapter Four, I explored

the policy discourse around intranational regional areas being isolated perpetuated a

myth of under-performance.6 As argued in Chapter Four, isolation is discussed in the

Tasmanian Report as a relational factor to economic underperformance, infrastructural

concerns and demographic homogeneity.

I begin this chapter by imagining Tasmania. Drawing on examples from literary analysis,

sociological work, and advertising, I shape an idea of Tasmania. I scaffold this with

both Island Studies and Michel Foucault’s work on heterotopias to problematise the

mainland influence on ‘knowing’ an island. Island studies are a way of understanding the

problems and assumptions implicit to the policy concept of Asia literacy in an island area,

or, as Carol Bacchi posits, the “contingent practices and processes through which this

understanding of the ‘problem’ has emerged.”7 This is useful to justifying the imperative

to uncover an island voice in the pursuit of Tasmanian Asia literacy.

2 Godfrey Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological
Challenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” Island Studies Journal 3, no. 1 (2008): 38.

3 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 37; Hay, “That islanders speak, and others hear,” 203.

4 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 37.

5 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 37.

6 Jack Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?,” Conversation, November 14,
2012, accessed October 23, 2016, https://theconversation.com/where- is- regional-australia- in-our-
asian-century-future-10587; Alaric Maude, “Regional development processes and policies in Australia:
a review of research 1990–2002,” European Planning Studies 12, no. 1 (2004): 12.

7 Carol Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” in Engaging
with Carol Bacchi: Strategic Interventions and Exchanges, ed. Angelique Bletsas and Chris Beasley
(University of Adelaide Press, 2012), 21.
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Ball observes that policy discourses influence not only what gets done, but also affect

attitudes and values towards a given problem.8 Bacchi observes that the shape of a

policy problem affects how that problem is resolved.9 To examine this, Bacchi’s What’s

the Problem Represented To Be? (WPR) approach is a useful tool to interrogating

the island as discourse. The third step of Bacchi’s WPR approach asks, “how has this

representation of the ‘problem’ come about?”10 Demographic homogeneity is raised in the

Tasmanian Report as an inhibiting factor to more widespread Asia literacy.11 Therefore,

it is important to focus on how demographic homogeneity is framed. The results from my

first survey, Tasmanian Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’ (2015), can be

productively contrasted with this policy data. The following research questions drive this

chapter: which issues Tasmanians believe might prevent Tasmania from engaging with

Asia; how Tasmanians understand how Asia relates to Tasmania and vice versa; and,

whether Tasmanians believe Tasmania can engage with Asia.12 Bacchi notes that “the

ways in which ‘problems’ are constituted elicit particular forms of subjectivity, influencing

how we see ourselves and others.”13 I explore the impact of this representation on how

Tasmanians feel about engaging with Asia and developing Asia literacy.

Spatial theorist Edward W. Soja is useful to recognising that the policy approach to Asia

literacy is a limited view of Tasmanian Asia literacy. Soja has argued that the that the

social informs the spatial and vice versa.14 I argue that the policy discourse of Tasmanian

Asia illiteracy suggests that Tasmania has low levels of engagement with Asia. This

constrains the possible solutions to the policy problem, and also influences how people feel

about Asia literacy and engaging with Asia. The policy discourse of Tasmania as isolated

and Asia illiterate obfuscates of Tasmanian Asia literacy and engagement with Asia. I

explore some ways in which Tasmania is inherently connected with Asia to establish that

Asia literacy needs to be more broadly conceptualised in relation to informal, everyday

Asia literacy.15

When Bacchi questions whether we can think about the problem differently, she offers an

opportunity to identify alternate ways for assessing Asia literacy in Tasmania. I critique

the policy approach that Asia literacy and engaging with Asia must be visible through

8 Stephen J. Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural
Politics of Education 13, no. 2 (1993): 14.

9 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21–22.
10 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
11 Tasmanian Government and the Australian National University’s Crawford School of Public Policy,

Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and
Cabinet, March 2013), 20. (The Tasmanian Report).

12 For a discussion of the research questions, see pages 37–40.
13 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
14 Edward W. Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 20, 25–26.
15 In Chapter Seven, I inquire into some of the ways Tasmania relates to Asia to explore an innate and

affective dimension of Asia literacy.
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demographic diversity.16 The problem of isolation can be thought about differently.17

Island Studies are useful for exploring what connects islands. Archipelago imagery is

one tactic for this which I introduced in Chapter Three. Another is to look for policy

formulations and documents which stand outside the Asia literacy field but can be brought

to bear on this issue. The TTR (2006), for example, exploits islandness as a strength.

Imagining the island of Tasmania

To understand how Tasmania is presented in the Tasmanian Report, it is important

to first examine Tasmania more generally. Within the policy report is a discourse of

Tasmania. This establishes both how the island is ‘known’ in policy reports and the

possible solutions for developing Tasmanian Asia literacy. Quoting Foucault, Ball has

noted that: “discourses are practices that systematically form the objects of which they

speak. . . Discourses are not about objects; they do not identify objects, they constitute

them and in the practice of doing so conceal their own invention.”18

In this section, I inquire into a discourse of Tasmania. I move outside of the policy rep-

resentation, to inquire into the larger discourses of how the island is imagined in popular

literature and in popular culture in Australia. I draw on Island Studies to problema-

tise the mainland island relationship. To explore the dominance of the mainland view

when conceptualising the island, I apply Foucault’s concept of heterotopia to illustrate

that although Tasmania is a real place, it is also a figment of an Australian imagination.

This sets up my critique that these representations of Tasmania contribute to how policy

problems are shaped, and what solutions to these problems are recommended in policy

reports.19 Understanding Tasmanian Asia literacy, then, intersects not only with place,

but with Tasmania’s relationship with the mainland of Australia.

Island Studies scholar Baldacchino observes that islands are always defined by outsiders,

thus describing Tasmania is difficult.20 Baldacchino even questions whether islands can

be known in and of themselves.21 As there is also a mythical element, Ronström suggests

that islands are relics, trapped in the imaginations of mainlands.22 However, it is difficult

to decentre the mainland view. That islands are often discovered by outsiders contributes

to islands being unknowable. I highlight three examples, literary analysis, sociological

16 I expand on this in Chapters Six and Seven by investigating Asia literacy through attitudes, values,
and consumer behaviours.

17 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21–22.
18 Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge (London: Tavistock, 1977), 79; Quoted in Ball, “What

is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
19 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21–22.
20 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-

lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 37.
21 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-

lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 37.
22 Owe Ronström, “Gotland: Where “Folk Culture” and “Island” Overlap,” in Island Songs: A Global

Repertoire, ed. Godfrey Baldacchino (United Kingdom: Scarecrow Press, 2011), 17.
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review, and popular culture to show the paradoxical nature of understanding islands.

A literary analysis perspective is one approach to defining the island. Cranston imagines:

And there are enough fictions to bury the island in a sea of nomenclature: Trowenna,
Loutrouwitter, Van Diemen’s Land, Transylvania, Tasmania, the Apple Isle, the
Archipelago State, a Sink-hole, a mood disorder. Anatomically: the Heart Shaped
Isle; scatatogically: ‘an ugly trinket suspended at the world’s discredited rump,’. . . the
female pudenda; a testicle; ‘Pity there is only one of them.23

Cranston’s attempt at defining Tasmania illustrates both the complexity of the island

and that the island as an entity is fluid, shifting, and multiple. The island is emotional,

physical, desolate, unwanted, historic and romantic. The island is neither here nor there

but is rather in between and unknowable. According to Hay, three ‘fault lines’ of islands

can be identified: island ‘edge’; island memory and identity in situations of inbound and

outbound population movements; the realness of islands where it may best function as

a metaphor.24 As Stratford observes, islands occupy mythical spaces within nations.25

Tasmania too, can be mythologised in the national imagination as betwixt and between.

A second possible angle for defining islands is a socio-economic analysis. A recent publi-

cation captures Tasmania’s peripheral position within nation. The 2013 Griffith Review

Tasmania: The Tipping Point? is a reflection on Tasmania and being Tasmanian. It

focusses on the disadvantages of being Tasmanian and in what Tasmania is deficient:

economic depression is a consistent theme of the text, as is social claustrophobia.26 One

of the more controversial chapters, by West, states:

Tasmania ranks at the bottom among Australian states on virtually every dimen-
sion of economic, social, and cultural performance: highest unemployment, lowest
incomes, languishing investment, lowest home prices, least educated, lowest liter-
acy, most chronic disease, poorest longevity, most likely to smoke, greatest obesity,
highest petty crime, worst domestic violence. It seems not to matter which measure
is chosen, Tasmania will likely finish last.27

West’s viewpoint highlights a hallmark of island studies: that islands are often ‘dis-

covered’ and celebrated by outsiders.28 Moreover, the excerpt highlights the negatives

23 C. A. Cranston, “Rambling in Overdrive: Travelling Through Tasmanian Literature,” Tasmanian
Historical Studies 8, no. 2 (2003): 29.

24 Pete Hay, “A Phenomenology of Islands,” Island Studies Journal 1, no. 1 (2006): 19.
25 Elaine Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the

constitution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” The Round Table: The Commonwealth Journal of International
Affairs 95, no. 368 (September 2006): 576–77.

26 Natasha Cica, “The cracks are how the light gets in,” in Griffith Review 39: Tasmania The Tipping
Point?, ed. Julianne Schultz and Natasha Cica (Queensland: Griffith University Press, 2013), 10.

27 Jonathan West, “Obstacles to Progress: What’s Wrong with Tasmania, really?,” in Griffith Review 39:
Tasmania the Tipping Point?, ed. Julianne Schultz and Natasha Cica (Queensland: Griffith University
Press, 2013), 50.

28 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.
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associated with being an island. West is useful to not only identifying how ‘mainland’

thinking determines what an island is, but that islands and islanders are subsumed into

the mainland perspective, and this can be based on a deficit model of islandness.29

West’s contribution highlights how in some ways, islands are distinguishable from a main-

land by their hard water/land edge but, equally, in other ways, islands are constrained

by the mainland gaze. Baldacchino observes that islands are paradoxical.30 Stratford

extends Baldacchino’s observation to understanding planning policies and that Tasmania

exploits islandness as both disability and advantage.31

A third example of how to understand a discourse of Tasmania is in tourism branding and

advertising. In advertising their island, Tasmanians exploit the mythical nature of island-

ness. The branding of Tasmania reflects an image of the island that the mainland wants

to see. Travel websites often describe Tasmania as ‘wild’ and ‘unique.’32 For instance,

the Lonely Planet Guide enthuses about the romance of islands and how, despite the

seclusion of Tasmania, the state has a burgeoning art and food scene which is framed by

unique wilderness.33 This approach has been replicated in the local tourism industry. The

Tasmanian travel website Discover Tasmania promotes the wild island image, describing

Tasmania as a place of stunning landscapes, a bucolic lifestyle, niche food and wine, wild

unkempt locals, and a haunting past of penal settlement.34 These two examples point

not only to the utopic beauty of the island but to dystopic histories, and socio-economic

concerns. The island is exotic, mythical, inaccessible, and ultimately imagined.

This is further exploited in popular fiction. Tasmania is exoticised as ‘wild’ and ‘remote’

in the national imagination. ‘Exotic’ can mean ‘appealing’ and ‘different;’ however, the

term can also be used to invoke the dangerous, odd and broken. For example, Tasmania is

regularly a subject of art and fiction, and more than other areas of Australia, Tasmania

has been heavily documented in popular literature.35 Tasmania is described as gothic,

as encapsulated in the literary genre of Tasmanian Gothic which has been exploited by

Tasmanian artists. An example of this is Richard Flanagan’s Gould’s Book of Fish (2001),

which tells a fictionalised imagining of the non-fictional convict William Buelow Gould,

29 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.

30 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38–39.

31 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-
tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 577.

32 The Lonely Planet, “Tasmania: Introducing Tasmania,” The Lonely Planet, 2016, accessed Septem-
ber 16, 2016, http://www.lonelyplanet.com/australia/tasmania/introduction.

33 The Lonely Planet, “Tasmania: Introducing Tasmania.”
34 Discover Tasmania, “Destinations,” Discover Tasmania, 2014, accessed September 16, 2016, http :

//www.discovertasmania.com.au/about/regions-of-tasmania.
35 Julianne Schultz, “Oscillating wildly,” in Griffith Review 39: Tasmania the Tipping Point?, ed. Ju-

lianne Schultz and Natasha Cica (Queensland: Griffith University Press, 2013), 7.
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focusing on his time at Macquarie Harbour’s penal settlement. The novel describes a

descent into madness reminiscent of Dante’s Inferno.36 The film the Tale of Ruby Rose

(1987) is another example. The film depicts a woman living in the highlands of Tasmania

(a generally uninhabitable place) who is afraid of the dark and so creates elaborate myths

as a coping mechanism.37 Tasmanian Gothic has further been manifested in David Walsh’s

Museum of Old and New Art (MONA) with its themes of sex and death. Walsh twice

yearly throws opulent pagan-influenced festivals and the winter edition, Dark MOFO, is

a performance-art sacrifice that honours the dark.38 As a result of Walsh’s festivals, the

capital of Hobart has been heralded as a place which challenges taboo.39

Exploiting the island difference can also have negative implications. For example, The

Gruen Transfer (an ABC television program which critiques advertising), includes a

popular regular segment which asks featured advertisers to sell the unsellable. In this

instance, the show challenged advertising companies to design a spoof commercial to

convince Australia to sell Tasmania to China. The first commercial depicted a school-

girl reciting a poem about Tasmania’s general failure. The second spoof advertisement

argued that, because Tasmanians drank different beer and used different colloquialisms,

Tasmanians were un-Australian, and that mainland Australia was better off without the

state.40 The commercials suggest that Tasmania is a danger to an otherwise coherent

Australian identity.

Further noteworthy is the implication to sell Tasmania to a China market — another

antithesis of Australia. A supposition, but perhaps this suggests that Tasmania is more

like China than it is like the rest of Australia. Both China and Tasmania are threatening.

Selling Tasmania to China further plays on the high-profile sale of Tasmania’s farming

land to Chinese investors insinuating that Tasmania was being ‘bought out.’41

36 Alex Clark, “Gould’s Book of Fish,” Guardian, June 1, 2002, accessed November 18, 2016, https :
//www.theguardian.com/books/2002/jun/01/featuresreviews.guardianreview23.

37 Paul Byrnes, “Curator’s Notes: The Tale of Ruby Rose,” Screen Australia, accessed May 16, 2018,
https://aso.gov.au/titles/features/the-tale-of-ruby-rose/notes/.

38 DarkMofo, “DARKMOFO.,” DarkMofo, accessed November 18, 2016, https://darkmofo.net.au/.
39 DarkMofo, “DARKMOFO..”
40 The Gruen Transfer, series 8, episode 2, (no title), directed by Mark Fitzgerald, aired August

10, 2016, on ABC, accessed October 16, 2016, https://iview.abc.net.au/show/gruen/series/8/video/
LE1506H002S00. (Note: episode no longer available online at referenced URL, substitute exists at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= LQaiuIZCRk).

41 See further: Sallese Gibson, “VDL company sale approved by Foreign Investment Review Board,” ABC
News, February 25, 2016, accessed November 29, 2016, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-02-23/firb-
approves - foreign - company - puchase - of - vdl / 7192444; Rhiannon Shine, “VDL Farms: Fresh milk
exports from Tasmania to China ‘a game changer’ company director says,” ABC, October 26, 2016,
2016–10, accessed November 18, 2016; The attitudinal concerns surrounding the selling of Tasmanian
property to Chinese investors can be further illustrated by the sale of the Burnie Private Hospital on
the North-West Coast to Chinese health provider, Luye Medical. See: Baz Ruddick, “Private Hospital
Sale Final,” Advocate, April 14, 2016, http://www.theadvocate.com.au/story/3849235/private-
hospital-sale-final/.
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Although a hallmark of island studies is that islands are often discovered and celebrated

by outsiders, this is often in reference to outsiders who are not co-nationals but foreigners.

However, the outsiders in this case refer not so much to foreigners than Australian non-

Tasmanians, who do not, tourism operators aside, celebrate the island much. This helps

to explain the anomaly of Tasmania not being celebrated within Australia, as the various

examples of the state being forgotten, left off maps of the country and treated as a

backwater ripe for economic revival by the Chinese.

These examples suggest that Tasmania does not ‘fit in’ with the rest of Australia. The

Gruen Transfer segment is just one example of this split between Tasmania and main-

land. There are multiple examples of this. Notable instances include the 1956 Summer

Olympics tracksuit motif which sans Tasmania and at the 1982 Brisbane Commonwealth

Games Opening Ceremony, when Australian choreographers designed a giant human

Australian map Tasmania was not included.42 The 2014 Commonwealth Games swimsuit

designer excluded Tasmania from the graphic design.43

‘Losing’ Tasmania is a noticeably regular occurrence. In 2008, posters promoting director

Baz Luhrmann’s film Australia omitted Tasmania from the map.44 Tasmania was also

excluded from the especially shaped Arnott’s Australia Day biscuit of 2012.45 In 2013,

the South Australian government did not include Tasmania in its official state logo,

which depicted the broader Australian land mass. In 2016, Australian supermarket giant

Woolworths released Australia Day caps bearing an embossed map of Australia which

did not include Tasmania.46 In the same year, the social media application Snapchat

released an Australia Day geo-filter ‘snap’ map without Tasmania.47 Australia Day (26th

January) is a significant, albeit contested, national day that includes rich symbolism

of how to imagine Australia and what it is and is not to be Australian.48 In isolation,

forgetting Tasmania from Australia Day merchandise may seem an innocent oversight;

42 Marissa Calligeros, “Woolworths forced to withdraw Australia Day merchandise after leaving Tasmania
off hats,” Sydney Morning Herald, January 20, 2016, accessed September 16, 2016, http://www.smh.
com.au/business/retail/woolworths- forced-to-withdraw-australia-day-merchandise-after- leaving-
tasmania-off-hats-20160119-gm9n0f.html.

43 Calligeros, “Woolworths forced to withdraw Australia Day merchandise after leaving Tasmania off
hats.”

44 Calligeros, “Woolworths forced to withdraw Australia Day merchandise after leaving Tasmania off
hats.”

45 Calligeros, “Woolworths forced to withdraw Australia Day merchandise after leaving Tasmania off
hats.”

46 Calligeros, “Woolworths forced to withdraw Australia Day merchandise after leaving Tasmania off
hats.”

47 panda1312, “Poor Tasmania, even gets left out of the Australia Day snapchat geofilter!,” Imgur,
January 25, 2016, accessed September 16, 2016, http://imgur.com/o1EXqM2.

48 This also includes debate around reflecting on Australia day as Invasion Day or Sorry Day to the
displaced Indigenous population. See: No author, “Australia Day: Invasion Day rallies held across
nation,” ABC News, January 26, 2016, accessed March 17, 2017, https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-
01-26/australia-day-invasion-day-protests-aboriginal-indigenous/7115086.
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however, failing to include Australia’s second largest landmass in a symbolic celebration

of nationhood is an indication of Tasmania’s tenuous place within nation.

Literary analysis, popular fiction, tourism, television spoofs, and sociological analysis are

some of the ways in which a discourse of Tasmania is perpetuated in Australia. Island

Studies scholar Baldacchino has observed that islands are only ever discovered and defined

from a mainland perspective.49 This Island Studies approach coheres with Ball’s concept

of policy as discourse whereby underpinning the Tasmanian Report is a discourse of

islandness that Tasmania is isolated, disengaged from Asia, and Asia illiterate, is also

operative within this larger context of Tasmania within nation. In the following section,

I deepen this assessment by conceptualising Tasmania as a heterotopia.

Tasmania as a heterotopia

Working in this shifting space of island as both opportunity and disadvantage, of island as

both independent and dependent, it is useful to return to Foucault’s work on heterotopias.

Introduced in Chapter Three, Foucault explores heterotopias in his 1986 article ‘Of Other

Spaces.’ Operative between utopias and dystopias, heterotopias are unreal places reflected

upon something real. He describes his theory with reference to mirrors, which are real, but

which reflect an unreal image back at the viewer. Through Foucault we could extrapolate

islandness as a heterotopia, and the mainland as a utopia. Asia could be a dystopia.

Utopias are idyllic places, and dystopias a kind of hell. Foucault argues that utopias

“are sites with no real place” but “present society itself in a perfected form. . . [and] are

fundamentally unreal spaces.”50 Dystopias are the opposite of utopias and are equally

romanticised.51

Foucault is useful to scaffolding Island Studies to draw out the mythical nature of islands.

He theorises that heterotopias help to shape perspectives of both the viewer and the

viewed. Similar to how islands are defined by outsiders, heterotopias occur in real places

and yet are an unreal experience.52 Stratford observes that Tasmania is a real place, but

Tasmania is also an imagined space, and this imagining of Tasmania is neither like the

island is and nor contrary to what it is not.53 Further, Foucault’s theory on heterotopia

suggests that islands are used as mirrors by mainlands (or by those gazing onto the

island).54 Concurrently known and unknowable, islands are a portal and while physical,

reflect an alternate reality back to the mainland. The mainland gaze then transforms,

49 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-
lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38–39.

50 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” Diacritics 16, no. 1 (Spring 1986): 24.
51 I argue in Chapter Six, Asia has been constructed in Australian nation building as other to Australia.

Asia could also be viewed as a dystopic place in the Australian imagination.
52 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 24.
53 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-

tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 576.
54 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 24.
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mutates, defines, what is seen when looking at the island and establishes how the island

is to be interpreted, measured and mapped.

The utility of heterotopias to understanding Tasmanian Asia literacy is that Tasmanian

Asia literacy is defined in contradistinction to mainland Asia literacy. Larger cities such

as Melbourne and Sydney could be understood as utopias of Asia literacy. These utopias

are utopias only when they have an opposite: Tasmania could be a dystopic place of Asia

literacy. However, the concept of heterotopia is useful to understanding how Tasmanian

Asia literacy is ‘in between’ where Tasmania is seeking to become Asia literate, but is

not quite at the mainland standard. I contend that the mainland is a utopia: capable

of engaging with Asia and of developing Asia literacy. Foucault’s concept of heterotopia

is useful to recognising the tension implicit in exploring a Tasmanian Asia literacy. The

policy concept of Asia literacy is produced by the mainland and reflects mainland as-

pirations, attributes and epistemologies. From the mainland perspective, the island is

unknown and by extension, only known within the parameters of the mainland gaze. It

is difficult to decentre this.

Foucault’s point, that heterotopias have a clear function in society, is significant to recog-

nising the utility of this larger discourse of Tasmanian Asia illiteracy.55 Islands have a clear

function in society. Island Studies scholars argue that islands are defined in binary oppo-

sition to the mainland. Stratford et al observe that “their spatialities are characterized

[sic] by three relatively durable topological and binary relations: land and water, island

and continent/mainland, and island and island.”56 Further, classical binary theory posits

that a term obtains meaning based on the reciprocal meaning of a secondary term.57

The opposition of Australia/Tasmania implies a relationship of dominance/inferiority,

connect/disconnect, performance/underperformance and diverse/homogenous. Tasma-

nia shapes the idea of the mainland as much as the mainland dominates a discourse of

Tasmania. This has created an approach to engaging with Asia in planning policies which

obscures the realities of Tasmanian connectivity with the region.

What is appropriate in planning policies for the mainland is unlikely to meet the needs

of the island. For example, islanders are subsumed into the mainland perspective.58 As

a consequence, one may query whether it is possible to develop a coherent theory of

‘islandness’.59 The mainland looks at the island and interprets what is seen and how

to measure the island: the mainland is in a position of power. Further, any success or

55 Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 25.
56 Elaine Stratford et al., “Envisaging the Archipelago,” Island Studies Journal 6, no. 2 (2011): 115.
57 Neha Garg, Shivek Kumar, and Vaibhav Sharma, “Concepts of Difference and Difference: a compar-

ative study of Saussure and Derrida,” Language in India 14, no. 1 (November 2014): 142.
58 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-

lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.
59 Hay, “A Phenomenology of Islands,” 19.
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failure experienced by the island, the heterotopia, is defined against what the mainland

sees. Inquiring into a Tasmanian Asia literacy, when Asia literacy is only known from a

mainland perspective, exists outside of place.

In summary, Foucault’s concept of heterotopia is useful to exploring the in between spaces

Tasmania occupies in the national imagination. These tropes affect planning policies for

places like Tasmania. This coheres well with Island Studies. Island Studies are useful

for understanding the difficulties which are implicit to asserting an island claim to Asia

literacy. Due to the dominance of the mainland, it is difficult to uncover an island

narrative. Rather, islands are imagined in literary analysis, sociological critique, and

popular culture. Islands too have a clear function in society. In the following section,

I return to Bacchi’s critical policy analysis tool, to argue that these ideas of Tasmania

influence policy discourses pertaining to Asia literacy.

What’s the problem? Understanding place in Tasmanian Asia

literacy

Place influences planning policies for engaging with Asia and developing Asia literacy in

Tasmania. These narratives of the island as different, as isolated, and as mythical, can

have negative implications when it comes to planning policies. Archer has discussed how

intranational regional areas are often overlooked in such reports.60 When we consider Asia

literacy in Tasmania, it is within this complex framework of islandness. It is essential to

consider how these discourses impacts on how Tasmanian capacities for engaging with

Asia are conceptualised. However, I do not suggest islandness is a weakness. Rather,

place could be leveraged in Asia literacy planning policies to better identify Asia literacy

through the lived experience. The problem is that Asia literacy is largely conceived from

a mainland Australia perspective, which makes its application to Tasmania, awkward, if

not irrespective of specific needs.61

In this section, I interrogate the policy problem of Tasmanian Asia literacy by contrasting

the policy recommendations with my fieldwork results. In my first survey, Tasmanian At-

titudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’ (2015), I asked respondents to identify

attitudes and values in response to questions about Tasmanian economic underperfor-

mance and demographic homogeneity in relation to engaging with Asia and developing

Asia literacy skills.

I scaffold this discussion with Island Studies perspectives and Bacchi’s What’s the Prob-

lem Represented to Be? (WPR). Step five of Bacchi’s approach asks “what effects are

60 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
61 Michael Rowan and Eleanor Ramsay, “Educational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explana-

tions,” Australian Educational Researcher 45, no. 3 (2018): 280.
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produced by this representation of the ‘problem?”’62 Bacchi elaborates this step as a “con-

sidered assessment of how identified problem representations limit what can be talked

about as relevant, shape people’s understandings of themselves and the issues, and im-

pact materially on people’s lives.”63 If Tasmanians are told in policy and by the rest of

Australia that engaging with Asia is difficult as a result of being an island, then it is

unlikely that such policy will cultivate closer relations with Asia. As such, I interrogate

the relationship between place and policy recommendations for Asia literacy.

Mainland influence on the Tasmanian Report

A primary concern for islands, argues Baldacchino, is that islands are often ‘discovered’

and celebrated by outsiders.64 The ‘mainland’ determines what the island means and

islanders are subsumed into the mainland perspective.65 Accordingly, Hay queries whether

or not it is possible to develop a coherent theory of ‘islandness’ and one which centralises

an island voice.66 The earlier federal white paper (the Henry Report) is referenced heavily

throughout the Tasmanian Report as a guide to Asia literacy.67 The Executive Summary

of the Tasmanian Report surmises “as a state is less well equipped to engage with Asia

than other states of Australia.”68 A keywords search in the Tasmanian Report of the

phrase ‘rest of Australia’ reveals the areas where Tasmanian Asia literacy is measured in

comparison to the mainland:

– “Currently there is insufficient demand in the Tasmanian economy alone for businesses to
create enough job opportunities, leading to lower participation rates in the labour market,
and fewer hours worked per employee than in much of the rest of Australia.”69

– “This change involves shifting the frame of reference in thinking and policy from how
Tasmania compares with the rest of Australia to how Tasmania relates to Asia.”70

– “We cannot rely on the rest of Australia to do all the heavy lifting necessary for us to
exploit new social and economic opportunities.”71

Critical policy studies scholar Stephen J. Ball’s tool of reading policy as a discourse is

useful here. Ball’s technique alerts us to some of the larger consequences of this repre-

sentation of the problem of isolation: namely, that isolation promulgates a discourse of

62 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
63 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
64 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-

lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.
65 Baldacchino, “Studying Islands: On Whose Terms? Some Epistemological and Methodological Chal-

lenges to the Pursuit of Island Studies,” 38.
66 Hay, “A Phenomenology of Islands,” 19.
67 The Tasmanian Report, 2, 4, 39.
68 The Tasmanian Report, 3.
69 The Tasmanian Report, 4.
70 The Tasmanian Report, 4.
71 The Tasmanian Report, 4.
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inferiority in Tasmania and of dependence on the mainland.72 Stratford has observed that

inferiority becomes a part of the tactic of governance.73 Both Bacchi and Ball’s tactics of

critical policy studies are useful to identifying how the discourse of isolation constrains

how the problems of disengagement from Asia and Asia illiteracy are conceptualised.74 A

key theme which emerged from my qualitative data was the significance of the influence

of the ANU Crawford School of Public Policy on the Tasmanian Report Interviewees sug-

gested that this collaboration was revealing of the tension between island autonomy and

dependence and that issues pertaining to inferiority, either as a strength or a weakness,

shape the policy approach to engaging with Asia.

The Tasmanian Report was a joint initiative between the Tasmanian State Government

and the Australian National University (ANU) Crawford School of Public Policy. The

influence of the ANU school on the policy report was of concern to two of the interviewees.

For example, Interviewee C critiques the need for an outsider influence to validate the

state white paper:

So, as I understand it the State Government decided to leverage off the Federal
Government’s white paper and good on them for doing that and they did it through
quite a bureaucratic process. They wanted to tap into ANU because they were the
ones that were advising the Federal Government through the Ken Henry etc. So
basically, I think it’s about legitimising the move to get ANU. You get the people
in who are seen to do this stuff, they’re in Canberra they know the policy, they’re
the experts, so it gives it a lot more credibility then if you just get your local mob
at University of Tasmania or something like that.

. . .

You always have to go and get someone from the mainland or from overseas because
they know, and we don’t know. And the problem with it is they brought with them
a dismissive attitude towards Tasmania I believe and also a sort of yeah well, we
know what it’s all about and you’re just some little place.

Interviewee C highlights how being an island cultivates a sense of inferiority and depen-

dence on mainland validation. Island Studies scholar Stratford has argued that being an

island state jurisdiction endows Tasmania with both autonomy and authority and that

Tasmania exploits this exceptionalism as both a disability and a resource.75 Islands, notes

Stratford, “possess the capacity for both shared and self-rule; have autonomy and strong

identity; and exhibit high levels of administrative, political, bureaucratic and cultural

72 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-
tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 579–80.

73 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-
tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 579–80.

74 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22; Ball, “What is
Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.

75 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-
tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 579.
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powers.”76 The island mainland relationship is contradictory: where islands seek both

authority and autonomy from the mainland. Taking a more defensive stance, Interviewee

C notes:

I was actually saying to a student just the other day talking about notions of place
that inferiority is pretty central to how Tasmania thinks about itself in a sort of
defensive way. The example I was giving is that Huonville is to Tasmania what
Tasmania is to Australia.77

Interviewee B expands on both Interviewee C and Stratford’s observations:

So a lack of imagination but also kind dependency culture bit of an inferiority com-
plex I was picking up in the Tasmanian Government. They didn’t see themselves
as being intellectual entrepreneurs as part of their public policy game. That was
not their role.

Interviewee B’s comment highlights how Tasmania exploits, in Stratford’s terms, the is-

land as both disability and resource.78 Stratford observes that the island, and the govern-

ment of the term, understand clearly “the need to punctuate the island state’s sameness

and difference, its proximity and distance, within the Australian federation.79 For exam-

ple, in the Tasmanian Report it is noted that “many of the practical challenges faced in

responding to the opportunities of the Asian century are the responsibility of states and

territories.”80 The Tasmanian Report continues:

There are also issues of importance to the Tasmanian Government that the Aus-
tralian white paper does not canvas. . . The Tasmanian Government will commit
to a parallel and independent implementation of its vision for Tasmania in the
Asian century and the Tasmanian community’s participation in the delivery of that
vision.81

In some ways, the federal system of Australia ensures that mainland influence on Tasma-

nian planning policies is unavoidable because the system does not allow state portfolios

76 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-
tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 579.

77 Huonville is a lower socio-economic area located in the South of Tasmania. It is isolated and has
a distinct inter-regional identity. For socio-economic statistics, see: Australian Bureau of Statistics,
“Huonville — Franklin : Region Data Summary,” Australian Bureau of Statistics, July 5, 2019, accessed
August 16, 2019, https ://itt .abs .gov .au/itt/r . jsp?RegionSummary&region=603021072&datase
t=ABS REGIONAL ASGS2016&geoconcept=ASGS 2016&measure=MEASURE&datasetASGS=
ABS REGIONAL ASGS2016&datasetLGA=ABS REGIONAL LGA2018&regionLGA=LGA 2018&
regionASGS=ASGS 2016.

78 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-
tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 580.

79 Stratford, “Isolation as disability and resource: Considering sub-national island status in the consti-
tution of the ‘New Tasmania’,” 580.

80 The Tasmanian Report, 7.
81 The Tasmanian Report, 7.
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to govern international issues such as international affairs, trade, immigration policy and

national security. However, as Interviewee B stated: “the Tasmanian Government recog-

nised its own limitations and thought a partnership way would be the best way to do

a white paper which is very unusual in my experience.” The federal system does not

allow state portfolios to govern international issues such as international affairs, trade,

immigration policy and national security. Interviewee B observes:

In practice, you can liaise with department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, DFAT
and all those people but not that effectively through COAG. It is necessary to liaise
bilaterally with Canberra and get most things done. So, it is possible to engage
with the national-level policy domains, but you need the right vision and strategy
to drive that engagement.

The Tasmanian State Government has limited autonomy to pursue general policies for

engaging with Asia. Although Asia literacy is a state priority, there is little outside of

trade, tourism and migration that Tasmania can do to develop connections with Asia.

Interviewee C questions how federal planning policies relate to Tasmania:

Also, national priorities which may not be priorities for Tasmania. So, the priorities
that come out that tend to come out reflect the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade priorities which is you know your China, China, and let’s have some
more China. Whereas perhaps Tasmania should be more focussing on, I mean
China is important of course, but on the smaller niche markets, you know what
about Thailand or Vietnam you know it was an opportunity to do something a bit
different. And in the end, we just got the Federal Plan much smaller.

Other similar intranational regional areas of Australia are less likely to exploit this need

for difference. Interviewee C suggests that other such areas have shared boundaries which

enmeshes them with mainland Australia:

Why didn’t any of the other states have such a paper? And I think it’s because
they don’t need to sell the engagement idea. . . and I think that’s it because you
have to sell Asia in Tassie in a way that you don’t have to sell it elsewhere. . . So
really it is a bit of a Tassie being inferior kind of thing.

If we accept that islandness is a problem for federal planning policies, then being an island

shapes how problems such as Asia literacy are approached, conceptualised, defined and

resolved.82 Tasmanian islandness appears to isolate Tasmania from engaging with Asia.

For instance, an economist for the Tasmanian State Government, Interviewee D, defined

Tasmanian Asia literacy against Asia literacy on the mainland:

One of our starting points for looking at Tasmania and its role in the Asian Century
was how is it essentially different from other parts of Australia or say Sydney and

82 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
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Melbourne. So, we looked and you can see that Sydney and Melbourne already have
very large Asian populations and that gives them the useful ways of connecting with
Asia through those interpersonal links and that Tasmania doesn’t and obviously
that is a potential issue. There are also other factors we looked at so: what is it in
terms of the Tasmanian mindset and outlook.

The comparison of island to mainland is central to the policy representation of engaging

with Asia and Asia literacy in the Tasmanian Report. However, the comparison reiterates

the subordination of the island based on perceived island isolation. Isolation is referred to

throughout the Tasmanian Report, but mainly in relation to economic underperformance

and demographic homogeneity and how these issues shape Tasmanian Asia illiteracy.83

Having established the significance of the mainland view in influencing the shape of

Asia literacy in the Tasmanian Report, in the following section I interrogate the impor-

tance of place in influencing Asia literacy planning policies through the policy problem

of demographic homogeneity. I triangulate the argument of the Tasmanian Report, that

demographic homogeneity limits more widespread Asia literacy, with my qualitative and

quantitative data. Resulting from island isolation, demographic homogeneity is presented

in the Tasmanian Report as a problem preventing more widespread Asia literacy and

strategies for attracting skilled migrants as a tactic to increasing diversity.84

Demographic homogeneity

To cultivate greater Asia literacy, one of the goals of the Tasmanian Report is to attract

more skilled migrants from Asia to move to the island.85 The Issues Paper includes

“other potential pathways to increasing Asia literacy include increasing migration.”86 As

I demonstrate, in the Tasmanian Report, the lack of demographic diversity in Tasmania

is determined in comparison to the mainland.87 This is predicated on the assumption

that Asia literacy, and engaging with Asia, must be similar to Asia literacy in Sydney,

Melbourne, and Brisbane. To explore this tension, I compare the Tasmanian Report with

my survey and interview data. There are four key assumptions which underpin this: that

cultural diversity must be visible, that cosmopolitan areas are by default Asia literate,

and that all intranational regional areas of Australia are diverse in the same ways.

Asia literacy is assumed to be visible

Demographic homogeneity is presented in the Tasmanian Report as a contributing factor

to widespread Asia illiteracy in the state.88 The Tasmanian Report identifies this to

83 The Tasmanian Report, 3, 4, 19, 32.
84 The Tasmanian Report, 3, 4, 19, 32.
85 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
86 Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet, Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century – Issues

Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet Policy Division, August 2012), 22
(The Issues Paper).

87 The Tasmanian Report, 4, 39.
88 The Tasmanian Report, 4, 39.
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be a key challenge to engaging with Asia: “Tasmania is less well prepared than other

states to take advantage of the rise of Asia. Tasmania has the lowest number of Asian-

language speaking or Asian-born residents of any state or territory.”89 The Tasmanian

Report includes strategies for how to enhance the diversity of the Tasmanian population

to better connect with Asian economies.90 Steps include transforming Hobart into a

liveable world-class city which is welcoming to migrants.91 Further, population strategies

will target skilled migrants to relocate to the state.92 This is an identified pathway for

developing Asia literacy skills.93

However, attracting skilled migrants to enhance Tasmanian cultural diversity is perceived

as “particularly challenging for a state with the fewest Asian-born or Asian-speaking res-

idents in Australia that is also furthest from achieving its trade potential.”94 Former

Premier Lara Giddings contends that the problem of island isolation deters skilled mi-

grants from relocating to Tasmania.95

The number of languages commonly spoken in an area is one way of measuring rates of

bilingualism and multilingualism.96 In the Issues Paper, language skills are considered to

indicate Asia literacy skills.97 The assumption is that this data would be an indication of

cultural diversity. Kirrilee Hughes has argued that when we measure Asia literacy against

bilingualism, we are more inclusive of a general standard of Asia literacy.98 Hughes offers

a useful model for a wider measurement of Asia literacy in Tasmania. Using ABS data,

a comparison of Hobart to other capital cities around Australia demonstrates that in

2011 Hobart was one of the few Australian capitals with Mandarin as the second most

spoken language other than English. In 2011, Mandarin was the second most spoken

language in only Hobart and Brisbane (capital of Queensland). With the exception

of Sydney (capital of New South Wales), where the second most spoken language in

2011 was Arabic, the second most spoken language in all other Australian capitals in

2011 was either Italian or Greek.99 In 2016, however, Mandarin was the second most

89 The Tasmanian Report, 18.
90 The Tasmanian Report, 20.
91 The Tasmanian Report, 20.
92 The Tasmanian Report, 20.
93 The Issues Paper, 21–22.
94 The Tasmanian Report, 2.
95 The Tasmanian Report, 1.
96 Kirrilee Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy,” Lowy Interpreter, August 24, 2012, accessed

June 4, 2015, http://www.lowyinterpreter.org/post/2012/08/24/Australias- latent-Asia- literacy-
2.aspx.

97 The Issues Paper, 21.
98 Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy.”
99 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “QuickStats,” Australian Bureau of Statistics, June 27, 2017, Greater

Capital City Statistical Areas (GCCSA) codes were used for each capital city. Data was retrieved
from the “Language, top responses (other than English)” section. This search was repeated for each
region in the census QuickStats function for 2001, 2006 and 2011. Accessed April 17, 2018, https:
//www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/Home/2016%20QuickStats.
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spoken language in Melbourne (capital of Victoria), Perth (capital of Western Australia),

Brisbane, Sydney, Canberra (capital of Australian Capital Territory), and Hobart.100

Moreover, there is a growing Nepali and Chinese community in Tasmania.101 The Census

data is evidence that Tasmanian linguistic and demographic diversity is not proportionally

different to the rest of Australia.

This perception was not reflected in the interview data. Rather, agreeance with the

perception that Tasmania has low demographic diversity, Interviewee G considers this to

be heightened in inter-regional areas within Tasmania:

But even in Hobart, Anglo rules. You know, when I go home to the Northeast it’s
a bit more extreme than even Devonport!102

Population diversity was a concern for respondents to my 2015 survey. 51% of respondents

to survey 1 agreed Tasmanian culture is most like the British culture. Further 51.92%

agreed that the island population is Anglo-Saxon dominant. However, survey respondents

were unsure whether a lack of diversity meant that Tasmania is culturally isolated (39.42%

disagreed, 42.31% agreed). Interviewee H comments on the visible changes in cultural

diversity in the state:

I think Tasmania has always been described as the most Anglo-Celtic of Britain’s
colonies. Certainly when I first came here it was. It’s the only state in Australia
that’s got an Anglican majority for a start. And you know in terms of faces you
see, although it’s hard to distinguish between migrants and students particularly in
Hobart and tourists. But it’s changed. Still nothing like in Sydney or Melbourne.

Here, Interviewee H reveals several assumptions. First, is that in Tasmania, population

diversity comes from tourists and new migrants, and secondly, that cultural diversity

must be visible. An implication of this is that visibly different people are not Tasmanian.

This suggests an assumption that busy cities with diverse populations are evidence of

Asia literacy and engagement with Asia. Interviewee E examines:

Tasmania I mean we’re not only small and you know some would say reasonably
isolated I mean we don’t have a large Asian migration into the state, we’re pre-
dominantly, you know our demography is such that we’re predominately UK that’s
what our heritage is I mean we have very small communities really of anyone who’s

100 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “QuickStats,” GCCSA codes were used to retrieve the data from the
“Language, top responses (other than English)” section.

101 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “2016 Census: Tasmania,” Australian Bureau of Statistics, June 27,
2017, accessed April 17, 2018, http://abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mediareleasesbyReleaseDate/
7F1A862B6F8B6BA0CA258148000A41AC?OpenDocument.

102 Devonport is the third-largest city in Tasmania. It is a port town located in the north-west of the state.
Some attributes include: an ageing population, low rates of university qualification, and high rates of
unemployment. See: Regional Australia Institute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness,”
RAI :Search term: “Devonport TAS (LGA) - LGA”, accessed September 24, 2017, http://insight.
regionalaustralia.org.au/.
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not European. . . I know that’s changing but by comparison we don’t have large
communities of other nationalities and I think that means that it’s a lot more
difficult.

The Tasmanian Report and the interview data suggest that visible Asian migration to

the state would greatly contribute to Asia literacy. However, survey respondents were

uncertain whether a lack of cultural diversity was linked with cultural isolation from Asia.

The lack of cultural diversity was, for interviewees, linked with being an intranational

regional area of Australia. However, interviewees revealed a perception that cultural

diversity in Tasmania is shifting and possibly expanding.

Cosmopolitan cities infer Asia literacy

The Tasmanian Report links migration policies with the redevelopment of Hobart as

a world-class liveable city.103 For example the goal of “immigration and multicultural

engagement (which is to be focused in Tasmania on developing Hobart as a world-class

international, liveable waterfront city)” suggests that Asia literacy is more easily produced

in urban areas.104 A relationship between migration and Asia awareness are linked in the

Tasmanian Report:

The diversity of Australia’s population, including the large number of Australians
born in Asia or who are of Asian descent, increases our understanding of the region
and helps to broaden our Asia literacy. However, Tasmania has a smaller proportion
of its population with an Asian linguistic or cultural background. We can address
this through targeted migration and by ensuring that Tasmanian schools have access
to the resources necessary to develop an effective understanding of Asia.105

Aligned with this perspective, that Asia literacy is more easily produced and measured

in metropolitan areas, interviewees tended to discuss Tasmanian demographic diversity

by comparing regional and remote areas of Tasmania with areas perceived to be more

cosmopolitan. This was both locally, nationally, and internationally. For example, Inter-

viewee G crafts this observation of diversity in relation to anywhere other than Tasmania:

I’m sure if we were in a community where there were a lot more people of Asian
heritage where elements of Asia culture were much more immediate, we might see
that a bit differently.

Further, urban centres on the mainland were perceived to to possess an inherent Asia

literacy. Interviewee G:

Certainly, if you lived in Sydney, your view of Australia’s place will be different
because of your immediate communities than someone who lives in Devonport.

103 The Tasmanian Report, 42.
104 The Tasmanian Report, 7.
105 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
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Lastly, both Tasmania and the rest of Australia were compared against multicultural

supra-regions such as South East Asia. Interviewee A:

If you’re born in Indonesia or born in Malaysia or born even in the Philippines
you know immediately that the world consists of many different types of people
and that somehow you just have to get on with it and . . . it’s just part of life,
it’s just part of life. I don’t think you have got that element outside of Hobart or
Launceston. I suspect if you go to rural areas it’s all still completely white. But I
think if you grew up in Hobart or Launceston you don’t have that problem or even
probably Melbourne, I don’t think you have that problem. You immediately come
across all cultures, all nationalities.

The interviewees indicate that they assess Asia literacy in relation to visibly diverse

populations, cosmopolitan cities, and inter-connected regions. For the interviewees, Asia

literacy is scaled against assumptions of population size and who is expected to live in a

region.

This perception is perpetuated in the policy data. The O’Leary Report lists experi-

ence and connection with Asia (through diaspora or migration) as a key component of

Asia literacy.106 Moreover, a high standard of visible cultural diversity is considered a

marker of economic engagement with Asia. For example, the ACOLA Australia’s Dias-

pora Advantage: Realising the potential for building transnational business networks with

Asia Report concludes that migrants are key to nurturing economic connections with

Asia.107 Fazal Rizvi has argued diasporas are useful for re-valuing existing links between

Australia Asia.108 However, with the lowest rate of migration from Asia this is not im-

mediately obvious in Tasmania.109 Interviewee D reflected “we did wrestle with that. I

think the demography homogeneity may be an issue in terms of having the connections

to market.” Therefore, the portrayal of isolation from Asia informs how the problem of

disengagement is conceptualised:

As a state, it is less well equipped to engage with Asia. . . as a result of relatively
limited existing economic links and a more homogenous community.110

Demographic homogeneity is a key concern in both the policy data and interviewee re-

sponses. Respondents link high rates of cultural diversity with more widespread Asia

106 Jane O’Leary, Leading in the Asian Century: A National Scorecard of Australia’s Workforce Asia
Capability (Sydney: Diversity Council Australia, 2015), 15. (The O’Leary Report).

107 F. Rizvi, K. Louie, and J. Evans, Australia’s Diaspora Advantage: Realising the potential for building
transnational business networks with Asia (Melbourne: Report for the Australian Council of Learned
Academies, May 2016), 3. (Australia’s Diaspora Advantage).

108 Fazal Rizvi, “From Asia Literacy to Australia Literacy,” Public Seminar, Monash Asia Institute
Seminars/Conferences (Melbourne), 2016, 15:45–19:40, https://vimeo.com/184609816.

109 The Tasmanian Report, 18–20.
110 The Tasmanian Report, 3.
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literacy. Intranational regional areas of Australia, which may have a smaller or more de-

centralised population, are disadvantaged in this model of Asia literacy: what diversity

is there, appears to be insufficient.

Multiculturalism implies Asia literacy

Increasing the rates of migration from Asia is framed in the Tasmanian Report as a

solution to economic under-performance, an ageing population, and a demographically

homogenous society.111 The Tasmanian Report argues that as a result of fewer existing

migratory links with Asia, Tasmanians are less likely to be Asia literate.112 However,

Interviewee H is critical of the assumption that the presence of Asian migrants in larger

cities results in a default Asia literacy:

I’m still not sure how much sort of mixing there is. In terms of meeting people and
being aware of their faith, their culture, their food, their language, their dress and
sort of enjoying it. There’s some, there’s quite a lot of sort of outreach. I’m not
sure how much basic learning goes on behind that in terms of learning the country
and the people.

Interviewee H suggests that cross-cultural interaction and exchange is not automatically

a consequence of cultural diversity. The interviewee further suggests a need to be critical

of the assumption that, as an example, cultural diversity in Melbourne cultural diversity

presupposes cultural diversity across Victoria and that these lead to higher rates of Asia

literacy. Interviewee H does not necessarily consider that all other parts of Australia are

diverse:

I imagine there are areas of Melbourne that are still dominantly sort of Anglo-
Celtic. Rural Australia is pretty hopeless and that’s where a lot of the right-wing
votes are of course because there is very little awareness or contact there. But then
the majority of Australians live in cities and there’s no doubt the capital cities have
changed enormously.

In a review of Australian social cohesion, Markus argues that ethnic enclaves are a po-

tential reality in areas which are demographically diverse.113 Culturally diverse cities do

not by default have a greater Asia literacy than areas which are not as diverse. Moreover,

cultural diversity does not presuppose tolerance for multiculturalism. For example, the

Scanlon Foundation Surveys Mapping Social Cohesion reports document Australian at-

111 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
112 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
113 A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2015 (Melbourne: Monash

University Press, 2015), 11; A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys
National Report 2012 (Melbourne: Monash University Press, 2012), 45; A. Markus, Mapping Social
Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2013 (Melbourne: Monash University
Press, 2013), 2.
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titudes and values toward ethnic diversity and belonging.114 In recent years, the reports

have shown a decrease in social cohesion which has correlated with an increase in social

diversity.115

The expectation that all parts of Australia should be Asia literate in the same ways under-

pins the assumption that demographic homogeneity results in Tasmanian Asia illiteracy.

Interviewee H has indicated that Asia literacy is not linear within a state jurisdiction:

uniformity neither applies within Tasmania. However, the Tasmanian Report does not

adequately take inter-regional diversity into consideration. Rather, developing the Asia

capabilities of southern capital of Hobart is the focus of Tasmanian Report planning and

migration policies.116 A Tasmanian policy inquiry into rural and regional communities

has stated “Tasmania has the most decentralised population in Australia.”117

In an ABS report on Regional Population Growth 2013–2014, the Tasmanian popula-

tion increased by only 0.3% which was the lowest of all Australian states.118 Looking

more closely at inter-regional population growth in Tasmania, the growth of Greater

Hobart remained unchanged from 2016–2017 to 2017–2018. However, the population

growth outside of the capital city increased by 0.8%.119 Additionally, at the conclusion

of 2018, Tasmanian population growth was recorded at the fifth highest growth rate in

Australia.120 This was above Western Australia, South Australia, and the Northern Ter-

ritory. In 2018, net inflow of overseas migration was slightly lower than 2017 (686 in 2018

and 953 in 2017).121

Interviewee E identifies that population diversity issues pertaining to intranational re-

gional areas of Australia impact on planning policies. For Interviewee E, a point of

difference of Tasmania is that many Tasmanians live in rural and remote areas of the

114 A list of the Scanlon Foundation Reports can be found at: Scanlon Foundation, “previous reports
- Scanlon Foundation,” Monash University Press, https : / / scanlonfoundation . org . au / archived -
research/.

115 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2015, 11; Markus, Mapping
Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2012, 45; Markus, Mapping Social
Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2013, 2.

116 The Tasmanian Report, 7, 20, 24, 37.
117 Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet, Rural and isolated communities: a guide to engage-

ment (Hobart: Tasmanian State Government, 2012), 2.
118 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “Tasmania: State Summary,” 3218.0 — Regional Population Growth,

Australia, 2013–14, March 29, 2016, accessed November 10, 2016, http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/
abs%5C@.nsf /Previousproducts/3218.0Main%20Features452013- 14?opendocument&tabname=
Summary&prodno=3218.0&issue=2013-14&num=&view=.

119 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “Tasmania,” 3218.0 — Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2017–
18, March 26, 2019, https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/3218.0Main%
20Features452017-18?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=3218.0&issue=2017-18&num=
&view=.

120 Department of Treasury and Finance (Tasmania), “Population (ABS Cat No 3101.0),” Department
of Treasury and Finance (Tasmania), June 20, 2019, https://www.treasury.tas.gov.au/Documents/
Population.pdf.

121 Department of Treasury and Finance (Tasmania), “Population (ABS Cat No 3101.0).”
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state outside of the capital city. This is unusual:

We have a very different demographic as well, not completely different from other
states but generally different, we have a you know we’ve only got 40% of our
population in our capital city which is a very different experience from Melbourne
or Sydney or Brisbane.

Despite this, inter-regional areas are not considered in the Tasmanian Report. Goal three

of the report “Establish Hobart as a world-class international, liveable, waterfront city

with flow-on benefits for Tasmanians through greater Asian investment, tourism, oppor-

tunities, and improved access to Asian markets.”122 Engaging with Asia is conceptualised

in the Tasmanian report as linear. Moreover, it mostly focuses on developing Hobart.123

Interviewee D counters:

Is it important that all parts of Tasmania are engaged with Asia? Or is it really
only important that those parts of Tasmania that are engaged with Asia that have
got benefits from engaging with Asia?

The focus on Hobart is akin to the focus on the mainland in planning policies. Policy

defined Asia literacy, and Asia illiteracy, is within an urban capital city framework of

engaging with Asia. However, inter-regional diversity was a significant issue for several

interviewees. When asked about inter-regionalism, Interviewee A responded:

What I find about Tasmania that Tasmania, despite being a small island is very
compartmentalised. The big divides of course are between North and South. But
even within the big bits you are very compartmentalised. So you’ve got Hobart,
which is cosmopolitan with your Indian restaurants, you know you’ve got a lot, I
suppose for lack of a better word, a lot of non-Caucasians staying in Sandy Bay
then you’ve got a lot of very Caucasian suburbs probably in the areas of Kingston
you know so they’re very compartmentalised here.

Further, it was suggested that inter-regional diversity shapes distinct identities through-

out the state. These identities in turn shape how people think about their futures, their

areas, and how to engage with Asia. Interviewee E notes:

I think you can’t say that any region is homogenous, and, in that way, you can’t say
Tasmania is homogenous in any way whatsoever. I think that attitudes, of course
attitudes of people in Hobart will be very different from one another and they will
be certainly different from those in Launceston, those from the North West, those
from Queenstown. . .

Interviewee C furthers this:

122 The Tasmanian Report, 42.
123 The Tasmanian Report, 39, 41–45.
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When I talked to the students about this notion of national identity or state identity
or local identity they very much identify as a region. So, it would be oh I’m from
the Channel or I’m from Cygnet or I’m from Huonville or I’m from Devonport or
I’m from Burnie. Very much more so than you would get if I talked to a class
of students in Melbourne, very much so. That Tasmanians in these regions and
that these regions have their own identity and separate sense of self. Just like I
said to someone once of you’re from the West Coast and they went ‘no, I’m from
Queenstown.’ Well I thought Queenstown was kind of West Coast but apparently
not. . . the Devonport Burnie one they’re just two separate. . . So, there is that
sense of regional identity I think, it’s quite strong.

When we explore Asia literacy in Tasmania from the problem of demographic homogene-

ity a series of assumptions are revealed. First, that demographic diversity is considered

in the Tasmanian Report to visibly marked.124 Secondly, that more cosmopolitan areas

are naturally more Asia literate due to presumed cross-cultural interaction. Third, that

all areas of Tasmania connect with Asia in the same ways, and fourth that attracting

skilled migrants to Hobart is a key way to develop Asia literacy in the state.

Bacchi theorises that the shape of a policy problem influences how people go about

resolving it.125 It also shapes behaviours, attitudes, and values.126 I postulate that the

linking of Asia illiteracy with demographic homogeneity contributes to the notion that

Asia is distant from Tasmania and serves to enhance the perception of widespread Asia

illiteracy. This perspective is influenced by mainland understandings of Tasmania.

Can the problem of Tasmanian Asia literacy be thought about

differently?

This thesis is an investigation into alternative methods for understanding Tasmanian Asia

literacy outside of the dominant policy discourse. The focus on demographic homogene-

ity as a symptom of Asia illiteracy is a limiting view of how to measure Asia literacy.

Contrarily, Soja’s framework of spatial justice offers a tactic for first recognising and then

dismantling this framework.127 Soja’s work is useful to exploring the informal ways, out-

side of the policy discourse, that Tasmania is Asia literate. In this section, I use Soja’s

theories to, as Bacchi suggests, think about the problem of Asia literacy differently.128 I

explore an informal Asia literacy based on place and highlight some of examples of how

Tasmania is inherently Asia literate.

124 The Tasmanian Report, 39.
125 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22; Ball, “What is

Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
126 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21–22; Tania Murray

Li, “Governmentality,” Anthropologies 49, no. 2 (2007): 275–76.
127 Edward W. Soja, The City and Spatial Justice. (Paper presented at the Spatial Justice Conference,

Nanterre Paris, March 12, 2008), 1.
128 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
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In the previous section, I discussed the notion that Asia literacy should be visible was a

key theme which emerged from my data. Alternatively, Soja’s theories on the relationship

between space and the social alerts us to some of the invisible ways power is represented in

a city. If we take a policy discourse reading of Asia literacy, we are influenced to reading

Asia literacy in particular ways. These ways may not reflect the ways in which Tasmania

is Asia literate. As argued, a policy discourse of Asia literacy potentially restricts the

potential ways we may be able to recognise Tasmanian Asia literacy. Soja is valuable in

identifying why these place specific ways are not visible.129

Recognising informal spaces of Asia literacy

In this section, I address some types of informal Asia literacy which are specific to Tasma-

nia as a place. I challenge the discourse that Tasmania is disengaged from Asia, building

my argument on Thomas and Inkson’s view that many cultural threads are invisible.130

Foucault and Soja have alerted us to how the city (Tasmania) is structured is reflec-

tive of social power or social exclusion.131 Using historical entanglements with Asia and

festivals, both historical and contemporary, I illustrate that although not highly visible

or celebrated, there are multiple old and current cultural threads that link Tasmania to

Asia.

Unlike other Australian capital cities, Hobart does not have a Chinatown. Interviewee A

stated that a Chinatown not only visibly shows engagement with Asia but is a meeting

place for a variety of Asian communities. The lack of Chinatown then, is held as evidence

by Interviewee A as a lack of engagement with Asia. This is not unfeasible: architecture is

a strong visual representation of culture and cultural identity.132 Further, Hays contends

that architecture is a fundamentally cultural enterprise.133

However, a lack of Chinatown does not presuppose a lack of Chinese influence. Soja

challenges the researcher to question the spatial justice and access marginalised groups

have to society. Taking a historical perspective, there was notable cultural diversity in

Tasmania during the early 19th Century. Chinese communities relocated to Northeast

Tasmania for tin mining and in the 1881 Census, 874 Chinese were reported to be living

in Tasmania.134 During this era, the Chinese tin mining community had a significant

social and economic impact on Tasmanian communities supporting local schools, trade

129 Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice, 20.
130 David Thomas and Kerr Inkson, Cultural Intelligence: Living and Working Globally, 2nd ed. (San

Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers Inc, 2009), 25.
131 Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice, 20; Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the

College De France 1977-78, ed. Michel Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Palgrave: Macmillan, 2009),
144.

132 Michael K. Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form,” Perspecta 21 (1984): 14.
133 Hays, “Critical Architecture: Between Culture and Form,” 14.
134 Jai Paterson, “Chinese Community,” in The Companion to Tasmanian History [online], ed. Alison

Alexander, accessed July 2, 2018, http://www.utas.edu.au/library/companion to tasmanian history/
C/Chinese.htm.
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hubs, casinos and cultural events.135 The North East, the areas around Weldborough and

Derby, are dotted with Chinese cemeteries and crumbling joss houses.136

More recently, Chinese ownership of Tasmanian property is controversial. For example,

in 2016, the Van Diemen’s Land Company (VDL) was sold to Moon Lake Investments

which is solely owned by Chinese National Mr Lu Xianfeng.137 There was significant

public backlash against the sale. Tasmanian Senator Jacquie Lambie has then stated that

the sale of the company to Chinese investors went against both the state and national

interests.138 Senator Lambie argued:

When it comes to foreign investment — particularly from non-democratic countries,
Australia must ask more questions and enforce better standards — especially when
ownership and control of our prime agricultural land is at risk.139

Not only has the VDL company never been owned by Tasmanians, the majority of for-

eign investment in Tasmania is from the United Kingdom, the United States, and the

Netherlands.140 The focus on a lack of Chinatown not only marginalises very real histories

of Chinese influence in Tasmania, it also constrains how engagement with Asia can be

developed in the contemporary era.

Several interviewees discussed the role of festivals in cultivating Asia literacy. As an

example of an older Asia related festival, in February 1881, a Chinese Carnival was held

over three days in the Launceston Cataract Gorge.141 The Cataract Gorge was lit up with

ten thousand paper lanterns and three hundred ‘celestials’ entertained patrons. The event

was billed as the greatest pageant of the colony.142 Immediately following the carnival,

however, the Chinese returned to their remote tin mining communities in North East

Tasmania. The Chinese were invited into the city for the brief duration of the festival;

however, they were peripheral as soon as the carnival was over.143

135 Paterson, “Chinese Community.”
136 Cassandra Pybus, “China in the Tasmanian Imaginary: Tin Dragons and Silver Smoke Screens,”

Griffith Review Edition 39: Tasmania – The Tipping Point?, https://griffithreview.com/articles/
china-in-the-tasmanian-imaginary/.

137 Gibson, “VDL company sale approved by Foreign Investment Review Board”; Shine, “VDL Farms:
Fresh milk exports from Tasmania to China ‘a game changer’ company director says”; The attitudinal
concerns surrounding the selling of Tasmanian property to Chinese investors can be further illustrated
by the sale of the Burnie Private Hospital on the North-West Coast to Chinese health provider, Luye
Medical. See: Ruddick, “Private Hospital Sale Final.”

138 Jacqui Lambie, “Lambie opposes sale of Australia’s Biggest Dairy Company (VDL) in the National
Interest,” Jacqui Lambie, January 13, 2016, accessed April 15, 2016, http://senatorlambie.com.au/
2016/01/lambie-opposes-sale-of-australias-biggest-dairy-company-vdl-in-the-national-interest/.

139 Lambie, “Lambie opposes sale of Australia’s Biggest Dairy Company (VDL) in the National Interest.”
140 Australian Government Taxation Office, “Register of Foreign Ownership of Agricultural Land: Report

of registrations as at 30 June, 2016,” Australian Taxation Office:6, accessed June 15, 2016, https:
//firb.gov.au/files/2016/08/Register of foreign ownership of agricultural land.pdf.

141 Pybus, “China in the Tasmanian Imaginary: Tin Dragons and Silver Smoke Screens.”
142 Pybus, “China in the Tasmanian Imaginary: Tin Dragons and Silver Smoke Screens.”
143 Pybus, “China in the Tasmanian Imaginary: Tin Dragons and Silver Smoke Screens.”
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A second example raised by interviewees were celebratory events like festivals. Alterna-

tively, festivals potentially dismantle what Arcordia and Whitford identify as the oth-

erwise rigid spatial injustices of the city.144 Human spatial theorist Yi-Fu Tuan notes,

festivals affect both individual and community mental maps.145 These insights suggest

that such events contribute to an affective disposition and perhaps are linked with an

informal Asia literacy. A pertinent example is the annual Dark MOFO ogoh-ogoh parade

centralises a component of Balinese culture (Nyepi festival) within an annual Tasma-

nian ritual. Each year, three Balinese ogoh-ogoh craftsmen take up an artist residency

in Hobart to build a Tasmanian ogoh-ogoh.146 So far, five Tasmanian ogoh-ogoh have

been sacrificed: a Tasmanian Handfish (2015), a Weedy Sea Dragon (2016), a Tasma-

nian Thylacine (2017) and a Tasmanian Cave Spider (2018) and a Swift Parrot (2019).147

The procession takes place in the heart of Hobart at the premier (and internationally

renowned) Tasmanian arts festival, Dark MOFO. The event has enormous community

outreach and exposes thousands of people to a component of Balinese culture. Inter-

viewee J organised for international students to participate in the procession in 2018.

Interviewee J observed that the participation helped to overcome linguistic barriers:

Honestly, because I organised some events in the student union society as well as
this ogoh ogoh and I found that when I asked people of their experience, they said
‘oh this was my first time to talk with the local people in English for a long time.’
So even though they have been here for at least one or two semesters they still
didn’t have this chance to speak out.

Festival events are important in facilitating access to the city for otherwise marginalised

groups. Interviewee J has highlighted the importance of opening the ‘city’ up and fos-

tering engagement with Asia. The excerpt further shows that Tasmania is engaged with

Asia but that these points of connectivity are not celebrated. Thus, Interviewee J re-

vealed that the ‘closed off’ city is linked with a spatial reading of attitudes and values.

Festivals show the potential of engaging with Asia when under-represented groups are

invited into the Tasmanian ‘city.’

These are two of numerous ways we could explore visible demographic diversity in Tas-

mania. The older and newer examples suggest ongoing engagement between Tasmania

144 Charles Arcodia and Michelle Whitford, “Festival attendance and the Development of Social Capital,”
Journal of Convention and Event Tourism 8, no. 2 (2006): 2.

145 Yi-Fu Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” in Philosophy in Geography, ed. Stephen
Gale and Gunnar Olsson (Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1979), 388.

146 Asia Institute Tasmania, “DarkMofo OGOH-OGOH,” Asia Institute Tasmania, June 22, 2016, ac-
cessed November 15, 2016, http://www.utas.edu.au/asia-institute/events/events/2016/dark-mofo-
ogoh-ogoh2.

147 University of Tasmania, “Hobart Ogoh-Ogoh — the Procession and the Burning,” June 29, 2015,
The Tasmanian thylacine is an iconic Tasmanian marsupial which is extinct. https ://youtu.be/
cqBe anPHDQ.
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and the Asian supra-region. They highlight the importance of examining points of con-

nectivity when cultivating Asia literacy in the state.

Archipelagos and Asia literacy: what connects Tasmania with

Asia

Festivals and architecture are examples of how to recognise what is shared between Asia

and Tasmania. They are useful to challenging the policy discourse that Asia is distant

from Tasmania. Soja’s theories on spatial justice are useful to acknowledging and dis-

mantling the limited policy reading of Asia literacy. The policy discourse of Tasmanian

Asia illiteracy is influenced by mainland perceptions of island as demographically isolated.

The effects of this policy discourse include the proliferation of the notion of Tasmanian

Asia illiteracy, and disconnection from Asia. Crucially, this policy discourse affects how

the problem is thought about and how it can be resolved.148

To interrogate this further, I return to Bacchi. Bacchi prompts the researcher to question

whether the problem (of Tasmanian isolation and therefore Asia illiteracy) can be thought

about differently.149 Returning now to Island Studies, archipelago theory is a method for

exploring what connects islands together.150 This approach is an attempt to decentre

the mainland view of Tasmanian Asia literacy. To highlight some of the possibilities of

a Tasmanian Asia literacy, in this section I exploit the archipelago imagery with some

historical examples of Tasmanian engagement with Asia. These show the potential for

understanding a place-based Asia literacy to cultivate the affective dimension of Asia

literacy. Secondly, I reference a 2006 Tasmanian policy report, TTR, as an example of a

place-based planning policy. Interviewee H deplores:

But you know all the links between Calcutta, China, the sailors who came here,
the stuff we bought and sold, some of the early settlers who came here from the
Anglo-Indian heritage, nobody knows anything about it!

As Interviewee H alludes to, viewing Tasmania as an archipelago connected with global

trade networks challenges the notion that Tasmania is demographically homogenous. The

narrative of isolation thus obscures the very real ways in which Tasmania was (and is)

connected with Asia. To view Tasmania as an archipelago is to challenge the ‘boundaries’

of the island and island identities. Where does the Tasmanian archipelago start and end?

Imagining the world as a series of archipelagos connects Tasmania to Australia and further

connects Australia with the Asia Pacific region. For example, the Tasmanian archipelago

148 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
149 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
150 Jonathan Pugh, “Island Movements: Thinking with the Archipelago,” Island Studies Journal 8, no.

1 (2013): 10.
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could extend through to North East Asia.151

In her article “Imagined Futures and Forgotten Pasts: Tasmania’s Asian Connections”

Ross reasserts a Tasmanian Asian trade history in order to imagine future engagement

with Asia. Ross’s research draws attention to the extensive vandemonian and Asian

connections through trade, migration, and empire arguing that Asia was essential to the

island’s economic survival.152 Ross demonstrates her thesis with the example of Mr Bayn-

ton’s shop located in Elizabeth Street, Hobart in the late 1820s.153 Here, Vandemonian

customers could purchase a range of Asian goods including:

Six different types of sugar including both English and Colonial (Mauritius, Bengal,
Bourbon), a range of teas (fine hyson, hyson skin, souchong, pekoe and caper),
Java coffee, chocolate, rice from Patna and Bengal, as well as a wide range of
spices including cloves, mace, cinnamon, cayenne pepper, mixed spices, real Bengal
chutney, Indian curry powder from Campbell and Co. in Calcutta, and two types
of ginger (Jamaican and East Indian).154

Shifting ‘isolated’ to ‘connected’ reveals that the island is part of a global network. Early

Tasmanian settler history patently shows that Tasmania is connected with Asia through

a series of island to island movements and shared waterways. For example, the island

was ‘discovered’ by Dutch sailors in 1642. The sailors anchored at Marion Bay (in the

South) and named the island Van Diemen’s Land.155 Also in the South, French Whalers

‘discovered’ Bruny Island on their whaling adventures and set up a garden at Recherche

Bay.156 Later in the 1700s, the Furneaux Group of islands in the North East was ‘discov-

ered’ by sealers for trade. These discoveries illustrate that Tasmania was engaged with

the global economy through sea routes. Tasmanian historian James Boyce observes that

the Tasmanian archipelago enabled a trade network to extend from Tasmania, to New

Zealand, and on into Mauritius and the Pacific Islands.157 Hua’Ofa summarises the utility

of archipelagos:

151 It is important to note that aside from Tasmanian Indigenous isolation there existed a strong sea
trade relation between North Australian Indigenous clans with Makassar sailors who were interested
in Trepang (sea cucumber) and offered Indigenous clans’ tobacco, clothes, food and goods in return.
It is believed religion and rites of passage were also exchanged with a jade Shaolin God statue found
buried deep by silt under a Banyan tree in Darwin suggesting it predates White settlement. There
are also stories of warfare between Indigenous clans and Makassar sailors. See: Peter M. Worsley,
“Early Asian Contacts with Australia,” Past & Present 7 (April 1955): 1–11.

152 Kaz Ross, “Imagined Futures and Forgotten Pasts: Tasmania’s Asian Connections,” Journal of Aus-
tralian Studies 41, no. 3 (2017): 297–98.

153 Hobart is the capital of Tasmania and is in the South.
154 Ross, “Imagined Futures and Forgotten Pasts: Tasmania’s Asian Connections,” 299.
155 Kathryn Evans, “Whaling,” in The Companion to Tasmanian History [online], ed. Alison Alexander,

accessed July 2, 2018, http : / / www . utas . edu . au / library / companion to tasmanian history / W /
Whaling.htm.

156 Ann Cripps, “Gardens and Gardeners,” in The Companion to Tasmanian History [online], ed. Alison
Alexander, accessed July 2, 2018, http://www.utas.edu.au/library/companion to tasmanian history/
G/Gardens%20and%20Gardeners.htm.

157 James Boyce, Van Diemen’s Land (Australia: Griffin Press, 2010), 19.
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There is a world of difference between viewing the Pacific as “islands in a far sea”
and as “a sea of islands.”158

Tasmania is the main landmass of 334 islands, which stretch from Maatsuyker Island in

the south to the tip of the Furneaux Group in the North East near to the state of Victoria.

Bacon rebranded Tasmania as a series of 334 islands to challenge the concept that Tas-

mania is isolated.159 McMahon notes that this campaign was an attempt to “reconceive

Tasmania from a single, unitary and encapsulated identity. . . challenging dominant ideas

of Tasmania. . . ”160 Further, Cica obverses that this rebranding foregrounded an opening

up of expression around a Tasmanian identity.161

The TTR was comprised of twelve goals which were designed to endorse the advantages

of being an island. Standard eight of goal ten was “to promote our island advantages in-

cluding our ‘clean green’ image, natural resources, location and people.”162 Significantly,

the initiative reconceptualises Tasmania as a series of interconnected spaces. Remarkably,

Bacon is the only Tasmanian Premier to have visited all inhabited islands of Tasmania

and the gesture reorientated how planning policies approached the state.163 Of Bacon’s

approach, McMahon observes that:

As the premier’s journey around the island enacts, the reconfiguration of the state
as an archipelago is also the desire to redress the stasis and inertia created by the
experience of island encasement and promote an outward focus that seeks diversity
countered and experienced in process.164

Bacon’s initiative is important because it challenges the idea of isolation from the perspec-

tive of the island. Through the TTR, the archipelagic state was an attempt to overcome

the fiction that Tasmania is isolated. For example, archipelago imagery challenges the

isolating ‘hard edge’ of islands and instead highlights that archipelagos are fluid meta-

morphoses of land and water which relate to other landmasses and waterways. Viewing

the ocean as a resource rather than a boundary reshapes the binary of land/water to

“shifting, fractal and paradoxical.”165 Tasmania as archipelago thus disturbs the narra-

tive of isolation. Demonstrably, reviewing early Tasmanian history with an archipelago

lens highlights that Tasmania is not (and has never been) isolated.

158 Epeli Hau’Ofa, “Our Sea of Islands,” The Contemporary Pacific 6, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 152.
159 Tasmania Together Progress Board, Tasmania together 2020 (Hobart: Tasmania Together Progress

Board, 2006), 1. (TTR).
160 Elizabeth McMahon, “The gilded cage: from utopia to monad in Australia’s island imaginary,” in

Islands in History and Representation, ed. Rod Edmond and Vanessa Smith (London: Routledge,
2003), 196.

161 Cica, “The cracks are how the light gets in,” 2.
162 TTR, 30.
163 McMahon, “The gilded cage: from utopia to monad in Australia’s island imaginary,” 196.
164 McMahon, “The gilded cage: from utopia to monad in Australia’s island imaginary,” 196.
165 Elaine Stratford, Carol Farbotko, and Heather Lazrus, “Tuvalu, sovereignty and climate change:

considering fenua, the archipelago and emigration,” Island Studies Journal 8, no. 1 (2013): 73.
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The Tasmanian Together Report is an example of how to shift the mainland vision and

empower an island narrative in planning policies.

Summary

Place influences both how people feel about Asia literacy, and how planning policies

approach engaging with Asia. As Bacchi has argued, how a policy problem is represented

constrains the possible ways that policy problem can be resolved.166 Ball is useful to

acknowledging how policy discourses of Tasmania as island potentially limit the ways in

which Tasmanian Asia literacy can be conceptualised.167 Ball observes, that discourse

speaks us.168

Island Studies are a useful theoretical framework to begin to imagine the discourse of

the island. More than any other part of Australia, Tasmania is romanticised, demonised

and fictionalised in the Australian literary and popular imagination. Foucault’s theory

on heterotopia was useful to exploring how Tasmania functions as ’other’ in Australia.

Island Studies too, indicate that the island helps to shape a mainland identity. Tasmania

is always defined by outsiders and these perspectives discover and influence what can be

known about the island, as well as what futures the island may be able to explore.

I discussed these discourses of Tasmania, and of Asia literacy, through the key themes

which emerged from my data. Interviewees were concerned with the influence of the

mainland in shaping the Tasmanian Report. However, interviewees also measured and

discussed Tasmanian Asia literacy in relation to mainland Asia literacy. I drew out the

importance of demographic diversity to Asia literacy. The Tasmanian Report relates

low levels of Asia literacy to low levels of demographic diversity. I examined how this

aligned with Tasmanian attitudes and values. This point of comparison was drawn out

by interviewees around round high visibility of Asian migrants, tourists, and general

demographic diversity. Viewed as lacking in this, interviewees considered Tasmania to

have low levels of Asia literacy.

However, respondents to my 2015 survey did not tend to agree that being an island was

a problem which inhibited Asia literacy in Tasmania. This inconsistency spurred me to

return to Bacchi, and to ask if the question of Tasmanian Asia literacy could be thought

about differently. Soja’s work on spatiality was useful to exploring new, alternate spaces

of Asia literacy. Drawing attention to some historical and contemporary instances of

celebratory signifies a longstanding interaction with Asia in Tasmania and one which

may contribute to an informal, inherent Tasmanian Asia literacy. Soja’s insights can be

used to challenge the assumption that Asia literacy is out there, is distant to Tasmania.

166 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21–2.
167 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
168 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
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Archipelago imagery is useful to conceptualising Tasmania as connected with Australia

and with the supra-region of Asia more generally. Tasmania as archipelago focuses on the

water as a point of connection rather than a point of difference. The Tasmanian Together

Report (2006) exemplifies how this could be encapsulated in planning policies.

However, drawing on Soja’s spatial justice and archipelagos to protest the policy discourse

of Tasmanian Asia illiteracy is only the first step. As Bacchi has noted, the effects

of policy discourses are significant “problem representations limit what can be talked

about as relevant, shape people’s understandings of themselves and the issues and impact

materially on people’s lives.”169 Policy, then, affects attitudes and values to engaging

with Asia. Policy discourses pertaining to Asia literacy and engaging with Asia influence

how people feel about becoming Asia literate. In the following chapter, I explore the

influence of policy discourses on Asia literacy and present my research data to show how

this affective dimension of Asia literacy is a vital, and yet unexamined, component of

engaging with Asia.

169 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
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Chapter 6

Tasmanian Asia literacy — an

affective dimension

Introduction

The affective dimension of Asia literacy takes place as an influencing factor in how peo-

ple feel about becoming Asia literate. The affective dimension speaks to an inherent,

behavioural, and lived experiences of engaging with Asia. This informal approach to

Asia literacy is an attempt to overcome the policy discourses, discussed in Chapter Four,

which perpetuate Asia as distant from daily life and knowledge. Asia as distant is ex-

acerbated in the case of an intranational regional area of Australia where Asia appears

to be even farther away from the lived experience. Alternatively, the affective dimension

of Asia literacy looks at what connects islands together and approaches informal Asia

literacy from the point of what is common and shared.

In the previous chapter, I argued a case for a place-based Asia literacy. In this chapter,

I explore how this might look. In order to discuss a Tasmanian Asia literacy I asked

people how they felt about engaging with Asia and how they defined Asia literacy. In

doing so, I developed a framework of Asia literacy based on the affective dimension of the

Tasmanian lived experience. This was to answer research question 6: How Tasmanians

understand Asia literacy. In this chapter, I speak to research gap 2: the lack of scholarly

inquiry into how people feel about Asia literacy.

Scholars are increasingly indicating that how people feel impacts on how they engage with

Asia.1 In Chapter Two, I articulated a theoretical framework drawing on Michel Foucault

and Stephen J. Ball to argue that policy documents influence how people feel about a

1 Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, eco-
nomic and cultural ties,” in Australia: Identity, Fear and Governance in the 21st Century, ed. Juliet
Pietsch and Haydn Aarons (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 2012), 33; Susan Leong
and Denise Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” Journal of Australian
Studies 41, no. 3 (2017): 368.
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policy problem.2 Carol Bacchi too considers that policy documents enliven a problem

within a population which affect how people go about resolving it.3 I further posed how

attitudes and values influence population responses to engaging with Asia. The economic

opportunities of Asia, which are supposed to motivate people to become Asia literate, do

not appear to work.4 I explore this tension in relation to feelings. To do this, the two

theories offered by John Stuart Mill, and David Harvey, around what motivates a worker

are useful to exploring importance of the affective factors which may influence feelings

towards Asia literacy. This chapter draws on that theoretical framework to examine the

relationship between policy discourses and attitudes and values towards Asia literacy.

I begin this chapter by first exploring a relationship between policy discourses for engag-

ing with Asia and how people feel about becoming Asia literate. A useful example is the

contribution from Sinologist John Fitzgerald, whose monograph Big White Lie analyses

the instrumentalisation of Chinese communities in the lead up to Australian Federation

(1901). Fitzgerald uses this example to illustrate how, at the heart of Australian nation-

hood, is a policy discourse of a fear of Asia.5 Next, I consider some of the implications

of this narrative. In the years since Federation, Australian policy makers have oscillated

between Asia as fear and opportunity.6 However, examples from politics, education pol-

icy, protest art, and literature, suggest that feelings may influence whether people engage

with Asia literacy programs.

Asia literacy recommendations act as a mediator between these two points, where both

the potential for engaging with Asia is recognised, but the dangers associated with en-

gaging with Asia are ever-present. To expand on the first section, I examine some of the

implications of this policy discourse of engaging with Asia on how people might feel about

becoming Asia literate. In Chapter Two, I introduced the work by Mill, and Harvey as a

theoretical framework for challenging the economic rationale of Asia literacy programs.

2 Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, ed. Michel
Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Palgrave: Macmillan, 2009), 144; Stephen J. Ball, “What is Policy?
Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education 13, no. 2
(1993): 14.

3 Carol Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” in Engaging
with Carol Bacchi: Strategic Interventions and Exchanges, ed. Angelique Bletsas and Chris Beasley
(University of Adelaide Press, 2012), 21.

4 David T. Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most,” Conversation, March 2,
2012, accessed October 31, 2016, https://theconversation.com/indonesian-knowledge-is-dying-just-
when - we - need - it - most - 5630; Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in
Australia,” 378.

5 John Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia (New South Wales: University
of New South Wales Press, 2007), 5.

6 David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” in In Australia’s Asia: From
Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of
Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 13; David Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of
Asia 1850–1939 (Crawley: University of Western Australia Press, 2012), 12; Chengxin Pan, “Getting
excited about China,” in Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David Walker and
Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 258.
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Here, I build on this, to explore how the economic opportunities of Asia may be insuf-

ficient to emotionally motivate Australians to become Asia literate. This fear may help

to explain why there are perpetually low enrolments in Asia literacy subjects.7 The con-

tinual push to engage with Asia suggests that Australians are dissuaded from learning

about the region.8 M. Garbutcheon Singh’s plea, that Australia must come to terms with

the epistemological consequences of Asia literacy programs, is vital to my understanding

of how policy reports distance Asia from Australia.9 I take this intersection, between eco-

nomic opportunity and emotions, as an opportunity to examine the relationship between

feelings and Asia literacy.

If there is an informal, affective dimension of Asia literacy, then we need to consider

different ways for nurturing this to deepen engagement with Asia. Critical policy studies

scholar Bacchi asks the researcher to question whether the policy problem can be thought

about differently.10 I employ her critical policy studies tool to explore the potential for

an affective, place-based Asia literacy. To do so, I present my fieldwork data. First,

I discuss responses to my 2015 survey where respondents were asked to “please define

Asia literacy.” Respondents tended to view Asia literacy within a languages and cultures

model, but expanded on this to include some affective dimensions such as understanding

and empathy. Secondly, I discuss the key themes which emerged from my interview

data. When asked to define Asia literacy, interviewees highlighted the importance of

affective awareness, and the role of place in shaping understandings of Asia literacy.

Intercultural competence education was identified by interviewees as a more valid model

for encouraging engagement with Asia. Interviewees also raised the idea that Asia literacy

could facilitate the development of global citizens. The data suggests where Asia literacy

could go in order to, in Julia Kristeva’s words, dissolve the foreigner and explore the

affective dimension of engaging with Asia.11 Lastly, I consider the utility of this affective

dimension of Asia literacy with reference to the Tasmanian documentary Mary Meets

Mohammed (2013).12

7 Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most”; Robin Jeffrey, Maximising Aus-
tralia’s Asia Knowledge: Repositioning and Renewal of a National Asset (Asian Studies Association of
Australia, 2002), 4; John Ingleson, Asia in Australian Higher Education: Report of the Inquiry into the
Teaching of Asian Languages in Higher Education Submitted to the Asian Studies Council (New South
Wales: University of New South Wales Press, January 1989), 10. (The Ingleson Report).

8 J. J. Auchmuty, The Teaching of Asian Languages and Cultures in Australia: Report of the Common-
wealth Advisory Committee (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1971), 11. (The
Auchmuty Report).

9 M. Garbutcheon Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curricu-
lum,” Journal of Curriculum Studies 27, no. 6 (1995): 601.

10 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21–22.
11 Julia Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia University Press,

1991), 1.
12 Heather Kirkpatrick, Mary meets Mohammed (Hobart: Waratah Films, 2013).
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Conceptualising a relationship between feelings and Asia literacy

Few studies have asked Australians how they feel about engaging with Asia and how

policy discourses may influence these feelings.13 Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons explore

how changes in Australian policy making circles may influence feelings towards engaging

with Asia.14 They note the changes in Australian foreign policy, governance, and economy

in the 1980s and 1990s, which tended to favour engaging with Asia more positively, and

query whether this affected attitudes towards engaging with Asia.15 Drawing on the

Australian Survey of Social Attitudes 2007 data, Pietsch and Aarons conclude that “the

results from this study suggest that Australia’s political engagement with Asia is followed

by closer cultural and economic ties with Asia among particular groups in Australian

society.”16 However, they continue:

While the results can and do stand alone to be considered as a benchmark of Asian
cultural engagement, of further interest here are the links between the broader
or macro-level of engagement that is pursued by recent federal government policy
agendas and ideologies and how they translate to the everyday lives of Australians
more generally. These links, properly studied, provide a systematic framework
for the analysis and evaluation of such processes and can assist in further policy
design.17

In this section, I consider more broadly a relationship between policies towards engag-

ing with Asia and feelings. An example of the possible influence of policy discourses on

feelings towards Asia literacy can be illustrated with Fitzgerald’s monograph Big White

Lie (2007). The monograph is an inquiry into the exclusion of Chinese Australians from

Australian (then Newfoundland) nation-building in the lead up to federation (1901).

Fitzgerald argues that the exclusion of Chinese was fundamental to the success of Fed-

eration.18 In this section, I discuss some of Fitzgerald’s points to highlight both the in-

strumentalisation of Asia for Australian national interests and the ongoing implications

of a relationship between policy discourses for engaging with Asia and feelings.

Fitzgerald argues that, in the lead up to Australian Federation (1901), Chinese commu-

nities were prohibited from Australian nation-building to cultivate a sense of unity for

those who were forming a federated nation.19 Tactics of exclusion included restrictions to

13 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 33.

14 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 34.

15 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 34.

16 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 43.

17 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 43.

18 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, 3.
19 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, 3.
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immigration and work. More insidious, was the social exclusion which inflamed a suite

of feelings around the danger Chinese communities posed to the fledgling nation.20

Chinese communities were vilified based on claims of moral and cultural difference be-

tween Chinese communities and British settler communities.21 Fitzgerald observes that a

tactic of nation-building was the cultivation of attitudes against Chinese communities.22In

agreement with Fitzgerald, Hollingworth notes that the basic objections to Chinese peo-

ple at that time were based on “charges of immorality and the spreading of dangerous

diseases,” and that “the attitudes and antagonisms of the majority of Australians towards

the Chinese population in the latter part of the nineteenth century were based primarily

on fear, ignorance, and an almost Darwinian sense of superiority. . . ”23

An example of racist propaganda which illustrates both Fitzgerald’s and Hollingworth’s

arguments is the Mongolian Octopus (published in The Bulletin Magazine, August 21,

1886) cartoon. This was propaganda against Mongolian and Chinese Immigration to Aus-

tralia in the lead up to Federation.24 The head of the octopus depicts a ‘Chinese’ male

face with buck teeth, narrow eyes, a wide forehead and sneer — negative stereotypes

of Chinese. The image points to the animalistic nature of Chinese and the superior-

ity of ‘Anglo’ Australians. Each of the eight arms of the octopus holds a crime which

is (stereotypically and anecdotally) committed by Chinese, namely gambling (Fan Tan

and Pak-Ah-Pu), bringing disease (typhoid, smallpox), cheap labour (gold miners) and

addictions (opium).25

Australian policies on immigration at the time of federation were not dissimilar to other

immigration policies in other countries such as New Zealand, Canada, and America.26

Fitzgerald observes that what distinguished Australian immigration policies from other

nations was that restricting immigration was the Australian method of nation build-

ing.27 Fitzgerald argues exclusive immigration techniques “served to distinguish white

Australians from other Australians to the point of denying Chinese claims to be acknowl-

edged as Australians.”28

Significantly, these nation building policies contributed to a discourse of fear towards

20 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, 3; Walker, Anxious Nation: Aus-
tralia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 12, 37.

21 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, 3.
22 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, 4.
23 Jacqualine Hollingworth, “The yellow peril: race, national identity and the Chinese in Australia,”

Agora 37, no. 3 (2002): 64.
24 Bulletin Magazine, “Mongolian Octopus — Its Grip on Australia,” Bulletin Magazine, August 21,

1886,
25 Bulletin Magazine, “Mongolian Octopus — Its Grip on Australia.”
26 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, vii.
27 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii.
28 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii.
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engaging with China.29 Additional to this was the cultivation of a ‘dominant’ national

Australian identity based on the prohibition of Chinese people from Australia.30 For

example, Fitzgerald has argued that the goal of pursuing a White Australia continues to

affect Australian policies on inbound Chinese and immigration throughout the twentieth

century. Fitzgerald has asserted these policies continue to “cast a shadow” over Chinese

histories (and current experiences) in Australia.31 Irving, quoted in Lim, contends that:

At the heart of Australian federalism the function played by the Chinese [was that]
of identifying a community by what it is not. The white populations of Australia
metaphorically became British together.32

What might be considered an Australian national identity, then, was in part informed

by immigration policies, notably restrictions to Chinese emigrating to Australia at Fed-

eration (1901).33 Around that time, Chinese were excluded from Federation celebrations

and were later discriminated against in immigration policies, mainly because the Chinese

communities were perceived to endanger an otherwise stable Australian identity.34 Lim

argues that the prevailing story of Australian Asian relations is based on the prohibition

of Chinese immigration to Australia.35 Lim observes “at this point in history, Australian

national identity centred on the exclusion of the Chinese from both immigration and

citizenship.”36

The exclusion of Chinese from Australian nation-building is an example of how policy

discourses may influence feelings towards engaging with Asia. I expand this with two

notable contributions to this area. First, in his monograph Anxious Nation, David Walker

contends that Asia has been demonised in policy throughout Australian history and

that Australia struggles to identify with the region.37 Secondly, in their edited collection

Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century, Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska

have argued that Australian proximity to Asia endowed Australia with a key purpose

to maintain the divide between East and West. They argue that a fear that regional

29 Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 7; Fitzgerald, Big White Lie:
Chinese Australians in White Australia, 4; Pan, “Getting excited about China,” 258; Hollingworth,
“The yellow peril: race, national identity and the Chinese in Australia,” 64.

30 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, 2.
31 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, 3.
32 H. Irving, To Constitute a Nation: a cultural history of Australia’s constitution (Melbourne: Cambridge

University Press, 1977), 114; Quoted in Shirley Jennifer Lim, “Glamorising Racial Modernity,” in
Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska
(Crawley: University of Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 145–46.

33 China is not code for ‘Asia’, but the treatment of Chinese around Federation is a pertinent example
of evolving debates on engaging with and disengaging from the region.

34 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, 3–4; Walker, Anxious Nation:
Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 12, 37; Lim, “Glamorising Racial Modernity,” 145.

35 Lim, “Glamorising Racial Modernity,” 145.
36 Lim, “Glamorising Racial Modernity,” 145.
37 Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 12.
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integration influences a sense of national identity:38

Proximity to Asia gave the fifth continent a global significance and racial respon-
sibilities it did not have as an outpost of Empire: is placed Australia at the centre
of coming racial conflict that would decide the future of the world. . . With the
continent reconfigured as the greatest prize available in the battle between East
and West, it followed that racial homogeneity had to be spoken of as a lofty, almost
sacred calling.39

Walker and Sobocinska highlight how Asia has always played an integral part in the

story of the Australian nation.40 Through his analysis of Chinese histories, Fitzgerald

has shown that the Immigration Restriction Act (White Australia Policy, WAP 1901–

1973) is a key policy story which has affected national approaches engaging with Asia.41

Fitzgerald highlights that these myths persevere despite ongoing engagement with Asia.42

The work of Fitzgerald’s Big White Lie is to provoke ideas around who is included in (and

excluded from) being Australian. Fitzgerald observes (at the time around Federation):

To listen to what Chinese Australians were saying is to stumble across a big white
lie at the heart of Australian history: that different peoples have different national
values and these differences have justified discrimination of one kind and another
in Australian history. The notion that Chinese had to be excluded from Australia
to keep it free and equal, for example, is often raised to explain anti-Chinese dis-
crimination in White Australia.43

Contrary to claims against Chinese communities, Fitzgerald found overwhelming evidence

that Chinese were as committed as any group to a federated nation in the lead up to

1901.44 Fitzgerald highlights lesser known stories which underpin Australian Federation

(1901) to challenge the notion that Chinese communities were a threat to the formation

of a coherent national identity.45 However, a sense of a national Australian identity was

in part shaped by the policy discourse proliferated by those federation policies.

The policy discourses which stem from Federation are useful for considering a possible

relationship between immigration policies, a sense of a national identity and attitudes and

values towards Asia literacy programs. Fitzgerald’s critique highlights that the exclusion

of Chinese was key to uniting the colonies of Newfoundland into a cohesive Australian

nation.46 In agreeance with Fitzgerald, Walker notes that the myth of the Chinese ‘threat’

38 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 14.
39 David Walker, “Rising Suns,” in Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David

Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 84.
40 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 14.
41 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, vii.
42 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, vii.
43 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii.
44 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii.
45 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii.
46 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii.
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has a central function in the ‘story’ of Australia.47 The years around Federation (1901)

were particularly formative in shaping an Australian relationship with Asia.48 At that

time, the Australian narrative could be understood as one which was pursuing disen-

gagement from Asia.49 In the next section, I consider how these observations highlight

a relationship between policy discourses, and attitudes and values which, together, may

impact on population responses to participation in Asia literacy programs.

Some examples of how these feelings may manifest in contemporary Aus-

tralian society

The restriction of Chinese immigration is one example of how a community was instru-

mentalised in Australian nation building. I am interested in how these threads may

continue to influence the policy discourses for engaging with Asia and in turn, the impli-

cations of this on enrolments in Asia literacy programs. Australia now pursues a policy of

multiculturalism yet policy stories of federation are relevant in contemporary Australia:

the Immigration Restriction Act, a cornerstone policy of Federation, was only dismantled

in 1973 when Prime Minister Gough Whitlam introduced a policy of multiculturalism and

encouraged migration from Asia to Australia.50 Walker, Pan, and Johnson, have argued

that these complex discourses of nationhood, national identity, threat, and opportunity,

frame contemporary policy discourses for engaging with Asia and recommendations of

Asia literacy.51 In this section, I address some examples of politics, education policy,

protest art, and literature, to highlight a few of the ongoing effects of such policy dis-

courses on how people feel about becoming Asia literate.

Walker and Sobocinska have observed that “‘Asia’ has tended to function as an ambiva-

lent ‘sign’ in Australian political discourse signifying both fear and hope.”52 Deborah

Henderson has argued that national policy objectives in Asia and national identity are

adapted by policy makers to meet the national interest in the region.53 Australian policy

47 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii; Walker, Anxious Nation:
Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 12.

48 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii; Walker, Anxious Nation:
Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 12.

49 Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii; Walker, Anxious Nation:
Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 12.

50 Anthony Moran, “Multiculturalism as nation-building in Australia: Inclusive national identity and the
embrace of diversity,” Ethnic and Racial Studies 34, no. 2 (2011): 2153; National Archives of Australia,
Immigration Restriction Act 1901 (commonly known as the White Australia Policy) (National Archives
of Australia), accessed June 20, 2018, http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/a-z/immigration-restriction-
act.aspx; Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia, viii.

51 Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 37; Chengxin Pan, “Knowing
Asia and re-imagining the Australian self,” Curriculum Perspectives: Count and Counterpoint 33,
no. 3 (2013): 77–79; Carol Johnson, Pal Ahluwalia, and Greg McCarthy, “Australia’s Ambivalent
Re-Imagining of Asia,” Australian Journal of Political Science 45, no. 1 (March 2010): 59–60.

52 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 12–13.
53 Deborah Henderson, “Meeting the national interest through Asia literacy — an overview of the major

stages and debates,” Asian Studies Review 27, no. 1 (2003): 23.
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discourses with Asia have come to be represented by two poles: Asia as opportunity

versus Asia as threat. Pan notes that the Asia opportunity only inflames a different

anxiety:

For a start, the antidote to anxiety about China is not the imagery of the ‘China
opportunity.’ As much as the latter might help allay Australia’s sense of anxiety,
this way of framing China is underpinned by another set of colonial desires, namely
fantasy.54

According to Pan, deeper emotions are operative in Australian policies for engaging with

Asia.55 I explore this point, with an example from politics. First, reminiscent perhaps

of Australian nation-building, a fear of Asia has been exploited in more contemporary

Australian politics to cultivate a sense of community. The 1996 parliamentary maiden

speech of One Nation Leader (and now Senator) Pauline Hanson captures a persistent

fear of engaging with Asia:

I believe we are in danger of being swamped by Asians. Between 1984 and 1995, 40
per cent of all migrants coming into this country were of Asian origin. They have
their own culture and religion, form ghettos and do not assimilate.56

Engaging with Asia imperils what Hanson considers to be a coherent Australian identity.

Although Hanson’s prohibitive approach to immigration was not enacted, Prime Minister

of the time John Howard (1996–2006) took a regressive stance against Asian migration

to Australia, which suggests that a fear of the Asian other may have been widespread.57

Hanson was re-elected as a Senator in 2016 and her second maiden speech focussed on the

supposed threat of Muslims to the protection of the Australian identity. Hanson argued

that Muslims jeopardise Australian social cohesion by exposing ‘Australians’ to higher

rates of crime, terrorism, and violence targeted towards women.58 The senator articulates

a latent fear that Asia is becoming less an external threat than an increasingly a lived

everyday reality.59

A second example of a relationship between engaging with Asia policy discourse and

attitudes and values can be illustrated with Prime Minister John Howard’s and Educa-

tion Minister Brendan Nelson’s joint education policy National Framework for Values

54 Pan, “Getting excited about China,” 257.
55 Pan, “Getting excited about China,” 257.
56 Australian Politics, “Pauline Hanson’s Maiden Speech in the House of Representatives,” Australian

Politics, September 10, 1996, accessed November 5, 2015, http://australianpolitics.com/1996/09/10/
pauline-hanson-maiden-speech.html.

57 Anna Clark, “Flying the Flag for Mainstream Australia,” The Griffith Review: Getting Smart Online
Edition 11, February 2007, accessed June 30, 2016, https://griffithreview.com/articles/flying-the-
flag-for-mainstream-australia/.

58 ABC News, “Transcript: Pauline Hanson’s 2016 maiden speech to the Senate,” ABC News, Septem-
ber 16, 2016, accessed November 14, 2016, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-09-15/pauline-hanson-
maiden-speech-2016/7847136.

59 ABC News, “Transcript: Pauline Hanson’s 2016 maiden speech to the Senate.”
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Education in Australian Schools (2003). Enacted in all Australian schools, the initiative

outlined the attributes of an ideal ‘Australian’ and confirmed what (or who) was not

‘Australian.’60 Education minister Nelson’s Nine Values for Australian Schooling policy

(2003) attempted to integrate education policy with goals of protecting an Australian

identity.

The Australian Schooling policy was a response to the perception that Australian stu-

dents expressed hostility against national patriotism during a period of unstable global

relations.61 The values were printed on a poster and were superimposed over a back-

ground of Simpson and his donkey, two key World War 1 ANZAC heroes from the battle

in Gallipoli which are embedded in the mythology of Australia.62 The Nine Values for

Australian Schooling were: care and compassion, doing your best, fair go, freedom, hon-

esty and trustworthiness, integrity, respect, responsibility, and understanding, tolerance

and inclusion.63

Policy approaches to engaging with Asia and the national identity intersect in Asia lit-

eracy programs.64 For example, the Nine Values for Australian Schooling policy further

stated all schools must have a functioning flagpole and fly an Australian flag.65 Clark has

critiqued:

The significance of this debate is not in determining the worth of the Australian
flag, or even the legitimacy of Australian values per se, but the ways in which these
national symbols have been co-opted into a divisive and politicised contest over
Australia’s identity.66

The National Framework for Values Education in Australian Schools was re-launched in

2005 by Education Minister Brendan Nelson to reinvigorate a sense of Australian commu-

nity in response to global uncertainty.67 An ABC Radio interview recording (anonymous

60 Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, “National Framework: Nine Values
for Australian Schooling,” Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations:The nine
values are: Care and Compassion, Integrity, Doing Your Best, Respect, Fair Go, Responsibility, Free-
dom, Understanding, Tolerance and Inclusion, and, Honesty and Trustworthiness. The website further
states: “These shared values. . . are part of Australia’s common democratic way of life, which includes
equality, freedom and the rule of law.” Accessed October 23, 2016, http://www.curriculum.edu.au/
values/val national framework nine values,14515.html.

61 Some examples of global uncertainty at that time include the London bombings (2005), the Bali
bombings (2002), and the September 11 attacks (2001).

62 Jed Donoghue and Bruce Tranter, “The Anzacs: Military influences on Australian identity,” Journal
of Sociology 51, no. 3 (2015): 449–50.

63 Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, “National Framework: Nine Values
for Australian Schooling.”

64 Clark, “Flying the Flag for Mainstream Australia.”
65 Clark, “Flying the Flag for Mainstream Australia.”
66 Clark, “Flying the Flag for Mainstream Australia.”
67 This was a response to a spate of heightened terrorism propaganda and Australia’s involvement in the

war against terrorism in the Middle East. It also occurred two years after the funding for NALSAS
ended (2002) and the Bali Bombings (2002) occurred, killing eighty-eight Australians.
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speaker) has noted: “Dr Nelson says if we lose sight of what Simpson and his donkey

represented, Australia as a nation will lose its direction.”68 The initiative is an example

of how education policies and policies for engaging with Asia intersect.

A third example of the influence of attitudes and values towards engaging with Asia

can be illustrated with reference to social cohesion. The annual Scanlon Reports are

an important inquiry into Australian attitudes and values towards social diversity. The

Scanlon Reports are the only longitudinal study in Australia into attitudes and values

around social cohesion. Between 2011 and 2016, there was a decrease in social cohesive-

ness which correlated with increased Asian migration to Australia.69 Moreover, there was

a rise in reported instances of bigotry which was associated with increases in population

diversity and, in particular, growth in the percentage of Australians born overseas.70 Ad-

ditionally respondents’ perception of racial prejudice has increased from 2007 to 2012.71

Further, the results of the 2013 report address variations in discrimination experienced by

Asian nationalities.72 Respondents from Malaysia, India, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Indonesia,

China and Hong Kong were reported as experiencing the most racial discrimination.73

All this serves to reinforce the view that recent declines in social cohesion are an outcome

of increased social integration with Asia.74

In response to increasing social division and hostility towards multiculturalism in Aus-

tralia, in 2016, artist Peter Drew ‘poster bombed’ much of Australia with portraits of

‘Aussies.’ Drew used images of early Australian settlers of non-Caucasian backgrounds to

disturb the idea of a white Australian identity.75 Drew’s thesis is that Australian society

consists of a rich and diverse multicultural group, but only particular types of Australians

are celebrated. The posters in bold state: REAL AUSSIES SAY WELCOME.76 Drew is

directly challenging the parameters of what might be an Australian identity.

68 ABC Radio, “Teach Australian values or ‘clear off,’ says Nelson,” ABC Radio Transcript, August 24,
2005, accessed May 15, 2016, http://www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2005/s1445262.htm.

69 A. Markus and B. Smith, Australian Social Cohesion Survey 2011 (Canberra: Australian National
University, 2011), 11–18; A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys Na-
tional Report 2012 (Melbourne: Monash University Press, 2012), 12–22; A. Markus, Mapping Social
Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2013 (Melbourne: Monash University
Press, 2013), 12–19; A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2014
(Melbourne: Monash University Press, 2014), 12–20; A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scan-
lon Foundation Surveys 2015 (Melbourne: Monash University Press, 2015), 11–19; A. Markus, Map-
ping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2016 (Melbourne: Monash
University Press, 2016), 10–20.

70 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys 2015, 11–14.
71 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2012, 45.
72 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2013, 2.
73 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2013, 2.
74 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2016, 10–20.
75 Peter Drew, “Peter Drew Arts,” Peter Drew Arts, accessed September 28, 2017, https : / / www .

peterdrewarts.com/.
76 Drew, “Peter Drew Arts.”
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Another example of the implications of negative policy discourses for engaging with Asia

is the portrayal of Asia in popular fiction. A useful example to illustrate my claim with

is to John Marsden’s Tomorrow When the War Began series (1993–1999). Marsden’s

series are part of a body of Australian invasion literature which emerged in the late

1880s.77 The series is an illustration how these policy discourses manifest in Australian

education. Used extensively in the Australian curriculum, Marsden’s work is an example

of the significance of this affective dimension of Asia literacy. Marsden’s series is one of

many possible examples of how policy discourses can in turn shape attitudes and values

towards engaging with Asia. A ‘coming of age’ story, the series describes the experiences

of a group of Australian teenagers who wage guerrilla warfare against an unknown enemy

who have invaded their hometown of Wirrawee, a fictional yet ‘typical’ Australian country

town.78 The group are away camping in the bush, when the invasion occurs.

However, the adventure books are undercut by a more sinister tone: who exactly has

invaded Australia? Marsden does not articulate this but hints at Asian invasion.79 The

invading army are described as “swarming across the land like locusts, like mice, like

Paterson’s curse” and the invasion was the “most swift sudden and successful plague

ever; they are too cunning, too fierce, too well-organised.”80 Caesar has noted that “the

non-specificity of Marsden’s depiction means that he is forced into the most generalized

[sic] and prejudiced depiction of all Australia’s neighbours.”81 For instance, one of the

young guerrilla teenagers, character Robyn, remarked (in response to the invasion):

We’ve got all this land and all these resources and yet there’s countries a crow’s
spit away that have people packed in like battery hens. You can’t blame them for
resenting it, and we haven’t done much to reduce any imbalances, just sat on our
fat backsides, enjoyed our money and felt smug.82

The series has become a celebrated Australian classic used in high school curriculum

potentially influencing Australian attitudes and values towards developing Asia literacy

skills.83 Pausacker contends that she is “less disturbed by Marsden’s vision than by the

absence of publicly audible debate about it.”84 As such, Ross argues that the Tomorrow

series “presents not a new story, but the old story of Asian invasion that has been told

77 Catriona Ross, “Prolonged Symptoms of Cultural Anxiety: The Persistence of Narratives of Asian
Invasion within Multicultural Australia,” Journal of the Association for the Study of Australian Lit-
erature special edition, June 2006, 87–88.

78 The inhabitants of Wirrawee are held hostage in the town showgrounds except for this group of
teenagers who were camping in the bush at the time of the invasion.

79 Adrian Caesar, “Invasions of the mind: John Marsden and the threat from Asia,” Overland 157
(Summer 1999): 46.

80 Caesar, “Invasions of the mind: John Marsden and the threat from Asia,” 47.
81 Caesar, “Invasions of the mind: John Marsden and the threat from Asia,” 47.
82 John Marsden, Tomorrow, When the War Began (Australia: Pan Macmillan, 1993), 170.
83 J. Pausacker, “Mixing the Metaphors,” Australian Book Review, January 1998, 43.
84 Pausacker, “Mixing the Metaphors,” 43.
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many times before.”85 Susan Leong and Denise Woods use the movie remake of Tomor-

row When the War Began to begin to challenge representations of Asia and manifest

Orientalism in Australian popular culture in their university courses.86

The language and tone of Marsden’s book series is reminiscent of the Chinese Mongo-

lian Octopus.87 Both examples highlight Asia as other, dangerous, scary and invasive.

Moreover, the popularity of Marsden’s series is a example of the potential for how Asia

is represented to influence how people feel about engaging with the region. Some of

the ongoing impacts of this type of representation, I suggest, include fear and emotional

distance from the region.88

These examples of literature, politics, education policy, and protest art, are useful when

considering the intersection between feelings and Asia literacy more generally. The exam-

ples of popular fiction, politics, education policies, and social cohesion, suggest some of

the ways that a fearful discourse of engaging with Asia influences how people feel about

integration with Asia. How engaging with Asia manifests in everyday life, as these exam-

ples reveal, may be indicative of deeper feelings towards becoming Asia literate. Despite

this, few scholarly inquiries account for the influence of attitudes and values on students

being motivated to develop Asia literacy skills.

Asia literacy policy discourses and feelings towards becoming

Asia literate

When read in this way, the ‘Asia’ opportunity of the Asian Century presents a new set

of dangers, namely, cultural immersion.89 The relationship between national identity and

engaging with Asia is well documented by Australian Asian Studies scholars.90 Lockhart

observes that the opportunity of engagement with Asia challenges the myth that Australia

and Asia are two separate identities.91 Walker agrees, asserting that the peril of engaging

85 Ross, “Prolonged Symptoms of Cultural Anxiety: The Persistence of Narratives of Asian Invasion
within Multicultural Australia,” 87.

86 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 376.
87 Ross, “Prolonged Symptoms of Cultural Anxiety: The Persistence of Narratives of Asian Invasion

within Multicultural Australia,” 89.
88 The role of identity can be exemplified with reference to Australian popular culture which has exploited

this anxiety surrounding Australia’s perceived vulnerability and the Asian menace. The popular
Tomorrow series (1993–1999) by John Marsden — which narrated a group of guerrilla Australian
teenagers fighting an unknown, but clearly Asian invasion — was a clear example in this regard. A
thorough literary review of Australian popular culture would be useful, however, is outside the scope
of this research. See: Ross, “Prolonged Symptoms of Cultural Anxiety: The Persistence of Narratives
of Asian Invasion within Multicultural Australia.”

89 Pan, “Getting excited about China,” 257.
90 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 13; Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and

the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 12; Pan, “Getting excited about China,” 258.
91 Greg Lockhart, “Absenting Asia,” in Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David

Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 283.
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with Asia potentially outweighs opportunity.92 This is, in part, due to the fact that a

sense of Australian identity is defined against the ‘backwardness’ of the Asian other.93

However, other than Singh, there is little examination into the larger questions of how

national identity affects the uptake of Asia literacy programs.94 However, this scholarship

has not been taken up in Asia literacy policy recommendations.

In this section, I explore the intersection between policy recommendations for becoming

Asia literate and population responses. I argue that the economic opportunities of engag-

ing with Asia in the Asian Century, do not appear to speak to this affective dimension. I

scaffold this section by first returning to Foucault’s theory of governmentality and Ball’s

concept of policy as discourse as an overarching theoretical framework to explore how

policy documents may influence population attitudes and values towards Asia literacy. I

further highlight Mill’s work on homo economicus. Drawing on this framework, I discuss

how the policy reports treat this affective component of Asia literacy and contrast this

with research on student feelings towards becoming Asia literate.

First, it is useful to return to the overarching framework of governmentality and policy

as discourse to address how I understand what policy reports are and how they are used

by government. Foucault has argued that policy reports are a method of communica-

tion between a governing body and a population which is subject to the governance of

that body.95 Ball observes that policy reports are released by a governing body to re-

solve problems which the government perceive to exist within the population.96 Policy

reports communicate to a population both what the problem (the impetus for the policy

document) is, and advise how to resolve them.97

How the policy problem is framed is important to how it is resolved.98 Bacchi notes

that policy reports tell the population how to respond to the problem, and even af-

fect feelings towards a policy problem.99 Foucault identifies that, through ensembles of

governance such as policy recommendations, government influences behaviour in society

(punishing bad behaviour, rewarding good behaviour).100 Further, Murray notes that to

achieve maximum productivity, the government dictates parameters of welfare, health,

92 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 16; Johnson, Ahluwalia, and McCarthy,
“Australia’s Ambivalent Re-Imagining of Asia,” 59.

93 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 59.
94 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 618.
95 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144; Ball, “What

is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10; Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem
Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.

96 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
97 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
98 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
99 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 22.
100 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
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and longevity.101 Although the government does not regulate all details, it sets the condi-

tions for desire, habits, and beliefs.102 Foucault’s theory of governmentality suggests that

policy reports not only tell the population what to do, but also cultivate a sense of iden-

tity in the population.103 Foucault alerts us to the significance of policy as an ensemble of

government and governance in shaping how people respond to and understand challenges

and opportunities.104 Ball suggests that policy reports proliferate discourses, which in

turn influence how people think and feel about an issue.105 Further, Bacchi asserts that

the shape of a policy recommendation also influences how people go about fixing the

problem therefore shaping reactions and behaviours.106

The implications of this understanding of policy reports is clear when we assess how

policy reports deal with an affective dimension of Asia literacy. Few policy Asia literacy

policy recommendations acknowledge how attitudes and values may influence responses

to Asia literacy programs.107 Policy documents recommending Asia literacy programs

operate as a median between these two poles where policy makers can see not only the

utility of Asia literacy but also sense potential lurking dangers. Notable contributions

include Singh who has argued that Asia literacy policies are based on both Australian

political aspirations and ideas of nationhood.108 Another is by scholar Chengxin Pan who

has observed that: “beneath these symptoms is Australia’s self-identity, which not only

informs its relationship with Asia, but constrains what it can know about Asia.109 Singh

suggests that Asia literacy programs are a technique for understanding and engaging with

a region which has a special, albeit difficult, place in Australia’s national experience.110

However, the implications of this policy discourse on the Asia literacy are not accounted

for in the more recent policy data. Asia literacy policy recommendations tend to overlook

the impact of national identity on Asia literacy. For example, the Rudd Report on

national language education clearly sought to distance itself from questions pertaining to

national identity:

Such a reappraisal of Australia’s national language policy should not be confused
with the broader debate about Australia’s future national identity or, more specif-
ically, the debate about “Australia becoming a part of Asia”. This latter debate is

101 Tania Murray Li, “Governmentality,” Anthropologies 49, no. 2 (2007): 275–76.
102 Li, “Governmentality,” 275–76.
103 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
104 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
105 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10; Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the

Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
106 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
107 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and

cultural ties,” 33.
108 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603.
109 Pan, “Getting excited about China,” 77.
110 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 600.
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plainly beyond the terms of reference of this report.111

The attempt to distance the affective from the educational dimensions of Asia literacy

are deliberate as the Rudd Report aims to focus on the benefits of economic engagement

with Asia.

More recently, the Henry Report oscillates between recognising the broad social influence

of Asia on Australia and focussing mainly on economic integration with the region. The

Henry Report states: “cultural diversity is at the centre of Australia’s identity. The face

of Australia has changed dramatically in recent decades and Asia is now an important

part of our identity.”112 However, the report also states: “we need to reinforce our strong

social foundations, including our national institutions, our cultural diversity and our

outward-looking society” when approaching engaging with Asia.113 There appears to be

a tension around the scope of engaging with Asia.

Alternatively, the Ingleson Report (1989) highlights the significance of identity in Aus-

tralian Asia literacy programs:

The study of Asia and its languages matters because we are Australians, located in
a specific geopolitical environment and linked through trade, migration, investment
and tourism to Asia in a way profoundly different from any other western country.114

John Ingleson’s statement implies that being Australian relates to Asia literacy.115 The

recommendations of the Auchmuty Report (1971) suggest a sense of national identity

impacts on the successful implementation of Asia education policies. The report is an

inquiry into which factors mitigated against the more widespread study of Asian languages

and cultures in 1969. The recommendations of the Auchmuty report advise that increased

regional connectivity with Asia requires the reorientation of both education and social

policy towards the region.116 The findings of the Auchmuty Report highlight that regional

connectivity did not encourage students to study Asia related subjects in schools and

universities.117 Despite increased everyday engagement with Asia, the Auchmuty Report

111 Kevin Rudd, Asian Languages and Australia’s economic future: A report prepared for the Council
of Australian Governments on a proposed national Asian languages/studies strategy for Australian
schools (Brisbane: Queensland Government Printer, 1994), 3.

112 Commonwealth Government, Ken Henry White Paper: Australia in the Asian Century (Canberra:
Australian Government Printing Press, October 2012), 77. (The Henry Report).

113 The Henry Report, 3.
114 The Ingleson Report, 13.
115 The Ingleson Report has stated that: “Proficiency in Asian languages and knowledge of the history,

political and social cultures, economic systems and business practices of Asian countries is no longer
a luxury for the few. If Australians are to come to terms with their geopolitical location, and to
manage their future as part of the Asian region, Asia literacy must be widespread.” The Ingleson
Report, 13.

116 See: The Auchmuty Report, 11.
117 The Auchmuty Report, 10.
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found that the teaching and learning of European languages and studies was favoured in

schools and universities.118

The findings of the Auchmuty Report reveal a perception in higher education that the

expansion of Asia education in Australia would threaten or diminish the study of Euro-

pean languages and cultures.119 This suggests a latent fear about engaging with Asia and

the implications of this on a sense of Australian national identity. Further, the findings of

the Auchmuty Report revealed that attitudes and values regarding a sense of a national

identity were found to mitigate against the more widespread teaching of Asian languages

and studies.120 The recommendations of the 1971 report indicate that attitudes and val-

ues towards national identity impact on the uptake of Asian languages.121 To overcome

this, the Auchmuty Report advises for developing Australians’ Asia knowledge and un-

derstanding is crucial to overcoming the historical parochialism which circumscribes the

Australian worldview.122

The theoretical frame developed from the contributions of Foucault and Ball show how

discourses perpetuated by policy recommendations not only influence what people do,

but also, how they feel.123 Highlighting Foucault’s argument that policy is an ensem-

ble of government which carries with it the capacity to influence attitudes, values and

behaviours in a population, attitudes and values are an unexamined, albeit significant,

component of Asia literacy programs124 The critical policy study tools of Ball, policy as

discourse, and Bacchi, What’s the Problem Represented to Be?, are useful to interrogating

these deeper considerations which underpin Asia literacy programs.125

Some implications for Asia literacy programs

In this section, I assess what some of the implications of this policy discourse might

be on responses to Asia literacy programs. I explore whether there is a relationship

between policy discourses pertaining to engaging with Asia and how people feel about

becoming Asia literate. In this section I discuss some research into how students feel

about developing Asia literacy. I scaffold this within the theoretical framework of Mill

and Harvey established in Chapter Two. Mill and Harvey examine worker motivations

to participate in the economy. Their insights are valuable to understanding why, in

the economic opportunities of the Asian Century, few students are keen to develop Asia

118 The Auchmuty Report, 11, 28, 31, 39.
119 The Auchmuty Report, 7.
120 The Auchmuty Report, 11–12.
121 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
122 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
123 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144; Ball,

“What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
124 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
125 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10, 14; Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s

the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21–22.
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literacy skills.126

One way of looking at this tension is from an economic philosophy standpoint. Asia

literacy recommendations are aligned with Australian economic policies.127 It is important

to consider whether economic opportunity is sufficient motivation for someone to become

Asia literate.

Mill’s theory of homo economicus suggests that economic opportunity motivates a worker

to do the requisite if the worker’s desires of accumulation, leisure, procreation, and lux-

ury are met.128 Applying this theoretical lens to Asia literacy, Australian students, then,

should be motivated by the economic opportunities of Asia to develop Asia literacy skills.

Harvey suggests that in addition to economic gains, workers are also emotionally moti-

vated.129 Harvey’s point is interesting when we consider that the economic opportunities

of Asia justify for few students the need to become Asia literate.

Mill’s theory on homo economicus is a useful start. Mill’s theory suggests that economic

opportunities are enough to motivate a worker when their needs of accumulation, luxury,

leisure, and procreation are additionally met.130 In Mill’s view, Australian students and

workers should be keen to become Asia literate. Alternatively, Harvey considers that

in a neoliberal market economy the worker additionally values ideological freedom.131

Harvey’s work pertains to attitudes and values, and an affective motivation.

Harvey’s point is interesting when we consider that the economic opportunities of Asia

justify for few students the need to become Asia literate. Leong and Woods observe

that “the centrality of the economic rationale is difficult to shift given it does accomplish

the job of pushing some students beyond complete apathy to initial interest in Asia.”132

Unsurprisingly, Singh has argued that Asia literacy is an example of Australian oriental-

ism.133 Leong and Woods surmise:

Economic rationale is what drives the current vogue for inculcating Asia literacy
in students at the tertiary level. Exactly what such literacy entails is unclear but

126 Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most”; John L. Kertesz, The State of
Asian Languages in Tasmania: Reporting on the views of teachers and students (Hobart: University
of Tasmania Press, 2011), 48. (The Kertesz Report).

127 Maila Stivens, “Economic rationalism and intellectual practice in Asian studies,” Asian Studies Re-
view 15, no. 3 (1992): 75; The Rudd Report, iii. Ross Garnaut, Australia and the North East Asian
Ascendancy: report to the Prime Minister and the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Canberra:
Australian Government Publishing Service, October 1989), v. (The Garnaut Report); Michael Pusey,
Economic Rationalism in Canberra: a nation-building state changes its mind (United Kingdom: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1991), 47–49.

128 John Stuart Mill, Essays on Some Unsettling Questions of Political Economy (London: John W.
Parker, 1844), 122–24.

129 David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 7.
130 Mill, Essays on Some Unsettling Questions of Political Economy, 122–24.
131 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 7.
132 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 372.
133 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601–2.
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its economic raison d’etre is so blatant that Singh suggests that “Asia literacy is a
branch of Australia’s economic policies.”134

The Jeffrey Report (2002) assessed the success (or not) of the earlier Ingleson Report

(1989) recommendations to expand tertiary enrolments in Asian languages and cultures.

The Ingleson Report (1989) target of 20% of undergraduate loads at Australian Universi-

ties to include courses in Asian languages or studies was, in 2002, fewer than 5%.135 The

enrolments in Asian languages and cultures decreased despite support from the federally

funded National Asian Languages and Studies in Australian Schools Program (NALSAS)

which was established to encourage Asian language and studies training.136 Jeffrey noted

that the low rate of tertiary enrolments in Asian languages and studies in 2002 indicated

that the successful teaching and learning of Asia literacy depends on positive attitudes

and values towards the region.137

Several reports and studies suggest that students are disinterested in learning about

Asia.138 Students do not necessarily value the proximity of Asia.139 In 2017, Leong and

Woods published an article discussing what they observed to be widespread student

apathy regarding Asia literacy.140 Leong and Woods critique that students are generally

unaware of how their latent attitudes towards Asia influence their interest in the region.141

Leong and Woods draw on a range of scholarly work to argue that attitudes and values,

feelings associated with Australian engagement with Asia, impacted on student interest

in developing Asia literacy. They reference the 2013–2014 Australian Survey of Social

Attitudes findings on Asia:

When asked about how close they feel in relation to their local area, state, nation
and region respondents indicated that Asia was the region they felt least close to. In
the face of such attitudes, persuading students of the value of Asia literacy without
resorting to explanations about the enormous markets and employment prospects
is an uphill task.142

A National Asian Languages and Studies in Schools Program (NALSSP) commissioned

report, the Kertesz Report (2011), is an assessment of enrolments in Asian languages and

studies in Tasmanian schools.143 Attitudes and values were found to impact on motiva-

tions for studying (or not) Asia related subjects. John L. Kertesz revealed that attitudes

134 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 372.
135 The Jeffrey Report, xv.
136 NALSAS was a recommendation of the Rudd Report (1994).
137 The Jeffrey Report, xv.
138 The Ingleson Report, 13. Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,”

367–68. The Kertesz Report, 49.
139 The Ingleson Report, 13.
140 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 367–68.
141 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 374.
142 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 373.
143 The NALSSP is an Australian Federal Government Department of Education initiative to review

the uptake of Asian languages and studies by Australian students. The Kertesz Report offers useful
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and values against learning about Asia were based around notions of difficulty, irrele-

vance, and that Asia is ‘uncool.’144 Perceptions around the difficulty of Asian languages

compared with easier European languages was found to dissuade students from enrolling

in Asian language courses.145 Kertesz found that students wanted to study with their

friends.146 In Tasmania, small class groups possibly cause Asia related subjects to appear

to be uncool which may deter other students from studying Asia related subjects.147 Fur-

ther, Kertesz identified that perceptions regarding the difficulty of Asia related content

were found to result in fewer student enrolments, particularly in the study of Chinese and

Japanese languages.148 Learning Asian languages was thought by students to be boring

and difficult compared to other high school subjects.149 Teacher attitudes were further

found to be influential: only the brightest students were encouraged to study an Asian

language.150

Like Leong and Woods, Kertesz found that student motivations to study Asia content

were unlikely to be related to employment opportunities.151 Students were most likely

to study an Asian language for travel reasons or because Asia is perceived to be exotic

and interesting.152 Fashion, particularly Japanese cosplay, were identified in the Kertesz

Report as significant drawcards for students to study Japanese.153

Notably, Kertesz found that students were less likely to be studying Asian languages for

future employability, or further study but are more likely to enrol in Asia related subjects

as a result of a general interest in friends or fashion to do with Asia.154 Unclear educa-

tion to employment pathways for languages was found to result in fewer enrolments.155

Students were unsure how studying Asian languages would enhance their future career

prospects and students were generally unable to identify pathways options for further

language study.156

The findings of the research by Kertesz, and Leong and Woods suggest that economic

opportunity in Asia is insufficient to cultivate interest in Asia literacy. This attitude is

insight into formal Asia literacy in Tasmania. However, an important distinction to make is that
unlike the Tasmanian Report — which was a whole of government state initiative white paper — the
Kertesz Report is a federal government Department of Education commissioned review.

144 The Kertesz Report, 49.
145 The Kertesz Report, 49.
146 The Kertesz Report, 49.
147 The Kertesz Report, 49.
148 The Kertesz Report, 49.
149 The Kertesz Report, 49.
150 The Kertesz Report, 38, 49.
151 The Kertesz Report, 44, 48.
152 The Kertesz Report, 44.
153 The Kertesz Report, 44.
154 The Kertesz Report, 44.
155 The Kertesz Report, 49.
156 The Kertesz Report, 48–49.
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potentially longstanding. For example, the findings of the Jeffrey Report (2002) show

that subjects related to Asia were not widely valued in education.157 Additionally Pietsch

and Aarons have observed that despite the perennial policy push to engage with Asia,

few policies have actually asked Australians how they feel about it.158 However, the

decreases in social cohesiveness as noted in the Scanlon Reports suggest that there is

a link between national education, supra-regional engagement with Asia and a sense of

Australian nationhood.159

Although this dataset is small, it appears that the economic opportunities of Asia entice

few students to develop Asia literacy skills. Several policy reports have indicated, ever

so slightly, that national identity influences how students feel about learning about Asia.

A sense of a coherent national identity was in part forged at Federation by excluding

Chinese (as an example of one excluded group) from participating as new Australian

citizens. There is an unexamined affective dimension of Asia literacy. This indicates a

need to ask people how they feel about engaging with Asia. For despite the assumptions

of policy makers, economic opportunities of Asia, though present, are insufficient to

motivate students to become literate in Asian languages and cultures.

It is valuable to explore how the policy discourses which underpin Asia literacy programs

cultivate a sense that Asia is distant from Australia.160 Leong and Woods reflect on

their tertiary teaching experiences to question how to reframe Asia literacy programs to

unsettle Orientalist views about Asia.161 As Singh, Pan, Leong and Woods counter, the

meta problem of Asia literacy is one of the Australian national identity and how this is

either threatened or strengthened by integrating with Asia.162 Moreover, application of

the theory of homo economicus suggests economic opportunity is insufficient motivation

to encourage more than a few Australians to learn about Asia.163 How else can an interest

in Asia literacy be cultivated and how emotions may be useful to this? I present my

fieldwork data on definitions of Asia literacy to show that respondents indicated the role of

attitudes, values, and behaviours, in their understanding of Asia literacy. I consider that

exploring this affective dimension is useful to bridging this national emotional dissonance

from the supra-regional area of Asia.

157 The Jeffrey Report, xv.
158 Haydn Aarons and Juliet Pietsch, “Social Attitudes Towards Contemporary Challenges Facing Aus-

tralia,” in Australia: Identity, Fear and Governance in the 21st Century, ed. Haydn Aarons and
Juliet Pietsch (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 2012), 33; Walker and Sobocinska,
“Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 12.

159 Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2016, 10–20.
160 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 603.
161 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 374, 378, 379.
162 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 372; Pan, “Getting ex-

cited about China,” 253; Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’
curriculum,” 600.

163 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 378.
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Interpreting fieldwork results to conceptualise an affective di-

mension of Tasmanian Asia literacy

In this section, I present my fieldwork data to begin to unravel what an affective dimension

of Asia literacy might look like. I argue that there is an unexamined affective element of

Asia literacy which influences how people feel about engaging with Asia. The discussion

is separated into two parts: first I discuss the responses to my 2015 survey question

“please define Asia literacy” and secondly, I discuss interviewee responses to the same

question. The two datasets do not necessarily cohere; the interviews allowed for more

in-depth discussion but survey respondents were restricted to a short textual response to

define Asia literacy.

Attitudes and values are potentially useful to understanding Tasmanian Asia literacy,

based on place. Methodologically, I return to Bacchi and ask whether the representation

of a policy problem, in this case Asia literacy, can be thought about differently. I question

whether Asia literacy programs could be reframed around attitudes and values.

Interpreting definitions of ‘Asia literacy’ by survey respondents

In my online survey Tasmanian Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’

(2015), respondents were asked to define Asia literacy in their own terms. Following

this, respondents were asked a series of questions to determine whether they valued Asia

literacy, considered it useful, aligned Asia literacy with economic or social factors, or

which issues they considered may make cultivating Asia literacy difficult in Tasmania.

In a review of Australian Survey of Social Attitudes (AuSSA) 2007 data, Pietsch and

Aarons have drawn some inferences on groups more or less likely to be sympathetic to-

wards Asia.164 They note, that young, university educated, urban dwellers with a univer-

sity degree were more likely to interested in engaging with Asia.165 Conversely, they found

that those who lived in rural areas, with a lower income, and worked in non-professional

occupations were less likely to engage with Asia.166 However, Pietsch and Aarons found

that older age groups were less likely to be culturally engaged with Asia.167 They noted

the significance of education in exposing younger generations to Asian cultures and gen-

erating an affective interest in Asia.168

164 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and
cultural ties,” 42–43.

165 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and
cultural ties,” 42–43.

166 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and
cultural ties,” 43.

167 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and
cultural ties,” 43.

168 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and
cultural ties,” 43.
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This survey had 132 respondents, and the dominant cohort were aged between 25–34

(46.15%) with 60% of this age group identifying as male. The majority were born in

and identified as Tasmanian. The majority of the group were in a lower income bracket

(less than $30,000 per annum) and over half had a bachelor’s degree. The second most

significant cohort were Tasmanian born and Tasmanian identifying females in the 55–64

age group, a third of which had completed a postgraduate degree and 41.18% earned over

$80,000.

In general, respondents valued Asia literacy. 52.48% agreed and 40.59% strongly agreed

that Asia literacy was, generally, a useful skill. Further, respondents agreed that im-

proving Asia literacy skills would enhance the ability of Tasmanians and Tasmania to

engage with Asia (55.56% agreed, 37.37% strongly agreed). Overall, 56% agreed that

Asia literacy is important to Tasmania.

Respondents indicated that they valued Asia literacy in terms of it fostering economic

engagement with Asia. Asia literacy was viewed by respondents as key to economic

engagement with Asia, and that economic engagement with the region depended on Asia

literacy. 49.5% of respondents disagreed and a further 8.91% strongly disagreed that the

pursuit of economic integration with Asia was more important than developing Tasmanian

Asia literacy skills. Further, responses tended towards disagreeing with the statement

that economic integration preceded Asia literacy skills (39% unsure, 43% disagree and

7% strongly disagree). Rather, respondents agreed (46.47%) or strongly agreed (8.91%)

that economic integration with Asia depended on developing Tasmanian Asia literacy

skills.

However, respondents considered that Tasmanian Asia literacy standards (in 2015) were

low (52.53% agreed and 24.24% strongly agreed). It was unclear why they thought

this. Some respondents disagreed (40.59%) that geographic isolation impacted on the

standard of Asia literacy in Tasmania, however, 34.65% agreed that geographic isolation

was a significant contributing factor to low levels of Asia literacy. Respondents were also

uncertain how teaching and learning infrastructure in Tasmania impacted on standards of

Asia literacy (31% disagree, 30% unsure, 30% agree, 9% strongly agree). These responses

suggest that perceptions around Tasmanian Asia literacy are a part of a larger discussion

around Tasmanian education standards.169 These results warrant further research into the

role of islandness and education performance in perceptions of Asia literacy standards.

Survey respondents were invited to define Asia literacy in their own terms by writing

an open-ended section of text in response to “Please define Asia literacy.” The partic-

ipants were given no prompts in terms of policy data or information to influence their

169 Michael Rowan and Eleanor Ramsay, “Educational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explana-
tions,” Australian Educational Researcher 45, no. 3 (2018): 280.
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answers. However, the questions were towards the end of the survey and participants

had already responded to questions around Tasmanian engagement with Asia which may

have influenced their responses.

The qualitative data was analysed textually using the software tool NVivo, where it was

analysed thematically to identify key words. Once the key words were identified, they

were coded as nodes and a word frequency task was run. The following chart represents

pictorially the frequency of words used by survey respondents when defining Asia literacy:

Figure 6.1: Commonly used words when defining Asia literacy

Source: Tasmanian Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’ (2015)

The graph indicates that Asia literacy, as defined by survey respondents, does rely on the

culture and languages model as a framework for engaging with the region. However, there

are several additional elements to the languages and cultures model, namely the words

knowledge, and understanding. To further unpack this, the following word frequency

chart more clearly identifies the shape of Asia literacy as defined by survey respondents:
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Table 6.1: Asia literacy word frequency

Word Count
Weighted

Percentage

(%)

Similar Words

asia 181 5.04 asia, asia’, asias

cultural 179 4.87
cultural, culturally, culture, cultures, politi-

cal, politics

asian 155 4.31 asian, asians

understanding 160 4.06

clear, comprehension, interpretation, per-

ceive, read, reading, reason, reasons, savvy,

seeing, sees, understand, understanding

know 134 3.16

acknowledge, experience, know, knowing,

knowledge, knowledgeable, learn, learning,

live, lives, living, loves, wise

languages 108 2.91 language, languages, word, words

think 129 2.85

guess, imagine, mean, meaning, means, rea-

son, reasons, suppose, supposed, supposedly,

think, thinking

differences 68 1.89
differ, difference, differences, different, other-

wise

awareness 63 1.73 aware, awareness, conscious, mind

literacy 60 1.67 literacy, literacy’

people 58 1.61 people, peoples, peoples’

communicate 44 1.17
communicate, communicating, communica-

tion, communities, community, nations

The above word frequency chart indicates a general idea of Asia literacy. In my assessment

of this, the words Asia and Asian are not useful, nor is literacy, or think as in a textual

assessment of the data many responses included phrases such as “I think. . . ” when

defining the term. The most commonly used words when defining Asia literacy, then, are

cultural, understanding, know, languages. Beyond that, broader concepts of differences,

awareness, people, and communicate, were used by respondents to define Asia literacy.

This data suggests that respondents slightly valued culture and understanding over lan-

guages. This was reflected in the subsequent survey questions where participants were
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asked whether language skills, cultural knowledge, and exchange or experience in-country

in Asia contributed to Asia literacy. I expand on this below.

Although respondents used languages when defining Asia literacy, there was not a clear

consensus that languages were requisite to being Asia literate. In response to “Asia lit-

eracy mostly means proficiency in one or more Asian languages” 38% disagreed with

the statement, whereas 33% agreed and 8% strongly agreed. Contrarily, respondents per-

ceived cultural awareness to be important to being Asia literate with 55.45% agreeing and

a further 17.82% strongly agreeing that “Asia literacy mostly involves cultural awareness

of Asia.” However, to be Asia literate, 47.52% agreed and 10.89% strongly agreed that a

person must be skilled in both a language and in cultural understanding

There was a drift towards affective interaction with Asia as an additional component of

Asia literacy. Respondents suggested that exchange and/or experience living in an Asian

country would be beneficial to developing Asia literacy skills. 44.55% agreed and 9.90%

strongly agreed that in-country experience was important to developing Asia literacy.

Reading between the lines, the survey responses suggest that there is a slight preference

for cultural understanding and experience in Asia over knowledge of Asian languages

when developing Asia literacy skills.

Further, these results suggest that there is a human element to Asia literacy. The words

difference, awareness, and people pertain to Asia literacy as a lived experience. The

responses suggest that an awareness of difference (potentially between people) is a com-

ponent of Asia literacy skills. These more affective and attitudinal threads require further

research, to more deeply assess this affective component.

Further, several survey responses highlighted the role of behavioural factors in cultivating

an openness to learning about Asia. When asked to define ‘Asia literacy,’ a respondent

to my 2015 survey stated:

I think of it (Asia literacy) as knowledge, awareness and a degree of sensitiv-
ity/empathy for Asian people and cultures. It does not require language literacy
although this could be part of it (and critical to deeper levels of Asia literacy).

The following quotes show where this sentiment was echoed by several other respondents:

– “A knowledge of Asian cultural differences and similarities, and acceptance of such dif-
ferences.”

– “To be able to communicate in a culturally empathetic way.”

– “Ability to understand, tolerate and communicate with Asian people.”

– “Cross-cultural understanding - being sensitive to, and accommodating of, difference.”
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– “an understand[ing] and appreciation of the differences between Australian and Asian
cultures and the ability to effectively navigate these differences to the mutual benefit of
both parties.”

– “awareness, interest in and empathy for cultural difference and similarity, in addition to
language skills.”

The quotes reveal an interesting dimension to an informal, emotional Asia literacy. These

results may be outliers in the data, but they suggest the importance of emotions when

developing Asia literacy. There are some potential benefits to this. This approach shifts

Asia literacy away from an economic rationalist paradigm to one of social cohesion. More-

over, an empathetic approach to Asia literacy directly encounters what Singh contends are

the epistemological issues involved with national Asia literacy programs which stem from

policy discourses of engaging with Asia.170 In the following section, I interpret interviewee

understandings of Asia literacy.

Interpreting interviewee definitions of ‘Asia literacy’

Interviewees were also invited to describe Asia literacy in their own terms. In this section,

I will discuss the key themes which emerged from the qualitative data. To identify these

themes, the results were analysed thematically, via reading, re-reading, and identifying

patterns in the data.171 Interviewees tended to align Asia literacy with the pedagogy in-

tercultural competence education. They further highlighted the importance of reflection,

experience, and place in developing Asia literacy skills. I begin by discussing general

responses to “please define Asia literacy”. I use the interviewee responses to narrate the

theoretical work offered by Kristeva and Doreen Massey. Next, I introduce the inter-

viewee responses to the concept of intercultural competence education and address the

National Curriculum general capability Intercultural Understanding.

How interviewees interpret the term ‘Asia literacy’

Interviewees associated Asia literacy with an affective interest. Interviewee D reflected

“it’s the idea about being interested and engaged as opposed to being frightened or

turned off.” Interviewee C suggested Asia literacy is a codeword “to try to capture an

attitude, a set of beliefs, behaviours, knowledge. . . it’s also an ethical stance and a form of

behaviour.” Interviewee H aligned Asia literacy with awareness. Interviewee I discussed

a definition in relation to university enrolments in Japanese, suggested that enrolment

was based on “the connection with Japanese popular culture and that kind of thing.”

Interviewee F noted the human component “we’re talking about the people of Asia when

we’re talking about Asia literacy.”172

170 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 600.
171 David Boulton and Martyn Hammersley, “Analysis of Unstructured Data,” in Data Collection and

Analysis, ed. Roger Sapsford and Victor Jupp (London: Sage Publications, 2006), 244.
172 Interviewee J did not comment on Asia literacy.
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Respondents were critical of the policy approach to Asia literacy. Interviewee I argued

that the economic rationalist justification for language learning does not work. Inter-

viewee A noted the funding struggles associated with implementing Asia content at uni-

versity. Interviewee B critiqued the policy approach to Asia literacy as transactional

and complacent. Interviewee G observed how Asia literacy (in policy definitions) was

gradually becoming less associated with a British Empire view of engagement. However,

Interviewee H disagreed, suggesting that the British Empire view of Asia still clouded

Asia literacy. An economist, Interviewee B suggests that the Tasmanian Report policy

definition of Asia literacy is misguided:

Well it’s complacent for the reasons I’ve talked about is that it’s not thinking about
what role you can play in the world. It’s focusing too much on oh we need a few
more language skills and fire escape instructions in Chinese characters and that’s
kind of really easy stuff to do, that’s complacent.

When asked why they defined Asia literacy in these ways, interviewees justified their

responses by discussing what they thought was the purpose of Asia literacy programs.

Interviewee E hoped for a more tolerant and welcoming community. Interviewee I noted

the importance of cultivating global citizens. Interviewee A suggested that travel and

language learning made you a better person. Interviewees C and D highlighted the

importance of increasing community engagement with Asia related cultural events to

develop Asia literacy more generally. In doing so, interviewees expanded Asia literacy

beyond an economic rationalist paradigm and added a human dimension.

Several interviewees included an emotional, lived component in their definition of Asia

literacy. Interviewee E reflected on the dual role of experiences and relationships for

developing Asia literacy “I think informal encounters and friendship, I think commu-

nity influencing community, whole of community attitudes.” Interviewee J, an exchange

student from Asia in Tasmania, expanded on the concept of friendship saying “the fun-

damental principle to make a friend is that you share some interest or some topic or

whatever. But coming from a different background I think is a little bit hard.” Intervie-

wee H, a college teacher, noted the difficulty experienced by first generation Australians

whose parents are from Asia “it’s a terrible tension for them, I’m coaching an Indian boy

at the moment whose parents are dead set on him being Indian and he sees himself as

trying to keep up with the Aussie boys and it’s an awful stress.”

The influence of place on Asia literacy

Place and the identity which results from place were identified by interviewees as key

to Asia literacy. This theme emerged in relation to Tasmania and how Tasmania fitted

in with the rest of Australia, and with the Asian supra-region. The claim that place

influences Asia literacy is interesting when we consider how, as Kristeva has argued,
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alterity is always shifting.173 Alterity looks different in Tasmania to what it looks like in

Victoria, or the Northern Territory. The theme of place suggests that if there are multiple

alterities, then are there are multiple kinds of Asia literacies.

Interviewees highlighted the role of place and the identity which results from place in Asia

literacy. Interviewee C argued that developing a place-based understanding of Asia liter-

acy was essential to an intranational regional area like Tasmania: “notions of place. . . is

pretty central to how Tasmania thinks about itself.” Interviewees D and E also considered

how to differentiate Tasmanian engagement with Asia. Interviewee E suggests:

Well I suppose to me I think that if either individuals or communities were to be
Asia literate I would expect them to understand their place . . . to understand our
community’s place whether that’s you know Hobart, Tasmania or Australia, but
our community’s place in Asia, the relationship to Asia and to potentially perceive
those relationships in a context that isn’t European which is what I think we do
perceive ourselves, our history and even our future in a very European. . . as opposed
to a regionally based perspective.

Interviewee F reiterated Interviewee E’s reflections:

I mean Australia again has a dynamic culture and a diverse culture so it’s the same
thing. And we’re changing so you know you do include geography in your teaching
because where is Australia? So, you might look at history as well, why don’t we
have more Asian people here? Why are we a Caucasian country? To begin with
and so then you bring history into it as well. To look at how was Australia after
Aboriginal settlement, how did we then evolve to become European based? So,
I think again you look at the whole history. I think history again is useful when
you look at connections of Asian people to Tasmania and Australia over a long
period of time and you can’t ignore really in your teaching you can’t ignore the
White Australia policy or the Immigration Restriction Act. So, all of that helps
you understand why we have some negative attitudes.

Interviewee F also identified a relationship between place, identity, and attitudes and

values:

Geographical knowledge is another part of Asia literacy; a sense of place and space
and that includes Australia. I mean there is the question of is Australia in Asia so
that’s a question that’s often raised. And then there’s understandings about cul-
tures that people have different ways of being and belonging and have had different
life experiences from where you live, where you come from. So different ways of
having experienced the world, which includes history, so then you get into history.
So, in a way, looking at history, geography and culture I think. . . and values and
attitudes. Because the values are really important because that’s where you’re ei-
ther open or closed to changing your previous assumptions and understandings of
cultures that are dynamic and change.

173 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
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Interviewee F’s comments align with Massey’s understanding of global space. Massey

argues that understanding global space, and how it changes in different contexts, is an

imperative:

But whatever the importance of these new localisms – and it is disputed – they
are occurring in a context of a truly major reshaping of the spatial organization of
social relations at every level, from local to global.174

Further, Interviewee G, a languages curriculum advisor in the Tasmanian Department

of Education, suggested that Tasmanian teachers were presenting Asia literacy from a

Tasmanian perspective and that this perspective makes Asia relevant, it makes it mat-

ter. Interviewee E considered culture and history, as prisms for understanding place, to

be significant: “to be Asia literate, I think we would understand our place in Asia but

also understand the history of the region, understand, have that cultural understand-

ing.” This aligns with Leong and Woods’ pedagogical approach to teaching Asia literacy

through reflection.175 Place and the identity which results from place was identified by

interviewees as important to cultivating attitudes and values which are open and cu-

rious towards engaging with Asia. Unsurprisingly, some interviewees tended to favour

developing intercultural competence skills over formal Asia literacy.

Aligning intercultural competence education with Asia literacy

Interviewees pointed to the limitations of the national model of Asia literacy, and high-

lighted that the focus on Asian languages and studies was impractical for various reasons.

Interviewee C, for example, noted that the Asian other is always changing. Interviewee B

stated that the focus on Asian languages and cultures was overly simplistic. Interviewees

A, E, F, and H, all commented on the need to equip students with the skills to cope in

changing circumstances. Interviewee F, in particular, aligned this with developing self

reflection. Interviewees A, H and G all pointed to the importance of exchange and travel.

Interviewee E raised tolerance, and inclusion as an overall goal of Asia literacy. All these

contributions extend Asia literacy beyond the languages and cultures model. Intercul-

tural competencies can be understood as the techniques for communication which do not

rely on shared intracultural understanding.176 Intercultural competencies are varied but

are learned through experience and reflection.177 I align the interview responses to inter-

cultural competencies with changes to the National Curriculum. In this section I focus

on answers to “please define Asia literacy.”

174 Doreen Massey, Space, Place and Gender (United Kingdom: Polity Press, 1994), 161.
175 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 368.
176 Scott F. Kiesling, “Norms of Sociocultural Meaning in language: Indexicality, Stance, and Cultural

Modes,” in Intercultural Discourse and Communication: The Essential Readings, ed. Scott F. Kiesling
and Christina Bratt Paulston (United Kingdom: Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 92.

177 Sandra M. Fowler and Judith M. Blohm, “An Analysis of Methods for Intercultural Training,” in
Handbook of Intercultural Competency, ed. Dan Landis, Janet M. Bennett, and Milton J. Bennett
(United Kingdom: Sage Publications, 2004), 79.
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In Chapter Three, I introduced the framework of intercultural competencies as a curricu-

lar imperative of the National Curriculum. These were discussed in relation to Kristeva’s

work on dissolving a fear of alterity. The coherence of this pedagogy with Kristeva

has resulted from the interview data with interviewees aligning intercultural competency

training with attitudes, values, and an affective awareness of Asia.

Intercultural competency education is designed to equip students with the emotional, be-

havioural, and cognitive skills to engage with someone outside of their normative cultural

or linguistic framework.178 The pedagogical approach was developed in response to social

fragmentation following World War Two when there was an acute need to equip people

to live cohesively with people from many different linguistic and cultural backgrounds.179

Several interviewees noted the curricular developments in the National Curriculum as a

positive extension to Asia literacy imperatives. In the National Curriculum, intercultural

competency is based on the three key ideas of recognising culture and developing respect,

interacting and empathising with others, and reflecting on intercultural experiences and

taking responsibility.180

In the National Curriculum, Intercultural Understanding is intended to equip Australian

students to navigate a culturally complex world.181 Listed in the Curriculum as a General

Capability, Intercultural Understanding seeks to assist “young people to become respon-

sible local and global citizens, equipped through their education for living and working

together in an interconnected world.”182 The key components of the curricula imperative

include: recognising culture and developing respect, interacting and empathising with

others, and reflecting on intercultural experiences and taking responsibility.183 Students

are to learn:

To value their own cultures, languages and beliefs, and those of others. They
come to understand how personal, group and national identities are shaped, and
the variable and changing nature of culture. Intercultural understanding involves
students learning about and engaging with diverse cultures in ways that recognise
commonalities and differences, create connections with others and cultivate mutual
respect.184

178 Fowler and Blohm, “An Analysis of Methods for Intercultural Training,” 79; Australian Curricu-
lum, “Intercultural Understanding,” Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority
(ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f - 10- curriculum/
general-capabilities/intercultural-understanding.

179 William B. Gudykunst et al., “Theorizing about Intercultural Communication: An Introduction.,” in
Theorizing About Intercultural Communication, ed. William B. Gudykunst (United Kingdom: Sage
Publications, 2005), 7–8.

180 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
181 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
182 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
183 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
184 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
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Intercultural understanding was identified at the Melbourne Declaration (2008) as essen-

tial learning for Australian students in a changing region.185 Intercultural competency has

been recognised in the National Curriculum as a general capability.186 The rationale of

the National Curriculum is that intercultural capabilities are indispensable for living in a

diverse world.187 The aim of teaching intercultural competency in the National Curricu-

lum is to develop students’ “intercultural understanding as they learn to value their own

cultures, languages and beliefs, and those of others.”188 Intercultural competence educa-

tion across the curriculum may help to minimise what Kristeva observes is the typesetting

of the foreigner as native, wise, just, or dangerous, broken, and an adversary.189 Leong

and Woods observed this in student attitudes towards Asia:

Generally, at the start of the semester, students display an awareness of Asia as
“different” from us (i.e. “they” are more spiritual, “they” have festivals). The
attitude of students towards engagement with Asia is reflective of the discourse
of Orientalism that draws on the Orient as “recurring images of the Other” and
defined by its difference to the Occident.”190

Techniques to facilitate intercultural education vary, but reflection is a key tactic.191

When discussing how to develop Asia literacy, Interviewee F thought reflection was key

to developing self-awareness and intercultural understanding. This aligns with Leong

and Wood’s pedagogical approach to Asia literacy through the use of reflection tasks.192

Leong and Woods discussed how to cultivate reflection in the classroom to bring about

attitudinal change.193 The addition of ‘point of view’ reflection to the National Curriculum

is used to developing intercultural competencies in Australian students.194 Interviewee G

observed:

This is really strong in the Australian curriculum, in say the languages and in the
Australian curriculum intercultural general capabilities, is that it’s not a one-way

185 Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs, Melbourne Declaration
on Educational Goals for Young Australians (Melbourne: Ministerial Council on Education, Employ-
ment, Training / Youth Affairs, 2008), 4–5.

186 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding,” Intercultural competency is a cross-
curriculum priority of the National Curriculum and is addressed via learning areas and teaching
staff are encouraged to include the learning priorities across all education opportunities. Therefore,
intercultural understanding is to be taught across all subject areas and students develop these skills
over a learning continuum from foundation to the conclusion of year ten. Intercultural competen-
cies are specifically taught in the learning areas of: Languages, the Arts, humanities (F-6/7), Social
Sciences, History (7-10), Geography (7-10), Civics and Citizenship (7-10), Economics and Business
(7-10), Health and Physical Education, English, Technologies, Science, Mathematics, and Work Stud-
ies.

187 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
188 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
189 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 2.
190 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 373–74.
191 Fowler and Blohm, “An Analysis of Methods for Intercultural Training,” 79.
192 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 368.
193 Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 378.
194 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
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street that there’s that reflection coming back. So, students are expected to be able
to express what they’ve learned, and they learn to do that by reflecting. So, what
ends up happening is they learn a lot more about themselves and about Australia or
about Tasmania or about the part of Tasmania they live in by thinking about what
they’re learning about somewhere else. So, it’s very much that two-way movement
these days.

Interviewees pointed to the limitations of the national model of Asia literacy, and high-

lighted that the focus on Asian languages and studies was impractical. Interviewee C

noted that the Asian other is always changing. Interviewee B stated that the focus on

Asian languages and cultures was simplistic. Interviewees A, E, F, and H, all commented

on the need to equip students with the skills to cope in changing circumstances. Inter-

viewee F aligned this with developing self reflection. Interviewee A, H and G, pointed

to the importance of exchange and travel. Interviewee E raised tolerance, and inclusion

as an overall goal of Asia literacy. These contributions extend Asia literacy beyond the

languages and cultures model. The recommendation of several interviewees to develop

intercultural competencies is a practical suggestion to Kristeva’s concept of the foreigner

whereby Kristeva argues that the foreigner is always shifting.195 I discuss some of the

interviewee points below.

Interviewee F commented on the inclusion of intercultural competency in the National

Curriculum: “so it moved on from geography to festivals to deep cultural understanding

. . . it’s much harder to teach because if you’re getting attitudinal change, then that takes

longer.” Interviewee C suggests Asia literacy is more about developing intercultural

competencies and offered the following definition:

Intercultural competency is recognising that not everybody in the world is the
same as you are. That all of us are shaped by our cultures and time and place,
gender, sexuality, all those things. So intercultural competency is recognising that
so I might need to ask myself a whole lot of questions before understanding how
this particular person can feel comfortable or, intercultural competency is about,
say in the case of education, is recognising that people come from really different
educational backgrounds, different understandings, different common knowledge all
of that kind of thing and trying to make education as accessible and achievable as
possible.

Kristeva laments, “how could one possibly be a foreigner?” Interviewee C exploits this

point, by questioning how any community could ever be the same.196 Intercultural com-

petency education techniques include teaching adaptability and flexibility.197 Further,

195 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 41.
196 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 41.
197 Michael Byram, “Intercultural Competence in Foreign Languages: The Intercultural Speaker and the

Pedagogy of Foreign Language Education,” in The Sage Handbook of Intercultural Competence, ed.
Darla K. Deardorff (California: Sage Publications, 2009), 322.
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Pusch argues that understanding identity is an essential component of being intercultur-

ally competent.198 Pusch observes that intercultural competency is “exploring what is

deep within ourselves is necessary before we can begin to explore what is hidden in the

minds of those who are culturally different.”199

Additionally, the cross-curriculum priority of the National Curriculum, Asia and Aus-

tralia’s Engagement with Asia represents a second significant shift in how Asia literacy

is defined and taught.200 The priority examines: Asia and its diversity; achievements and

contributions of the peoples of Asia; and, Asia-Australia engagement.201 The justifica-

tion is “[b]y knowing something of Asian societies, cultures, beliefs and environments,

they will deepen their intercultural understanding, enrich their own lives and increase

the likelihood of successful participation in the ‘Asian century,’ for themselves and Aus-

tralia as a whole.”202 Interviewee F supported the cross-curriculum priority, arguing that

it facilitated deeper reciprocal engagement with Asia at the individual level.

The addition of intercultural competencies to the concept of Asia literacy is a key way

in which interviewees expanded the data drawn from the 2015 survey results. For inter-

viewees, Asia literacy was a component of developing general intercultural competencies.

This was based on an understanding that place, and the identity which results from place,

is important to developing cultural awareness of Asia. Further, interviewees highlighted

that Asia literacy did not only consist of hard linguistic and cultural knowledge of Asia,

but softer, affective skills.

Significance: beyond the affective dimension of Asia Tasmanian

literacy

Developing Asia literacy around an affective dimension is important if the educational

imperative is to extend beyond the economic rationalist paradigm which is proliferated

in policy reports - and which may not work. When asked the purpose of Asia literacy,

respondents highlighted themes of global citizenship. The potential for this is evident

when we consider the global context in which Asia literacy will be enacted and the

198 Margaret D. Pusch, “Intercultural Training in Historical Perspective,” in Handbook of Intercultural
Competency, ed. Dan Landis, Janet M. Bennett, and Milton J. Bennett (United Kingdom: Sage
Publications, 2004), 26.

199 Pusch, “Intercultural Training in Historical Perspective,” 26.
200 The priority of Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia is especially relevant to: English, Math-

ematics, Science, Humanities and the Social Sciences, the Arts, Technologies, Health and Physical
Education, Languages, and Work Studies. Outside of these areas, the cross-curriculum priority is
implied in other courses with the use of the terms ‘culture,’ ‘community,’ ‘place’ and ‘points of
view.’ See: Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia,” Australian Cur-
riculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https ://www.
australiancurriculum.edu.au/f - 10- curriculum/cross- curriculum- priorities/asia- and- australia- s -
engagement-with-asia.

201 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia.”
202 Australian Curriculum, “Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia.”
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influence of globalisation on patterns of migration, work, and family and personal lives.203

Informal Asia literacy skills extend beyond Tasmania, beyond the nation of Australia,

and possibly further than the supranational Asian region and into the global space. In

this section, I present interviewee data on the global citizen as a justification for building

the affective dimension of Asia literacy from what is shared between Tasmania and Asia.

To scaffold the discussion, I draw on Kristeva’s work into alterity and dissolving the

foreigner to draw out the larger social justice imperative of Asia literacy.

Kristeva is valuable to understanding interviewee responses to Asia literacy. In the open-

ing pages of this chapter, I assessed the role of policy discourses in affecting how people

feel about engaging with Asia. I referred to ways negative feelings of Asia manifest in

politics, social cohesion, education policies, and popular literature. Australian techniques

for nation-building were another example. These issues combine into a larger concern:

that Asia is perceived to be other or distant to Australia.204

In her monograph Strangers to Ourselves, Kristeva recounts her experience of being a

foreigner. She uses this experience to explore whether the foreigner can be dissolved in

modern society. Kristeva’s work is useful to understanding how interviewees tended to

value Asia literacy: as a way to develop intercultural competencies. Asia literacy, for the

interviewees, was a response to broader social issues around social cohesion more than it

was about developing economic links with Asia.

If we accept that policy stories construct Asia as distant from Australia, then Kristeva

offers an ethical standpoint for understanding how to recognise the stranger within. I

employ Kristeva’s work on being a foreigner to query the potential for reframing Asia

literacy around this affective dimension by dissolving a fear of Asia, as is promoted in

the policy discourses on engaging with Asia.

The imperative for this can be understood more generally, in relation to belonging. Cit-

izenship and belonging are contested in a globalising world.205 Although citizenship is

commonly associated with a nation-state, belonging is increasingly contested, fragmented,

and multiple.206 In a globalising world, it is difficult to recognise more nebulous ways of

belonging outside of national citizenship.207 Kristeva’s work on alterity is again useful.

Kristeva, in the absence of community bonds such as religion and nation, new forms of

203 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 178; Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of
Globalization (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 88; Aihwa Ong, Flexible Citizen-
ship: the cultural logics of transnationality (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999), 4.

204 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 618.
205 Sheila L. Croucher, Globalization and Belonging: the politics of identity in a changing world (New

York: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers Inc., 2004), 11.
206 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 3–4; Stephen Castles and Alastair Davidson, Citizenship and

Migration: Globalization and the Politics of Belonging (New York: Routledge, 2000), vii.
207 Croucher, Globalization and Belonging: the politics of identity in a changing world, 11.
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belonging are both a threat and an opportunity:

We are, for the first time in history, confronted with the following situation: we must
live with different people while relying on our personal moral codes, without the
assistance of a set that would include our particularities while transcending them.
A paradoxical community is emerging, made up of foreigners who are reconciled
with themselves to the extent that they recognize [sic] themselves as foreigners. The
multinational society would thus be the consequence of an extreme individualism,
but conscious of its discontents and limits, knowing only indomitable people ready-
to-help-themselves in their weakness, a weakness whose other name is our radical
strangeness.208

Identity and belonging, as Kristeva observes, are increasingly individual and less and less

about the nation-state. Massey is valuable here. She notes that the individual and lived

experience of the world is to be simultaneously same and other.209 Massey also observes

that belonging is intersectional, maligned, antagonised, and momentary.210 Further, Ar-

jun Appadurai and Aihwa Ong highlight the intersectional nature of culture and cultural

identity in a globalising world.211 The theoretical framework of Kristeva, Massey, Appadu-

rai and Ong, then, points to the need to cultivate skills to develop individual awareness

of the self’s strangeness and a flexible citizenship which will simultaneously fragment

between nation, local community, sub culture, religion, gender, electronic media and so

on.

The Australian curricular imperative of Intercultural Understanding is aligned with devel-

oping global citizens.212 The Australian Curriculum outlines the intention of the General

Capability is to:

Cultivates values and dispositions such as curiosity, care, empathy, reciprocity,
respect and responsibility, open-mindedness and critical awareness, and supports
new and positive intercultural behaviours. Though all are significant in learning
to live together, three dispositions — expressing empathy, demonstrating respect
and taking responsibility — have been identified as critical to the development of
Intercultural Understanding in the Australian Curriculum.213

Developing global citizens was identified by several interviewees as the meta-goal of Asia

literacy programs. Interviewee I referred to global citizenship as the goal of Asia literacy

and as a method to solve shared supranational regional problems such as ecological dam-

age and climate pressure. Interviewee F also located the purpose of Asia literacy within

a global framework:

208 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 195.
209 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 3–4.
210 Massey, Space, Place and Gender, 3–4.
211 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 4; Ong, Flexible Citizenship:

the cultural logics of transnationality, 18.
212 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
213 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding.”
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When we talk about Asia literacy it’s part of the broader picture of being globally
connected and Asia literacy is part of that and then understanding ourselves as
Australians, where we fit in our region and in the world.

Recognising these points of connectivity were, for Interviewee E, about cultivating a set

of behaviours and attitudes that allowed for expanded and flexible belonging:

How Asia literacy manifests itself in individuals and communities? I would hope
that the manifestation of change is having a tolerant open welcoming community
and people are tolerant, open welcoming people.

Further, Interviewee C hoped for Asia literacy:

But my own personal view is the best way to change peoples’ attitudes is through
personal contact, people to people contact. I think that the aim is to decrease xeno-
phobia and racism and all of that and some people say that that’s not something
that you can really address through education but we know that through teaching
our Year 12 program that students will say things like ‘I have to say through doing
this one-year program in Asian Studies that I’ve realised how incredibly ignorant
and racist I was and I am really embarrassed by things I used to think and say.’
Yeah. And these are like 16/17-year olds. So, I think there is a place for education.
I mean if I had my way, I think all students coming to university would do subjects
on being a global citizen whatever that means and that would include learning
about Asia, learning about Africa, learning about South/Central America.

For these interviewees, Asia literacy was more about developing globally connected citi-

zens who can thrive in changing circumstances in which they experience being both same

and other than developing specialist knowledge. These interviewees ask for us to consider

how to develop informal kinds of Asia literacy more aligned with ethics than with knowl-

edge. Thematic analysis of the interview data reveals key areas interviewees identified

as a part of Asia literacy: affective awareness, the importance of place, developing inter-

cultural competencies, and becoming a global citizen. Lastly, I highlight the Tasmanian

documentary Mary Meets Mohammed to illustrate how this affective dimension of Asia

literacy may manifest in the lived experience.

The human, affective dimension of Asia literacy

In this section, I exemplify the possible utility of developing this affective dimension of

Asia literacy with the example of the Tasmanian documentary Mary Meets Mohammed

(2013) to highlight Yi-Fu Tuan’s work on the importance of the humanistic perspective

when cultivating an affective dimension of Asia literacy.

Tuan’s contribution to the humanistic perspective of space is useful to exploring this emo-

tional component of Asia literacy. Tuan observes that what space means is determined
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by spatial feelings and that space is interpreted in an ongoing stream of consciousness.214

Space is subjective to the individual perspective. Tuan argues that the spatial is informed

by the individual consciousness. I question how this approach can be used to bring about

attitudinal change. The following example identifies the potential for Asia literacy to be

reframed through an affective dimension.

The Tasmanian documentary, Mary Meets Mohammed (2013) is a poignant illustration of

how emotional responses affect ‘engaging with Asia.’ Mary Meets Mohammed documents

the arrival of Afghani, Hazara Muslim asylum seekers at Pontville Detention Centre in

the rural Tasmanian town of Brighton. Pontville, which has since been closed, was

Tasmania’s first and only detention centre for asylum seekers. The documentary begins

with a community meeting where Brighton residents express deep concern about Hazara

men living in their community. There is a fear within the community that the men are

deviant and will disrupt the township. Mary is a devout Christian and is a member of the

Brighton community, but she is also part of a knitting group that decides to knit beanies

for the asylum seekers. Despite her strong concerns about the presence of the Hazara

men in Brighton, a knitted beanie is the conduit for what develops to be an enduring

friendship between Mary and Mohammed.215

Mary has learned neither language or cultural knowledge, nor has Mary acquired these

capacities in formal education. The exchange moreover did not occur between institutions

or require specialised skills. Yet, Mary overcame strong attitudes and values against

Hazara men to consider them to be valuable to the Brighton community. Mary Meets

Mohammed is an example of an everyday individual developing key Asia literacy skills.

The example highlights the significance of Tuan’s notion of space when exploring the

affective dimension of Asia literacy. The development of Mary’s awareness is based on

attitudes and values: the affective dimension of engaging with the Asian other or, as

Kristeva puts, it, engaging with the stranger within.216

An attitudes and values approach to Asia literacy centralises human interaction when

‘engaging with Asia.’ Asia literacy is shifted away from an economic rationalist paradigm

to contribute to the dissolution of otherness. Moreover, an empathetic approach to Asia

literacy directly encounters what Singh contends are the epistemological issues involved

with national Asia literacy programs which stem from policy discourses of engaging with

Asia.217

214 Yi-Fu Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” in Philosophy in Geography, ed. Stephen
Gale and Gunnar Olsson (Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1979), 388.

215 Kirkpatrick, Mary meets Mohammed.
216 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 2–3.
217 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 600.
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Summary

Policy discourses of engaging with Asia potentially shape how people feel about becom-

ing formally Asia literate. Foucault’s theory on governmentality was a useful guide for

understanding how policy is a tactic used by government.218 Policy influences both how

people feel about problems, and how to go about solving them.219 Reading this from a

discourse perspective, policy too, affects attitudes behaviours, and values.220 That this

has an impact on between policy discourses on engaging with Asia is suggested by some

Australian Asian studies scholars.221 Fitzgerald’s inquiry into the exclusion of Chinese as

a method of cultivating a unified national identity in the lead up to Australian Federa-

tion (1901) was useful to identifying how policy discourses intersect with nation building

stories, myths, and national identity. Despite this, identity is poorly, if at all, treated, in

the policy data.

Fitzgerald offers one example of this complex relationship. Politics, education policy, and

social cohesion are some other examples of a complex relationship between engaging with

Asia and feelings. This also pertains to literature. John Marsden’s series Tomorrow When

the War Began was widely popular.222 The fictional series is one example of Australian

invasion literature, whereby Asia is positioned as an enemy keen to invade and control

Australia and Australians.223 The fear that Asia threatens a sense of national identity

was exploited in Nelson’s Nine Values for Australian Schooling campaign which was used

to promote a sense of national identity in a time of unstable global relations, particularly

in neighbouring Indonesia.

The significance of policy discourses is evident when we address the available literature

on student attitudes and values towards Asia literacy. Contrasting the theoretical per-

spectives offered by Mill and Harvey suggest that workers are emotionally motivated and

that economic opportunities may be insufficient. Leong and Woods highlight student ap-

athy, and a perception that Asia is distant and other. Kertesz revealed that Tasmanians

students found Asia related subjects to be hard, or uncool.224 The economic rationalist

assumption, which underpins Asia literacy, suggests that economic opportunity in Asia

is enough motivation to spur students and workers to learn about Asia. The findings of

Leong and Woods as well as Kertesz suggest that this is not the case. Rather, there is

an affective component to Asia literacy.

218 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
219 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
220 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10; Foucault, Security, Territory, Popu-

lation: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
221 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 11; Pan, “Knowing Asia and re-imagining

the Australian self,” 77–9; Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939, 7.
222 Pausacker, “Mixing the Metaphors,” 43–4.
223 Pausacker, “Mixing the Metaphors,” 43–4.
224 The Kertesz Report, 48.
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The results of my fieldwork data suggest a shape of Asia literacy in Tasmania. Respon-

dents to my Tasmanian Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’ survey were

invited to define Asia literacy. Although definitions commonly included languages and

cultures, there was a slight preference for cultures over language. Further, respondents

often used behavioural words including understanding, difference, awareness, and peo-

ple. More research needs to be done in relation to attitudes and values to extend this

understanding.

Interviewees tended to position Asia literacy within a framework of intercultural com-

petencies. Overall, this was aligned with the larger goal of developing global citizens.

Kristeva’s work on the foreigner helped to unpack this discussion. The next chapter

suggests consumer behaviour as a strategy for recognising, as Kristeva suggest, “the Asia

within” and for cultivating this affective dimension of Asia literacy.
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Chapter 7

Daily engaging with Asia —

Tasmanian Asia literacy as consumer

behaviours and lived experiences

Introduction

In this thesis, I have so far made the claim for a Tasmanian Asia literacy that is place-

based and accounts for an affective dimension of engaging with Asia. This is useful

to overcoming negative policy discourses that Asia is distant, and that intranational

regional areas like Tasmania are disengaged from Asia. In Chapter Four, I addressed the

limitations of applying what I label is a national approach to Asia literacy in the context

of Tasmania. In Chapter Five, I explored some of the broader connotations of Tasmania

as island. Stephen J. Ball was useful to recognising how policy discourses shape how

people feel about a problem, as well as constrain the possible solutions.1 The two issues

of islandness and a failure of planning policies to account for how intranational regional

areas of Australia pursue Asia literacy are interrelated, and perpetuate a discourse that

Tasmania is Asia illiterate.

To explore alternate ways of developing, recognising, and celebrating Tasmanian Asia

literacy, I collected qualitative and quantitative data on attitudes and values towards

Asia literacy. In Chapter Six, I presented my results on how people define Asia literacy.

In this chapter, I thread these themes together to conceptualise how we could measure

a place-based, affective Asia literacy. I suggest that engaging with Asia is a lived ex-

perience. Knowledge of Asia is cultivated in daily life whereby an individual develops

an affective sense of Asia through consumption of products, travel, relationships, and

everyday behaviours. Exploring Asia literacy through this lived experience may help to

overcome negative connotations associated with the policy discourses of Asia as other.

1 Stephen J. Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural
Politics of Education 13, no. 2 (1993): 14.
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To discuss this everyday Asia literacy, I distinguish then between the formal Asia literacy

recommended in the policy reports and the everyday informal Asia literacy which is cul-

tivated in daily life. Through the example of one intranational regional area of Australia,

I identify the role of this affective dimension in shaping engagement with Asia.

Carol Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to Be? tool of policy analysis is an

overarching guide for this chapter. Bacchi asks the researcher whether the policy problem,

in this case Asia literacy, can be thought about differently.2 I present the data from both

my second survey, Everyday Asia Literacy in Tasmania (2016), and the qualitative data

from my interviewees to frame a discussion of experience-based Asia literacy. In doing

so, I continue to examine research question 6 to investigate Tasmanian understandings

of Asia literacy and my second research gap on how people feel about Asia literacy.

The need to understand these daily interactions with Asia to foster an affective Asia

literacy is clear. I begin this chapter by discussing interviewee concerns that a lack of

awareness that Asia is integrated daily life was perceived to inhibit more widespread

Asia literacy in Tasmania. Interviewees reported on a fear reaction which was common

in response to unfamiliar experiences such as engaging with Asia. They suggested that

the first step of Asia literacy was to contract this emotional distance. When asked the

purpose of Asia literacy, several interviewees responded it was to develop global citizens.

I have triangulated my qualitative and quantitative data to identify four themes of every-

day Asia literacy: affective, consumption of popular culture, media influence, and travel.

In the policy data, language is identified as a key to Asia literacy and engaging with

Asia.3 To make the case for the importance of everyday Asia literacy, my quantitative

data is divided between those who speak an Asian language and those who do not.

The theoretical framework of consumer identity is useful to exploring the relationship

between consumerism and cultural identity. Introduced in Chapter Three, consumer

identity suggests that the consumption of products influences cultural identity.4 To expli-

cate Julia Kristeva’s theories on the role of the stranger in society, I consider whether the

foreigner can be dissolved through the consumption of cultural products. I cohere this

theoretical framework with the work by Doreen Massey and Arjun Appadurai. In a glob-

alised world where products are constantly moving around the global economy, cultural

2 Carol Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” in Engaging
with Carol Bacchi: Strategic Interventions and Exchanges, ed. Angelique Bletsas and Chris Beasley
(University of Adelaide Press, 2012), 21.

3 Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet, Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century – Issues Paper
(Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet Policy Division, August 2012), 21–22. (The
Issues Paper).

4 Keisha M. Cutright, Adriana Samper, and Gavan J. Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” in The
Routledge Companion to Identity and Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United
Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 91.
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identities are multiple, fragmented, deterritorialised, and contradictory.5 Individual, com-

munity, state and national identities are manifold.6 Cultural identity as expressed through

the consumption of products, highlights that the foreigner, as Kristeva suggests, is not

found outside but is within.7

Engaging with Asia through consumption of the media was identified by survey respon-

dents as significant to developing a sense of Asia literacy. To explore the role of the media

in cultivating emotional connections to place, I return to Edward W. Soja, observes that

media representation of a place influences how people feel about that place, and that this

may be contrary to any actual experience of it.8 Alternatively, anthropologist Appadu-

rai posits that the media connects otherwise disparate groups into deterritorialised and

re-contextualised cultural identities.9 An individual can concurrently be a part of many

different cultural groups. The media is, for Appadurai and Aihwa Ong, a global space.10

Inbound and outbound travel is another measure of everyday Asia literacy. Inbound

and outbound tourism to Asia was identified by interviewee and survey respondents as

important to developing the affective dimension of Asia literacy.

Interviewees speak to the importance of an affective awareness

of Asia literacy

Interviewees identified the importance of an affective awareness of Asia as a precursor

to developing more widespread knowledge of Asian languages and cultures. When con-

sidering Asia literacy, interviewees highlighted a relationship between exposure to Asia

and readiness to learn about and engage with Asia. Interviewees articulated that how

Asia is presented, either through the news or the media, influences how people feel about

engaging with Asia.

Turning the foreigner into the “we” was identified by several interviewees as the first step

to fostering Tasmanian Asia literacy. When asked to define Asia literacy, Interviewee D

couched his response in developing awareness of Asia:

It’s the idea about being interested and engaged as opposed to being frightened or
turned off . . . If we can familiarise people with enough elements of Asian culture
so that when Asian things come up there isn’t an alarm bell, they engage with it
as an opportunity rather than as a threat.

5 Doreen Massey, Space, Place and Gender (United Kingdom: Polity Press, 1994), 4.
6 Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis: University

of Minnesota Press, 1996), 198.
7 Julia Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia University Press,

1991), 1.
8 Edward W. Soja, The City and Spatial Justice. (Paper presented at the Spatial Justice Conference,

Nanterre Paris, March 12, 2008), 1.
9 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 198.
10 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 4; Aihwa Ong, Flexible Citi-

zenship: the cultural logics of transnationality (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999), 4.
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Interviewee D associated fear of Asia with a lack of familiarity with Asia. To cultivate

familiarity with the unknown, exposure to popular culture and sport from Asia was

identified by Interviewee D as a useful way for mitigating adverse reactions:

I think there’s a growth in Asia literacy that’s coming through in an appreciation
of Asian film, martial arts and all other things that is coming through that helps
Tasmanians feel more comfortable about Asia and not getting a fear reaction which
would not be necessarily rational but that anything that is unknown has a capacity
to create a fear reaction because people are simply unfamiliar with it.

Interviewee D recognised that there were small groups in Tasmania who were very con-

nected to and interested in Asia but argued that this was not necessarily reflective of

the broader Tasmanian community. Asia literacy, for Interviewee D, was about creating

a knowledge bank of awareness and connectivity with Asia in the broader Tasmanian

community.

Interviewee D’s observations, that the broader community was disconnected from Asia, is

replicated in the results to my Everyday Asia Literacy in Tasmania survey. Respondents

were prompted to comment on how they engaged with Asia in ways not covered by the

survey questions. Of the ninety-six responses (seven skipped), 36.46% responded that

they do not engage with Asia. Interestingly, when prompted with specific questions,

respondents did indicate the ways that they engaged with Asia through food, travel, and

popular culture. This suggests a tension in how Asia literacy and engaging with Asia is

acknowledged and recognised. Interviewee H agreed with Interviewee D that there was a

lack of understanding of Asia in the broader community, and a lack of awareness of the

ways in which Tasmania was already connected with Asia. When asked to define Asia

literacy, Interviewee H framed his response in relation to awareness:

To me it means the average awareness of people here; well let’s say Tasmania where
I’ve been living for a long time, in terms of awareness of Asia and that covers an
enormous range of sort of issues and concerns. It’s, in the first place how much do
they know about Asia . . .

Interviewee H is an Asian Studies scholar and a teacher in a prestigious senior secondary

college in Southern Tasmania. When asked what Asia literacy and how to measure it, he

answered in observation of the levels of awareness the students he teaches in pre-tertiary

subjects had of Asia:

It’s, in the first place how much do they know about Asia, in which case I would
say virtually nothing, even my students if I show them a map of Asia, and these
are supposedly bright well educated kids, very rarely get beyond China, India and
Japan . . . So when I’m thinking of Asia awareness I’m sort of thinking in terms of;
have people met anyone from Asia: the answer is most of them haven’t; do they
know anything about the religious faiths of Asia, no; what they do tend to know
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about is food, they like the food . . . have they been to Asia for travel? That’s
improved a lot, still a minority and for many people not more than Bali and half
of them seem to think Bali is a separate country. Do they speak Asia languages?
No. Is there an Asian population? Still very small.

Both Interviewee D and Interviewee H highlight an emotional and cultural distance from

Asia the implications of which include fear of, or uncertainty about, Asia. For Interviewee

D, this makes Asia unfamiliar and frightening to the wider community. For Interviewee

H, the lack of exposure is linked with a lack of curiosity, and an assumption that Asia

does not appear immediately relevant to daily Tasmanian life. Both Interviewees indicate

the importance of developing affective awareness of Asia as a precursor to Asia literacy.

Interviewee H further outlined how to begin to develop awareness of Asia: travel, lan-

guages, friendships, geographic knowledge. Cultivating awareness and interest in Asia

was further identified by Interviewee A as the meta-focus of Asia literacy:

That the focus should be wider it should not be purely about economic benefits. I
think that at the end of the day it (Asia literacy) is about personal growth.

Interviewees A, D, and H signify the importance of exposure to Asia in fostering Asia

literacy. Importantly, this process begins by mitigating a fear reaction to otherness.

Kristeva is useful to scaffolding this emotional component of Asia literacy.

Awareness of Asia and developing this affective interest of Asia may be one method for

realising Kristeva’s theory. This was broached by Interviewee F, a teacher and employee

of the Tasmanian Department of Education, who identified a pathway to start thinking

about how to bring Asia into the everyday and to dissolve the foreigner:

So that’s going from the known to the unknown. So educational theory says always
start where people are at so rather than begin by looking really different, well you
do it together you know, look at your own life and make the connections see what’s
the same and see what’s different. So that way students acquire knowledge as a
sort of spiral learning so they come from what they know and add to it what they
don’t know rather than starting only with what they don’t know. At some point
there will be a place where you don’t know anything about the place but it’s good
to start with what you do know from a teaching pedagogy point of view.

Extending from Interviewee F’s observations, this chapter examines how to initiate Asia

literacy from where people are at.

Consumer behaviours and everyday Asia literacy

In this section, I explore everyday, lived, Tasmanian Asia literacy. I draw on Kristeva’s

work regarding how to dissolve the foreigner, and the otherness which is implicit in

M. Garbutcheon Singh’s reading of Asia literacy, to inquire into Tasmanian Asia literacy
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through consumer behaviours.11 Bagozzi suggests that “it might be said that consumption

begins and ends with the self.”12 Cutright et al argue that what we buy reflects who

we are and that individuals assert who they are through symbols, personalities, and

other characteristics.13 Wong and Hogg extend this analysis, suggesting that culture also

shapes individual attitudes, values, and behaviours in relation to the meaning granted

to possessions.14 Belk has argued that these forms of consumer behaviour are useful for

dissolving the other by way of the shared identity which is cultivated by consuming

products.15 Through consumer behaviours, an individual can potentially live multiple

cultural identities.16

I discuss these points in relation to the results from my 2016 Everyday Asia Literacy

survey. In that survey, I explored the relationship between daily engagement with Asia

through online media (television, internet, social media for example) and how these inter-

actions may indicate attitudes and values towards the region. First, I introduce the survey

respondents. Secondly, I examine everyday Asia literacy in relation to the consumption

of popular culture, media, and travel. I triangulate this with qualitative interviewee data.

Interpreting results of the Everyday Asia Literacy survey

Respondents (total 103) to my 2016 survey were asked to indicate how they engaged

with Asia daily. Here, I introduce the respondent demographics. To add statistical

significance, I distinguish the dominant demographic group between those who speak

and Asian language (15) and those who do not (83).17 A limitation of this is that there

are significantly fewer respondents in Group A, and results are not proportionate. This

distinction is useful to challenging the national model of Asia literacy which is assess Asia

literacy on linguistic and cultural knowledge.18 The dominant demographic attributes of

the two groups are as follows:

11 M. Garbutcheon Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curricu-
lum,” Journal of Curriculum Studies 27, no. 6 (1995): 603; Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 173.

12 Richard P. Bagozzi, “Social Influence and the Self,” in The Routledge Companion to Identity and
Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 255.

13 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
14 Phoebe W. S. Wong and Margaret K. Hogg, “Exploring cultural differences in the extended self,” in

The Routledge Companion to Identity and Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk
(United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 99.

15 Russell W. Belk, “Extended self in a digital age.,” in The Routledge Companion to Identity and
Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 83.

16 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
17 Five respondents skipped the language indicator question.
18 Tasmanian Government and the Australian National University’s Crawford School of Public Policy,

Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper (Hobart: Tasmanian Department of Premier and
Cabinet, March 2013), 4, 7, 39. (The Tasmanian Report). The Issues Paper, 21–22.
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Table 7.1: Respondent linguistic capabilities and associated dominant demographics

Group A Group B

Speak an Asian language Yes No

Number of respondents 15 84

Age Group
25–34

73.33% (11)

25–34

69.05% (58)

Education
Completed bachelor’s degree

53.33% (8)

Completed bachelor’s degree

52.38% (44)

Gender
F 60% (9)

M 40% (6)

F 68.67% (57)

M 31.33% (26)19

Where are you from?

7 were born in Tasmania

(46.67%); 7 elsewhere in Aus-

tralia (46.67%) and 1 overseas

The majority were born in Tas-

mania at 82.14% (69)

There was no clear majority as to income bracket and there was a slight majority towards

living in the south of the state (greater Hobart region). In both groups, respondents

overwhelmingly identified as female. From these demographic indicators, Group A and

Group B can be identified as young female adults with a university qualification more

likely to reside in around the capital city of Hobart. In a study into Australian engagement

with Asia, Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons draw on data from the Australian Survey of

Social Attitudes data (2007).20 They found that:

In general, university educated, professional young people and urban dwellers are
the ones who tend to engage with Asia through both cultural practices and economic
relations within Australia and throughout Asia.21

The dominant cohort is similar: university educated, urban dwelling, young adults.

Pietsch and Aarons state:

A key finding from our data on these points is that despite particular negative
reactions to government policy concerning Asian immigration in the 1990s, today
there is a significant population of Australians who are very much engaged with
Asia within both Australia and Asia more broadly.22

19 One respondent skipped the gender question.
20 Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, eco-

nomic and cultural ties,” in Australia: Identity, Fear and Governance in the 21st Century, ed. Juliet
Pietsch and Haydn Aarons (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 2012), 2.

21 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 44.

22 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 44.
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To further develop on this, I examine the tension around the assumption that Asian

language literacy points to greater levels of Asia literacy, either in an individual or group.23

The languages spoken by Group A were Chinese (undefined, 1), Mandarin (2), Japanese

(8), Indonesian (3), Thai (1), Khmer (1). One respondent from Group B responded

that they both spoke Indonesian and Japanese. Indonesian and Japanese were the most

commonly learned languages for Group A. Language proficiency was varied:

Table 7.2: Respondent linguistic capabilities

Proficiency Level Group A Group B

Professional 6.67% (1) 2% (1)

Conversational 33.33% (5) 0% (0)

Broken 33.33% (5) 4% (2)

Basic 26.67% (4) 10% (5)

Previously competent,

but out of practice
33.33% (5) 4% (2)

Currently learning

an Asian language
13.33% (2) 2% (1)

None 0.00% (0) 70% (35)

I speak other languages

but not an Asian language
0.00% (0) 16% (8)

Asking respondents to state their level of second language proficiency reveals that, de-

spite identifying as being able to speak an Asian language, few respondents would classify

themselves as having a professional standard of language skills. The increase in responses

in the Basic Column from Group B, who had identified as not speaking an Asian lan-

guage, shows a higher rate of bilingualism when the standard of language proficiency is

differentiated. Interestingly, Group B were more likely than Group A to have studied a

language in school but still did not consider that they spoke an Asian language. Respon-

dents were invited to indicate where they learned an Asian language and to tick all that

applied:

23 Kirrilee Hughes, “Australia’s Latent Asia Literacy,” Lowy Interpreter, August 24, 2012, accessed
June 4, 2015, http://www.lowyinterpreter.org/post/2012/08/24/Australias- latent-Asia- literacy-
2.aspx.
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Table 7.3: Responses to: where did you learn a second language?

Response Group A Group B

Yes, at primary school 60% (9) 39.51% (32)

Yes, at high school 80% (12) 74.0% (60)

Yes, at college (years 11 and 12) 40% (6) 7.41% (6)

Yes, at university 46.67% (7) 3.70% (3)

Yes, through TAFE/Vocational education 0.00% (0) 0.00% (0)

Yes, at a language school 6.67% (1) 4.94% (4)

Not applicable 20% (3) 13.58% (11)

Both Group A and B generally had the opportunity to learn an Asian language through

compulsory education. Some of Group B continued to choose to study Asian languages

but still did not consider that they spoke an Asian language. This suggests that com-

pulsory Asian language study has had some impact on Tasmanian students and that

students are exposed to learning Asian languages.

In the policy data, Asian language skills are understood to correlate with Asia literacy.

Alternatively, I explore a Tasmanian Asia literacy which is place-based, and includes

attitudes and values. In the following section, I present how Group A and Group B

engage with Asia on a daily basis. I examine the use of electronic media, popular culture,

media, and travel to assess whether the lived experience of engaging with Asia is more

representative of Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Use of popular media and the affective dimension of Asia literacy

In this section, I present how Group A and Group B engage daily with Asia through

electronic media. This is useful to understanding how attitudes and values towards

engaging with Asia affect an informal kind of Asia literacy. I refer to the work by

Appadurai and Ong on citizenship in a globalised world to examine whether the use of

electronic media is a way to recognise an inherent Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Electronic media, including the Internet, is useful for both asserting individualism and

connecting otherwise disparate groups into common interest areas.24 The consumption of

electronic media is an applicable example of a behavioural and attitudinal dimension of

24 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 199; Belk, “Extended self in a
digital age.,” 83–84.
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Asia literacy. Appadurai contends that the media is a transnational space.25 Expanding

on Appadurai’s position in her monograph Flexible Citizenship, Ong has argued that glob-

alisation enables culture to be fluid and, as a result, culture is increasingly transnational,

transversal, transactional, translational and transgressive.26 Ong’s observations suggest

that culture is not fixed but that interactions between cultures are multiple, fluid and

changeable.27 Ong suggests that while there may be large cultural groups there are also

connections across different groups specific to personal interests, hobbies, and work.28

In alignment with Ong’s observation, Appadurai examines the intersection between tech-

nology, globalisation and culture. Appadurai posits that humans exercise agency when

engaging with virtual worlds such as the internet and television.29 For Appadurai, this

intersection leads to a recontextualisation of culture which is both creative and resilient.30

Appadurai postulates that electronic exchanges of culture render cultural exchange invis-

ible which results in less visible measurement of cultural influence.31 Soja too, observes

that culture is easily consumable through the internet and through e-media.32

Use of electronic media then could be a kind of informal Asia literacy. Respondents to

survey 2 indicated how often they participated in Asian popular culture. Popular culture

is often directed at youth and is transmitted through mass media.33 Popular culture can

include fashion, music, TV and cinema.34 Asian popular culture is often associated with

Japan, South Korea and China.35 The consumption of popular culture is an example of

how globalisation and global economies facilitate both exchange and recontextualisation

of culture. Appadurai contends the global exchange of products results in a recontextu-

alisation of culture in local settings.36 Respondents indicated how often (Figure 7.1) and

what types (Figure 7.2) of Asian popular culture they consumed.

25 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 198.
26 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 4.
27 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 4.
28 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 4.
29 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 4.
30 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 42.
31 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 198.
32 Edward W. Soja, Postmodern Geographies: the reassertion of space in critical social theory (London:

Verso, 1989), 190–91.
33 Andy Bennett, Popular music and youth culture: music, identity and place (Basingstoke: Macmillan,

2000), 7.
34 Bennett, Popular music and youth culture: music, identity and place, 7.
35 Chua Beng Huat, “Structure, audience and soft power in East Asian pop culture” (Hong Kong:

University Press, 2012), 2–3.
36 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 4.
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Figure 7.1: How often do you engage with Asian popular culture?

Very often: many times a week
Often: once or twice a week

Sometimes: once a week/fortnight
Not very often: once a month or every couple of months

Rarely: once or twice a year

Source: Everyday ‘Asia literacy’ in Tasmania survey (2016)

Figure 7.2: What types of Asian popular culture do you engage with?

Source: Everyday ‘Asia literacy’ in Tasmania survey (2016)
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At the highest levels of Figure 7.1, Asian language skills may be related to affective and

behavioural engagement with Asian popular culture. Further, Group B were more likely

to state that they did not engage with Asian popular culture. However, beyond the ex-

treme point, there is not a clear causal relationship between Asian language skills and

the affective consumption of Asian popular culture. In their study into the Australian

Survey of Social Attitudes data (2007), Pietsch and Aarons found that wealthier, profes-

sionals with university education living in urban areas were more likely to be culturally

engaged with Asia unlike “those living in rural and regional areas.”37 They justified this

with issues of exposure.38

However, when investigating how respondents engaged with popular culture, the figures

also show that respondents were more likely to consume Asian popular culture through

television and movies. This is less to do with exposure, and perhaps more to do with

socio-economic factors. Further, survey 2 did not account for lifestyle factors such as not

having a television. To cross-validate this result, I refer to interview data. Interviewee I

observed that the gradual inclusion of popular Asian television shows in Australian media

was useful to developing cultural literacy of specific Asian nations. Interviewee I claimed:

“If You Are the One . . . I think that has had more impact than we all do at the university

all together” in fostering cultural awareness of China. Interviewee I’s observation is

supported by the findings of a study into the motivations for developing Asian language

and cultural awareness. The 2011 Kertesz Report examined Asian language and cultural

knowledge skills in Tasmanian schools. John L. Kertesz identified that popular culture

(especially in relation to anime, Japanese fashion, and cosplay) encouraged students to

develop Japanese knowledge and language skills.39

Participation in Asian popular culture is one way in which Tasmanians may express

interest in Asia and interact with contemporary Asian culture. Pietsch and Aarons

observe that “Australians are also quite familiar with and keen consumers of selections

of Asian popular culture including film, literature and music.”40 Popular culture and

mediums for accessing popular culture are diverse and not always outwardly visible.

Popular culture exemplifies Ong’s claim that cultural logic is increasingly transnational.41

However, Interviewee H disagrees that Tasmanians would interact with Asia through

popular culture

37 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 43.

38 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 43.

39 John L. Kertesz, The State of Asian Languages in Tasmania: Reporting on the views of teachers and
students (Hobart: University of Tasmania Press, 2011), 48–49. (The Kertesz Report).

40 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 40.

41 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 5.
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If you’re a young person, your culture is North American and English. Computers
are, everything’s North American and English, your music is North American and
English, the English language I don’t know . . . Your world is basically the English-
speaking world.

Interviewee H’s observation is a useful critique against the survey data, which is non-

probability. Contrarily, the survey data suggests that popular culture is useful to exposing

those who do speak English, and perhaps only speak English, to Asia. Interviewee H’s

suggestion that language presupposes cultural interest and openness to Asia is useful

when considering monolingualism in Australia, however that is outside the scope of this

inquiry.

Asian popular culture, such as television, movies, documentaries, music and fashion, is

didactic.42 Bennett has observed that cultural norms and mores are transmitted through

popular culture.43 Geertz notes that signifiers of culture may include ways of thinking,

feeling and believing, regulation of normative behaviour, pooled learning, shared history,

and techniques for adjusting the environment for benefit.44 Individuals participating in

popular culture engage with cultural signifiers which are inherent to the cultural prod-

uct.45 For example, Japanese anime and manga are imbued with cultural lessons.46

In summary, Asian language skills do not appear to correlate with an affective interest

for engaging with Asia through electronic media. Rather, the consumption of popular

culture may support an informal, everyday affective Asia literacy. Further, the didactic

nature of popular culture, suggests potential for cultural learning to take place during

consumption of such products. Further, popular culture and the use of electronic media

may support the recontextualisation of culture in local settings. To further assess this, I

next explore to the role of the media in cultivating the affective dimension of Asia literacy.

Exploring a relationship between affective dimension of Asia literacy and

the representation of Asia in the media

In this section, I discuss the interviewee data in relation to how the media affects atti-

tudes and values towards Asia literacy. The role of the media was a key theme of my

qualitative data. Interviewees identified the media as influential to understanding how

42 Bennett, Popular music and youth culture: music, identity and place, 7.
43 Bennett, Popular music and youth culture: music, identity and place, 7.
44 Clifford Geertz, “Thick description: toward an interpretive theory of culture,” in The interpretation

of cultures: selected essays, ed. Clifford Geertz (New York: Basic Books, 1973), 3.
45 A notable example is a five-year study by Fran Martin investigating how female Chinese students

studying in Melbourne (Capital of Victoria, Australia) use social media. Chinese social media websites
like WeChat and Weibo were used by students to maintain a sense of their Chinese identities. See
further: Fran Martin, “Media, Place, Sociality, and National Publics: Chinese International Students
in Translocal Network,” in Contemporary Culture and Media in Asia, ed. Koichi Iwabuchi, Olivia
Khoo, and Daniel Black (London and New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2016), 225.

46 Bennett, Popular music and youth culture: music, identity and place, 9.
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Asia is constructed as “good” or “bad” in society. Soja argues that the media is influ-

ential cultivating a sense of ‘knowledge’ about a place without ever having been there.47

Appadurai and Ong are also useful to understanding the media, and popular culture, as

a global space which connects otherwise disparate groups into new cultural identities.48

At the conclusion of the Everyday Asia Literacy survey, respondents were invited to write

how they engaged with Asia daily beyond the questions which they had already asked.

The survey questions (Appendix B) cover issues pertaining to popular culture. However,

the comments revealed that daily, survey respondents engaged with Asia through the

news (6), radio (1), the television (1) and internet (1). This constituted 9.38% of the

total responses and is not significant. However, the role of the media in cultivating Asia

literacy was viewed by interviewees as a crucial component of engaging with Asia. One

reason for this may be that the media is increasingly accessed online and interviewees

and for the survey respondents define ‘media’ differently.

Soja explores the prolific media representation of the North American city of Los Angeles

(L.A.).49 He argues that extensive media coverage of L.A. in the news, film, television,

sport and documentaries which is played in people’s homes throughout the world connects

a viewing population, otherwise physically disconnected from L.A, with the city. Soja

has identified that this spatial experience influences how people feel about a place. He

suggests a correlation between positive imagery and positive feelings of place, and negative

imagery and negative feelings of place. However, this experience of L.A. is a spatial one

which is mediated through technology and the media.50 Soja observes:

Whether affecting mainstream thought or more peripheral subject matter, this
spatial turn and the new spatial consciousness it has engendered . . . has begun to
extend its influence beyond the academic world into a wider public and political
realm, as exemplified by the increasingly active search for spatial justice and the
right to the city. Perhaps never before has the spatial organization of human
society, particularly as it takes shapes in the modern metropolis and the expansive
global community, been as widely recognized as an influential force shaping human
behaviour, political action, and social development.51

Soja’s spatial turn exposes that how the ‘city’ is structured influences human behaviours,

attitudes and values. This is useful to understanding the role of the media in influencing

how people feel about engaging with Asia. Interviewee H reflected on why there was low

awareness of Asia in Tasmania:

47 Edward W. Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 24.
48 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 80; Ong, Flexible Citizenship:

the cultural logics of transnationality, 4.
49 Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice, 24.
50 Soja, Postmodern Geographies: the reassertion of space in critical social theory, 190–91.
51 Soja, The City and Spatial Justice., 24.
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How much do they know about Asia on the news and the papers? Virtually nothing.
It’s not their fault, there’s very little about Asia. Where do our correspondents go?
It’s all Washington, London, very rarely anywhere else and if it’s anywhere else it’s
usually a disaster you know typhoon or earthquake or something.

Well the media gives people what they want its sort of hard to blame the media or
the people who read the papers or watch TV there’s very little about Asia. How
many of the big media services have got reporters in Asia?

TV news might be a five second or ten second grab but no background so people
won’t know the context is so they can see there’s something awful happening in
Pakistan, but they couldn’t show you Pakistan on a map or tell you how it came
into being or what languages people speak.

Like Interviewee H, Interviewee I attributed this knowledge to the media representation

of Asia. Interviewee I acknowledged “If you look at newspapers . . . they might report

something economic or about trade with China but anything about cultural politics it’s all

negative.” Interviewee I observed that how Asia is represented in the media contributes

to how people feel about engaging with the region. Reflecting on what affective influence

students come to his university language classroom with, Interviewee I notes how students

come with an idea of China from the media:

And if you look at students . . . come to the university . . . they know nothing about
Asia or China, everything is new to them. And they don’t believe what you say
anyway . . . China is, it’s ah, no democracy, human rights abuses, communist or
capitalist, nothing’s good about China.

Negative and/or under-representation of Asia in Australian media is well-documented.

Writing in 1980, Peter Hastings identified that one of the largest problems facing Australia

Asia engagement was the under-representation of Asia in the media.52 Hastings critiqued

that despite burgeoning regional integration with Asia in the 1980s, North American and

European news regularly took precedence over Asia in Australian news broadcasting.53

Hastings illustrates his claim with reference to the closure of the Australian Broadcasting

Corporation (ABC) Jakarta Office and a flare-up on a Thai border in reaction to a boat

arrival of refugees.54 Hasting’s critique was that these important regional developments

were not documented in the news.55 Also in 1980, Stephen FitzGerald observed that

misrepresentative media coverage of Asia contributes to a perceived distance between

Asian issues and Australian issues.56

52 Peter Hastings, “Asia, the pacific and the wayward press,” Asian Studies Association Australia Review
4, no. 2 (1980): 3.

53 Hastings, “Asia, the pacific and the wayward press,” 3.
54 Hastings, “Asia, the pacific and the wayward press,” 3.
55 Peter McCrawley, Kel Richards, and Martin Rudner, “Correspondence and controversy,” Asian Studies

Association of Australia Review 1, no. 3 (1978): 26–27.
56 Stephen FitzGerald, Asia in Australian Education, vol. 1 (Canberra: Asian Studies Association of

Australia, 1980), 4–5.
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If we accept Soja’s argument that the spatial informs the social, then how Asia is rep-

resented in the media is important to fostering a sense of connectivity with the region.

Interviewee H linked negative attitudes towards Asia with the media:

People’s image of Asia is a big poverty basket where awful things happen, and they
have nasty governments that lock people up. How many students you know at
school study Asian history, Asian awareness, Asian events, virtually none. So, I’m
not blaming anyone I’m simply saying this for some reason is the reality of Asia
literacy in Tasmania.

. . . in popular media the affairs of Asia most often appear confronting, confusing
and messy, rather than clear and sanitised.”

There appears to be little, in Soja’s words, spatial justice granted to positive media repre-

sentation of Asia.57 Interviewee D stated that the media has a decisive role in developing

positive attitudes and values towards Asia: “[I]t’s the idea about being interested and

engaged as opposed to being frightened or turned off . . . that helps Tasmanians feel more

comfortable about Asia and not getting a fear reaction.”

How Asia is represented in the media elicits these emotional responses even if the rep-

resentation is contrary to any real or lived experience in Asia.58 This knowledge was

perceived by Interviewee to have developed without any actual experience of the country.

Interviewee I continues:

We do invite school students to come to university to give some taste of China and
every time I do speak to them to ask them if they’ve been to China, very few of
them have and most of those who have will have some China relation background.
And I want them to think about China and ask if there’s anything positive about
China and they list nothing. But if you ask them what’s bad about China, they
could list lots, you know pollution, one child policy, spitting in the street, anything
positive about China? Nothing.

Interviewee I relates to Soja’s argument that the media disenfranchise or empowers

marginalised groups from full participation in the city.59 If we accept Kristeva’s posi-

tion that foreigners do not have rights (social, cultural, political, financial), and that

they are marginalised in society, then they have little control or influence in how they are

represented.60 Pulling Soja’s theory of spatial justice and Kristeva’s views on otherness,

I suggest that Asia is a marginalised group within Tasmania and that communities, his-

tories, futures and identities pertaining to Asia are obscured by policy discourses of Asia

literacy.

57 Soja, Postmodern Geographies: the reassertion of space in critical social theory, 190–91.
58 Soja, Postmodern Geographies: the reassertion of space in critical social theory, 190–91.
59 Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice, 25.
60 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 99–101.
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To recognise spaces of enfranchisement of everyday Asia literacy is essential to uncovering

an innate, lived, Tasmanian Asia literacy. Mainstream Australian television media does

not overtly engage with Asia. SBS is a multi-ethnic station which shows various interna-

tional news stations and foreign films and documentaries. However, SBS is a subculture

station. Planning policies have identified this lack. For instance, in the Henry Report,

increasing positive Australian media representation of Asia is identified as a pathway for

enhancing engagement with Asia.61

The following example highlights a possible link between positive media coverage of Asia

affects how Tasmanians feel about engaging with the region. The media coverage of the

November 2014 Chinese Presidential visit to Hobart has positively influenced Tasmanian

relations with China. For the duration of the Presidential visit, China was a top news item

in Tasmania and Australia and Tasmania went “viral” in China.62 Tasmania was highly

publicised and iconic images of Mount Wellington (kunanyi) and endangered Tasmanian

Devils (native marsupials) were shared internationally.63 Interviewee D suggests that

events like this are positive to exploring connections with Asia:

Whereas when you had something like the Chinese Presidential visit, that was big.
Lots of people knew about that and so that was a massive opportunity to raise the
awareness of China from a commercial business political sense to so many more
Tasmanians and to have it going positively was absolutely fantastic.

In the years after the visit, the rate of Chinese tourism and international students to

Tasmania has multiplied.64 For a time, Tasmania was leading the nation in international

student enrolments, the biggest source of which were Chinese students.65 Following the

61 Commonwealth Government, Ken Henry White Paper: Australia in the Asian Century (Canberra:
Australian Government Printing Press, October 2012), 26. (The Henry Report).

62 No author, “Chinese president Xi Jinping meets Tasmanian devils during historic Hobart visit,” ABC
News, November 19, 2014, accessed November 15, 2016, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014- 11-
18/china-president-meets-tassie-devils-during-hobart-visit/5898814; Hilary Burden, “Xi Jinping’s
Tasmania visit may seem trivial, but is full of strategy,” Guardian, November 18, 2014, accessed
November 15, 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/nov/18/xi-jinpings-tasmania-visit-
lacking-congruity-full-of-strategy..

63 No author, “Xi Jinping Visits Tasmania of Australia, Promoting Local-Level Cooperation and Deep-
ening People’s Friendship,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, Novem-
ber 18, 2011, accessed November 15, 2016, http : //www . fmprc . gov . cn/mfa eng / topics 665678/
xjpzxcxesgjtldrdjcfhdadlyxxlfjjxgsfwbttpyjjdgldrhw/t1212940.shtml; No author, “Xi visits family of
old friend in Australia, fulfilling commitment,” Xinhuanet, November 18, 2014, accessed November 15,
2016, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2014-11/18/c 133797879.htm; Yao Chun, “Inter-
view: Xi’s visit to open new chapter of Australia-China ties — official,” People’s Daily Online, Novem-
ber 14, 2014, accessed November 15, 2016, http://en.people.cn/n/2014/1114/c90785-8809111.html.

64 Editorial, “The world is waiting,” Mercury, October 17, 2016, accessed November 15, 2016, http :
//www.themercury.com.au/news/opinion/editorial-the-world-is-waiting/news-story/7b15034052024
3394324d2880d66e82c; Anne Mather, “Tasmania is a class act, say international students,” Mercury,
October 16, 2016, accessed November 15, 2016, http://www.themercury.com.au/news/tasmania/
tasmania-is-a-class-act-say-international-students/news-story/ddd6c20bd4353472ae89cb9e42114a01.

65 Editorial, “The world is waiting.”
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Presidential visit, Tasmania sought closer economic ties with China. In the China Engage-

ment Report 2015, Tasmanian exports to China were reported to have boosted following

the Chinese Presidential visit.66

The highly publicised visit potentially fostered goodwill between Tasmania and China.

This can be exemplified by the special connection between Scotch Oakburn College stu-

dents and Xi Jinping. The class of Grade Six students originally invited President Xi

and his wife to Tasmania and, upon their arrival, presented them with a hand-written

letter. Touched by the gesture, President Xi financially supported a class tour of China.67

Interviewee D cited the ongoing positive effects of positive media influence of Asia:

Things like the MONAFOMA which had the OGOHOGOH dolls, that sort of idea
about bringing it into people’s consciousness in a way that they start to normalising
it as part of our connection to Asia that is normal, that is beneficial, that we don’t
need to be frightened of I think is a really powerful way of making people feel
much more comfortable when opportunities come up say the Chinese investment
in the Van Diemen’s Land (company) to make sure the community doesn’t react
negatively just out of ignorance but so they can say okay well they really are just
like they’ve got their drives, what they’re trying to do in their lives.

The consumption of popular culture and the media possibly influences how Tasmani-

ans understand and feel about daily engagement with Asia. Survey data on regular

consumerism of popular culture suggests that individual consumerism supports intersec-

tional identities, and that Asia is a part of some daily experience. Interestingly, Asian

language skills do not appear to be a precursor to an affective interest in Asia. Engage-

ment was more likely to be behavioural and lived. Contrarily, representation of Asia in

the media, both positive and negative, may have a larger societal influence on the affec-

tive dimension of Asia literacy. In the following section, I explore travel as another way

in which Tasmanians are daily connected with Asia.

Travel and the affective dimension of Asia literacy

A second key theme which emerged from my data was the importance of travel in cul-

tivating the affective dimension of Asia literacy. Pietsch and Aarons argue that a more

holistic assessment of Australian engagement with Asia concerns individual behaviours,

such as travel.68 Travel and student exchange experiences were highlighted by intervie-

66 Tasmanian Department of State Growth, “China Engagement Report,” (Hobart), November 2015,
http://www.stategrowth.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0016/127123/China Engagement Report.
pdf.

67 Jessica Howard, “Scotch Oakburn College students’ China trip came with Presidential approval,”
Mercury, May 20, 2015, accessed October 4, 2016, http://www.themercury.com.au/news/tasmania/
scotch-oakburn-college-students-china-trip-came-with-presidential-approval/news-story/bde68dcc8e
1ef08c07d05adb217348ec.

68 Haydn Aarons and Juliet Pietsch, “Social Attitudes Towards Contemporary Challenges Facing Aus-
tralia,” in Australia: Identity, Fear and Governance in the 21st Century, ed. Haydn Aarons and Juliet
Pietsch (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 2012), 6.
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wees as essential to developing the affective dimension of Asia literacy. Further, in survey

2, respondents were invited to indicate where, how long, and for what reasons they had

travelled in Asia. Exploring the role of travel may be useful to understanding Asia liter-

acy through the lived experience and affective dimension. In this section, I discuss the

interview data on travel and compare it with the survey data. I again distinguish survey

responses between Group A (speak an Asian language) and Group B (do not speak an

Asian language) to challenge the notion that languages presuppose affective interest in

and skills in Asia literacy.69

Travel is an experience where an individual commonly comfortable with being ‘same’ is

thrown into ‘otherness’ and experiences first hand life as a foreigner.70 Kristeva examines

the history of the traveller in the late Roman Empire, as ‘peregrines,’ drifting in and

out of nation-states, as between provinces and cities, in perpetual flux, as heretics and

barbarians, and finally as gradually assimilating into the adopted society.71 Foreigners

travelling through were rehabilitated and recontextualised to fit the Roman empire.72

David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska have observed that cheap and inexpensive flights

mean more Australians are travelling to Asia which may suggest Australians are becoming

more informally Asia literate.73 For example, they observe that travelling to Bali is almost

a shared national experience.74 Further, Pietsch and Aarons note that the “increasing ease

and decreased cost of travel. . . and the settling of Asians in Australia have brought greater

familiarity of Asian cultures.”75

However, travellers also are afforded an opportunity to reconsider who they are. Travel

was identified by interviewees as vital to developing this affective dimension of Asia liter-

acy. Interviewee A reflected that travel is beneficial to developing of individual attitudes

and values towards Asia:

If you live all your life in Tasmania that doesn’t mean you’re a lesser person it
just means you haven’t been exposed and I’m sure there’s a strong argument that
you know if you’ve travelled, lived somewhere else, learned second languages, it
just makes you a better person because you are, I suppose . . . you become a more
worldly person.

Root and Ngampornchai conducted a qualitative study of student experiences of exchange

during their studies. Their findings indicate that as a result of travelling, students demon-

69 Refer to pages 225–228 for demographic information about the two groups.
70 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 19.
71 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 88–89.
72 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 89.
73 David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” in In Australia’s Asia: From

Yellow Peril to Asian Century, ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of
Western Australia Publishing, 2012), 10–13.

74 Walker and Sobocinska, “Introduction: Australia’s Asia,” 10.
75 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-

tural ties,” 39.
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strated affective and behavioural developments to their intercultural competence.76 This

was in relation to “awareness, appreciation, and understanding with regard to attitudes,

cultural group membership and values.”77 Pietsch and Aarons suggest that increased

travel to and from Asia has influenced Australian attitudes towards engaging with the

region.78 Interviewee E, who worked within the Global Division at the University of

Tasmania, noted that the university was aiming to ensure as many domestic students as

possible had an overseas experience in their degree. Interviewee G stated that his interest

in Asia had developed as a result of his exchange experience in Malaysia.

In alignment with this, the findings of the Kertesz Report suggest that travel encourages

students to learn about Asian languages and cultures. The report noted that Tasmanian

students were most likely to study an Asian language in order to travel.79 In 2011,

81.25% of Tasmanian Japanese language students were studying Japanese to increase

opportunities for overseas travel.80 Kertesz recommends study exchanges and school

trips become standard to Asian language curriculum.81 Further, Kertesz asserts that the

expansion of government supported exchange programs would encourage greater student

engagement with Asia literacy programs.82

Travel in Asia as part of Australian student experiences is supported by two key gov-

ernment initiatives: Building Relationships through Intercultural Dialogue and Growing

Engagement (BRIDGE) programs and Sister School relationships. BRIDGE and Sister

School initiatives are recommended in both the Tasmanian and Henry Reports to develop

Asia literacy skills.83 BRIDGE programs are a blended learning model aimed at estab-

lishing partnerships between school communities, students and teachers.84 Components of

BRIDGE curriculum include professional learning for teachers, face to face, online learn-

ing, and international homestay with partner schools.85 Sister Schools are partnership

schools for cross-cultural and language exchange such as BRIDGE. Hobart government

school Lansdowne Crescent is modelled in the Tasmanian Report as a key example of

cultivating sister school links with Indonesia.86

76 Elizabeth Root and Anchalee Ngampornchai, “’I came back as a new human being’: student descrip-
tions of intercultural competence acquired through education abroad experiences,” Journal of Studies
in International Education 17, no. 5 (2012): 515.

77 Root and Ngampornchai, “’I came back as a new human being’: student descriptions of intercultural
competence acquired through education abroad experiences,” 515.

78 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 33.

79 The Kertesz Report, 50.
80 The Kertesz Report, 46.
81 The Kertesz Report, 10.
82 The Kertesz Report, 11.
83 The Tasmanian Report, 24. The Henry Report, 169.
84 Asia Education Foundation, “BRIDGE School partnerships,” AEF, accessed August 21, 2017, http:

//www.asiaeducation.edu.au/programmes/school-partnerships.
85 Asia Education Foundation, “BRIDGE School partnerships.”
86 The Tasmanian Report, 23.
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The Asiabound and New Colombo Plan scholarships are two examples of government

support for Asia in-country experience.87 The New Colombo Plan is an adaptation of

the original Colombo Plan which targeted students from Asia to study in Australia.88

The New Colombo Plan was initiated by the Abbott Government (and continued under

the Turnbull Government) and supports Australian students to undertake part of their

tertiary study in Asia.89 Asiabound scholarships are a similar model: designed to support

Australian students to complete part of their tertiary studies in Asia.90 Government

support for the Asiabound and New Colombo Plan scholarships demonstrates that in-

country experience is critical to the development of Asia literacy skills. An international

student, Interviewee J reflected that:

I sense a difference for people who have experienced this foreigners’ life and the
people who have only stayed in their local communities — I see them differently.

These sentiments were reiterated by Interviewee F who considered travel to be an inherent

form of Asia literacy:

There’s also travel, I mean we haven’t mentioned travel you know we’ve mentioned
the economy, the Internet, people being here rubbing shoulders with people, and
then there’s also travel. We travel much more than we ever did now. So again,
people are making connections through travel . . . they just happen.

However, Interviewee C queried whether an increase in travel as a way of learning about

Asia correlated with a decrease in enrolments in Asian languages:

Maybe that’s one reason why people don’t feel the need to learn a language or
to actually learn that much about Asia because they can just get online or can
just hop a plane or just get an app . . . maybe I’m saying that with the decreasing
demand for Asians studies might just be that people are much more familiar and
can work it out for themselves.

Informal Asia literacy may indicate a wider awareness of and emotional connection with

Asia, but it may not develop specialised knowledge of Asia. A first year lecturer at

university, Interviewee C identified a high level of ignorance of Asia in students who

had travelled throughout the Asian supra-region. In alignment with this, Interviewee I

differentiated between quality of cultural exposure when travelling:
87 The New Colombo Plan: David Lowe, “Australia’s Colombo Plans, old and new: international stu-

dents as foreign relations,” International Journal of Cultural Policy 21, no. 4 (2015): 448; Asiabound:
Mark Kenny, “Uni students paid to go to Asia under new Federal Government program,” Australian,
October 31, 2012, accessed December 3, 2016, http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/uni-students-
paid-to-go-to-asia-under-new-federal-government-program/story-e6frg6n6-1226507213918.

88 Lowe, “Australia’s Colombo Plans, old and new: international students as foreign relations,” 448.
89 Lowe, “Australia’s Colombo Plans, old and new: international students as foreign relations,” 448.
90 Bernard Lane, “Asiabound travel grants to start as soon as next year,” Australian, April 6, 2013,

accessed August 21, 2017, http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher- education/asiabound- study-
travel-grants-to-start-as-soon-as-next-year/news-story/80889fc40d4b4158de5a22c574023b57.
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People do travel a bit more I suppose . . . I suppose they travel to Bali, but I don’t
know what they go there for. But if you go to China it’s a lesson it’s a challenge
so it’s different in no way Bali it’s catered for Australian tourists and therefore
Australians going to China, they face lots of challenges. And then they go and
learn about China.

Interviewee I suggests there is a difference between travelling to Bali and travelling to

China. This is reiterated by Interviewee H:

Have they been to Asia for travel? That’s improved a lot, still a minority and for
many people not more than Bali and half of them seem to think Bali is a separate
country.

The sentiments of Interviewee C, H, and I were reflected in the survey data. Respondents

to survey 2 were invited to indicate if they had travelled to Asia. The data is distinguished

between Group A (N = 15) and Group B (N = 83) to examine whether language skills

presuppose cultural exposure or interest in Asia.91

Figure 7.3: Have you travelled to Asia?

Source: Everyday ‘Asia literacy’ in Tasmania survey (2016)

Figure 7.3 suggests that knowledge of an Asian language was not causal to travelling to

Asia. The majority of both Group A and Group B had travelled to South East Asia

(Group A, 80%, Group B 85.96%). Respondents from both groups had also travelled

91 Refer to pages 225–228 for the demographics of the two groups.
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to East Asia, the Middle East, and South Asia. Only one respondent in Group B had

travelled to Central Asia. In a study into everyday engagement with Asia, Pietsch and

Aarons did not find an association between gender and age and in-country experience in

Asia.92 Travel experiences may have a wider impact on the uptake for Asian languages

and studies in formal education. Observing first year student cohorts at university (age

unknown), Interviewee C laments:

I have to say that through the students I see there’s a lot of ignorance and I’m
noticing with the first year students most of them have not travelled they’re just
young but yeah they’re not travellers.

Interviewees identify a tension between quality of travel. The survey did not ask re-

spondents to indicate length of time in a country, nor mode of travel (backpacking in

hostels versus homestay or working holiday versus luxury retreat). However, the survey

did ask respondents to list the purpose of their travel in Asia. The following graph is an

illustration of which reasons spurred survey respondents to live in Asia:

Figure 7.4: Reasons for travelling in Asia

Source: Everyday ‘Asia literacy’ in Tasmania survey (2016)

92 Pietsch and Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, economic and cul-
tural ties,” 43.
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Figure 7.4 is a representation of the broad spectrum of reasons why Tasmanians travel

to Asia. The quantity and length of travel was not measured by the survey; however,

it is reasonable to presume that respondents travelling to Asia for family, career, study,

religious or exchange purposes have requisite level of knowledge about the area.93 The

findings of the O’Leary Report show that the modes and regularity of interaction with

Asia denote a suite of Asia related capabilities and that family connections with Asia

presuppose an existing level of ‘Asia literacy.’94

Group B are more likely to have travelled to Asia for leisure (holiday) whereas Group A

revealed a more varied interaction with Asia. This suggests that Asian language skills

may facilitate deeper interaction with Asia. However, the travel behaviours of Group B

(no Asian language skills) suggest an affective and behavioural interest in Asia. This is

potentially useful to developing awareness about and engagement with Asia.

Figure 7.4 suggests that outbound tourism (Tasmanians to Asia) is a regular form of

engagement with Asia, and may indicate affective Asia literacy skills. 73% of the re-

spondents to the 2016 Everyday Asia Literacy survey reported they have travelled to

Asia at least once. Inbound Asian tourism focuses on one-way cultural exchange (Asia

to Tasmania), however, an assessment of outbound tourism (Tasmania to Asia) offers an

insight into existing Tasmanian engagement with Asia. Outbound tourism is a pertinent

example of everyday Tasmanian engagement with Asia. Respondents are much more

likely to have travelled to Southeast Asia or East Asia as opposed to Central Asia, South

Asia, or the Middle East. This is likely a result of the closer proximity and affordability

of South East Asia for Australian tourists compared with, for example, Central Asia.

The socio-cultural impact of tourism is difficult to measure; however, the results of the

Kertesz Report illustrate how travelling adds to a Tasmanian Asia literacy with most

high school students interested to study language in order to travel.95

Informal Asia literacy is not only facilitated by outbound tourism, but also by tourists

from Asia visiting Tasmania. In the following section, I address how inbound tourism

may contribute to an affective, place-based Asia literacy.

Tourism from Asia to Tasmania

Inbound tourism to Tasmania from Asia is another example of everyday Asia literacy.

Attracting Asian tourists to Tasmania is a goal of the Tasmanian Report. The benefits

of inbound tourism on Tasmanian economic growth are clear.96 Inbound tourism is a lu-

crative industry for regional areas and the economic benefits of tourism in regional areas

93 Jane O’Leary, Leading in the Asian Century: A National Scorecard of Australia’s Workforce Asia
Capability (Sydney: Diversity Council Australia, 2015), 8, 22. (The O’Leary Report).

94 The O’Leary Report, 8.
95 The Kertesz Report, 46.
96 The Tasmanian Report, 5, 9, 16, 24.
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are well understood.97 The development of niche, high-quality boutique tourism experi-

ences are endorsed in the Tasmanian Report as a strategy to develop closer economic

ties between Tasmania and Asia.98 The expansion of the Asian middle and upper classes

offers Tasmanian tourism an unprecedented economic opportunity.99 Chinese tourism

is an applicable example. The Australian tourism sector anticipated a record increase

in Chinese tourism: China sought to achieve 100 million outbound tourists per year by

2010.100 In 2015, 1.15 million tourists (origin unspecified) visited Tasmania.101

Inbound tourism facilitates the development of everyday informal Asia literacy skills at

both the economic and marketing levels. First, different cultural frameworks require dif-

ferent marketing strategies. The Australian tourism market must adjust marketing strate-

gies and tourism packages to capture inbound Asian tourism.102 Reisinger and Turner have

examined the cultural differences between Asian tourists and the Australian tourism mar-

ket to extend understanding around how to increase inbound Asian tourism.103 Reisinger

and Turner have advised that the heterogeneous nature of Asia requires different mar-

keting approaches to various Asian cultural groups.104 As a consequence, adaptations in

marketing strategies result in an expansion of economic and tourism cultural norms.

The increase of Asian tourists to Tasmania is also a social opportunity. Inbound tourism

enriches the cultural landscape of a host community.105 Accordingly, inbound tourism

contributes to everyday Asia literacy skills. The socio-cultural impact of inbound and

outbound tourism on a host community is demonstrated by exchanges in food, prod-

ucts and experiences.106 Inbound tourism affects all economic, social, environmental and

political components of a host community.107

97 The Tasmanian Report, 3. Mansour Esmaeil Zaei and Mahin Esmaeil Zaei, “The impacts of tourism
industry on host community,” European Journal of Tourism Hospitality and Research 1, no. 2 (Septem-
ber 2013): 12.

98 The Tasmanian Report, 5.
99 The Tasmanian Report, 9.
100 Alan A. Lew, “China: a growth engine for Asian tourism,” in Tourism in South and Southeast Asia:

Issues and cases, ed. C. Michael Hall and Stephen Page (New York: Routledge, 2011), 279; See further:
Yvette Reisinger and Lindsay W. Turner, “Cultural differences between Asian tourist markets and
Australian hosts, Part 1,” Journal of Travel Research 40, no. 3 (February 2002): 295–315.

101 Tourism Tasmania, “Tourism Fast Facts: A quick guide to tourism in Tasmania as at March 2016,”
Tourism Tasmania, accessed August 15, 2017, http://www.tourismtasmania.com.au/ data/assets/
pdf file/0011/39755/Fast-Facts-March-2016.pdf.

102 Reisinger and Turner, “Cultural differences between Asian tourist markets and Australian hosts, Part
1,” 297.

103 Reisinger and Turner, “Cultural differences between Asian tourist markets and Australian hosts, Part
1,” 297.

104 Reisinger and Turner, “Cultural differences between Asian tourist markets and Australian hosts, Part
1,” 297.

105 Reisinger and Turner, “Cultural differences between Asian tourist markets and Australian hosts, Part
1,” 297.

106 Esmaeil Zaei and Esmaeil Zaei, “The impacts of tourism industry on host community,” 13.
107 Esmaeil Zaei and Esmaeil Zaei, “The impacts of tourism industry on host community,” 13.
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These larger socio-cultural impacts of tourism on an affective and everyday Asia literacy

are addressed by two submissions to the Tasmanian Report. First, is by Nicole Leung-

Mullany. Leung-Mullany first travelled to Tasmania as a tourist and later migrated. Her

submission is a testament to the difficulties she experienced first travelling and later mov-

ing to Tasmania.108 When travelling in Tasmania, Leung-Mullany did not have English

language skills and without extensive support, found she was excluded from Tasmanian

monolingual culture.109 She further identified that Tasmanians lacked awareness in sup-

porting different cultural beliefs.110 However, Leung-Mullany argued that language is

not useful for successful inter-cultural communication. Rather, she recommended that

tourists and migrants explore how to develop a supportive and inclusive environment to

foster social cohesion.111

A second submission by P & B Rubenach of St Marys (East Coast Tasmania) is fur-

ther verification of the importance of attitudes and values in developing Asia capabilities.

The handwritten submission details the Rubenachs’ personal experiences living, working,

socialising, and engaging with tourists, friends, and workers of various Asian and other

backgrounds.112 The stories attest to the challenges and wonders of intercultural commu-

nication. Through narrative, they argue that although language and cultural knowledge

is useful, successful intercultural engagement is about attitudes and values. The sub-

mission further highlights how Tasmanian engagement with Asia fundamentally occurs

between people, not industry and commerce. The Rubenachs conclude that productive

attitudes and values are essential attributes for developing ‘Asia literacy’ in Tasmania.113

The data is a useful insight into how travel cultivates an inherent Asia literacy. The data

was used to narrate the scholarly literature on the affective and behavioural changes which

result from overseas experiences. Inbound tourism too, facilitates a recontextualisation

108 Nicole Leung-Mullany, “Submission on the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper:
Asian literacy, it’s about developing strategies in deepening engagement and enhancing customers’
experience, not language fluency,” Department of Premier and Cabinet, September 24, 2012, 4, ac-
cessed October 29, 2016, http : / / www . dpac . tas . gov . au / data / assets / pdf file / 0009 / 180891 /
AC Nicole LeungMullany.pdf.

109 Leung-Mullany, “Submission on the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper: Asian lit-
eracy, it’s about developing strategies in deepening engagement and enhancing customers’ experience,
not language fluency,” 2, 3.

110 Leung-Mullany, “Submission on the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper: Asian lit-
eracy, it’s about developing strategies in deepening engagement and enhancing customers’ experience,
not language fluency,” 2, 3.

111 Leung-Mullany, “Submission on the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper: Asian lit-
eracy, it’s about developing strategies in deepening engagement and enhancing customers’ experience,
not language fluency,” 2, 3.

112 Peter Rubenach and Beverly Rubenach, “Submission on the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century
White Paper,” Department of Premier and Cabinet, September 25, 2012, 9, 12–13, accessed Octo-
ber 29, 2016, http://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0011/180893/AC PB Rudenach.
PDF.

113 Rubenach and Rubenach, “Submission on the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper,”
9, 12–13.
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of culture and cultural identities. These examples are a way to begin to cultivate an

understanding about an inherent Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Summary

The affective dimension of Asia literacy, discussed through the framework consumer be-

haviours, highlights an informal Asia literacy which is aligned with a lived experience.

This affective dimension relates to how people engage daily with Asia through media,

popular culture and inbound and outbound tourism. Differentiating behaviours for en-

gaging with Asia between those who spoke an Asian language and those who did not

suggests that language skills are not clearly related to an interest in engaging with Asia.

Alternatively, Asia literacy pertains more to attitudes, values and behaviours, than it

does to specialist knowledge of the region.

What interviewees hoped for Asia literacy offers insight into this affective dimension.

Interviewee A argued that Asia literacy was about personal growth and becoming a

better person. Interviewee D and H highlighted the importance of developing affective

awareness of Asia. Contrarily, Interviewee E wanted Asia literacy to manifest in more

tolerant and welcoming communities. How to align Asia literacy with these larger aims

of social cohesion? Interviewee F argued that “always start where people are at so rather

than begin by looking really different, well you do it together you know, look at your own

and make the connections see what’s the same and see what’s different.”

Interviewee F was a starting point for exploring what is shared or in common. Kristeva

offers a strategy for mitigating alterity. She suggests that to dissolve the foreigner we

need to turn “we” into a problem of interrogation. Consumer behaviour is a tactic to

facilitate this. By observing everyday engagement with Asia, it becomes evident that

“we” is multiple, fractured, contradictory: it is not “same.” Without “same” there can

be no “other.”

Consumer behaviours are one way to identify what is shared and in common. Interviewees

highlighted the role of the media in shaping how people feel about engaging with Asia.

Contrarily, my quantitative data on the consumption of popular culture suggests an

affective and behavioural interaction with Asia. Interviewee I noted the success of Chinese

dating shows being played on mainstream Australian television in cultivating awareness.

However, this was often counteracted with how Asia was represented in the Australian

media.

Travel is another example. How, where, and for what reasons people travel to Asia are an

illustration of informal, behavioural Asia literacy. Travel was found in the Kertesz Report

to be a motivating factor for Tasmanian students learning Asian languages. Appadurai

and Ong added useful theoretical perspectives around how use of the internet, media, and
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migration patterns facilitate multiple intersectional cultural identities in the one person.

The policy discourse of Asia literacy suggests that Asia is distant from Tasmania. It

furthermore indicates that Asia is to be engaged with through specialist knowledge. I

argue that this cultivates an affective distance from Asia which dissuades people from

learning about and engaging with the Asian supranational region. Soja’s theories on

spatial justice demonstrate some implications of how Asia is represented in the media,

particularly on how people feel about engaging with Asia. Interviewees identified that

overcoming adverse and fear-based reactions to Asia were essential to begin to foster a

knowledge of Asia in Tasmania. Travel, the media, and popular culture: these are some

ways to turn the “we” into a problem to recognise, as Kristeva suggests, the Asia within.
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Concluding thoughts

Summary of main arguments

Unaccounted for in the policy data and academic scholarship is an affective dimension

of Asia literacy which shapes how people feel about learning about and engaging with

Asia. The affective dimension of Asia literacy is a lived experience experienced through

the daily interaction with Asia. This includes, but is not limited to, consumer behaviour,

celebration, festivals, popular culture, travel, inbound tourism, and recognising historical

connections. Exploring the affective dimension of Asia literacy may bring Asia closer;

into the everyday. This informal daily Asia literacy is distinct from the formal Asia

literacy which is recommended in the policy reports to be learned in compulsory schooling,

tertiary, and vocational education.

Consumer behaviours, and the lived experience of engaging with Asia may better account

for the affective dimension of Asia literacy. In Chapter Six, I examined how Tasmanians

define Asia literacy. Survey respondents tended to value cultural understanding over

linguistic knowledge. There was an interesting pattern around the role of empathy which

requires further investigation. Interviewees tended to align methods for developing Asia

literacy with developing intercultural competence skills and awareness. Further, several

interviewees revealed that they hoped that Asia literacy could facilitate the development

of a global citizenship. To develop awareness around informal Asia literacy as a part of

daily life, in Chapter Seven, I explored how people daily engage with Asia. My aim was

to develop awareness of consumer behaviours, attitudes and values towards engaging with

Asia to recognise an inherent, place-based Asia literacy centred on an affective dimension.

How people feel about engaging with Asia is affected by the representation of Asia in

the media, in politics, and in how teachers present Asia literacy content. However, this

affective dimension is additionally influenced by policy discourses of Asia which construct

Asia and knowledge of Asia as distant from Australia. In Chapter Two, I discussed the

overarching philosophy of this thesis which recognised the policy reports as an ensemble of
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governance and government.1 Drawing on a Foucauldian theory of governmentality, policy

reports can be understood as a tactic of governance which communicate and enliven a

policy problem in the population.2 From Michel Foucault’s perspective, the ways in which

policy problems are framed shape how people feel about issues, which in turn, influences

attitudes, values, and behaviours.3 Policy reports affect how things are done.4

Critical policy studies scholar Stephen J. Ball was useful to identifying the discourses

operating behind Asia literacy policy reports when investigating Tasmanian Asia literacy.5

Ball observes that discourses speak us.6 His tactic of policy as discourse enabled an inquiry

into the meta-issues operative behind Asia literacy policy reports. Asia literacy as a

solution to perceived disengagement from Asia was one such discourse. Ball was valuable

to identifying how policy discourses around engaging with Asia and Asia literacy influence

attitudes and values.

To explicate this reading of policy in the context of Australian Asia literacy programs, M.

Garbutcheon Singh alerted us to some of the epistemological implications of Australian

Asia literacy programs, namely that they are exclusive and Orientalist.7 Singh has argued

that Asia literacy programs are underpinned by Orientalism.8 Asia is constructed in Asia

literacy programs as out there, other, as distant from Australia. A consequence of this is

that engaging with Asia is perceived to be separate from the lived experience and Asia

literacy skills can only be learned in formal education.

Cohering together the theories of Singh, Foucault, and Ball made it an imperative to

question the policy discourses operating behind Asia literacy recommendations. Engag-

ing with Asia policy recommendations oscillate between Asia as threat and Asia as op-

portunity.9 Asia literacy is often instrumentalised as a medium between these two poles.

The underlying discourses of this are significant to understanding the affective dimension

of Asia literacy.

Reading Asia literacy policy reports as part of a larger policy discourse of engaging with

Asia reveals that feelings matter to the success of Asia literacy programs. The two theories

offered by John Stuart Mill, and David Harvey on what factors motivate a worker were

1 Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, ed. Michel
Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Palgrave: Macmillan, 2009), 144.

2 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
3 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144.
4 Stephen J. Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural

Politics of Education 13, no. 2 (1993): 10.
5 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
6 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
7 M. Garbutcheon Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curricu-

lum,” Journal of Curriculum Studies 27, no. 6 (1995): 601.
8 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 605–6.
9 Carol Johnson, Pal Ahluwalia, and Greg McCarthy, “Australia’s Ambivalent Re-Imagining of Asia,”

Australian Journal of Political Science 45, no. 1 (March 2010): 60.
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useful to identifying the importance of emotions. Whereas Mill identified the importance

of accumulation, leisure, procreation, and luxury to the worker, Harvey added that the

worker values freedom to choose.10 This tension was useful to recognising a relationship

between policy discourses and feelings towards Asia literacy programs, which are often

justified as an economic opportunity for the worker. However, despite perennial policy

recommendations, enrolments in Asia literacy subjects remain low..11

As discussed in Chapter Six, Asia has had a key role in Australian nation-building. How-

ever, this has not always been positive. National stories, such as those around Federation

(1901), have constructed Asia as other to Australia. Sinologist John Fitzgerald has ar-

gued that Australian nation-building relied on the exclusion of Chinese in the lead up to

Federation (1901).12 Further, Australia Asia scholar David Walker has shown how Asia

has been demonised throughout Australian history.13 Walker’s point was illustrated with

examples from politics, social cohesion, and education policies such as the Nine Values for

Australian Schooling. This extends to popular fiction. The popularity of John Marsden’s

Tomorrow When the War Began series was useful to illustrate a tradition in Australian

literature pertaining to a fear of the Asian other.14 Significantly, stories powerfully in-

fluence feelings. The Tomorrow series is an example of the impact of stories, policy or

fictional, in affecting attitudes and values towards engaging with Asia.15

This policy discourse, of course, excludes many examples of historical and contempo-

rary engagement with Australia. To name some, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

interaction with Asia, Asian exploration of the continent pre-British settlement, New-

foundland history, the gold rushes, pearling, cameleers opening up the outback, tin

mining, nation-building, the policy of multiculturalism, humanitarian migration, mar-

ket gardeners, travel, dual citizenship, and migration.16 But that is the point: the policy

10 John Stuart Mill, Essays on Some Unsettling Questions of Political Economy (London: John W.
Parker, 1844), 122–4; David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2005), 37.

11 David T. Hill, “Indonesian knowledge is dying — just when we need it most,” Conversation, March 2,
2012, accessed October 31, 2016, https://theconversation.com/indonesian-knowledge-is-dying-just-
when-we-need- it-most-5630; Robin Jeffrey, Maximising Australia’s Asia Knowledge: Repositioning
and Renewal of a National Asset (Asian Studies Association of Australia, 2002), 4. (The Jeffrey
Report); Susan Leong and Denise Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,”
Journal of Australian Studies 41, no. 3 (2017): 380.

12 John Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese Australians in White Australia (New South Wales: University
of New South Wales Press, 2007), viii.

13 David Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850–1939 (Crawley: University of
Western Australia Press, 2012), 37.

14 J. Pausacker, “Mixing the Metaphors,” Australian Book Review, January 1998, 43.
15 Catriona Ross, “Prolonged Symptoms of Cultural Anxiety: The Persistence of Narratives of Asian

Invasion within Multicultural Australia,” Journal of the Association for the Study of Australian Lit-
erature special edition, June 2006, 87.

16 Peter M. Worsley, “Early Asian Contacts with Australia,” Past & Present 7 (April 1955): 1–11;
Australian Government, “Afghan Cameleers in Australia,” Australian Government, September 3, 2009,
accessed September 19, 2016, http://www.australia.gov.au/about-australia/australian-story/afghan-
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recommendation of Asia literacy is an exclusive educational model that disavows how

hyperconnected the Australian continent is, and always has been, with the Asian supra-

national region. The significance of this policy discourse is clear when we consider that,

despite scores of policy recommendations, and despite increases in Asian migration to

Australia, Asia literacy is a perennial government concern.17 There is a problem with

measuring Asia literacy based only on formal education and not recognising Asia literacy

as an informal, lived experience.

The formal spaces of Asia literacy do not account for the informal ways in which Tasma-

nians are engaged with Asia. The national model of Asia literacy, identified in Chapter

Four, is characterised by the following components: it is learned in formal education,

it consists of Asian languages and studies content, ‘Asia’ is ambiguous, it is intended

for a specific audience not knowledgeable in Asia, and it is a solution to disengagement

from Asia. When measured within this national model, intranational regional areas like

Tasmania fail. Planning policies seldom account for the needs of such areas, which can

perpetuate perceived cycles of underperformance.18 This is concerning when we consider

this with a policy as discourse lens.19 Failure to meet policy requirements potentially

reinforces a discourse of Asia illiteracy and disengagement from the region.

The work by Edward W. Soja was valuable to recognising the limitations of a national

model for Asia literacy. Soja’s work enabled me to not only identify the formal space of

Asia literacy but to recognise some informal spaces of Asia literacy. Consumer behaviour

may be a way to recognise some of the ways in which Tasmanians are daily connected

with Asia. Travel, consumption of popular culture, the media are some of the ways in

which Tasmanians are daily engaged with Asia.20 Arjun Appadurai has argued that the

cameleers; Pichi Richi Railway, “The Ghan Story: The Afghans,” Pichi Richi Railway, September 3,
2009, accessed October 21, 2016, https://www.pichirichirailway.org.au/history/the-ghan-story.html;
National Museum Australia, “Vietnamese refugees: 1976: First arrival of Vietnamese refugees by boat,”
National Museum Australia, accessed September 19, 2016, http://www.nma.gov.au/online features/
defining moments / featured / vietnamese refugees boat arrival; Helen Vivian, “Tasmania’s Chinese
Heritage: An Historical Record of Chinese Sites in North East Tasmania” (Unpublished Masters Diss.,
University of Tasmania, 1985), Section 2.7 (no page number); Fitzgerald, Big White Lie: Chinese
Australians in White Australia, 2.

17 John Ingleson, “‘No Surprises’ White Paper provides ASAA with policy opportunities,” Asian Cur-
rents, December 2012, 1; Kane Collins, “Imagining the Golden Race,” in Australia’s Asia: From Yellow
Peril to Asian Century, ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western
Australia Publishing, 2012), 117.

18 Jack Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?,” Conversation, November 14,
2012, accessed October 23, 2016, https://theconversation.com/where- is- regional-australia- in-our-
asian-century-future-10587; Regional Australia Institute, “What is Regional Australia? Key Facts,”
RAI, accessed September 24, 2017, http://www.regionalaustralia.org.au/home/what- is- regional-
australia/.

19 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 14.
20 Keisha M. Cutright, Adriana Samper, and Gavan J. Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” in The

Routledge Companion to Identity and Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United
Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 91–2.
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internet and electronic media are new global spaces which enable individuals to live,

simultaneously, complex and intersectional cultural identities.21 Belk examines how the

digital age enables an extension of the self into new, online, cultural identities.22 Migration

is another pertinent example of cultural intersectionality this raised by Aihwa Ong.23 Root

and Ngampornchai suggest that experiences overseas facilitate cognitive, affective, and

behavioural change.24 These informal spaces contribute to an affective Asia literacy which

is inherent to the Tasmanian lived experience. This informal space repositions Asia from

‘out there’ to within to identify an inherent, place-based Tasmanian Asia literacy.

Exploring an affective dimension of Asia literacy measured through consumer behaviour

suggests that there is not one way in which Tasmanians engage with Asia. In contrast,

engaging with Asia is multiple, fluid, and shifting. Doreen Massey’s work on intersec-

tionality in globalisation was a useful theory to scaffold this: that there is not one way

in which Asia literacy will be enlivened.25 In Chapter Six, conceptualising Asia literacy

as an individual and lived experience was further framed with reference to Yi-Fu Tuan’s

work on the humanistic perspective. The lived space of Asia literacy is a stream of

consciousness.26 The informal, affective dimension of Asia literacy is subjective to the

individual.

The affective dimension of Asia literacy has some significance to Australian engagement

with Asia, at best to begin to counter the policy discourses of Asia as distant. I ex-

plored this affective dimension in relation to Julia Kristeva’s theories on how to dissolve

alterity in modern society. Kristeva suggests turning the “we” into a problem for inter-

rogation to dissolve a fear of the other.27 If, as Singh has argued, that Asia is “other”

then “we” includes all persons within the civic borders of the Australian nation.28 To

interrogate “we” and to empower the Asian narratives which thread Australia with the

Asian supranational region, I looked at daily engagement with Asia.

21 Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1996), 80.

22 Russell W. Belk, “Extended self in a digital age.,” in The Routledge Companion to Identity and
Consumption, ed. Ayalla A. Ruvio and Russell W. Belk (United Kingdom: Routledge, 2013), 84.

23 Aihwa Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality (Durham: Duke University
Press, 1999), 4.

24 Elizabeth Root and Anchalee Ngampornchai, “’I came back as a new human being’: student descrip-
tions of intercultural competence acquired through education abroad experiences,” Journal of Studies
in International Education 17, no. 5 (2012): 515.

25 Doreen Massey, Space, Place and Gender (United Kingdom: Polity Press, 1994), 3.
26 Yi-Fu Tuan, “Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective,” in Philosophy in Geography, ed. Stephen

Gale and Gunnar Olsson (Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1979), 388.
27 Julia Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia University Press,

1991), 1.
28 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 605–6.
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Having summarised my main arguments, that there is an affective dimension of Asia

literacy based on an informal lived experience and that this influences how people feel

about engaging with Asia, I now address the Tasmanian report, my methodology, research

gaps, and findings. There were two research gaps in this thesis. To summarise my findings,

I speak to each of these in turn.

Research gap 1: responding to the lack of scholarly or policy

inquiry into Asia literacy in an intranational regional area of

Australia

If we accept this informal kind of Asia literacy as fundamental to formal Asia literacy, then

place matters. The intranational regional area of Australia, Tasmania, was a case study

for exploring these larger issues of Asia literacy. The release of the Tasmanian Report

(2013) was an opportunity to interrogate Asia literacy from a different perspective.

Exploring Asia literacy from the perspective of an intranational regional area of Australia

uncovered some of the epistemological flaws in the education imperative; namely that it

does not account for Asia literacy in intranational regional areas of Australia.29 There

is a perception that such areas are underperforming in comparison to metropolitan and

urban areas.30 As argued in Chapter Four, Asia literacy is designed for metropolitan areas

already connected with Asia through large migrant populations, burgeoning trade and

investment. In comparison, intranational regional areas like Tasmania appear disengaged

from Asia.

Tasmania was the ideal example through which to interrogate Asia literacy policy dis-

courses. The only state to release a white paper on Asia literacy and engaging with

Asia, Tasmania is the poorest performing of all Australian states and territories.31 The

worst performing economy, lowest rates of literacy, most demographically homogenous

population and the only island state. Engaging with Asia seems impossible.32

29 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
30 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”; Regional Australia Institute,

“What is Regional Australia? Key Facts.”
31 Regional Australia Institute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness,” RAI, accessed Septem-

ber 24, 2017, http://insight.regionalaustralia.org.au/; Michael Rowan and Eleanor Ramsay, “Edu-
cational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explanations,” Australian Educational Researcher 45,
no. 3 (2018): 278; Jonathan West, “Obstacles to Progress: What’s Wrong with Tasmania, really?,” in
Griffith Review 39: Tasmania the Tipping Point?, ed. Julianne Schultz and Natasha Cica (Queensland:
Griffith University Press, 2013), 50; Tasmanian Government and the Australian National University’s
Crawford School of Public Policy, Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper (Hobart:
Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet, March 2013), 4. (The Tasmanian Report).

32 Regional Australia Institute, “Insight Australia’s Regional Competitiveness”; Rowan and Ramsay,
“Educational inequality in Tasmania: Evidence and explanations,” 278; West, “Obstacles to Progress:
What’s Wrong with Tasmania, really?,” 50. The Tasmanian Report, 4.
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I took a critical policy studies approach to assessing the policy data. First, I approached

reading policy within a Foucauldian understanding of governmentality to identify policy

as an ensemble of government.33 Ball’s critical policy studies tactic of reading policy as

discourse was valuable to interrogating the Tasmanian Report and the concept of Asia

literacy as part of a larger government discourse of power and engaging with Asia.34 Ball

has argued that policy reports are a part of a larger framework of power and governance.35

Policy reports are a part of this ensemble and carry with them discourses of how things

should be done.

Critical policy studies scholar Carol Bacchi’s What’s the Problem Represented to Be?

(WPR) method was a valuable practical tool to apply Ball’s policy concept. The WPR

approach consists of six interrelated steps. Bacchi advises a starting point for critiquing

policy “from the premise that what one proposes to do about something reveals what

one thinks is problematic” and that “policies and policy proposals contain implicit rep-

resentations of what is considered to the ‘problem.”’36

Drawing on this theoretical framework comprised of the theorists of Foucault, Ball, and

Bacchi, I interrogated the policy concept of Tasmanian Asia literacy. Foucault and Ball

were useful to assessing how Asia literacy is instrumentalised for the national interest

and to resolve the problems associated with disengagement from Asia. Ball was further

useful to unpicking discourses associated with planning and productivity in intranational

regional areas of Australia.37

To explicate this in Chapter Four, I addressed four landmark reports to develop a shape

of what I label the national model of Asia literacy. The reports are: Towards an Asia-

Literate Society (1988), the Garnaut Report (1989), the Rudd Report (1994), and the

Henry Report (2012). From these reports, a shape of a national model of Asia literacy

is formed. This comprises of the following tenets of Asia literacy: learned in formal

education, consists of languages and cultures, Asia is ambiguous, and is intended for an

audience presumed to have no to little knowledge of Asia. I applied Bacchi’s WPR model

to this national framework of Asia literacy to reveal several underpinning assumptions of

the policy recommendation. Particularly, that knowledge of Asia is not widespread, and

that Australians are disconnected from the region, that Asia literacy is perceived to be

uniform throughout Australia. This exposed a series of assumptions about intranational

33 Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College De France 1977-78, 144; Tania
Murray Li, “Governmentality,” Anthropologies 49, no. 2 (2007): 275–76.

34 Stephen J. Ball, Education Policy and Social Class: The Selected works of Stephen J. Ball (London:
Routledge, 2006), 21.

35 Ball, Education Policy and Social Class: The Selected works of Stephen J. Ball, 21.
36 Carol Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” in Engaging

with Carol Bacchi: Strategic Interventions and Exchanges, ed. Angelique Bletsas and Chris Beasley
(University of Adelaide Press, 2012), 21.

37 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10.
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regional areas of Australia which were considered to negatively impact on the ability of

the state to become Asia literate and engage with Asia.

However, this national model of Asia literacy does not account for developing Asia literacy

in intranational regional areas of Australia. I assessed some of the issues pertaining to

Tasmania. Fewer teaching resources, funding vagaries, smaller student population, and

a lower rate demographic diversity (not necessarily disproportionate to more populous

states), perpetuate a notion that Tasmania is disengaged from Asia.38 The failure of

Tasmania to succeed at Asia literacy in the national model suggests that Tasmanians are

Asia illiterate.

There is a clear imperative to interrogate this national model of Asia literacy in the case

of an intranational region of Australia like Tasmania. This is evident when we inquire

into the reasons why the Tasmanian Report recommends Asia literacy. Application of

Bacchi’s WPR model to the Tasmanian Report revealed that although Asia literacy was

presented in the Tasmanian Report as a key to the Asian Century, it was posed as

a solution to general issues around economic performance, demographic diversity, and

connectedness with Asia. These larger problems of population, economy, and islandness

reveal that place matters to Asia literacy.

By taking place, and the identities, attitudes and values which result from place, as an

affective component of Asia literacy, I challenged the veracity of a uniform, national

approach to Asia literacy. The addition of an intranational regional area perspective

enables a critical reflection on the meta-narrative of Asia literacy. The release of the

Tasmanian Report was an opportunity to reveal some of the flaws and limitations of this

national approach and to argue for a place-based Asia literacy.

Developing a place-based Asia literacy

Next, I employed the theory of island studies to decentre the national model of Asia

literacy to develop a place-based Asia literacy. Island Studies was a valuable theoretical

framework to decentring the national policy approach to Asia literacy to create instead an

island narrative.39 In Chapter Five, I employed Island Studies to reassert island agency

outside of the dominant perspective of the mainland. This facilitated a decentring of

the national model to open up the opportunity to explore a Tasmanian Asia literacy.

I imagined a discourse of Tasmania, noting how Tasmania is represented in literature,

popular culture, tourism, television, sociological review, and in key national events.

38 The Tasmanian Report, 3, 4, 20, 37, 41.
39 Godfrey Baldacchino, Island Enclaves: Offshoring Strategies, Creative Governance, and Subnational

Island Jurisdictions (Canada: McGill-Queen University Press, 2010), 14.
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I extended this with reference to Foucault’s concept of the heterotopia. This was useful

to addressing how islands are simultaneously known and unknown. Partially a figment

of a national imagination, it is difficult to expose an island narrative which does not rely

on islandness as either disadvantage or uniqueness.

In Chapter Five, I discussed interviewee and survey respondent perceptions to the main-

land influence on Tasmania more generally. Respondents compared Tasmania to what

was being done on the mainland. Perceived and real inferiority of Tasmania was a re-

current theme that emerged from my data. The mainland influence was significant to

interviewees. Interviewees were concerned that the Tasmanian Report did not adequately

account for place and the nuances of the island. Moreover, Tasmanian Asia literacy was

assessed in comparison to the monolithic mainland. There was a tension between ac-

knowledging the mainland influence, and disempowering that influence.

Empowering the island voice is essential to recognising the ways in which Tasmania is

Asia literate. Bacchi argues that the shape of policy problems influences how people go

about resolving a problem.40 Reframing Tasmania as a connected archipelago is useful

to examining a place-based Asia literacy. Soja theorises on the relationship between the

social and the spatial and that this relationship influences who and what has a right

to the city.41 Exploring an inherent Tasmanian Asia literacy is challenging when Asia

literacy is defined and measured by a mainland definition.

Without the influence of the mainland perspective, what does Tasmanian Asia literacy

look like? Archipelagos are a metaphor for inquiring into what connects islands to-

gether.42 Redefining Tasmania as an archipelago was a tactic of the TTR (2006). This

policy approach challenges the policy discourse of island as isolated.

To challenge this, in Chapter Five I attempted to unpick some of these formal spaces

of Asia literacy. I drew on Soja’s work on spatial justice.43 Applying Soja was useful to

identifying that formal Asia literacy is a limited policy reading of Asia literacy. I explored

an assumption within the Tasmanian Report that a more demographically homogenous

population contributes to widespread Asia illiteracy.44 Soja’s theory enabled me to ex-

amine what other spaces Asia literacy may operate in, but which are not recognised in

the policy reports. Celebratory events such as festivals, or a rereading of historical en-

40 Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
41 Edward W. Soja, The City and Spatial Justice. (Paper presented at the Spatial Justice Conference,

Nanterre Paris, March 12, 2008), 1.
42 Epeli Hau’Ofa, “Our Sea of Islands,” The Contemporary Pacific 6, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 152; Jonathan

Pugh, “Island Movements: Thinking with the Archipelago,” Island Studies Journal 8, no. 1 (2013): 10;
Tasmania Together Progress Board, Tasmania together 2020 (Hobart: Tasmania Together Progress
Board, 2006), 1. (TTR).

43 Edward W. Soja, Seeking Spatial Justice (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 20, 25–26;
Soja, The City and Spatial Justice., 1.

44 The Tasmanian Report, 3–4, 20.
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gagement with Asia, are an alternate and informal space of engaging with Asia. Soja’s

theory was valuable in addressing the location of formal Asia literacy, and where other

forms of Asia literacy may be silenced by the formal policy discourse.

The national approach to Asia literacy constrains the acknowledgement and celebration

of the ways in which intranational regional areas such as Tasmania are Asia literate.

The focus on formal Asia literacy skills obscures the ways in which Tasmania is engaged

with Asia and is inherently Asia literate. Place also affects what kinds of Asia literacy

knowledge are useful and important. These are starting points for redressing the policy

discourse that Asia is distant. Place and history further show that Asia literacy is not

uniform. Neither Australia nor Asia are monolithic. How Tasmania engages with Asia

and develops Asia literacy is influenced by Tasmanian interests, demographic makeup,

economic strengths, and past, present, and ongoing connections with the region. This

will be different in Arnhem Land, it will be different in Adelaide, it will be different

in Broome. The heterogeneity of both Asia and Australia undermine the validity of a

national approach to Asia literacy. The addition of the perspective of an intranational

regional area of Australia shows that place influences how people feel and then, how they

feel about engaging with Asia.

If we take a place-based approach, then engaging with Asia is not uniform throughout

Australia. Asia literacy is subjective to place, history, attitudes, and values. As argued

in Chapter Five, the affective dimension of Asia literacy is multiple, shifting, and fluid: it

is changeable depending on different worldviews and perspectives. Through the example

of Tasmania, I have examined the affective dimension of Asia literacy based on one

intranational regional perspective of place. The impact of this place and history approach

is clear when we inquire into the conditions which operate behind the policy goals of Asia

literacy and engaging with Asia.

In response to research gap 1, my findings suggest that intranational regional areas of

Australia do not necessary thrive within a uniform approach to Asia literacy. In contrast,

place matters. Place not only impacts on the financial, political, and infrastructural

ability of an intranational regional area to implement planning policies (such as funding

concerns) but also impacts on how people feel about engaging with Asia and becoming

Asia literate. Exploring the need to differentiate Asia literacy based on place leads me

to my second research gap: how people feel about engaging with Asia.

Research gap 2: summarising the affective dimension of Asia

literacy

In Chapter One, I identified my second research gap: that few policy reports have asked

people how they feel about engaging with Asia. As Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons
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have noted, few reports have asked Australians how they feel about engaging with Asia

and that this might be a key factor why Asia literacy programs are unsuccessful.45 To

respond to this, I argue for the recognition of the affective dimension of Asia literacy

which takes place and the lived experience to redress the policy discourse that Asia is

‘other.’

If we accept that a fear of Asia underlies contemporary policy discourses, then developing

Asia literacy is hard sell. In Chapter Two, I employed Mill’s theories of homo economicus

and Harvey’s theory to explain how workers value freedom and have affective agency.46

Harvey illustrates the emotional dimension of the worker which needs to be considered in

planning policies. However, the established model of Asia literacy does not appeal to this

affective component of the worker (or student). In 1971, Auchmuty noted that Australian

attitudes and values towards Asia mitigated against more widespread engagement with

Asia.47 Recent research further suggests that students are apathetic to learn about Asia.48

The findings from studies by John L. Kertesz, and Susan Leong and Denise Woods,

suggest that how people feel influences how they approach learning about Asia.49 There

is a gap in the research around understanding the role of attitudes and values in Asia

literacy programs. The policy discourse nexus of Asia as fear and opportunity potentially

affects how people feel about Asia literacy and engaging with Asia.

Drawing on Harvey’s observation of the role of emotions in influencing the worker, I

consider that the policy discourse that Australia is disengaged from Asia is significant

to the success of Asia literacy. As a result of this intersection of policy discourses, and

attitudes and values, although Asia literacy may be a tactic for furthering Australian

economic interests, suggest that Asia literacy may not a worker interest per se. Pan

has suggested that the opportunities of the Asian Century do not alleviate the anxieties

associated with engaging with the region but give rise to a set of new dangers: cultural

immersion.50 Accordingly, Singh has asserted that a national educational program for

learning about Asia reveals a series of truths about how Australia conceptualises the Asian

other.51 A key assumption within policy discourses of Asia literacy is that knowledge of

45 Juliet Pietsch and Haydn Aarons, “Australian Engagement with Asia: Towards closer political, eco-
nomic and cultural ties,” in Australia: Identity, Fear and Governance in the 21st Century, ed. Juliet
Pietsch and Haydn Aarons (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 2012), 33.

46 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 33.
47 The Auchmuty Report, 11.
48 John L. Kertesz, The State of Asian Languages in Tasmania: Reporting on the views of teachers and

students (Hobart: University of Tasmania Press, 2011), 48. (The Kertesz Report); Leong and Woods,
“‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,” 368.

49 The Kertesz Report, 48. Leong and Woods, “‘I Don’t Care About Asia’: Teaching Asia in Australia,”
368.

50 Chengxin Pan, “Getting excited about China,” in Australia’s Asia: From Yellow Peril to Asian Cen-
tury, ed. David Walker and Agnieszka Sobocinska (Crawley: University of Western Australia Publish-
ing, 2012), 258.

51 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 601.
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Asia sits outside of the experience of being Australian.52

To justify the broader social significance of this, I highlighted the Scanlon Social Cohesion

Reports which have shown a correlation between increases in social diversity and decreases

in social cohesion in Australia.53 Bridging this affective dimension, the emotional distance

from Asia, is important to fostering a productive relationship with Asia in the Asian

Century and dismantling destructive policy discourses of Asia as threat. I argue for

an informal Asia literacy which is melded with the personal story, through the lived

experience. Asia needs to matter. However, what I label the affective dimension of Asia

literacy has been obscured by Australian economic goals for engaging with Asia.

Research questions and fieldwork design

To address the research gap identified in Chapter One, I asked Tasmanians how they

felt about engaging with Asia. This study is the original data collection of Tasmanian

attitudes and values toward Asia literacy and ‘engaging with Asia.’ I collected original

attitudes and values data pertaining to Tasmanian Asia literacy. I asked Tasmanians how

they felt about engaging with Asia and developing Asia literacy skills. In summary of

my methodological approach (Chapter Two), I conducted three phases of data collection:

two online surveys and ten qualitative interviews. In this, I attempted to answer the

following research questions:

1. How Tasmanians understand Asia relates to Tasmania and vice versa

2. How Tasmanians understand the Tasmanian and Asian historical relationship

3. How Tasmanians value the current and projected Tasmanian and Asian relationship

4. Whether Tasmanians believe Tasmania is capable of engaging with Asia

5. What issues Tasmanians believe might prevent Tasmania for engaging with Asia

6. How Tasmanians define and understand Asia literacy

This was a mixed methods study. I addressed some of the limitations and strengths of this

approach in Chapter Two. I followed Terrell’s framework of a concurrent triangulation

strategy where the two types of data were collected separately but were cross-validated

at the data analysis stage.54 I will now briefly summarise my data collection methods and

findings in response to my second research gap.

Survey 1 — Tasmanian Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’ (2015), in-

quired into attitudes and values towards engaging with Asia. I took the policy data of

52 Singh, “Edward Said’s critique of orientalism and Australia’s ‘Asia Literacy’ curriculum,” 605–6.
53 A. Markus, Mapping Social Cohesion: The Scanlon Foundation Surveys National Report 2016 (Mel-

bourne: Monash University Press, 2016), 10–20.
54 S. Terrell, “Mixed-methods research methodologies,” The Qualitative Report 17, no. 1 (2012): 267.
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the Tasmanian Report and examined if this was also how respondents perceived the Tas-

manian relationship with Asia. I used a Likert scales to test attitudes and values, and

qualitative responses to draw out understandings of Asia literacy. Joshi et al observe that

Likert scales are useful to quantifying complex behavioural and attitudinal issues such as

engaging with Asia.55

Survey 2 — Everyday Asia literacy in Tasmania (2016), investigated behaviours of en-

gaging with Asia. The survey asked respondents to indicate how they engaged with Asia

daily. I inquired how to challenge the policy discourse of Asia as distant and bring Asia

and Asia literacy into everyday knowledge. In doing so, I focused on research questions

1 and 6: How Tasmanians understand Asia relates to Asia and vice versa; and, How

Tasmanians define and understand Asia literacy.

I also conducted ten semi-structured interviews to more deeply investigate Asia literacy in

Tasmania. The interviews were targeted to bring in critical perspectives of Asia literacy

from economic, teaching, tertiary, business, language, education, and lived perspectives.

The interviews were semi-structured to more deeply probe into Asia literacy.

There are some limitations to this data collection. The data collection is not longitudinal

and is non-probability. A mixed methods approach also generates a lot of raw data.56 the

data was cross validated at the data analysis stage to account for this. There is scope

to further inquire into Tasmanian Asia literacy as well as into place-based Asia literacy

in other intranational regional areas of Australia. I discussed my interview findings

throughout Chapters Five, Six, and Seven to address the key themes from the research

data.

Key fieldwork findings

In Chapter Six, I examined responses to the concept of Asia literacy. When asked to

define Asia literacy, survey respondents did so within a languages and cultures model.

However, a word frequency assessment of the results revealed a trend that respondents

valued cultural understanding over linguistic skills. There was also a behavioural com-

ponent whereby Asia literacy was linked with words such as awareness, people to people

interaction, and sensitivity and tolerance to difference. Further research needs to be

done in relation to these behavioural elements. Interviewees extended the concept of

Asia literacy beyond the cultures and languages model to include attitudes and values.

Interviewees suggested that Asia literacy was about personal growth, about reflection,

55 Ankur Joshi and Dinesh Kumar Pal, “Likert Scale: Explored and Explained,” Journal of Applied
Science and Technology 7, no. 4 (2015): 397.

56 Abbas Tashakkori and Charles Teddlie, Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Re-
search, 1st ed. (London: Sage Publications, 2003), 15; David Boulton and Martyn Hammersley, “Anal-
ysis of Unstructured Data,” in Data Collection and Analysis, ed. Roger Sapsford and Victor Jupp
(London: Sage Publications, 2006), 243.
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recognising one’s place in local, national, and international settings. It was further aligned

with travel and becoming a better, more worldly person.

In Chapter Six, I discussed interviewee perceptions that the teaching pedagogy of in-

tercultural competency is a more effective educational framework for dismantling a fear

of alterity. Intercultural competency education does not rely on intracultural communi-

cation (shared languages and cultures) but on the affective dimension of cross-cultural

communication. The starting point of intercultural competency is identity and looking

at how oneself fits into various local, national, and global frameworks. Further research

into Asia literacy as a series of intercultural competencies, and how this with National

Curricula imperatives is warranted.

In Chapter Seven, I discussed the results of survey 2 to argue that what is consumed

impacts on cultural identity. The second survey sought to challenge the notion that Asia

is distant to Tasmania. Rather, through consumption, it explored whether consuming

products could turn what Kristeva labels the “we” into a problem for interrogation as

a method for dissolving the “other” when engaging with Asia.57 Cutright, Fitzsimmons

and Samper identify a link between consumption and cultural identity.58 Appadurai notes

the role of the internet and technology in connected otherwise disparate groups into new

deterritorialised groups.59 Ong raised the role of the global economy in the recontextual-

isation of culture.60

In Chapter Seven, I looked at consumer behaviour and daily ways of engaging with Asia

to challenge the assumption in policy discourses that Asia is distant from Australia. I

presented my fieldwork data to explore some informal spaces of Asia literacy. Examining

Asia literacy through consumer behaviours of popular culture, travel, and the media, are

some suggestions of the ways in which Tasmanians daily engage with Asia. Highlighting

informal modes of engaging with Asia brings Asia from out there into the everyday. Or,

as Kristeva has argued, engaging with the other is about engaging with the stranger

within.61

Therefore, I argued that the consumption of Asian popular culture, travel, and cultural

products through the global economy comprises informal Asia literacy. As such, Tasmania

is not disengaged from the Asian supranational region. Contrarily, consumer behaviours

suggest that Tasmania is very connected with Asia. The shifting, multiple, and fluid

nature of Asia literacy demands a program which is expansive, and which can accommo-

date an ever-changing other. Thus, I recommend that Tasmanian Asia literacy programs

57 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 88.
58 Cutright, Samper, and Fitzsimmons, “We are what we buy?,” 91.
59 Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, 198.
60 Ong, Flexible Citizenship: the cultural logics of transnationality, 4.
61 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 1.
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incorporate the affective dimension to move towards an intercultural competency-based

education.

If we accept this affective dimension, then we need to take a humanistic perspective to

Asia literacy. Asia literacy, is not uniform but subjective to place and experience. It

follows that there are multiple, informal ways that an individual will engage with Asia

and become Asia literate. However, the formal languages and cultures model does not

support this broader understanding.

Identity to key to ‘engaging with Asia.’ However, identity is poorly dealt with in the

policy data. Kristeva concludes that recognising that we are all foreigner is essential to

mitigating a fear of the other.62 In the pursuit of integration with Asia, it is paramount

to understand what it means to be Tasmanian in shifting local, national, regional, and

global settings. Thus, supporting attitudinal change through teaching intercultural com-

petencies is a useful model to fostering social cohesion and mitigating a fear of the other.

Rather than othering Asia, intercultural competencies encounter empathy.63 Several re-

spondents to my 2015 survey identified empathy as an Asia literacy skill:

– ‘A knowledge of Asian cultural differences and similarities, and acceptance of such

differences.’

– ‘To be able to communicate in a culturally empathetic way.’

– ‘Ability to understand, tolerate and communicate with Asian people.’

– ‘Cross-cultural understanding . . . being sensitive to, and accommodating of, differ-

ence.’

Further study needs to be done to understand the role of empathy in cultivating an

affective Asia literacy. However, the responses suggest that if we remove the fear of the

Asian other from Asia literacy policy discourses, then there is opportunity to explore

the role of attitudes and values when engaging with Asia. The affective dimension of

Asia literacy is a model for exploring the role of place, history, and identity in shaping

‘engaging with Asia.’ Asia literacy is therefore a process of understanding how we arrived

at the perceived problems of disengagement from Asia and widespread Asia illiteracy.

In summary, attitudes and values, the affective dimension of Asia literacy, are key to

engaging with Asia. We can thus discern several components of this model of the affective

dimension of Asia literacy. First, engaging with Asia occurs between people. If we accept

that Asia literacy is about human interaction, then we need to expand the languages

62 Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, 178.
63 Australian Curriculum, “Intercultural Understanding,” Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Re-

porting Authority (ACARA), accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f -
10-curriculum/general-capabilities/intercultural-understanding.
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and cultures model to explore Asia literacy as a lived experience. One result of my data

which needs further empirical testing suggested that Asia literacy is ethical interaction

which requires an empathetic and sensitive approach.

Beyond Tasmanian Asia literacy

My investigation into Tasmanian Asia literacy is an example of how place and identity

nuance the national model of Asia literacy. However, the utility of this affective dimen-

sion of Asia literacy is that it can be applied in different intranational regional areas of

Australia. There is thus scope to explore Asia literacy in other places around Australia.

My case study of Tasmanian Asia literacy is, on one level, a model for overcoming the

perceptions associated intranational regional areas across Australia. Where, in the pur-

suit of demonstrating capacity in the national model of ‘Asia literacy,’ Tasmania appears

to be disengaged from Asia and Asia illiterate, the affective dimension of Asia literacy

nurtures the ways Tasmania is engaged with Asia.

Further, if we accept the ambiguity of the policy phrase Asia literacy then there is the

opportunity to redefine Asia literacy in response to place. Each place has a ‘key’ history,

story, connection, with some aspect of Asia which unlocks the affective dimension of Asia

literacy. The attitudes and values approach to conceptualising Asia literacy questions

how a place relates to Asia: to make Asia matter. Asia literacy in Kalgoorlie would

be distinctly different to Asia literacy in the Queensland Hinterland and again in the

Flinders Ranges of South Australia. Thus, my inquiry Tasmanian Asia literacy suggests

that Asia literacy is multiple. Fostering widespread Asia literacy depends on expanding

the national model of engaging with Asia beyond the worldview of a few key Australian

capital cities.

These informal forms of Asia literacy are important to engaging with Asia. The affective

dimension of Asia literacy takes place and history to explore the shifting boundaries

of being ‘Australian’ in different local, national, regional, and global settings through

intercultural competencies. Thus, the affective dimension of Asia literacy extends beyond

Tasmania and into various Australian places in the Asian Century.

My original contribution to research is founded on a critical analysis of the policy problems

of ‘engaging with Asia,’ and Asia literacy. Although the use of these policy terms is

widespread, there is little to no consensus as to what they mean. In my Methodology

(Chapter Two), I applied Ball’s critical policy tool policy as discourse and Bacchi’s What’s

the Problem Represented to Be? (WPR) six-step model to examine these policy ‘solutions’

as problem representations.64 I critiqued these policy phrases through the case study of

Tasmania to challenge the concept of disengagement and open up a more hopeful future

64 Ball, “What is Policy? Texts, Trajectories and Toolboxes,” 10; Bacchi, “Introducing the ‘What’s the
Problem Represented to be?’ approach,” 21.
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of regional integration. I will briefly assess my conclusions.

Engaging with Asia?

Despite the term engaging with Asia being used extensively in policy recommendations

since the 1950s, there no consensus on a definition.65 In Chapter Four, I inquired into the

broader suite of policy recommendations to critically interrogate the phrase. Generally,

engaging is a verb which must be followed by a preposition such as with. It therefore

suggests a relationship of reciprocity and exchange and is coded as positive. However,

engaging with Asia is not neutral in Australian policy reports but is exploitive.

The scope of engaging with Asia is constantly evolving. For instance, Deborah Henderson

has observed that Australian policies for engaging with Asia tend to follow the national

interest.66 Further, Collins notes that the problem of engaging with Asia has been re-

discovered by each Australian leadership.67 Engaging with Asia is instrumentalised by

national economic goals. Economic integration with Asia thus became a key political

priority which resulted in a series of Asia literacy policy recommendations. The Garnaut

Report (1989) advised the government of the day on the importance of economically en-

gaging with North East Asia to improve Australian inter-regional security.68 Asia literacy

was married with economic goals following the release of the Rudd Report (1994) which

argued for Asia literacy skills as a national export.69 The focus on economic integration

with Asia has continued into the contemporary as demonstrated by the release of the

Henry Report (2012).70 Accordingly, engaging with Asia policy reports are a solution

to perceived economic disengagement from Asia. Regional geopolitical and economic

changes highlight the dangers of being disengaged from the region.

The significance of querying Tasmanian Asia literacy is to highlight the flaws in the policy

discourse that engaging with Asia is assumed to be uniform across Australia. As argued

in both Chapter One and Chapter Four, there is little inquiry into what engaging with

Asia looks like in intranational regional areas of Australia. Archer has observed that

the ‘problem’ of intranational regional areas of Australia, infrastructural challenges, is

regularly overlooked in development policies.71 Unsurprisingly then, engaging with Asia

65 Ingleson, “‘No Surprises’ White Paper provides ASAA with policy opportunities,” 1.
66 Deborah Jan Henderson, “The Rudd Report: An Anatomy of Educational Reform” (Unpublished PhD

diss., Griffith University, 1999), 5.
67 Collins, “Imagining the Golden Race,” 117.
68 Ross Garnaut, Australia and the North East Asian Ascendancy: report to the Prime Minister and

the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service,
October 1989), v. (The Garnaut Report).

69 Kevin Rudd, Asian Languages and Australia’s economic future: A report prepared for the Council
of Australian Governments on a proposed national Asian languages/studies strategy for Australian
schools (Brisbane: Queensland Government Printer, 1994), 3–4. (The Rudd Report).

70 Commonwealth Government, Ken Henry White Paper: Australia in the Asian Century (Canberra:
Australian Government Printing Press, October 2012), 1. (The Henry Report).

71 Archer, “Where is regional Australia in our Asian Century future?”
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policies are written from an Eastern Seaboard perspective. My contribution to research

is the addition of an intranational regional perspective to nuance this national approach.

Not only Australia but ‘Asia’ is also considered to be uniform in engaging with Asia policy

reports. Asia is a floating signifier in policy recommendations for regional integration.

As argued in Chapter Four, ‘Asia’ changes depending on the context of any given policy

document. My investigation into Tasmanian Asia literacy attempts to challenge the policy

discourse of engaging with Asia that is based on two monolithic entities of Australia and

Asia. In Chapters Six and Seven, I took the ambiguity and changeability of ‘Asia’ in the

policy data to argue that engaging with Asia is multiple, shifting, and fluid. Different

areas of Australia can engage with different aspects of Asia based on their specific needs.

Redefining this within a Tasmanian context extends engaging with Asia beyond economic

integration with the five principle nations to a lived, relevant, and daily reality.

Through the example of Tasmania, I have examined the affective dimension of Asia

literacy based on one intranational regional perspective of place. The impact of this

place and history approach is clear when we inquire into the conditions which operate

behind the policy goals of Asia literacy and engaging with Asia. How Tasmania engages

with Asia and develops Asia literacy is influenced by Tasmanian interest, demographic

makeup, economic strengths, and past, present, and ongoing connections with the region.

What is Asia literacy?

Asia literacy is an education model designed to facilitate engaging with Asia. Like engag-

ing with Asia, Asia literacy is presumed to be self-explanatory. The concept is credited to

Asian Studies Association Australia (ASAA) President Stephen FitzGerald (1988) who

defined an Asia literate society as:

A populace in which the knowledge of an Asian language is commonplace and
knowledge about Asian customs, economies and societies very widespread.72

The definition of Asia literacy has expanded since 1988, but FitzGerald’s contribution

is the main underpinning framework. There are clear epistemological limitations to the

languages and cultures model of Asia literacy first espoused by FitzGerald. When the

national model of Asia literacy is applied to Tasmania, fewer enrolments, limited access

to resources, and fewer teaching staff ensures that Tasmania fails on this national model.

Rather than push the languages and cultures model, I inquired into how place and history

impact on Tasmanian approaches to engaging with Asia.

72 Elaine M. McKay, Towards an Asia-Literate Society: Current Issues in Asian Studies Series, ed.
Elaine M. McKay (Parkville: Asian Studies Association of Australia, 1988), 5. (Towards an Asia-
Literate Society).
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Tasmania: adding an intranational regional perspective to Asia literacy

My original contribution to research is, through the example of Tasmania, inquiring

into how place affects Asia literacy and engaging with Asia, I explored Asia literacy in

Tasmania to highlight the limitations of a national educational model for engaging with

Asia.

Tasmania is useful to testing the validity of the national model of Asia literacy on two

accounts. First, in Australia Tasmania is perceived to have the lowest rate of engagement

with Asia and sub-standard Asia literacy skills. Secondly, the Tasmanian Report is the

first (and only) ‘engaging with Asia’ policy report to be released by a state government.

The issue of Tasmanian disengagement from Asia is informed by the problems of: eco-

nomic underperformance, demographic homogeneity, and physical isolation.73 The shape

of Tasmanian disengagement from Asia is based on a series of comparisons that the

mainland is engaged with the region.

Produced by the Tasmanian Government in conjunction with the Australian National

University Crawford School of Public Policy, it is not surprising then that the Tasmanian

Report did not conceptualise the problem of Tasmanian Asia literacy any differently to

the preceding policy reports. As a result of the national approach, only certain forms of

engagement with Asia are recognised as valid. Alternatively, these examples show that

Tasmania is not disengaged from Asia.

In Chapter Six I explore how Asia literacy occurs in a stream of human consciousness.

The addition of an intranational regional perspective to Asia literacy highlights the lim-

itations of the national model for ‘engaging with Asia.’ Asia literacy is not uniform, is

not anticipated, and is not learned. Rather, it is subjective and based on the affective

dimension of ‘engaging with the Asian other’ in response to individual spatial and historic

viewpoints. I advised that intercultural competencies are a more effective framework for

mitigating a fear of the Asian other and therefore supporting regional integration. There-

fore, I recommend that Asia literacy programs in Tasmania be refocussed to account for

the affective dimensions of engaging with the Asian other, or, the self, to foster social

cohesion and to dissolve a fear of alterity.

Over sixty public policy reports have been published since the 1950s and from these,

a national approach has emerged. At the core of this, is the concept of Asia literacy,

guided by economic goals, where engaging with Asia is assumed to be both desirable and

productive. Despite the admirable ambition of ‘Asia literacy,’ I have demonstrated that

the education program has foundered due to serious theoretical flaws.

73 The Tasmanian Report, 4.
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Tasmania was a case study to demonstrate that when intranational regional perspectives

of engaging with Asia are considered, the national model of Asia literacy is ineffective and

incomplete. However, rather than designating these areas as Asia ‘illiterate,’ this thesis

has shown that Asia literacy engages with an affective dimension, frequently occurring

outside of the classroom at the level of everyday life.
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Appendix A

Attachments of the Henry and

Tasmanian Reports

National Objectives of the Henry Report

Pages 9–26 of the Australia in the Asian Century White Paper, October 2012.

(The Henry Report).

1. Skills and Education:

a. All Australians will have the opportunity to acquire the skills and education

they need to participate fully in a strong economy and a fairer society.

2. Innovation:

a. Australia will have an innovation system, in the top 10 globally, that supports

excellence and dynamism in business with a creative problem-solving culture

that enhances our evolving areas of strength and attracts top researchers, com-

panies and global partnerships.

3. Infrastructure:

a. Australia will implement a systemic national framework for developing, financ-

ing and maintaining a nationally significant infrastructure that will assist gov-

ernments and the private sector to plan and prioritise infrastructure needs at

least 20 years ahead.

b. Australia’s communications infrastructure and markets will be world leading

and support the rapid exchange and spread of ideas and commerce in the Asian

region.

4. Tax System:

a. Australia’s tax and transfer system will be efficient and fair, encouraging con-

tinued investment in the capital base and greater participation in the workforce,
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while developing sustainable revenues to support economic growth by meeting

public and social needs.

5. Regulatory Reform:

a. Australia will be among the most efficiently regulated places in the world, in

the top five globally, reducing business costs by billions of dollars a year.

6. Environmental sustainability:

a. The Australian economy and our environmental assets will be managed sus-

tainably to ensure the wellbeing of future generations of Australians.

7. Macroeconomic and financial frameworks:

a. Australia’s macroeconomic and financial frameworks will remain among the

world’s best through this period of change.

8. Building Capabilities:

a. Australia’s school system will be in the top five schooling systems in the world,

delivering excellent outcomes for all students of all backgrounds, and system-

atically improving performance over time.

9. Through universities:

a. Australia will remain among the world’s best for research and teaching in uni-

versities, delivering excellent outcomes for a larger number of Australian stu-

dents, attracting the best academics and students from around the world and

strengthening links between Australia and the region.

10. Through the vocational education and training system:

a. Australia will have vocational education and training systems that are among

the world’s best, building capability in the region and supporting a highly skilled

Australian workforce able to continuously develop its capabilities.

11. Asia-capable leaders, workplaces and institutions:

a. Decision makers in Australian businesses, parliaments, national institutions

(including the Australian Public Service and national cultural institutions) and

advisory forms across the community will have deeper knowledge and expertise

of countries in our region and have a greater capacity to integrate domestic

and international issues.

12. Adaptability:
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a. Australian communities and regions will benefit from structural changes in the

economy and seize the new opportunities emerging in the Asian Century.

13. Social foundations:

a. Australia will be a higher skill, higher wage economy with a fair, multicultural

and cohesive society and a growing population, and all Australians will be

able to benefit from, and participate in, Australia’s growing prosperity and

engagement in Asia.

14. Operating in and connecting with growing Asian markets:

a. Australia’s businesses will be recognised globally for their excellence and ability

to operate successfully in Asian markets.

b. The Australian economy will be more open and integrated with Asia, the flow

of goods, services, capital, ideas and people will be easier, and Australian busi-

nesses and investors will have greater access to opportunities in Asia.

15. Australia’s agriculture and food sector:

a. Australia’s agriculture and food production system will be globally competitive,

with productive and sustainable agriculture and food businesses.

16. Building sustainable security in the region:

a. Australian policies will contribute to Asia’s development as a region of sus-

tainable security in which habits of cooperation are the norm.

b. The region will be more sustainable and human security will be strengthened

with the development of resilient markets for basic needs such as energy, food

and water.

17. Deeper and broader relationships:

a. Australia will have the necessary capabilities to promote Australian interests

and maintain Australia’s influence.

b. Australia will have stronger and more comprehensive relationships with coun-

tries across the region, especially with key regional nations — China, India,

Indonesia, Japan and South Korea.

c. Australia will have deeper and broader people-to-people links with Asian na-

tions, across the entire community.

d. Australia will have stronger, deeper and broader cultural links with Asian na-

tions.
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Goals and ambitions for Tasmania in the Asian Century from the

Tasmanian Report

Pages 41–45 of the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper, March 2013.

(The Tasmanian Report).

1. Increase the size and skill base of Tasmania’s workforce.

2. Help shape Tasmania’s demographic trajectory and address Tasmania’s low cultural

and economic awareness of Asia.

3. Establish Hobart as a world-class international, liveable, waterfront city with flow-

on benefits for Tasmanians through greater Asian investment, tourism opportunities

and improved access to Asian markets.

4. Optimise Tasmania’s infrastructure connecting the state to Asian markets and op-

portunities.

5. Increase the scale of production in areas of strength by improving connections to

Asian markets and achieving efficiencies in production, logistics and marketing.

6. Build on established export strengths in minerals, metals, forestry, food, energy,

manufacturing, sustainable development and consulting services.

7. Increase exports of food and beverages to Asian markets, with a focus on compet-

itively priced quality foods for Asia’s growing middle class and the marketing of

premium products to Asia’s high-income consumers.

8. Support the transformation of Tasmania’s manufacturing to take advantage of inter-

national value chains and to leverage off continued innovation in areas of strength.

9. Establish Hobart as a gateway for Asia to access the Antarctic continent and South-

ern Ocean based on a world-class research hub and direct logistical support.
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List of submissions to the Tasmanian Report

• Australian Antarctic Division and Antarctic Climate and Ecosystems Cooperative

Research Gate

• Tasmanian Government Department of Education

• Nocton Partk Vineyard

• Tasracing Pty Ltd

• University of Tasmania School of Asian Languages and Studies

• Nicole Leung-Mullany

• Tasmanian Government Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources

• Flinders Island Meats

• Tasmanian Government Department of Treasury and Finance

• Tasmanian Chamber of Commerce and Industry

• Fonterra

• Tourism Industry Council

• Skills Tasmania

• Tasmanian Farmers and Graziers Association

• Tasmanian Department of Economic Development, Tourism and the Arts (Business

Skills Migration)

• Hobart International Airport Pty Ltd.

• Fruit Growers Tasmania Inc

• Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment

• Hydro Tasmania

• Tasmanian Skills Institute

• AFS Intercultural Programs

• P & B Rubenach

• Dr Rana Roy

• GHD
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Appendix B

Survey Questions

Survey 1 — Attitudes and Values towards ‘Engaging with Asia’ (2015)

Each page of the survey was presented as follows:

Aligning Tasmanian attitudes and values with Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century

The Asian Century is a hot topic, but what does it really mean for Tasmania?

You are invited to be involved in this research Aligning Tasmanian attitudes and values with the 2013 Tasmanian White Paper Tasmania’s Place

in the Asian Century.

This research is being conducted as partial fulfilment of a doctoral degree in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania.

Reason behind the study:

The 21st Century is arguably the Asian Century. For the foreseeable future, various Asian nations, in particular China, India, Korea and Japan

will be of increasing strategic economic importance to Tasmania. The Australia in the Asian Century White Paper (AACWP) and Tasmania’s

Place in the Asian Century White Paper released in 2013 (TWPAC) confirm this arguing now is the optimal time for Australia to increase

regional engagement to secure economic growth.
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The purpose of this investigation is to test the aims of the Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century exploring how they align with Tasmanian

perceptions and understandings of Asia.

It is anticipated that testing the aims of the Tasmania and the Asia Century policy will elucidate whether Tasmania is capable of engaging with

Asia. Accordingly, this research questions how Tasmanians understand:

• How Asia relates to Tasmania and vice versa

• The Tasmanian and Asian historical relationship

• How Tasmanians value the current and projected Tasmanian and Asian relationship

• Whether Tasmanians believe Tasmania is capable of engaging with Asia

• What issues Tasmanians perceive might prevent Tasmania from engaging with Asia

This research is important to understanding whether Tasmania is capable of engaging with the Asian region. It is hoped that by collecting data

that challenges the aims of the TWPAC, it can be explored whether or not Tasmania is capable of engaging with Asia.

If you choose to participate, your involvement is entirely voluntary and very much appreciated. Your consent is implied by successfully completing

the survey.

Please do not hesitate to make contact with the research team if you have any questions. Thank you.

This study has been approved by the Tasmanian Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have concerns or complaints about

the conduct of this study, please contact the Executive Officer of the HREC (Tasmania) Network on (03) 6226 6254 or email

human.ethics@utas.edu.au. The Executive Officer is the person nominated to receive complaints from research participants. Please quote ethics

reference number H0014919.
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Information regarding your participation

Why have I been invited to participate?

You have been invited to participate in this study as someone with a range of experiences that makes you resonate with being Tasmanian. All

Tasmanians are invited to be involved.

Please be assured that your involvement is voluntary, that there are no consequences if you decide not to participate, and that this will not affect,

for example, your relationship with the University.

What will I be asked to do?

This study has one straightforward component consisting of a survey, which you will be asked to respond to.

The survey asks you to respond to statements by ticking boxes that correlate with your response. You will be encouraged to choose from these

options:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree

The survey will be organised into several categories. The final category will give you the opportunity to provide more in depth answers to three

conceptual questions. You can respond with a one word or several paragraph answers — this section is up to your own discretion.

This research is being conducted to improve understandings of how Tasmanians conceptualise and understand the Asian Century and its

relationship to Tasmania’s future.

Are there any possible benefits from participation in this study?

While there are no intended benefits to the participants in this study, there is a likelihood that your understanding of the Asia Century and

Tasmania’s relationship with Asia may improve as a result of your involvement in the survey.

Are there any possible risks from participation in this study?
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This study is considered low risk. It will be conducted in your own time and you have complete control of where and when you respond to the

survey.

What if I change my mind during or after the study?

You are free to withdraw from the survey at any time, and can do so without providing an explanation. Data already processed will not be able

to be withdrawn.

What will happen to the information when this study is over?

The data of this study that is kept will not bear participants’ names or be identifiable in any way after the completion of the project. Data will

not be able to be traced back to the individual participant.

You will be able to access the data at www.emilyrudlingresearch.com

How will the results of the study be published?

This research forms part of the requirements for a doctoral degree and, as such, findings will potentially be published for educational purposes.

This may or may not include conference papers, journal articles, forums, and book 3s. The final dissertation may or may not be published. No

participant will be identifiable. If any participant would like to learn of the results of the study can contact the researcher or supervisor of

research (contact details below) for copies of the reports.

What if I have questions about the study?

Please contact:

Supervisor of research: Dr. Kaz Ross lecturer in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania

Researcher: Emily Rudling, PhD Candidate in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania

If you would like to begin, please click next.

Your consent is implied by completing this survey. This survey will take approximately 15 minutes
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Socio-economic Indicators

Please select the following:

This information is anonymous and cannot be traced back to any individual response.

1. What is your gender?

Female Male Transgender Other (please specify)

2. What is your age?

18–24 25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65–74 75 or older

3. Where were you born?

Tasmania Mainland Australia Overseas

4. If you live in Tasmania, please provide your postcode

5. Do you identify as Tasmanian?

Yes No Unsure/Don’t know

6. Which of the following best describes your current occupation?

Management

Business and Financial Operations

Computer and Mathematical

Architecture and Engineering

Life, Physical, and Social Science

Community and Social Service

Legal

Education, Training, and Library

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and

Media

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

Healthcare Support

Protective Service

Food Preparation and Serving Related

Building and Grounds Cleaning and

Maintenance

Personal Care and Service

Sales and Related

Office and Administrative Support

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

Construction and Extraction

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

Production

Transportation and Materials Moving

Self-employed

Student

Other (please specify)
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7. Please indicate your personal income

<20,000 20,000-29,999 30,000-39,999 40,000-49,999 50,000-59,999 60,000-69,999 70,000-79,999 80,000+

8. Please indicate your highest level of education

Completed grade 10 Completed grade 12 Completed bachelor degree Completed postgraduate degree Other (please specify)
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The Tasmanian Economy

Answer questions on the following scale:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree

1. The Tasmanian economy is in a secure position

2. The Tasmanian economy is underperforming

3. Compared to other Australian state and territory economies, the Tasmanian economy is underperforming

4. Critical to improving the Tasmanian economy, is improving the capacity and size of its workforce

5. To Improve the Tasmanian economy, it is useful to look nationally to develop new economic ties

6. The future of the Tasmanian economy is dependent on looking overseas to develop new economic ties Strongly

7. America is an important overseas trading partner

8. Economic trade with the Asian region, notably China, India, South Korea, and Japan, is important to Tasmania’s economic future

9. Economic security is more important than strategic security

10. The Asian region, notably China, India, South Korea, and Japan, offers Tasmania heightened strategic security

11. Economic ties with the Asian region, notably China, India, South Korea, and Japan, can improve Tasmania’s economic situation

12. Asia investment in Tasmania should be increased

13. To engage with the Asian region, it is most important that Tasmania develops the strength and capacity of its workforce

14. Asia investment in Tasmania is too high
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Tasmania and production and manufacturing

Answer questions on the following scale:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree

1. In terms of goods and produce, Tasmania has little to offer the Asian region

2. In terms of goods and produce, “mainland” Australia has little to offer the Asian region

3. Tasmania should develop a trade market aimed at encouraging Asian investment in the state

4. To engage the Asian region in trade, Tasmania’s strengths are luxury items (for example tourism and niche food markets)

5. The re-development of the Tasmanian market should be mostly based around Asian interests

6. Tapping into the rising middle class of Asian consumers is critical to Tasmania’s future

7. Tasmania should improve luxury food exports (for example wine, cheese, or, seafood) to account for the needs of the Asian middle class

8. Tasmania’s scale of production is too small to engage the Asian region

9. Increasing the scale of production of luxury items is unobtainable for Tasmania

10. Increasing the scale of production of luxury goods is contingent on increasing the capacity and strength of the Tasmanian workforce

11. Improving the scale of production is irrelevant without Asian specialists skilled in conducting business between Tasmania and Asia

12. Improving manufacturing is important to improving trade links with Asia

13. Tasmania’s population is too small to increase production and manufacturing to meet the needs of the Asian middle class

14. Rather, Tasmania should consolidate strengths in mining, minerals, and forestry, and not in shaping the economy to engage the Asian region

15. Tasmania does not need the Asian region to improve the economy
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Tasmania’s accessibility

Answer questions on the following scale:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree

1. Tasmania, especially the capital Hobart, is physically isolated

2. Being an island does not affect Tasmania’s economic or cultural connection to the rest of the world

3. Poor accessibility is a significant challenge to Tasmania’s tourism market

4. Isolation limits the success of Tasmania’s international trade relations

5. In general, much of Tasmania is difficult to access

6. Current infrastructure does not adequately connect Tasmania to Australia and the rest of the world

7. Improved infrastructure (for example roads, public transport, trading hubs) would encourage tourists and businesses to visit Tasmania

8. Due to being an island, Tasmania’s accessibility will not really be improved by better infrastructure

9. Due to geographic proximity, “mainland” Australia is much better suited than Tasmania to engaging the Asian region

10. Tasmania is ideally situated to engage the Asian region

11. It is useful to Tasmania to develop infrastructure aimed at engaging the Asian region

12. It is more useful that Tasmania maintains infrastructure for current key trading partners such as America
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Culture and Tasmania

Answer questions on the following scale:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree

1. In general, Tasmania is culturally isolated

2. Tasmania has a less developed culture than “mainland” Australia

3. Being an island limits Tasmania’s exposure to overseas cultures

4. As a result, Tasmania has an Anglo-Saxon dominant culture

5. Tasmania’s culture is most like the British culture

6. In particular, Tasmania has limited cultural exposure to Asian countries

7. As a result, Tasmanians have an overall poor awareness of Asian cultures

8. There are significant differences between Tasmanian and Asian cultures

9. Tasmanian and Asian cultures are largely incompatible

10. Cultural compatibility between Asia and Tasmania is irrelevant for successful economic integration

11. Tasmania and Asia have a long history of cultural interaction

12. A lot of Tasmania’s contemporary identity results from interaction with Asia

13. Historical interaction between Tasmania and Asia is largely negative and problematises contemporary Tasmania-Asia engagement
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Tasmania and Asia literacy

1. Please briefly explain how you define “Asia literacy”

Answer questions on the following scale:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree

2. Asia literacy is a useful skill

3. Improving Asia literacy skills will increase Tasmania’s ability to engage with the Asian region

4. Asia literacy mostly means proficiency in one or more Asia languages

5. Asia literacy mostly involves cultural awareness of Asia

6. To be Asia literate, a person must be skilled in both language and cultural understanding

7. To become Asia literate, it is important to spend some time living/working/studying in an Asian country

8. In general, Tasmania has a poor standard of Asia literacy

9. Currently, Tasmania does not have the infrastructure to improve Asia literacy

10. Geographic isolation affects Tasmania’s standard of Asia literacy

11. Asia literacy is not important to Tasmania

12. Economic integration is more useful to engaging the Asian region than developing Asia literacy skills

13. Economic integration comes before Asia literacy

14. Economic integration with Asia will be unsuccessful without improving Tasmania’s Asia literacy skills
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Asia Readiness

1. Please briefly explain how you would define being “Asia ready”

Answer questions on the following scale:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree

2. Tasmania is becoming Asia ready

3. It is important that Tasmania becomes Asia ready

4. Tasmania has not before been Asia ready

5. Being Asia ready means changing infrastructure to accommodate Asian needs

6. Being Asia ready means having the skills to improve trade relations with Asia

7. Asia ready is an obtainable skill
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Asia Engagement

1. Please briefly explain how you define “Asia engagement”

Answer questions on the following scale:

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree

2. Tasmania has always been engaging with Asia

3. Engagement primarily refers to economic relations

4. Tasmania’s engagement with Asia is more focused on cultural exchange

5. Economic engagement is superficial compared to cultural engagement

6. Non-interaction with Asia is a form of engagement

7. Engagement with Asia is a long-term investment

8. It is important that Tasmania’s engagement with Asia is sustainable

Your industry/workplace and Asia

1. Does your industry/workplace have strategies for engagement with Asia? Please list any strategies.
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Thank you!

Thank you for completing this survey.

This survey is the first phase of a three phase research study.

If you would like to participate in the second phase, please add your contact details here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/9GKJXPK

Your contact details cannot be linked to the survey you have just completed.

You can access the results of this survey at: www.emilyrudlingresearch.com

Data is anticipated to be analysed by September 2015 and will be made available on the website then.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the research team:

Supervisor of research: Dr Kaz Ross lecturer in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania

Researcher: Emily Rudling PhD Candidate in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania

Thank you

This study has been approved by the Tasmanian Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have concerns or complaints about

the conduct of this study, please contact the Executive Officer of the HREC (Tasmania) Network on (03) 6226 6254 or email

human.ethics@utas.edu.au. The Executive Officer is the person nominated to receive complaints from research participants. Please quote ethics

reference number H0014919.
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Survey 2 — Everyday Asia Literacy in Tasmania (2016)

About the survey

Why have I been invited to participate?

You have been invited to participate in this study as someone with a range of experiences that makes you resonate with being Tasmanian.

Everyone is invited to participate.

Please be assured that your involvement is voluntary and anonymous, that there are no consequences if you decide not to participate, and that

this will not affect, for example, your relationship with the University.

What will I be asked to do?

This study has one straightforward component consisting of a survey, which you will be asked to respond to.

The survey asks you to respond to questions about your everyday engagement with Asia.

This study has been approved by the Tasmanian Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have concerns or complaints about

the conduct of this study, please contact the Executive Officer of the HREC (Tasmania) Network on (03) 6226 6254 or email

human.ethics@utas.edu.au. The Executive Officer is the person nominated to receive complaints from research participants. Please quote ethics

reference number H0014919.
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Information regarding your participation

This research is being conducted to improve understandings of how Tasmanians conceptualise and understand the Asian Century and its

relationship to Tasmania’s future.

Are there any possible benefits from participation in this study?

While there are no intended benefits to the participants in this study, there is a likelihood that your understanding of the Asia Century and

Tasmania’s relationship with Asia may improve as a result of your involvement in the survey.

Are there any possible risks from participation in this study?

This study is considered low risk. It will be conducted in your own time and you have complete control of where and when you respond to the

survey.

What if I change my mind during or after the study?

You are free to withdraw from the survey at any time, and can do so without providing an explanation. Data already processed will not be able

to be withdrawn.

What will happen to the information when this study is over?

The data of this study that is kept will not bear participants’ names or be identifiable in any way after the completion of the project. Data will

not be able to be traced back to the individual participant. You will be able to access the data at www.emilyrudlingresearch.com

How will the results of the study be published?

This research forms part of the requirements for a doctoral degree and, as such, findings will potentially published for educational purposes. This

may or may not include conference papers, journal articles, forums, and book chapters. The final dissertation may or may not be published. No

participant will be identifiable. If any participant would like to learn of the results of the study can contact the researcher or supervisor of

research (contact details below) for copies of the reports.

What if I have questions about the study?
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Please contact:

Supervisor of research: Dr Kaz Ross lecturer in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania

Researcher: Emily Rudling, PhD Candidate in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania

This study has been approved by the Tasmanian Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have concerns or complaints about

the conduct of this study, please contact the Executive Officer of the HREC (Tasmania) Network on (03) 6226 6254 or email

human.ethics@utas.edu.au. The Executive Officer is the person nominated to receive complaints from research participants. Please quote ethics

reference number H0014919.

If you would like to begin, please click next

Your consent is implied by completing this survey. This survey will take approximately 5 minutes.
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Socio-economic indicators

1. What is your gender?

Female Male Transgender Other

2. What is your age?

18–24 25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65–74 75 or older

3. Where were you born?

Tasmania Mainland Australia Overseas

4. If you live in Tasmania, please provide your postcode

5. Do you identify as Tasmanian?

Yes No Unsure/Don’t know

6. Which of the following best describes your current occupation?

Management

Business and Financial Operations

Computer and Mathematical

Architecture and Engineering

Life, Physical, and Social Science

Community and Social Service

Legal

Education, Training, and Library

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and

Media

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

Healthcare Support

Protective Service

Food Preparation and Serving Related

Building and Grounds Cleaning and

Maintenance

Personal Care and Service

Sales and Related

Office and Administrative Support

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

Construction and Extraction

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

Production

Transportation and Materials Moving

Student

Retired

Unemployed

Other (please specify)
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7. Please indicate your personal income

<20,000 20,000–29,999 30,000–39,999 40,000–49,999 50,000–59,999 60,000–69,999 70,000–79,999 80,000+

8. Please indicate your highest level of education

Completed grade 10 Completed grade 12 Completed bachelor degree Completed postgraduate degree Other (please specify)
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On discussing Asia

Image credit: mapsontheweb.zoom-maps.com

“Asia”

Above is a map of the world.

Literature is not in agreement on what constitutes Asia. The Tasmania’s Place in the Asian Century White Paper seeks to engage parts of Asia

including China, Japan, South Korea, India and Indonesia and labels this group ‘Asia.’

Asia, however, can extend from the edge of Eastern Europe through to Japan and then from Mongolia down to Indonesia. It might even include

Australia and some Pacific islands. This enormous area is very diverse and heterogeneous. Individuals may or may not include parts of this great

area in their understanding of Asia. What you call Asia depends entirely on your own viewpoint.

For the purposes of this survey When you complete this survey interpret the term ’Asia’ from your own perspective. The use of the term in this

survey does not reveal how the authors understand and conceptualise Asia.

The aim is to uncover how the survey respondents understand and engage Asia — whatever that may be.
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Engaging Asia

9. Have you travelled to Asia?

Yes No

10. Which areas of Asia have you travelled to? Tick as many as applicable

South East Asia (For example: Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Philippines, Brunei)

East Asia (For example: China, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea)

Central Asia (For example Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, Afghanistan)

The Middle East (For example: Israel, Syria, Jordan, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Qatar)

South Asia (For example: India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bangladesh)

11. Why have you travelled to Asia? Tick as many as applicable

Family connection

Career development

Study opportunity

Volunteering

Surf/adventure sport trip

Partying

Cultural immersion

Spiritual awakening

Religious pilgrimage

Holiday

Charity event (i.e. race a rickshaw through India to raise money for X)

School trip

Exchange program

Other (please specify)
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12. What country have you spent the most time travelling in?

13. Have you resided in Asia?

Yes, I have resided in Asia

Yes, I currently reside in Asia

No I have not resided in Asia

Unsure

14. Please indicate the primary reason why you have resided in Asia.

Family connections

Employment

Study opportunities

Volunteering

Work

Cultural immersion

Other (please specify)

15. Do you intend to live in Asia in the future?

16. Please indicate the reasons why you intend to live in Asia. Tick as many as applicable

Family connections

Employment

Study opportunities

Volunteering

Work

Cultural immersion

Other (please specify)
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Everyday engagement with Asia

1. Do you engage with Asian popular culture?

For example: Anime, manga, PopAsia, If You Are The One, the Iron Chef, J POP, K POP, Bollywood, authors like Haruki Murakami etc.

Tick as many as applicable

Very often (many times a week)

Often (once or twice a week)

Sometimes (once a week/fortnight)

Not very often (once a month or every couple of months)

Rarely (once or twice a year)

Never

Don’t know

2. How do you participate in Asian popular culture? Tick as many as applicable

I do not participate

Music

Books

Comics (e.g. Manga)

TV and movies

Fashion

Internet gaming

Online dating

Websurfing (e.g. Weibo)

Fandom (e.g. Cosplay)

Other (please specify)
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3. How often do you eat Asian food (takeaway or homemade)?

For example: sushi, noodles stir fry, laksa, curry, dumplings, sashimi, mi goreng, ramen, fried rice etc. Very often (many times a week)

Often (once or twice a week)

Sometimes (once a week/fortnight)

Not very often (once a month or every couple of months)

Rarely (once or twice a year)

Never

Unsure

Don’t know

Other (please specify)

4. Have you or would you host exchange students/foreign workers in your home?

Yes No

5. Do you participate in Asia specific cultural events held in Tasmania?

For example, Chinese New Year, Happy Holi festival etc.

Yes No Unsure
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Asia language and studies engagement

6. Do you speak an Asian language?

Yes No

7. If yes, which Asian language?

8. What is your level of proficiency? Tick as many as applicable

Professional (can participate in business meetings)

Conversational (can go about day to day activities)

Broken (can participate in some daily activities such as shopping)

Basic (can say basic greetings and use basic manners)

Used to be competent but am out of practice

None

Currently learning an Asian language

I speak other languages but no Asian language

9. Did you study a language at school? Tick as many as applicable Yes at primary school

Yes, at high school

Yes, at college (grade 11 and 12)

Yes, at university

Yes, through TAFE/Vocational training

Yes at a specific language school

Not applicable

10. What Asian language(s) did you learn at school?
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11. Have you participated in Asian Studies at school? Tick as many as applicable

Yes, in primary school

Yes, in high school

Yes, in college (grade 11 and 12)

Yes, at university

No not specifically

Don’t know

Other (please specify)

12. Does your workplace engage with Asia?

Yes No Other (please specify)

Almost finished

13. Please list any comments about how you engage with Asia on a day to day level that is not covered by this survey.
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End of survey

All done!

Thank you!

You can access the results of this survey at: www.emilyrudlingresearch.com.

Data is anticipated to be analysed by November 2016 and will be available online then.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the research team:

Supervisor of research: Dr Kaz Ross lecturer in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania

Researcher: Emily Rudling PhD Candidate in Asian Studies at the University of Tasmania

Thank you.

This study has been approved by the Tasmanian Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have concerns or complaints about

the conduct of this study, please contact the Executive Officer of the HREC (Tasmania) Network on (03) 6226 6254 or email

human.ethics@utas.edu.au. The Executive Officer is the person nominated to receive complaints from research participants. Please quote ethics

reference number H0014919.



Appendix C: Indicative Interview Schedule

Appendix C

Indicative Interview Schedule

Interview Schedule

• What does Asia literacy mean to you?

– Key points, elements, what’s your understanding

• Where or how did you gain this understanding?

– Professional? Personal? Elaborate

• Is Asia literacy relevant? Why?

– Is it relevant for Tasmania? For UTAS? Why?

• What factors do you see as critical in driving Asia literacy?

– Policy? Resources? Motivation? How does it work?

• What is the role of [your work or working environment] in promoting Asia literacy?

– International students, classes?

• How does the broader context of social, cultural, political change affect Asia literacy

for you?

• What actions have been necessary to implement Asia literacy at [your work or

working environment]?

• What outcomes would you like to see from Asia literacy?

• What opportunities do you see Asia literacy offers?

• Cultural or linguistic studies?

• Please define the following terms:

– Asia, Asia literacy, and Asia capabilities.
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